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This thesis provides an intellectual context for my work in computational 
scientific visualization for large-scale public outreach in venues such as digital-
dome planetarium shows and high-definition public television documentaries. In 
my associated practicum, a DVD that provides video excerpts, 1 focus especially on 
work I have created with my Advanced Visualization Laboratory team at the 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications (Champaign, Illinois) from 
2002-2007. 
1 make three main contributions to knowledge within the field of computational 
scientific visualization. Firstly, I share the unique process 1 have pioneered for 
collaboratively producing and exhibiting this data-driven art when aimed at popular 
science education. The message of the art complements its means of production: 
Renaissance Team collaborations enact a cooperative paradigm of evolutionary 
sympathetic adaptation and co-creation. 
Secondly, 1 open up a positive, new space within computational scientific 
visualization's practice for artistic expression—especially in providing a theory of 
digi-epistemology that accounts for how this is possible given the limitations 
imposed by the demands of mapping numerical data and the computational models 
derived from them onto visual forms. I am concerned not only with liberating 
artists to enrich audience's aesthetic experiences of scientific visualization, to 
contribute their own vision, but also with conceiving of audiences as co-creators of 
the aesthetic significance of the work, to re-envision and re-circulate what they 
encounter there. Even more commonly than in the age of traditional media, on-line 
social computing and digital tools have empowered the public to capture and 
repurpose visual metaphors, circulating them within new contexts and telling new 
stories with them. 
Thirdly, I demonstrate the creative power of visaphors (see footnote, p. 1) to 
provide novel embodied experiences through my practicum as well as my thesis 
discussion. Specifically, I describe how the visaphors my Renaissance Teams and I 
create enrich the Environmentalist Story of Science, essentially promoting a 
counter-narrative to the Enlightenment Story of Science through articulating how 
humanity participates in an evolving universal consciousness through our embodied 
interaction and cooperative interdependence within nested, self-producing 
(autopoetic) systems, from the micro- to the macroscopic. This contemporary 
account of the natural world, its inter-related systems, and their dynamics may be 
understood as expressing a creative and generative energy—a kind o f 
consciousness-that transcends the human yet also encompasses it. 
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Preface 
In this thesis, I offer an extended account o f my unique academic arts and science 
research practice, in which 1 collaborate with professionals from a variety of disciplines to 
create and present animated computational scientific visualizations—what 1 call 
visaphors'-as part of large-scale outreach projects through high-definition documentary 
television programming and ultra-high resolution shows for new, high-tech museum 
venues such as digital domes. In the words of Tom Lucas, a collaborator o f many years 
and principal of Thomas Lucas Productions,^ my work is focused on "giving millions of 
people a glimpse of the processes that shape our universe" (Lucas, 2008; see Appendix). I 
make three claims to contributing new knowledge to the domain of computational 
scientific visualization through this thesis: 
• 1 share the unique process 1 have pioneered for collaboratively producing and 
exhibiting computational scientific visualization for the broader public in mass 
venues. 
• I open up a positive space, for the first lime, within scientific visualization's 
practice of computational science for artistic expression, especially in providing 
a theory for how this is possible given the limitations imposed by the demands 
of mapping numerical data and the computational models derived from them 
onto visual forms. 
' 1 have coined the term "visaphor" to denote the specialized visual metaphors employed in 
computational scientific visualization. Visaphors are rendered digitally from 
supercomputer numerical data. To concrete representations, they map data that are 
founded upon and derived through compound disciplinary assumptions (such as in the 
field of mathematics), systems of information, models of science, and approximation 
methods (Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette, and Belitz, 1994; Shrader-Frechette, 1994; 
Hesse, 1996; Hallyn, 2000; Lakoff and Nunez, 2000; Nunez, 2000; Reed et al., 2005). 
^ Thomas Lucas Productions: http://www.tlproductions.com/credits.html. 
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• I demonstrate the creative power of visaphors to provide novel embodied 
experiences through my practicum as well as my thesis discussion. 
Specifically, I describe how the visaphors my Renaissance Teams and 1 create 
enrich the Environmentalist Story of Science, essentially promoting a counter-
narrative to the Enlightenment Story of Science through showing how humanity 
participates in an evolving universal consciousness through our embodied 
interaction and cooperative interdependence within nested, self-producing 
(autopoetic) systems, from the micro- to the macroscopic. 
My contributions to new knowledge must be understood within the context of my 
computational scientific visualization practice. 
At its broadest level, visualization makes the "invisible visible." 1 work within an 
area of scientific visualization that aims to make visible new understandings of natural 
phenomena. In our current practice, we visually interpret, represent, and present large-
scale computational models of scientific hypotheses. These models are derived from the 
practice of computational science. Computational science—which has come to be known 
as the third pillar of scientific inquiry (Reed et al., 2005)"*—solves large systems of physics 
equations, generating billions of numbers, within the virtual laboratory of supercomputers. 
Computational scientists distinguish themselves from computer scientists both through 
their focus. Computer scientists are concerned with software or hardware innovation, 
while computational scientists are focused on a science domain to which such technologies 
might be applied for discovery. Computational scientists' method of inquiry depends upon 
scientific visualization for its digi-epistemology, a term 1 have coined that resonates with 
K.en Golberg's notion of "tele-epistemology," which theorizes the distance between a 
Theory and experimentation being the first two pillars of scientific inquiry. 
viewer and a remote technology through which something is viewed (2001). Scientists 
develop heuristic models of phenomena based on empirically derived data. Then, together 
with visualization artists, they work to debug and reveal models from massive, obscuring 
blocks of geometrically chunked data. From these models, artists develop visualizations-
such as data-informed depictions of supernova explosions or tornado formation (see the 
Practicum Compilation DVD for examples of visualizations 1 have developed). 
1 distinguish this computational science approach from others used in scientific 
visualization in two ways. Firstly, 1 have expanded my work beyond that major fomi in 
which practitioners—such as those featured in The Visual Mind: Art and Mathematics 
(Emmer, 1993), including myself—create visual representations of algorithms and 
databases or directly model purely mathematical theorizations. Secondly, I distinguish the 
focus of my current work from the development of scientific visualization tools used for 
data discovery and interrogation, which are, as a result, mainly employed in refining 
models and creating visaphors for audiences within specialized communities. My research 
group does create interactive visualization tools (see Practicum Compilation DVD for 
examples of Virtual Director'^") to aid in the making of visaphors, but these tools are used 
to support our process for making visaphors intended for outreach, and so concentrate, 
again in Tom Lucas's words, on "new heights of drama and aesthetics" (Lucas, 2008; see 
Appendix). 
Currently, my visaphor work is aesthetically designed and directed to the broader 
public, as a means of popularizing scientific research and contemporary science narratives. 
Scientific visualization products such as visaphors are generally thought of as a type of 
scientific communication among ourselves, their creators; our collaborators, the scientists, 
who provide the computational models; and the popular science educators, who produce 
infotainmenls that incorporate a variety of visual methods, including illustrations, 
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animations, and data-driven visualizations. As a seminal and leading artist in the field of 
computational scientific visualization, I have created a unique process for producing and 
exhibiting scientific visualization for the broader pubic in mass venues such as digital 
planetarium domes and high-definition educational television programs. The process 
includes special techniques for treating computational data and the coordination of 
interdisciplinary Renaissance Teams that combine the expertise of artists, scientists, and 
high-definition feature or museum site educator-writer-producers. I describe this process 
(see Chapter 2) and its products (see Practicum Overview and Detail) as the first of three 
major contributions I have made to the field. This contribution is widely acknowledged 
among my colleagues, as is shown by Paul Fishwick's introduction to my 1988 article 
"Using the Supercomputer to Visualize Higher Dimensions: An Artist's Contribution to 
Scientific Visualization," reprinted in honor of Leonardo's 40'*' anniversary: 
"Donna J. Cox's article [ . . . ] is a seminal contribution, not only to Leonardo, but to 
the idea that teams of artists and scientists can and should work closely together in 
"Renaissance teams" [ . . . ] Based on Cox's pioneering work, one is lefi to speculate 
how future research can leverage relatively new media...We are left with the 
conclusion that the best research to push science forward will involve these 
Renaissance teams." (Fishwick, 2008, p. 390) 
The second major contribution I have made to the field of scientific visualization 
is—for the first time—the opening up of a positive space within its practice for artistic 
expression, especially in providing a theory for how this is possible given the limitations 
imposed by the demands of mapping numerical data and the computational models derived 
from them onto visual fonns. 1 justify this expanded view by arguing-as Brian Harley 
(2001) has in the case of maps within the study of historical geography-lhat scientific 
visualization does not simply hold a mirror to nature and so require only accuracy, clarity, 
and standardization from us as practitioners. Practitioners within scientific visualization 
have tended to resist considering themselves artists, preferring to be thought of as 
communicators instead, but there seems to be some lessening of resistance since the turn of 
the millennium. Two relatively recent books have attempted to fonnally establish new 
regions of the techno-arts through codifying relevant practice in all of its variations and 
naming the individual artists who have led their development. Stephen Wilson's 
Information Arts (2002) revisits "the relationship of art to scientific and technological 
research, exploring the pioneering work of artists with emerging research" (p. 5). 1 am 
included as a pioneering artist within "Digital Infonnation Systems / Computers" as well 
as "Algorithms, Mathematics, Fractals, Genetic Art, and Artificial Life," in contrast with 
such areas as "Biology" approaches; "Telecommunications"; or "Kinetics, Sound 
Installations, and Robots." Within my current field of concentration, Digital Infonnation 
Systems / Computers, I am distinguished as an artist working in "Information 
Visualization," in contrast with others working in "Virtual Reality"; "Motion, Gesture, 
Touch, Gaze, Manipulation, and Activated Objects"; "Speech Synthesis, Voice 
Recognition, and 3-D Sound"; and "Artificial Intelligence." Although I share with other 
informational visualization artists the common goal of making the "invisible visible" by 
representing data such as the information of the first internet image (Dodge and Kitchin, 
2001), my current work differs from theirs in emphasis as well. Within the "Information 
Visualization" section of "Information Arts," my work differs from those practicing in 
complementary but distinctive fields, such as "Surveillance," "Databases and Research 
Processes," and "Information Organizations and Stnictures." In contrast, my focus is on 
the visualization of computational science, this emerging, supercomputer-simulation 
science, with its technical, artistic, and epistemological challenges. 
I am always conscious of these differences in working with colleagues in the 
scientific visualization arts, what we sometimes refer to as "data-viz." My collaborator, 
Felice Frankel at Harvard, for example, focuses on imaging and message communication. 
In particular, she addresses visualization issues surrounding photographs, illustrations, and 
scanning electron microscopes (Wilson, 2002). In contrast, Paul Fishwick's important 
work explores mathematical modeling and reveals the aesthetics of computer-science 
algorithms through visualization (2006). Both Frankel and Fishwick produce 
visualizations intended for specialized research audiences. In contrast, my practice uses 
scientific computational models that have been developed in conjunction with domain-
expert scientists (e.g., astrophysicists, atmospheric scientists) to heuristically research and 
represent scientific hypotheses and discover new visual forms for presenting their science 
stories to popular culture: large-scale, general audiences. 
I distinguish my work from my fellow practitioners in another way, as well. Paul 
Fishwick's Aesthetic Computing (2006), in contrast to Wilson's Information Arts, defines a 
hybrid field that "is concerned with the impact and effects of aesthetics on the field of 
computing" (p. 3), in which aesthetics is defined as "sense perception and the associated 
cognitive state of a person who is under the influence of an aesthetic experience" (p. xiii) 
and computing is taken to be broadly synonymous with computer science in all of its forms 
(p. 5). Fishwick distinguishes aesthetic computing from the information arts by their 
differing goals. Aesthetic computing seeks to "modify computer science through the 
catalysis of aesthetics" rather than to employ digital methods to create new, 
communicative forms (information arts) or new artistic expressions or forms of art 
(computer arts, digital arts media). Although my thesis discussion and practicum draw on 
information arts principles, it would be accurate to say that they represent an aesthetic 
computing approach. Fishwick classifies types of aesthetic computing by their modality, 
how they "interface and interact with objects"; their culture, how they "manifest" in 
relation to "specific artists, art movements, and genre:" and quality, how they incorporate 
"general aesthetic qualities" (p. 13). My invited, chapter-length contribution to the volume 
treats "metaphoric mappings" as a basis for the "art of visualization" and appears in the 
"Art and Design" section (Cox, 2006, pp. 89-114), rather than in sections devoted to topics 
such as "Philosophy and Representation," "Mathematics and Computing," and "Interface 
and Interaction." In the chapter, 1 discuss how visualization artists use a creative 
metaphoric mapping process when mediating, filtering, and using data to communicate 
scientific theories. The process 1 have developed to do so is represented in the volume 
because of its importance in contributing to the practice of aesthetic computing, especially 
in terms of the modality of visaphors as embodied metaphors that may be experienced 
familiarly in terms of culture—as modem scientific illustrations or animations in telling 
science stories—even as they evoke a range of general aesthetic qualities, including beauty, 
wonder, imaginative projection, and a re-envisioning of the perceived real. 
The third major contribution I have made through my work is not limited to the 
field of scientific visualization, but it does provide an example of what we may create 
within the scope of our funding and project obligations and with the tools and media at our 
disposal. That is, I have worked through my most recent scientific visualizations to enrich 
the Environmentalist Story of Science, essentially promoting a counter-narrative to the 
Enlightenment Story of Science that describes how humanity participates in an evolving 
universal consciousness through our embodied interaction and cooperative 
interdependence within nested, self-producing (autopoetic) systems, from the micro- to the 
macroscopic (Margulis and Sagan, 1986; Maturana and Varela, 1980, 1987; Barlow, 1991; 
Waldrop, 1992; Kauffman, 1995). I have done so not through directly altering project 
narratives, in either their scripts or the sweep of their complete visual offerings, but 
through incorporating and manipulating visaphors: the specialized, data-informed visual 
metaphors that are themselves aesthetically composed of nested, autopoetic systems. 
These visaphors enact for audiences a vital, sensory experience that they then incorporate 
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into their embodied selves and manifest in the systems of which they are a part-including 
our highly situated and partial reality that is ever subject to vision and revision. 
PRACTICUM 
The art that is coming will give formal expression to our scientific conviction. 
—Franz Marc 
(from Man and his Symbols, Carl Gustav Jung, 1968, p. 302) 
Practicum Overview 
My artistic work in computational scientific visualization is aesthetically designed 
and directed to the broader public as a means of popularizing scientific research and 
contemporary science narratives. I direct the Advanced Visualization Laboratory team 
(AVL) at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in creating 
cinematic visaphor sequences (superficially similar to animated clips or short films) for 
large-scale outreach and distribution in popular culture venues. These visaphor sequences 
serve as digital imagery in ultra-high resolution, immersive digital dome shows and high-
definition television documentaries—with audiences that number in the millions. 
A cinematic visaphor sequence (what throughout this thesis 1 refer to simply as a 
"visaphor") is an animated, computer graphics imaging (CGI), time-based visualization of 
computational science that 1 collaborate with a Renaissance Team of scientists, 
visualization artists, and technicians to generate. Our visaphor development process is 
unique to computational scientific visualization and the methods 1 have pioneered for 
creative production within the field (this process is described in Chapter 2). My 
Renaissance Team and 1 also collaborate with science producer-writer-educators to 
incorporate our visaphors into large-scale outreach projects (i.e., various types of 
distributed exhibits and shows). The process we use to contextualize our work is similar to 
those used to incorporate complex, artistic, digital elements in the production of full-length 
feature films. However, visaphors are not simply digital special effects, such as those 
presented in Hollywood movies. They incorporate research from peer-reviewed 
computational science studies and applied computer graphics visualization techniques. 
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Our visaphors must be incorporated into large-scale projects strategically, so that 
they complement the documentary's narrative and its visual style, from camera work to 
color values to subtle renderings of metaphoric development customized for the 
production. In the body of work presented here, we were aware from the start that the 
visaphors we created would be incorporated into a larger project. Our visaphor sequences 
are also sometimes shared with smaller and more specialized public audiences as is, 
without incorporation into large-scale projects. For example, we exhibit visaphor 
sequences in art exhibits and conference demonstrations for specialized audiences. 
Our cinematic visaphor sequences are most often viewed by the public through 
their incorporation into ultra-high resolution digital dome shows at museum-based 
planetariums and IMAX theaters and into high-definition television documentaries created 
for NOVA and aired on PBS (Public Broadcasting Service) or created for and aired on the 
Discovery Channel. They are embedded within documentaries in combination with visual 
elements created by other project contributors (e.g., illustration, live action) and enhanced 
through yet other contributors' non-visual elements, such as voice-over narration, script, 
and music or sound effects. 
Practicum Package 
For the Practicum, I have submiUed two DVDs, one a compilation of excerpts from 
a number of projects and the other a single project from end-to-end, the Black Holes 
digital-dome show promotional DVD. The material on these two DVDs constitutes the 
practicum submission intended to meet the requirements of my doctoral degree. 
(I) Practicum Compilation DVD 
1. General Visaphor Sequences 
2. Virtual Tools 
Excerpts from: 
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3. Hunt for the Supertwister: Chasing Nature's Most Powerful Tornadoes PBS NOVA 
show 
4. Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity digital-dome show (round fonnat) 
5. Monster of the Milky Way: A Supermassive Black Hole PBS NOVA show 
On the Practicum Compilation DVD, I have placed cinematic visaphor sequences 
by themselves, to clearly distinguish them from other documentary elements of completed 
shows, demonstrate important concepts, and illustrate the development of this new art 
form. Some of the sequences provided under General Visaphor Sequences (such as the 
Monterey Bay Ocean) have not yet appeared in large-scale projects, but have appeared in 
smaller art exhibits. I have provided demonstrations, too, of collaborative tools we have 
developed for creating visaphors with colleagues near and far. 
The Practicum Compilation DVD also provides excerpts from three large-scale 
outreach productions to demonstrate the collaborative contexts within which my visaphors 
have been embedded. I have organized these excerpts under show scenes (in which 
visaphors are embedded) and visaphor sequences (isolated from surrounding scenes to 
clearly distinguish them from other show material). 
I want to stress that these visaphor sequences are the final aesthetic results of a 
process that begins with massive data derived from scientific simulations run on 
supercomputers. These visaphors require concentrated human effort and creative vision to 
produce. Many of these visaphor sequences require months of exploration of 
computational data and iterative aesthetic render tests before final sequences can be 
realized. For example, in creating the tornado visaphor sequences on this Praciicum 
Compilation DVD-some of which were later used in the large-scale outreach project Hunt 
for the Supertwister- we collaborated with NCSA Senior Research Scientist and 
University of Illinois Professor of Atmospheric Sciences Bob Wilhelmson and his team. 
who simulated a 200 mph-wind, massive tornado similar to the one Manchester, South 
Dakota suffered in Summer 2003 using NCOMMAS (NSSL Collaborative Model for 
Multiscale Atmospheric Simulation). Starting with sensor data from the recorded pre-
storm conditions near Manchester, the science team ran calculations on NCSA's IBM p690 
computing cluster to produce a 100 x 100 x 25 km virtual domain of super cell storm and 
tornado activity, resulting in 650 billion bytes of data. Using a human-intensive, highly 
iterative process, my team at A V L and I then translated that data into a dynamic, high-
definition, animated visualization of the tornado's birth and growth. To render these 
visaphor sequences, we used a visualization cluster composed of 40 dual-processor 2.4 
GHz Intel Xeon nodes, each with 2GB of RAM and about 100 gigabytes of local disk 
space, plus seven I/O nodes with about 290GB of shared disk space apiece. Without 
access to such supercomputing resources, our rendering work would have taken 970 days 
of dual-processor CPU processing (NCSA, 2004). As usual, we produced much more 
visaphor footage than was actually used in the NOVA show and conducted many digital 
tests that are also not shown here. 
(2) Black Holes Digital-Dome Show Promotional DVD 
Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity is a promotional DVD released by Spitz'' 
distributor for the digital-dome show, with round dome formatted version, rectangular TV 
version, and other promotional materials that include interviews with key production 
personnel. Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity was a Denver Museum of Nature and 
Science (DMNS) digital dome show narrated by Liam Neeson that previewed in February 
2006; it was designed to be experienced "live' ' within an immersive large-scale 
Since 1945, ES Spitz, Inc. has been an international leader in digital-dome and opto-
mechanical dome manufacturing (http://spitzinc.com/). In its first 18 months of distributing 
Black Holes, ES Spitz, Inc. licensed the show to more than 30 theaters ranging in size from 
the nearly 300-seat venue in Chicago's Adler Planetarium down to 50-seat university 
theaters: http://www.spitzinc.com/fulldome shows/show blackholes/indcx.htmlL 
environment. NCSA's news release describes the show as one that "takes viewers on a 
thrilling ride to the inside of a supermassive black hole. On the search for black holes 
across deep space, viewers encounter a range of phenomena visualized by NCSA, 
including a depiction of the beginning of the universe, the Big Bang, endless seas of dust 
and gas drawn together by gravity to form the first stars, the collision of two galaxies that 
cross paths in the vastness of space, and a virtual trip into the center of the Milky Way" 
(NCSA, 2006). To capture the content and supporting materials of the digital dome show, 
I have submitted the Spitz, Inc. distributor's promotional DVD, which was created to 
promote the DMNS digital dome The DVD offers two versions of the show: a dome 
master version (with a rounded field) and a TV-show forniat version (with a rectangular 
field). In addition, the DVD provides extra material, including interviews with primary 
contributors. 1 am credited as Co-Producer of the show as a whole and NCSA Producer 
and Art Director. Currently, fifty-one digital-dome museums have licensed the show (see 
Appendix: Spitz distribution release, October 2008). 
Other Material 
In addition to the two DVDs provided in the Practicum package, I refer the readers 
to two DVDs infonnally that, like the Black Holes digital-dome show promotional DVD, 
are professionally packaged. I refer to these DVDs to help readers better understand the 
context of my work, but they do not constitute a submission for meeting decree 
requirements: 
Hunt for the Supertwister: Chasing Nature's Most Powerful Tornadoes: PBS 
NOVA DVD with the full HD television show, scene selections, and other material. 
Monster of the Milky Way: A Supermassive Black Hole: PBS NOVA DVD with the 
full HD television show, scene selections, and other material 
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Since excerpts from these feature-length productions are provided on the Practicum 
Compilation DVD, and I wil l return to this work frequently throughout my thesis 
discussion, I next give a description of each show. 
Hunt for the Supertwister: Chasing Nature's Most Powerful Tornadoes aired as a 
high-definition NOVA television episode on PBS in March 2004. NCSA's news 
release describes the show as focusing "on the search for understanding nature's 
most violent tornadoes, from daredevil storm chasing in tornado alley to simulating 
severe weather with the computational resources and visualization expertise 
of... NCSA." I am credited as Co-Producer of the show as a whole. I also 
produced and served as art director for NCSA, although the credits do not 
specifically name these roles. 1 initiated this project with Tom Lucas and directed 
the team during production. Full credits are provided by PBS on-line at 
httpi/Avww.pbs.org/wabh/nova/tornado/credits.himl. 
Monster of the Milky Way aired as a high-definition NOVA television episode on 
PBS in October 2006. The Nielson ratings for this show indicate approximately 
three million viewers (see Lucas Nielson PBS show ratings in Appendix) at its 
premier. I am credited as Co-Producer for NCSA and as NCSA Producer and Art 
Director. The DVD is a packaged version of the NOVA episode. A complete 
script and credit list can be found at 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/blackhole/credits.html. 
Black Holes and Monster of the Milky Way demonstrate to readers how my team's 
earlier work is sometimes adapted for later projects, since sequences used in Black Holes 
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were reused with revised sequences in Monster of the Milky Way. We anticipated doing so 
from the start, since the projects were developed together as The Black Holes Project^ 
which was partially funded through a National Science Foundation (NSF) informal science 
education grant as well as a grant from NASA. 1 initiated the project with Tom Lucas of 
Thomas Lucas Productions, a fimi that specializes in high-end scientific education shows, 
and served as co-principal investigator to his principal investigator role. In this case, the 
resulting large-scale, creative production outcomes differed in form: Black Holes is an 
ultra high-resolution digital-dome show (also developed in collaboration with Gates 
Planetarium) and Monster of the Milky Way is a high-definition, public television show 
(also developed in collaboration with PBS). NSF reviewers delighted in the fact that we 
proposed this repurposing of computational scientific visualizations in order to be efficient 
and consistent, although the two shows' targeted audiences were cut from very different 
cultural fabrics. 
The DVDs submitted to meet practicum requirements for the thesis demonstrate 
some of the forms in which my visaphor work and that of the team I direct reach audiences 
in the millions. They also implicitly demonstrate the range of roles in which 1 have 
worked and the variety of resources 1 have marshaled to realize these collaborative visions 
for scientific outreach and education. Of this accomplishment, Tom Lucas writes, 
"1 know of no other team anywhere in the world thai has worked at such a 
consistently high level to visualize science for public presentation. Part of your 
success, 1 believe, is that you have built a team of artists and programmers who are 
steeped in science. In addition, you have used your successes to gain a high degree 
of support from your university. Your ability to marshal visualization and 
computational resources at your institution has led to collaborations on a global 
scale." (Lucas, 2008; see Appendix) 
A complete list of large-scale outreach projects 1 have done since 1996 is given in the 
Practicum Detail. 
Practicum Detail 
In its first sections, this document details the contents of the Praciicum Compilation 
DVD, submitted in the Practicum package in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
doctoral degree. The Practicum Compilation DVD includes a set of general visaphor 
sequences as well as scenes and scene sequences excerpted from three feature-length 
shows, two of which are not included in the practicum submission in their entirety: Hunt 
for the Supertwister: Chasing Natures's Most Powerful Tornadoes (2004); Black Holes: 
The Other Side of Infinity (2006), which has also been submitted in partial fulfillment of 
the requirements for the doctoral degree; and Monster of the Milky Way: A Supermassive 
Black Hole (2007). Entries for the scenes and scene sequences included from each show 
also give details about the show, including my credits and contributions. 
In its second section, the document establishes a context for this body of work by 
giving a history of this most recent stage of my career, in which I have focused on creating 
supercomputer-supported, cinematic, computational scientific visualizations (what I simply 
call "visaphors" in the thesis text) for large-scale outreach. 
Section I. Advanced Visualization Laboratory Cinematic Computational 
Visuali/ation Sequences 
(selected and arranged on Practicum Compilation DVD as part of the main 
practicum submission to fulf i l l requirements for doctoral degree) 
A. Practicum DVD General Visaphor Sequences 
I: General Visaphor Sequences 
I.I Intcllibadge''^'Project 
1.1.1 Dynamic Bar Chart 
1.1.2 Garden Metaphor 
1.1.3 Video of SC 02 
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1.2 Tornado & Ocean 
1.2.1 TomadoChaser 
1.2.2 Domefest 2005 
1.2.3 Monterey Bay 
1.3 Star-Galaxy Formation Black Holes Project 
1.3.1 First Star Goes Supernova 
1.3.2 Galaxy Formation of Milky Way Spiral 
1.4 Colliding Galaxies 
1.4.1 Colliding Galaxies, Museum of Science & Industry Project 
1.4.2 Colliding Galaxies, The Black Holes Project 
1.5 Milky Way Virtual Flights 
1.5.1 Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to Virgo, Runaway Universe 
1.5.2 Flight to the Milky Way Galactic Center, The Black Holes 
Project 
1.6 Evolution of the Universe 
1.6.1 Evolution of the Large-Scale Universe, Runaway Universe 
1.6.2 Evolution of the Universe, The Black Holes Project 
2: Virtual Tools 
2.1 Virtual Collaboration, BBC excerpt 
2.2 IGRID-Universe 
B. Practicum Compilation DVD Show Excerpts 
(ordered from least to most recent) 
Project Name: Hunt for the Siipertwister: Chasing Nature \s Most Powerful 
Tornadoes 
Date Premiered: first premiered March i , 2004 
repeal showings in 2005, 2006, 2007 
Where: NOVA Public Broadcast Corporation (PBS) High Definition (HD) 
television broadcast 
Distributed on PBS NOVA DVD video 
Show Credits: NCSA Compulation and Visualization Co-Producer 
credits: hltp://www.Dbs.org/wgbh/nova/tornado/credits.html 
Show Content: ''NOVA profiles the deadliest of tornadoes—supertwislers—and 
investigates prediction methods. On May 3, 1999, one of the most 
powerful tornadoes ever recorded carved a path of complete 
destruction near Oklahoma City. To scientists, the supertwister held 
sobering lessons about the future for rapidly expanding cities in 
tornado-threatened areas. Most tornadoes form suddenly and with 
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little warning. But now meteorologists are on the verge of a 
breakthrough that may solve the puzzle of how these killer storms 
spawn and where they are likely to strike. NOVA follows 
stormchasers as they probe the tornado's deadly secrets. Also 
included is Lou Wicker of the National Severe Storms Laboratory, 
who is creating computer models in collaboration with scientists at 
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
(NCSA)/University of Illinois, that provide exciting insights into the 
intricate sequence of steps that goes into spawning a twister using a 
supercomputer model. The visualizations of this supercomputer 
model were designed and computed at the NCSA by Donna Cox and 
her Advanced Visualization Laboratory team" (PBS NOyA 
promotional text). 
Visaphors appearing in the televised and distributed show: 
1. Glyph Tornado visaphors (rendered with various camera moves) 
2. Realistic Night-Rendered and Alternate Tornado visaphors 
3. Volume-Rendered Tornado visaphors (with various camera moves) 
4. Glyph Wind Shear visaphor 
5. Doppler Radar-Rendered visaphor 
6. Spotlight Vortex-Rendered Tornado visaphor 
Practicum Compilation DVD scene excerpts and visnphor sequence log: 
3: Hunt for the Snpcrtwister 
PBS NOVA show excerpts 
"^visaphors embedded within scenes of surrounding material and audio 
**visaphor sequences only 
(menul) 
*Sccnc I Prologue excerpt (38 sec.) 
**Sequence 1-3: Glyph Tornado visaphor only 
**Sequence 4: Alternate visaphor only 
*Scene 3 excerpt ( 1 min. 52 sec.) 
**Sequence 1: Volume-Rendered Tornado visaphors only 
**Sequence 2: Glyph Tornado visaphors only 
*Scenc 4 excerpt ( 1 min. 35 sec.) 
**Sequence I : Glyph Wind Shear visaphor only 
**Sequence 2: Alternate Night-Render Tornado visaphor only 
(menu2) 
*Sccne 5 excerpt (2 niln. 37 sec.) 
**Sequence 1: Volume-Rendered Tornado visaphor only 
**Sequence 2: Glyph Tornado visaphor only 
**Scquence 3: Alternate Dopplcr Radar-Rendered visaphor only 
••Sequence 4: Spotlight Vortex-Rendered visaphor only 
*Sccne 6 excerpt: Production End Credits 
My Contributions: 
• Helped initiate project, introducing Tom Lucas and NCSA staff 
• Directed Advanced Visualization Laboratory group to create 
visaphors provided for the show 
• Served as NCSA Scientific Visualization Project Director for the 
show 
• Approved visaphor development 
• Collaborated directly with Thomas Lucas, the overall show Director, 
and with computational scientists 
Further Project Details: 
http:/Av\v\v.teachcrsourcc.com/Books SoftwareAndVideos/NOVAVidc 
os/HuntforSuperTwistcr NovaVidco.aspx 
Project Name: Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity 
- n.b. feature-length promotional DVD also submitted in partial 
fuinilment of practicum requirement = 
Project Format: two recorded show versions on a single DVD: large-scale digital 
dome version and television format version 
the live show, an immersive experience, is not directly recoverable 
on DVD, but was reproduced in part at the thesis defense in the 




full dome digital planetarium live show (25-minute runtime): 
Denver Museum of Nature and Science 
Gates Digital Planetarium Dome Show 
Denver, Colorado 
distributed promotional DVD video (enclosed; contains two, 
differently formatted versions of same show) 
Show Credits: Co-Producer 
NCSA Producer and Art Director 
Show Content: "There's a place from which nothing escapes, not even light, 
where time and space literally come to end. It*s at this point, inside 
this fantastic riddle, that black holes exert their sway over the 
cosmos ... and our imaginations. 
In this Museum-produced show, zip through other-worldly 
wormholes, experience the creation of the Milky Way Galaxy, and 
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witness the violent death of a star and subsequent birth of a black 
hole. Mathematical equations, cutting-edge science, and Einstein's 
theories fill in holes along the way, providing the most complete 
picture yet on this mysterious phenomenon. Can you feel the pull?" 
(DMNS promotional text). 
Visaphors appearing in the distributed show: 
1. Milky Way, alone and with various composites and lens effects 
2. First Star Formation and Going Supernova 
3. Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to Virgo Cluster of Galaxies 
4. Big Bang Expansion 
5. Colliding Galaxies I 
6. Computed Star Orbits in Milky Way 
Practicum Compilation DVD scene excerpts and visaphor sequence log: 
4: Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity 
digital-dome show excerpts 
*visaphors embedded within scenes of surrounding material and audio 
**visaphor sequences only 
•Prologue 
**Sequence 1: Milky Way Galaxy in Galaxies 
**Sequence 2: Supernova 
•Sequence 3: Milky Way with Earth-Satellite Composite 
••Sequence 4: Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to Virgo Cluster 
••Sequence 5: Big Bang Expansion 
••Sequence 6: First Star Goes Supernova 
••Sequence 7: Colliding Galaxies 1 
••Sequence 8: Star Orbits in Milky Way 
Sequence 9: a: ••Virtual Voyage through Milky Way 
b: • Milky Way with Hamilton Lens Effect 
Production End Credits in TV Fonnat 
My Contributions: 
• Helped initiate project with Tom Lucas 
• Served as Co-Principal Investigator on the original National Science 
Foundation proposal: The Black Holes Project 
• Designated NCSA Scientific Visualization Project Director, directing 
Advanced Visualization Laboratory group 
• Closely directed and approved all NCSA visaphor development 
• Provided input on script, other scientific visualizations, and illustrations in 
the show 
• Contributed "hands-on" development of various shots, including first star 
going supernova and evolution of universe 




• Collaborated directly with Thomas Lucas, the overall show Director; 
computational and consulting scientists; and Denver Museum of Nature and 
Science producers and production staff 
Spitz, Inc. continues to distribute the show worldwide; it has now 
appeared at 51 planelariums (see Appendix). (The show's visuals 







Monster of the Milky Way: A Supermassive Black Hole 
original PBS broadcast date: October 31, 2006 
multiple broadcasts since October 2006 
NOVA Public Broadcast Corporation (PBS) high definition (HD) 
television broadcast 
distributed on NOVA PBS DVD video (enclosed) 
NCSA Producer and Art Director 
NCSA Co-Producer 
credits: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova^lackhole/credits.html 
"Astronomers are closing in on the proof they've sought for years 
that one of the most destructive objects in the universe—a 
supermassive black hole—lurks at the center of our own galaxy. 
Could it fiare up and consume our entire galactic neighborhood? 
Join NOVA on a mind-bending investigation into one of the most 
bizarre comers ofcosmological science: black hole research. From 
event horizon to singularity, the elusive secrets of supemiassive 
black holes are revealed through stunning computer-generated 
imagery, including an extraordinary simulation of what it might look 
like to fall into the belly of such an all-devouring beast. Over 12 
different scenes of data-driven scientific visualizations showing 
astrophysical phenomena are included" (PBS NOVA promotional 
text). 
Visaphors appearing in the televised and distributed show: 
1. First Star Formation and Going Supernova 
2. Large-Scale Evolution of the Universe 
3. Formation of the Milky Way Galaxy 
4. Colliding Galaxies I and II 
5. Astrophysical Jet 
6. Flight to the Center of the Milky Way, and various other Milky Way 
camera treatments 
7. Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to Virgo Cluster 
8. Big Bang Expansion 
9. Active Galactic Nuclei 
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10. Colliding Galaxies I 
11. Computed Star Orbits in Milky Way 
Practicum Compilation DVD scene excerpts and visnphor sequence log: 
5: Monster of Milky \yay: A Supermassive Black Hole 
PBS NOVA show excerpts 
*visaphors embedded within scenes of surrounding material and audio 
**visaphor sequences only 
(menu I) 
"^ Sccne I Introduction with embedded visaphors (2 min. 38 sec.) 
••Sequence 1: Milky Way with Satellite Composite 
••Sequence 2: Evolution of the Universe 
••Sequence 3: Hamilton Lens Effect in Milky Way Galaxy 
••Sequence 4: First Star Goes Supemova 
••Sequence 5: Colliding Galaxies 
(menu2) 
*Sccnc 2 excerpt (3 min. 46 sec.) 
••Sequence 1: Big Bang 
••Sequence 2-4: Milky Way Galaxy 
••Sequence 5: Milky Way with Hamilton Lens Effect 
*Sccnc 3 excerpt (2 min. 55 sec.) 
••Sequence I : Star Orbits in Milky Way 
••Sequence 2: Milky Way with Hamilton Lens Effect 
(menu3) 
*Sccnc 4 excerpt (4 min. 0 sec.) 
••Sequence I : Milky Way with Hamilton Lens Effect 
••Sequence 2: Galaxies with Black Holes 
••Sequence 3: Big Bang 
••Sequence 4: First Star Goes Supemova 
••Sequence 5: Milky Way Galaxy Formation 
••Sequence 6: Colliding Galaxies 
••Sequence 7: Astrophysical Jet 
(menu4) 
*Sccnc 5 excerpt (5 min. 3 sec.) 
••Sequence I : Milky Way Galaxy 
••Sequence 2: Milky Way with Hamilton Lens Effect 
••Sequence 3: Astrophysical Jet with Hamilton Lens Effect 
••Sequence 4: Aslrophysical Jet 
••Sequence 5: Colliding Galaxies 
••Sequence 6: Milky Way Formation 
••Sequence 7: Galaxies with Black hloles 
Production Fnd Credits 
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My Contributions: 
• Helped initiate project with Tom Lucas 
• Served as Co-Principal Investigator on the original National Science 
Foundation proposal: The Black Holes Project 
• Acted as NCSA Scientific Visualization Project Director, directing 
Advanced Visualization Laboratory group 
• Closely directed and approved all NCSA visaphor development 
• Contributed "hands-on" development of various shots, including First Star 
Going Supernova, Evolution of the Universe, and Milky Way Formation 
• Provided input on choreography, color, and final approval for all shots for 
the show 
• Collaborated directly with Thomas Lucas, the overall show Director, 
computational and consulting scientists 
Section II. Career History in Large-Scale Outreach Projects 
(ordered from least to most recent) 
To give readers a sense of how my work in creating and directing visaphors has 
developed into large-scale, public outreach projects, I list here those which have had this 
audience appeal as a primary focus. In these productions my NCSA visaphors (i.e., 
computational scientific visualizations) have been featured as significant creative 
components. 
I initiated doctoral work under Roy Ascott in 2000, but my professional focus in 
this area began in 1996 with Cosmic Voyage. In the projects listed below, I have served as 
director/art director and producer/co-producer of the NCSA visaphors and, in some cases, 
also of the production as a whole. 1 define these roles in Chapter 2. 
• Cosmic Voyage, IMAX Film, 1996, Smithsonian Air and Space Museum, 
Washington, DC Co-Producer of Scientific Visualization and Director of 
Pixar Sequence 
• Runaway Universe, NOVA television show2000. Producer and Art Director 
of NCSA 3D Cosmic Visualizations; NSF funded project "Mapping the 
Universe". 
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Passport to the Universe, Digital Dome Show, premiered January 2000, 
Hayden Planetarium, American Museum of Natural History, New York 
City, Director of NCSA Computational Visualizations 
Unfolding Universe, Discovery Channel high-definition television show, 
2002, Director of NCSA visualizations. Producer of show as whole and Art 
Director of NCSA 3D Cosmic Visualizations 
Search for Life: Are We Alone?, American Museum of Natural History, 
New York City, Digital Dome Show, premiered June 2002, American 
Museum of Natural History, New York City, Director of NCSA 
Visualizations 
IntelliBadge'^^, IEEE Supercomputing, November 2002, Baltimore, 
Maryland, Director of entire project and team responsible for project 
Hunt for the Supertwister: Chasing Nature's Most Powerful Tornadoes, 
NOVA high-definition television show, March 2004, NCSA Computation 
and Visualization Co-Producer 
Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity, Dome Show,, premiered January 
2006, Denver Museum of Nature and Science, Co-Pl on original Black 
Holes Project NSF grant, Co-Producer of project as whole, and NCSA 
Producer and Art Director 
Monster of the Milky Way: A Supermassive Black Hole, NOVA high-
definition television show, February 2006, Co-PI on the original Black 
Holes Project NSF grant, NCSA Producer and Art Director, and NCSA Co-
Producer 
The Fragile Planet, Dome Show, premiered September 2008, Morrison 
Planetarium, California Academy of Science, San Francisco, credited for 
creation of NCSA Milky Way and extragalactic sequences. 
Monster Black Hole, National Geographic high-definition television show, 
premiered December 7 2008, NCSA producer 
IBEX: Search for the Edge of the Solar System, Dome Show, December 
2008, Adler Planetarium, Chicago, Illinois, NCSA Director Advanced 
Visualization Lab, Milky Way sequence 
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T H E S I S 
What is truth? A mobile army of metaphors [...] 
— Friedrich Nietzsche 
("On Truth and Lie in an Extra-Moral Sense," 1873; 
trans. Walter Kaufmann) 
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Astral Projection: Theories of Metaphor, Philosophies of Science, and the Art of 
Scientific Visualization' 
Introduction 
In its broadest sense, visualization involves the process of "making the invisible 
visible"--a phrase that scientific visualization artists have taken as their unofficial motto. It 
appears frequently in the pages of the field*s flagship publication, Leonardo: The Journal 
of the International Society for the Arts, Sciences, and Technology (Wilson, 2002; 
Bermudez et a)., 2005; Fishwick, 2006; Malina, 2006). Visualization has been an 
important human activity for tens of thousands of years. From cave paintings to virtual 
CAVE'^'^ environments (Cruz-Neira, Sandin, and DeFanti, 1993), the process of making 
the cognitive imagination visually tangible using culturally-dominant technologies is one 
of the most consistent behaviors of humankind. Culturally-dominant technologies have 
ranged from primitive carving tools in Paleolithic times to sophisticated digital computers 
in our own. The power of visualization can be demonstrated in diverse areas such as 
religion, government, and commerce, as well as science and popular culture. 
As a research artist-scientist at the National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications (NCSA), 1 have a long history of researching and advancing the field of 
scientific visualization. Since 1985, when research-based supercomputing was just 
beginning, I have organized "Renaissance Teams" to collaborate with scientists and 
technologists in the creation of visualizations for scientific discovery as well as mass 
' In some mystical traditions, astral projection is a form of spirit walk, or "out-of-body" 
experience, in which the astral body, or semblance of soul, is supposed to leave the 
body to travel amidst esoteric regions, connected only by a "silver cord." 1 evoke this 
experience figuratively here, to suggest the digi-epistemological relationship between 
the visaphoric manifestation of science stories and the artists' and audiences' embodied 
experiences of them. 
public venues (Cox, 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2000b). This 
expertise enables me to formulate this thesis from a unique professional perspective. 
1 do not lightly use the label "unique" with regard to my work or my larger contributions to 
the field of scientific visualization. To establish the basis for this claim, I begin by 
explaining the precise nature of the field in which 1 work. 
I work within an area of scientific visualization in which we visually interpret, 
represent, and present large-scale computational models of scientific hypotheses. My 
latest contributions focus on visualizing large-scale, scientific computational models that 
are derived from computational science. Computational science, which has come to be 
known as the "third pillar of scientific inquiry" (Reed el al., 2005), solves large systems of 
physics equations within the virtual laboratory of supercomputers. The objective of this 
new scientific methodology is to describe and predict natural phenomena (Wilhelmson, 
1988; Kaufmann, 111 and Smarr, 1993; Bartz, 1998; Reed et al., 2005). This method of 
inquiry depends upon scientific visualization to debug, reveal (from massive, obscuring 
blocks of geometrically chunked data), and heuristically develop the models that result 
from this processing. The heuristic representations of these models are visaphors, a 
specialized, high-tech form of visual metaphor. 
The visaphors I develop to tell the science stories of these models are designed to 
capture the imagination and interest of the broader public-in part to provide a means of 
popularizing cutting-edge scientific research. By the broader public, I mean that we are 
attempting ultimately to reach not hundreds or thousands, but millions of viewers. Our 
digital-dome show Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity has been seen by more than 1.4 
million people who attended at over fifty planetariums (see Appendix). A letter from Mike 
Bruno (who works for the show's distributor. Spitz) anticipates a much larger circulation 
over the lifetime of the show (Bruno, 2008; see Appendix). By all dome-show distribution 
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standards, Black Holes is a blockbuster. According to Neilson ratings, the NOVA show 
later developed from this digital-dome show, Monster of the Milky Way, had three-million 
viewers on the night of its first broadcast alone Halloween, 2006. (PUBTV ONLINE, 
2006; see Appendix). 
Currently, I lead strategic directions for the Advanced Visualization Laboratory 
(AVL), which I founded. AVL*s mission is to work closely with scientists and science 
communities to create scientific visualization methods and techniques, develop and use 
interactive visualization applications for data analysis, design and implement 
visualizations, and work directly with remote collaborators using high-speed networks and 
advanced visualization systems. Our scientific visualizations aesthetically present science 
for informal, educational, and public outreach via museum venues (such as digital-dome 
planetariums), documentary broadcast television, and other public forums.^ As scientific 
outreach, their purpose is to inspire as well as to infonn. 
For the past fourteen years, I have also directed outreach visualization efforts at 
NCSA, directing scientific visualizations that arc data-driven, aesthetically designed, and 
cinematically presented. A representative selection of these visualizations serves as the 
practicum portion of this thesis. With the exception of the last visualization listed 
(Monterey Bay), which stands alone, they have been featured as important creative 
components that are embedded within collaborative productions (the most recent and 
significant of my career): 
• /ntelliBadge'^^\ lEElE Supercomputing, 2002 (live event) 
^ AVL's mission statement appears on its website: http://avl.ncsa.uiuc.edu. 
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• Hunt for the Superhvister, NOVA, 2004 (television feature) - with 
additional twister visualizations not included and later versions created for 
research 
The Black Holes Project 
• Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity, Gates Planetarium (Denver), 2006 
(dome show) 
• Monster of the Milky Way, NOVA, 2006 (television feature) - note: 
includes visaphor sequences from the Black Holes: The Other Side of 
Infinity dome show, plus new work produced for this television feature 
• Monterey Bay Ocean Flow, NSF Grant, 2004 (Orcutt and Smarr, 2008, Cox 
subaward) 
As a pioneer in the field, 1 have created a unique process for producing and 
exhibiting scientific visualization for the broader pubic in mass venues. To this process, 
forming and leading interdisciplinary Renaissance Teams is especially crucial. I have 
found that to bring such complex, collaborative visions to life, my creative practice as an 
artist must be complemented by my work as a producer, director, and researcher. In the 
Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity planetarium show, for example, 1 brainstormed 
with external collaborators, helped write the grant proposal for funding, provided input on 
the script, and critiqued most of the scenes (not just those visualized). My team and I 
visited the Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS) Gates Planetarium and 
participated in scientific, educational, and evaluative reviews of the show while it was in 
progress. With DMNS, 1 developed a university contract, dealing with issues of copyright, 
royalties, and intellectual property. As producer, I was involved in all of the day-to-day 
administrative, financial, and project management aspects of AVL's contributions to the 
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production. Not only have 1 produced and directed scientific visualizations for 
productions, but I have also served as art director of individual scenes because of my 
responsibility for their aesthetic treatment. When directing the art of scenes, I participate 
in their creation, production design, color, and cinematic treatment. In many projects, I 
also provide hands-on, digital color control and camera control of scenes (see Practicum 
Detail). 
My primary goal in theorizing and describing my practice in this thesis is to open 
up a positive space within computational scientific visualization for artistic expression, 
especially in providing a theory for how this is possible given the limitations imposed by 
the demands of mapping numerical data and computational models derived from them onto 
visual forms. When we contextualize the production and reception of visaphors within the 
arts, we gain a sense of their cultural origins and impact. The aesthetic forms of visaphors 
circulate within larger cultural narratives, translated and transformed through the active 
participation of our audiences in their understanding, reuse, and re-embodiment (they are 
incorporated into viewers' sense-memories). Visaphors return to us changed and re-
energized, grown vast and diverse through having traveled the circuits of our cultural 
networks, like the ancient tales once carried from many homes to many abroads along the 
old Silk Road. 
The grand narrative scientific visualizations are most apparently used to help tell is 
the Story of Science, a secular, modem mythology (Swimme and Berry, 1992; Bierlen, 
1994). Since the mid-seventeenth century, the European Enlightenment Story of Science 
has celebrated scientific heroism, especially its objectivity and rationalism, its progress in 
improving human reason and conquering the unknown. The story has been critiqued in our 
time as reductionist, l lowever, a newer version that refiects contemporary 
environmentalist values now seeks to promote increased value for and sensitivity to the 
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natural world and an awareness of our potential for choosing positive outcomes for the 
biosphere as a whole. This version of the grand narrative revises our understanding of 
evolutionary science, of emergence in the universe. Rather than evolution's culminating in 
a human pinnacle, evolution incorporates humanity as an emergent system within the 
autopoetic layers of the universe (Margulis and Sagan, 1986; Maturana and Varela, 1980, 
1987; Barlow, 1991; Waldrop, 1992; Kauffman, 1995). This new story of the universe 
establishes both our fragile place in the dynamic order of things and our expanded 
awareness of the universe as greater than the sum of our collective imagination. Rather 
than dominating nature, humanity comes to play a role in "enabling the Earth and the 
universe entire to refiect on and to celebrate themselves, and the deep mysteries they bear 
within them, in a special mode of conscious self awareness" (Swimme and Berry, 1992, p. 
I ) . This new worldview is one of many possible worldviews, but it gains much power 
from the perceived agency scientific inquiry lends to us and from the self-conscious 
awareness of our world-making through the metaphoric maps of computational science. 
We once created a multitude of vital cosmic realities through mythic stories, tales in which 
we figured" whether we knew it or not-as creators as well as creation. Today, we are 
reinventing the sacred through participating once again in creating a new cosmological 
view of the universe, one enabled through the mythology of science (Kauffman, 2008). 
The Western Environmentalist Story of Science is no more told in a single, unified 
account than the traditional Enlightenment version, but taken across multiple instances its 
principal, repeated elements fonn a modem mythology. A unifying theme of this 
mythology that 1 embrace is a re-evaluation of the nature of the human and our relationship 
to the natural, especially at the systemic level, as we consider what it means to be a small 
part of the universe in its complexity and immensity and how the systems of which we arc 
made up and in which we participate foster cooperative interdependence. When we 
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become aware of computational scientific visualization as an art, and when we popularize 
that art, we open up a henneneutic circle between the distributed, institutionalized powers 
in our culture that authorize, fund, and proscribe key forms of knowledge and the publics 
that have some degree of agency for reevaluating, resisting, repurposing, and revising 
them. In coming to accept our field as an art and our role within it as artists, we too stand 
to gain a self-conscious place within this hermeneutic circle, and the potential to alter our 
praxis, even i f subtly, such as by a shift in emphasis. An awareness of ourselves as artists 
who are culturally constructing a new view of the universe creatively and ethically 
compels us to become self-conscious of the stories our work is used to tell and, in turn, the 
stories we tell through our work. 
The scientific community and the scientific visualization experts who identify with 
it have resisted reading the cultural significance of the images we create. As 1 wil l discuss 
later in more detail (Chapter I ) , they focus on technical and perceptual issues. Art 
historians have also been slow in breaching the gap. James Elkins, in The Domain of 
Images, admits that art historians need to expand their visual analytical domain beyond 
traditional, fine art subject matter and embrace new subject areas such as science, 
commerce, and technology (1999). Barbara Stafford in Good Looking: Essays on the 
Virtues of Images emphasizes this research deficit in imaging studies: "In a world literally 
raining images—whether pouring out of museums, channeled through television, video, 
software programs, and digital disks, or streaming from multimedia monitors and optical 
displays—neither traditional nor new art histories have emerged as practical guides" (1996, 
pp. 86-87). In addition to this call for an analytic shift in art history, we see an expansion 
of imaging research imperatives in the context of human consciousness (Ascott, 2003, 
2006; Stafford, 2007) and epistemology (Goldberg, 2001). 
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To the knowledge of the author, no arts scholars have embraced computational 
scientific visualization, especially that which is used for mass public outreach. To educate 
the scholarly arts community about this aesthetic medium, this thesis reverse-engineers the 
process of creating computational scientific visualizations. To share the value of the field 
and provide new knowledge about our scientific, digital, and visual culture, it leverages 
theoretical studies in other domains that include visual metaphorical mapping, theories of 
evolution, and the science of emergence. 
As members of post-industrial, Western societies—as experiencers of and 
contributors to the "infomiation age," the "age of the internet" and of the "consumer""We 
inhabit image-glutted cultural landscapes. We learn to see before we learn to read, and we 
learn to read images as well as text, i f not better. Info-visualization is a way of organizing 
the incoming, "kaleidoscopic" flood of perceptions and concepts. "Quantity" is a concept 
that we use daily, and quantifying physical experience for cognitive ends is important to 
organizing our conscious world. We want to understand what proportion of people die at 
our age, how many calories affect our bodies, how much gas wil l cost, and what fills our 
cup. Our motive for understanding information in visual form goes much beyond 
academic inquiry. The graphical display of quantitative information is important to both 
the individual and society. Understanding the full implications of this data visualization 
praxis is necessary to our evolution and provides an expanded view of who we are and 
where we are going as a species. 
Data visualizations, including scientific ones, increasingly feature as important 
elements in our cultural landscapes. To become culturally literate, we need to understand 
what they are and how they function semantically and semiotically (Kallick-Wakker, 
1994). The primary goal of the visualization community is to help generate insights for 
decision-making. In a general sense, visualization can be defined as the mapping of data to 
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a representation resulting in a digital, sensory model-primarily a visual model. This 
mapping transforms numerical or symbolic information into visual information that people 
can use to understand, document, synthesize, analyze, hypothesize, and communicate. The 
transformed data includes a system of numbers that provides measurable, quantitative 
information and may also include computational and scientific models; sensor output from 
instruments; and geographic, statistical, and contextual information (Ellson and Cox, 1988; 
Anderson, 1989; Keller and Keller, 1993; Cleveland, 1993; Rosenblum et al., 1994; Ebert 
et al., 2000; Kniss et al., 2002; Woolman, 2002; Gaither et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008). In 
what is perhaps a mark of materialist fundamentalism within data-viz practice, these 
graphic representations are commonly referred to as "data-driven," because they are 
derived from often abstract and complex numerical data and its structuring, rather than 
from the less mediated and more directly observed phenomena used by artists to create 
such non-data-driven visualizations as hand-drawn scientific illustrations. Yet, we ought 
instead to think of scientific visualizations as driven only partially by data: the mapping 
process still allows room for aesthetic manipulation and artistic agency. The models 
visualized from data are displayed using qualitative as well as quantitative information. 
Because the models represent data qualitatively, artists working in this domain gain a 
relative autonomy from the base assumption of mimetic representation. 
Data visualization can be divided into two broad areas that employ advanced, three-
dimensional (3D), computer-graphics imaging (CGI), synthetic techniques to display data-
driven, quantitative and qualitative information: information visualization and scientific 
visualization, with which I am concerned hereafter. The two areas have much in common: 
both are informed by dynamic and static data and both involve mapping one domain of 
symbolic infonmation onto a digital visual model. They share important methods in 
common when they process numerical data. They are both concerned with issues of 
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mapping information, reducing visual complexity, and 3D-CGI synthetic modeling and 
rendering. The main distinguishing factor between these areas is the nature and source of 
their data. Information (or data) 
visualization includes data analysis and 
presentation across a variety of disciplines, 
including science, medicine, engineering, 
geography, business, and finance (Card, 
Figure I . Scientific visualization of a natural 
phenomenon, a severe thunderstorm. The underlying MacICmlay, and Shneiderman, 1999; Ware, 
computational data is structured. 
2000). Scientific visualization mainly 
provides visual models of natural phenomena that humans recognize, such as galaxies, 
fluid flows, and thunderstorms (Rosenblum et al., 1994) (Figure 1). Information 
visualization provides data-driven, graphical models to represent abstract information such 
as demographics, statistics, genomics 
mm.\\\ :i :i:iioiii!ii oi 
Figure 2. Information visualization of NCSA 
genomics visualization project. The underlying 
unstructured data is organized into phylogenctic tree 
structure (white on black). 
(Figure 2 and 3), and descriptive databases 
(Card et al., 1999; Ware, 2000). In 
contrast, scientific visualization, such as 
computerized, axial tomography (CAT) in 
medical imaging produces results in 
digitized slices of data that can be 
reconstructed into 3D digital visual models. 
This bifurcation in visualization research is reflected in the IEEE Visualization conference 
structure, which now provides a separate track for Information Visualization. 
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Modem, scientific information visualization is rooted in the genesis of computer 
graphics imaging that occurred in the 1950s: a technology developed sometimes in parallel 
by, but also often in complement with, scientific institutions and the entertainment 
industry. The dawning of computer 
science as a formal discipline in the 1970s 
and the formation of supercomputing 
centers in the 1980s further galvanized 
research communities, making possible the 
advanced graphic simulations and 
Figure 3. Infonnation visualization of an NCSA 
visualization of a relational text database of visualizations we have since achieved 
unstructured data. 
(McCormick et al., 1987; Friedhoff and Benzon, 1989; Brown, 1989-1990). As Roger 
Malina writes, "The twin methodologies of scientific visualization and computer 
simulation have emerged as essential approaches in dealing with phenomena accessible to 
the human senses only through their extension, amplification, or augmentation" (2006, p. 
49). Scientists and decision makers routinely employ digital, data-driven visualizations in 
an attempt to understand the plethora of data and mathematics being generated by 
observations, supercomputer computations, instruments, and sensors. "Together with 
theory and experimentation," Dan Reed writes, "computational science now constitutes the 
"third pillar" of scientific inquiry, enabling researchers to build and test models of complex 
phenomena such as multi-century climate shifts, multidimensional fiight stresses on 
aircraft, and stellar explosions-that cannot be replicated in the laboratory, and to manage 
huge volumes of data rapidly and economically" (2005, p. 1). For Reed, computational 
science is not just about large-scale data and raw computational speed, it is the virtual 
laboratory for phenomena that humans cannot prove at an experimental level: 
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"But raw computation speeds represent only one facet of the third pillar. 
Computational science enables researchers and practitioners to bring to life 
theoretical models of phenomena too complex, costly, hazardous, vast, or small 
for *wet* experimentation. Computational cosmology, which tests competing 
theories of the universe's origins by computationally evolving cosmological 
models, is one such area. We cannot create physical variants of the current 
universe or observe its fliture evolution, so computational simulation is the 
only feasible way to conduct experiments." (p. 13) 
CGI visualization is the only virtual view into this digital laboratory. Yet, such 
visualizations also deluge our popular visual culture and have a broad cultural impact 
through all technologies of reproduction and transmission, from the periodical press to 
virtual-reality games. 
In this thesis, I focus on the circulation of scientific, data-driven visualization 
within popular culture, rather than on its use as a mode for scientific experimentation-a 
topic that merits its own, extended treatment. As a means of scientific communication for 
popularizing theories, hypotheses, and conjectures to near disciplines as well as lay 
audiences, digital, data-driven visualizations have come to permeate society; they have 
become an important part of visual culture. Large audiences view them on television, at 
the movies, and in immersive, digital-planetarium shows. Well-respected, scientific 
journals such as the American Science and the English Nature and popular magazines such 
as National Geographic regulariy feature these visualizations of scientific thought. They 
are powerful informants due to the scientific and technological authority they wield. 
Within modem societies, they originate and perpetuate essential strains of our cultural 
imaginary, those that have come to depend on scientific nanratives. In this way, they act as 
powerfully to shape culture and its developments in our post-industrial societies as 
mythological artifacts once did in pre-industrial ones. In a very real sense, they help to 
construct our modem mythologies, those that can never be experientially proven (Jung, 
1959), especially those that rely on the scientific saga of the creation of the universe. 
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I am particulariy interested in computational scientific visualizations* and their 
metaphorical and cultural interactions. Scientific communication employs visaphors to 
represent simulated theories and hypotheses of material phenomena for scientists, but 
through science education also proliferates and culturally reinforces these concepts to the 
public. Visaphors are distinguished from other types of visual metaphors in that they are 
rendered digitally from numerical data. To concrete representations, they map data that are 
founded upon and derived through compound, disciplinary assumptions (such as in the 
field of mathematics), systems of information, models of science and approximation 
methods (Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette, and Belitz, 1994; Hesse, 1996; Hallyn, 2000; Lakoff 
and Nunez, 2000; Nunez, 2000; Reed et al., 2005). Visaphors also differ from other hand 
or digitally illustrated visual metaphors because of their specialized computational and 
quantitative nature. They provide twenty-first century maps of uncharted numerical 
territories (Bertin, 1983; Harley, 2001; Akerman and Karrow, 2007). The media that are 
used to manifest these visual metaphors—advanced computer graphics technologies—and 
sometimes to display them—such as planetarium digital domes-further impact their 
potential for artistic manipulation, means and modes of production, and audience 
interaction (Berton,l990; Crary, 1990; Ascott, 2003; Shemian and Craig, 2003; Bowman 
and McMahan, 2007; McConville, 2007). To create visaphors, the visualization artists 
incorporate aesthetics as an inherent part of a very complex process where data has been 
mediated and filtered and is used to communicate scientific theories. Their aesthetic power 
is grounded in their representation of embodied metaphorical mappings and the systemic, 
epistemological structures that infonn them and are informed by them (Lakoff and 
Johnson, 1980, 1999; Cox, 2006). 
As my primary argument, then, I appeal to the data-viz community to broaden our 
view of the power and purpose of the visaphors we create. Historically, we have located 
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their value in their ability to cleariy and accurately translate and represent data, or in their 
capacity to convert computational, scientific models into visual forms. That is a view 1 
once held. I have come to find, however, that as a new, artistic medium visaphors have the 
potential to generate insights into humanity's previously unsuspected evolutionary 
capacities and contribute to a deeper understanding of our place in the universe (De 
Chardin, 1959; Margulis, 1986). Visaphors function alongside other metaphoric 
knowledge maps to provide epistemological scaffolds that enable us to both express and 
experience a sense of reality that is always already a socially embodied construction. They 
empower us to interactively participate in collective, cybernetic, autopoetic systems 
(Ascott, 1968, 2001; Maturana and Varela, 1980, 1987; Packer and Jordan, 2001). Our 
self-conscious interaction with these systems contributes to the evolution of our greater 
consciousness. Through this enlightened position, we become fully able to appreciate the 
impact of the scientific visualization arts. We gain insight into how the audiences who 
engage with our community outreach efforts interact with, enact, and recycle visaphors as 
well as into how the visaphoric aesthetic emerges from our collective, symbiotic brains as 
an evolutionary, bio-cultural, technological phenomenon. 
I continue to value the contributions data-viz makes to scientific practice and 
popular science education (Gordin and Pea, 1995; Davies, 2008). 1 continue to support the 
data-viz field's sense of best practices, employing tnany of these techniques today. In fact, 
these practices reflect the natural process of generating consistency, facilitating learning 
and rapid comprehension. However, I have also come to believe that the current goal of 
scientific and data visualization--to reveal an objective universe through the absolute, 
accurate translation of data—is an illusory one. I have lost faith in this positivist mission, 
having now accepted the argument that all data and information is mediated and filtered in 
some way: insirumentally, computationally, or interprelively. Rather than lamenting this 
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contingency, I celebrate the potential for empowerment that this awareness provides to 
anyone working with visualization systems. I write this thesis in order to make a case for 
how our work goes beyond the ways in which we have previously understood our 
endeavors. I encourage us to embrace a novel exposition of the power of visaphor art to 
reveal emergent properties from science and to be an emergent property of culture. 
This argument brings a new perspective to the entire visualization production 
process, one that is collaborative and enables great synergies. It portrays the production of 
visaphors as a collective activity undertaken by the creative, interdisciplinary, research 
colony of the Renaissance Team, whose activities go well beyond the more functional and 
capital-driven ends of commercial art. Created by directors, managers, designers, 
scientists, and technologists, the visaphoric arts employ some of the most advanced, high-
performance technologies of science today, for cultural as well as scientific ends. 
Visaphors possess a collective power—not in spite of collaboration, but because of it 
(Bermudcz et al., 2005; Prophet and dMnverno, 2006; Sandin et al., 2006). From hybridity 
and diversity, they gemiinate and gather strength. 
This argument also brings a new perspective to the outreach and dissemination 
process for the visaphoric arts. They have the potential to communicate much more than 
basic science education and promotion (Gordin and Pea, 1995; Davies, 2008). As a result, 
this emerging art requires an expanded distribution space beyond traditional art exhibitions 
or even the Hollywood entertainment industry. I have worked to deliberately expand the 
reach of visaphors to science museutns; educational IMAX films; large-scale television 
projects; digital domes; and far-reaching, distribution avenues such as intemet TV. This 
proliferation interacts with the embodied minds of millions, the amalgamated collective, 
gaining maximum impact within our visaphoricaliy reinforced sense of "reality." In 
particular, I use visaphors to expose emergent properties of complex systems of both 
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meaning and matter, showing how emerging patterns of systemic interdependence and 
cooperative exchange run right through evolution. 
Visaphors are a distinctly modem, advanced-technology art. They have a special 
relationship to modem computational scientific models, but the processes that yield their 
construction and comprehension are set within a wide historical discourse that concerns the 
nature of reality and the metaphorical and scientific processes used to engage with it. 
From the field's inception, visualization experts have been predisposed toward scientific 
materialism. Yet, I have found convincing the constmctivist challenges to this position, 
especially as they have been expressed within metaphor studies and its correlates within 
cognitive science (Rosch and Lloyd, 1978; Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, 1991; 
Indurkhya, 1992; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999; Stafford, 2007). The epistemological shift 1 
have made and hope to convince other to make enables a different view of data-informed 
visualization and scientific mathematical models. I exploit this new perspective here to 
reveal the complex processes of cognitive and social construction through which visaphors 
emerge and operate. In a profound, new way, the visaphor aesthetic awakens our visual 
appreciation of the inherent beauty and symmetry in cosmological models and scientific 
simulations, marking a hybrid path in our cultural evolution. 
Visaphors themselves are emergent properties within a self-sustaining visual 
metaphoric feedback system, which enables viseotelecommunion. This cybernetic process 
reveals itself in the visual history of our mythologies and in the scientific creations of 
today. Visaphors enable us to participate in the self-conscious building of mythological 
scaffolds, from our modem technology perspectives, enabling us to evolve new, 
metaphorical territories. Visaphorizing is a self-conscious aesthetic that enables us to 
participate in a new kind of scientifically-based mythology, one that continues to cut its 
stories from the fabrics of existence and to enable cosmic discoveries, universalized 
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ontologies, and existential explorations. Viseotelecommuning, in this case through 
visaphorizing, is a process of the universe looking at itself, collectively reflecting upon its 
own evolution. 
Visaphors operate within a field (Ascott, 2006), reaching deep into human 
consciousness, providing a clear marker of our symbiotic brain and the evolutionary 
processes of consciousness. Visaphors both enable an exposition o f (his universal process 
and benefit from this evolution of our embodied realities (Maturana and Varela, 1987). 
They reveal how the universe is not made up of discrete phenomena, but multiple layers of 
systems that emerge from individual components. I have felt myself to be a part of this 
extraordinary, bio-cultural, technological evolution. Visaphors are a celebration of who we 
are in the universe; they help us negotiate our embodied nature. Such an art form has the 
power to inspire us to reevaluate our place in the larger universe: our evolution, our 
interventions, and our unsuspected capacities. 
The argument is organized as follows: 
Chapter I makes a case for evolving the view of scientific visualization from a 
practice that represents reality to one that constructs it through digi-epistemological 
aesthetics. 
Chapter 2 describes the collaborative and technical process 1 pioneered for 
creating visaphors-demonstrating that this process is inseparable from the resulting 
visaphors* aesthetic, epistemological, and ideological dimensions. 
Chapter 3 establishes a ground for understanding the interactive dimension of 
visaphors through explaining how metaphors are made and understood through cognitive, 
rather than purely, linguistic processes. I use this ground to argue that visaphors construct 
and arc constructed by a viseotelecommunion between our embodied minds and our 
contemporary, scientifically-authorized social myth of reality. 
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Chapter 4 elucidates the philosophy of science tradition out of which visaphors 
have emerged to provide a basis for my argument that visaphors are specially suited to 
visually theorizing emergence because of the nested, self-generating systems they portray. 
A constructivist account of scientific knowledge is championed over the posilivist and 
empirical theories that have historically validated the mission of data-viz. This account is 
rooted in a minor tradition (i.e., De Chardin, Varela, Margulis) that elaborates new 
evolutionary processes, including cooperative, autopoetic systems and their apprehension 
through an expanding human consciousness. The justification of this tradition provides a 
new and different basis for authorizing a broader mission for the visaphor arts, since I 
claim that visaphors and the technologies that support their creation and proliferation are 
natural extensions of these evolutionary processes. 
Chapter 5 describes how visaphors have inherited the conventions of invented 
communications systems historically, politically, and technologically in order to expose 
the mechanisms that make artistic intervention in the form possible as well as their cultural 
significance. Special attention is given to visaphors' adoption of cartographic conventions, 
as visaphors and maps both engage in mapping processes. The final section of Chapter 5 
relates the function of visaphors to historical mythologies and archetypal forms. Visaphors 
narrate our contemporary societies as historical mythologies once did ancient cultures, 
populated with fanalastic chimeras of art, science, and technology. Visaphors evince a 
powerful worldview, one of many possibilities. 
Throughout the thesis, I illustrate concepts in the scientific visualization arts—from 
design to production to final product to reception and interaction—with examples drawn 
from my own body of work. I focus especially on those projects provided in the 
Practicum. 
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Chapter 1: The Evolution of Scientinc Visualization: Shifting Paradigms from 
Representing to Constructing Reality 
Scientific visualizations differ from other types of scientific illustration in that ihcy 
are intensively informed by digital data. Computer-mediated visualization is a relatively 
young technology. After the first vacuum-tube computers were invented during the middle 
of twentieth century (Greenia, 2000), data-driven scientific visualization developed in 
tandem with computer-graphics imaging (CGI). A small portion of scientific researchers 
used these nascent computer technologies to model natural phenomenon. However, CGl-
synthelic methods were primarily exploited by the entertainment industry in the 1970s. 
Hollywood Director George Lucas invested in CGI research, resulting in computer image-
synthesis algorithms that were enslaved to photo-digital realism and special effects cinema 
production. Early CGI researchers published many of these foundational techniques in the 
SiGgraph (Special Interest Group in Graphics, Association of Computing Machines) 
conference proceedings (Machover and Hart, 1999). However, the most advanced CGI 
algorithms remained the proprietary property of production companies. Most basic 
research scientists did not have access to advanced CGI algorithms or graphics computers 
in order to visualize their complex numerical data. 
It was not until the dawning of supercomputing that CGl-synthetic methods 
expanded to include techniques particular to advanced scientific computational challenges. 
During the last half of the twentieth century, the CGI raster-hardware industry matured, 
three-dimensional (3D) CGI synthesis software advanced, computational science 
expanded, and a community of developers coalesced around the burgeoning concepts of 
data-driven scientific visualization (McCormick et al., 1987; Friedhoff, 1989; Foley and 
Ribarsky, 1994; Rosenblum et al., 1994). In 1985, the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
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established five academic supercomputer centers, and they embarked upon the task of 
making supercomputing and new technologies available for basic research, especially 
computational science. 
By 1987, NSF had convened a panel to report on Visualization in Scientific 
Computing (McCormick et al., 1987). The report led to a major initiative in the research 
and advancement of scientific visualization. Eventually, Hollywood-style visualizations 
gave way to mathematically rigorous, interactive visualization software (Brown, 1989-
1990). Over the last twenty years, data-driven scientific visualization has developed into a 
language with its own conventions and visual methods, such as 3D glyphs (Ellson and 
Cox, 1988) and interactive, progressive-disclosure techniques. By 1990, new conferences 
were devoted solely to research for visualization in scientific computing (Patrikalakis, 
1991; Rosenblum et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1996). A particular power of scientific 
visualizations is that they need not be presented in isolation; researchers can use them to 
integrate scientific and contextual information into "smart" applications that combine 
descriptive and spatial knowledge discovery (Stoev et al., 2001; Peltier et al., 2003). 
Perhaps, however, in reaction against the field's early artistic and entertainment-
directed origins, most science publications discussing computing and supercomputing are 
given to advancing technical research and focused on mathematical algorithms that make 
computing more efficient or provide alternate solutions to existing technical problems: 
ACM SIGgraph Computer Graphics Proceedings; IEEE Visualization Proceedings; IEEE 
Image Processing Conference Proceedings (Munzner et al., 2006). This predominate 
professional orientation grew out of the first IEEE Visualization conference in San 
Francisco in 1990, for which I served as one of the organizers. Computational scientists 
and computer scientists attempting to understand simulation data pervaded the early days 
of IEEE Visualization; computer scientists specializing in computer graphics continue to 
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dominate the visualization field. The plethora of data, whether generated from computers 
or gathered observationally, has driven the growth and focus of the visualization field, 
leading its study and practice to center on converting encoded numerical information into 
technology-mediated visual forms that human beings can understand in order to make 
decisions. Until the last decade, the research mantra has been "better computer science 
algorithms." Now, applied perception, human computer interfaces, and data analytics 
promise to yield a belter understanding from the onslaught of data. The onus of making "a 
good visualization" is on the expert in his/her transformation and display of the data, which 
is supposed to represent as accurately as possible some found reality. 
The dominant computer science publications, when not focused on technical 
issues, have tended to focus on perceptual design approaches for infonnation visualization 
(Gershon, 1990, 1994; Ware, 2000). In books such as The Visual Display of Information 
and Visualizing Data (Tufte, 1983), and the proceedings of IEEE Vis, the primary goal of 
visualization is to communicate information, pulling that information from data and 
presenting it in an objective perceptual form. In Colin Ware's Information Visualization: 
Perception for Design (2000), for example, the primary goal is to develop a science of 
visualization using a perception-based approach. Psycho-perceptual (e.g., optics, visual 
attention, spatial perception) and neuroscience discussions are used to consider design, 
interface, and problem solving. The role of the artist and designer is limited to clarifying 
information and providing consistent design strategies. Ware's work suggests a growing 
emphasis on perception studies in the scientific visualization field, a sense that although 
computer science and analysis algorithms are valuable and play an important role in 
scientific visualization, they are not necessarily the primary goal of visualization experts 
today, which is, rather, represented by this 2005 conference presenter in the field: 
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"With a large collection of developed algorithms and techniques at hand, 
visualization researchers are now coming to grips with the fact that it is not 
devising an algorithm that is the critical problem, but rather how to map data to 
display in such a way that people can see important patterns. In other words it is 
about perception." (Ware, 2005, p. 707) 
Granted, over the years, more publications have begun to cover issues of 
representation in scientific visualization (Tufte, 1983, 1990; Cox, 1989, 1990, 1991; Lynch 
and Woolgar, 1990). However, their view of representation remains too restricted. Also 
worth noting is that the scientific visualization community has tended to focus on the 
development of its own practice as it impacts experts within the visualization and 
associated scientific communities, a significant bias in the field*s theorization. The 
community's process of honing, selecting, and validating for general audiences in popular 
contexts is much less understood and well-defined. This is evidenced by the 
overwhelming number of data-visualization publications devoted to technical issues rather 
than epistemological ones. 
Even as late as the 2005 IEEE Visualization conference, discussions of the future 
of visualization focused on the use of "good" design practice to guide visual techniques 
and methods to evaluate visual techniques. One contributor noted in the proceedings, "One 
of the enduring fundamental challenges in visualization research is to determine how best 
to portray a set of data so that the information it represents can be accurately and 
efficiently understood. Both design and evaluation have key roles to play in this process" 
(Interrante, 2005, p.706). To me, this suggests that artists and designers are still valued as 
playing a role in providing additional visual tools for the scientist, a claim 1 made in favor 
of interdisciplinary collaboration as early as 1985 in order to make a case for the 
contributions of artists and designers within the field. We now see more artists 
participating in the field of informatic arts than ever before (Wilson, 2002). Few 
visualization conference researchers, however, have expanded upon historical, political, or 
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other humanistic issues (Kallick-Wakker, 1994; Manovich, 2008). Without a doubt, my 
contributions to the outreach of scientific visualization have led me to become concerned 
with their importance as cultural and humanistic phenomena. 
The assumption that we are discovering objective truth in data rather than both 
serving as and engaging with active participants in constructing meaning through 
metaphorical thinking does not support most of the research agendas described above 
(Kallick-Wakker, 1994). The positivist perspectives of funding agencies, such as the 
National Science Foundation (NSF), influence visaphor definition, creation, and 
presentation. As a result, data-viz primary research publications and conference agendas 
remain narrow. To my knowledge, within standard scientific visualization discourse, 
cognitive conceptual metaphors and cognitive networks are not attended in the context of 
making or interpreting data-driven visualizations within conferences such as IEEE 
Visualization Conferences, where the focus is technical: efficient algorithms or perception 
issues. The mainstream of the visualization community has dedicated little discourse to 
the deep philosophical traditions underlying visual metaphorical understanding, 
concomitant cultural biases, and cognitive conceptual networks that infiuence the 
interpretation of the human-in-the loop. 
The design and evaluation, the creation and consumption of visaphors is an 
iterative process across the visualization community, which has established the goal of 
rendering self-consistent visual metaphors. As is the case with linguistic metaphors, when 
visual metaphors are used more consistently, they move across the metaphoric continuum 
from the conventional to the novel (Indurkhya, 1992). To gain currency, visaphors require 
"buy in" and common use. Over the past twenty years, visaphors have developed their 
own self-consistency, or conventionality. Their continuity is based upon the community 
honing their consistency through approval and use. That approval is framed in terms of 
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applied perception research: "My bottom line is that visualization researchers are in the 
applied perception business whether they know it or not" (Ware, 2005, p. 708). The basic 
assumption behind this tenet is that visualization experts are discovering an objective 
reality rather than participating in its cognitive construction. 
I grant that the mainstream visualization community has engendered important 
research in using this approach, yielding successful results in areas such as the comparison 
of multivariate datasets from different sources and the development of computer graphics 
techniques for feature extraction, graph fitting, and visual probabilistic inference 
(Cleveland, 1993; Kaufmann et al.,1993). At the beginning of my research as a 
visualization artist in the 1980s and 90s, 1 approached the visual display of quantitative 
numerical data in much the same way in which the visualization community continues to 
direct research. Early on, 1 pioneered with Kodak researcher Dr. Richard Ellson the 3D-
CGI representational technique of using glyphs to indicate elements (such as direction and 
temperature) in scientific simulations (Ellson and Cox, 1988). Over the years I have 
directed my team to develop and use advanced graphical techniques from research as a part 
of our visualization process and pipeline. My main objective was to take the numerical 
data as information and encode that information into digital graphical displays to aid 
humans in the understanding of data so that they could analyze and reason about it. 1 have 
been very successful in working with scientists and helping them to discover new aspects 
of their computations through our visualization process (see Drs. Brian O'Shea and 
Michael Norman's letters in Appendix). 
Yet, after twenty years as a scholar and artist in the data-viz arts, 1 have come to 
view visaphors as more than the accurate representation of data, and I hope to encourage 
this expanded view within the field for artists, scientists, and computer scientists. 1 now 
recognize that data-viz cannot fulf i l l the illusory aesthetic goal of hard realism: to 
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objectively portray the external as it is, with no biases or altering interpretation. I 
understand the assumptions behind the numerical heuristic models, the contingency of 
much data, and the paradigmatic perspectives through which they are visualized. Rather 
than mourning the loss of this surety, 1 have come to recognize that we create meaning 
through our conceptual metaphorical maps (discussed in Chapter 3). The construction and 
consumption of visaphors is a process of finding our place in the universe; it is a part of 
our collective cybernetic process (discussed in Chapter 4). 
Acknowledging the constructed and aesthetic nature visaphor is not to say that the 
data-viz community's perceptual understanding of visaphors and related best practices for 
creation are irrelevant or minimal in value. The visaphors that fiourish are those that are 
fueled by their consistency and usefulness. It is to say, however, that visaphors can and do 
offer us more when we expand our account of them, awakening our philosophical 
awareness and artistic vision. To make the most of this potential, the data-viz community 
and imaging scholars need to learn more about how visaphors draw upon cultural and 
psychological constructs and, through their public outreach, are re-inscribed and re-
circulated by general audiences. In some sense, data-driven scientific visualizations are no 
different from other forms of art in employing visual conventions, maneuvering within a 
visual rhetoric, and expressing (some degree of their) informational and (to a larger extent 
their) emotional content metaphorically, iconographically. Yet, we also need lo consider 
how visaphor, as a special form of aesthetic practice, contributes to human experience. 
1 believe that visaphoric art reaches deep into human consciousness, providing 
more than just an effective, objective display of infonnaiion. Even in lemis of perceptual 
theories of visaphor-processing by audiences, the data-viz arts need to explore how, 
because of their special relationship to a modeled external real, visaphors may in fact be a 
result of our perception that is being mediated by higher-order consciousness and 
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unconscious perceptual slates. For example, the common experience of driving a car on 
"automatic pilot" while not being consciously aware of traffic illustrates one of these 
unconscious perceptual states (Carruthers, 2007). Lynn Margulis and Dorian Sagan*s 
definition of the human brain as symbiotic suggests that the very conduits of our 
consciousness are constructed by autopoetic systems. They ask whether it is 
"so farfetched after all that bacterial symbionts created biospheric information 
pathways as important as quantum mechanics or the theory of relativity? In a sense 
we are 'above' bacteria, because though composed of them, our power of thought 
seems to represent more than the sum of its microbial parts. Yet in a sense we are 
also 'below' them. As tiny parts of a huge biosphere whose essence is basically 
bacterial, we-with other life forms-must add up to a sort of symbiotic brain which 
it is beyond our capacity to comprehend or truly represent." (Margulis and Sagan, 
1986, p. 152) 
Pattern recognition is more than the clear and accurate indication of patterns on a visual 
display, the goal of good scientific visualization technique. I believe with Margulis that 
our ability to create and transmit patterns, as well as to perceive them, is a marker of our 
symbiotic brain, which—through metaphor—conceptually networks our embodied 
experiences (our sense of materiality) with present and historical human cultures. Patterns 
denote significance, and, at the same time, achieve significance through denotation. We 
experience them as embodied, metaphorical maps that, when we reflect upon them, expose 
the nature of our own embodied reality. Thus, when we evoke patterns in our art, we are 
not just conveying information; we are exposing what we assume coheres and the forces 
and processes that achieve coherence (as I discuss in Chapter 5). We are revealing the 
cognitive construction of our visaphorical reality. Visualization is our consciousness 
reflecting on itself, and is an extension of ancient life processes injected into our most 
advanced technologies. Of this macrocosmic impetus to evolve consciousness, Margulis 
and Sagan write: 
"In one of life's giant, self-referential loops, changing DNA has led to the 
consciousness that enables us to change DNA. Our curiosity, our thirst to know, 
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our enthusiasm to enter space and spread ourselves and our probes to other planets 
and beyond represents part of the cutting edge of life's strategies for expansion that 
began in the microcosm some three-and-a-half billion years ago. We are but 
refiections of an ancient trend." (1986, p. 22) 
We are not driven merely to survive in the most limited and physical sense, but to 
discover and experience, to understand and know. 
Yet, this adaptive strategy is creative and potentially innovative, not just reactive. 
The complex interplay of our collective, symbiotic brains plays a role in our making sense; 
we create sense rather than merely finding it. When we create visaphors, we are not just 
transforming numerical data into encoded bits of information for humans to perceptually 
consume. Visaphors operate and reveal social and cognitive interactive processes; much 
like an iterative fractal mathematical function or an iterative Escher drawing, they provide 
a cybernetic feedback mechanism that reinforces their generation while revealing the 
process (Wiener, 1954; Ascott, 1968; Heims, 1987), what I wil l later discuss as 
viseotelecommuning (in Chapter 4). Visaphors engage viewers in a process of active 
participation, of semantic and, more specifically, semiolic co-creation. 
Visaphors are useful in deepening the human experience through connecting us 
with our collective, or field, humanness, and providing a technoetic pathway to a deeper 
self-knowledge (Ascott, 2006). To this end, the numerical data of computational science 
may be seen, for instance, as revealing truths of the universe not so much in terms of their 
accuracy in delineating natural phenomenon but in their mystical revelations of cosmic, 
universalized ontology and the existential explorations it enables (Kauffman, 2008). Such 
an art form, with its potential for re-envisioning the "whatness" of our existence, inspires 
us to continue to evaluate our place in a larger created, how we arc evolving, and how we 
can intervene in our nature and its potentialities. In this sense, a self-conscious visaphor 
aesthetic can help us to commune with our humanness, as a collective reflection and not 
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merely as (what Morrison defines) as a 'cognitive art' (Tufte, 1990, p. 9). Visaphors 
reflect our evolving collective consciousness. They are tangible artifacts of our meaning-
making that serve to both suspend our disbelief as well as generate new meaning, novel 
faith. 
The most valuable aspect of the new visaphor aesthetic I propose is its power to 
awaken our cognitively and intuitively enlightened selves, granting us insight into our as 
yet unsuspected capacities. Data-viz's collective cosmological models and scientific 
simulations embody a hybrid reality—mathematical and cultural-that we compose, 
manipulate, and employ, one that generates rhythm, symmetry, and beauty on its own 
terms, and not just in mimicry of a supposedly unmediated natural world. Visaphors are 
hybrid art forms that emerge from the complexity of our modem social systems that are 
formed, in part, through our advanced technology. These hybrid art forms narrate our 
contemporary societies as historical mythologies once did ancient cultures, populated with 
fantastic chimeras of art, science, and technology. The supercomputer data models that 
we ourselves determine are yet another component of the complexity of our universe. As 
we might appreciate the glorious diversity and awesome power in nature and its 
complexity, we may also appreciate the power and complexity o f the process o f making 
and consuming visaphors. 
We should make it our mission to participate self-consciously in the building of 
such mythological scaffolds, which—from the perspective of our modem, technologically 
advanced community—stage a new mythology. Although the dominant secular mythology 
of today is the Story of Science that capitulates to Enlightenment values, we can self-
consciously reinscribe it to express more contemporary values that go beyond 
anthrocentricism and a competitive view of relationships to and within nature. Constructed 
by collaborative and diverse Renaissance Teams from interdependent autopoetic systems, 
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visaphors become an ideal medium for embodying this Environmentalist Story of Science. 
Visaphorizing marks a thread in the course of human evolution, another path on the way to 
understanding the deeper meaning of existence and being. It takes its place among the 
making and consuming of great historical artifacts in the history of humanity, from the 
fertility goddesses of 5000 B.C.E. left quietly in their hidden shrines to the most virtual 
embodied experiences that are vividly displayed in today's digital cathedrals of science 
(Gadon, 1989; Baring and Cashford, 1993). Visaphors play a part in our symphonic, 
conscious evolution. Like the pre-modem myths they resemble, they persist as the 
collective cultural property of humanity, evolving new metaphorical territories. 
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Chapter 2: Scientific Visualization Arts: Collaborative Methods, Data 
Transformations, and Design Strategies 
The basic process for creating art using conventional media, such as oil paint, is no 
doubt well known to educated and art-savvy readers. Since the process for creating this 
relatively new form of computer-support, data-driven art is not, I spend the following 
chapter elaborating on the collaborative, technical, and design aspects of the artistic 
process for working in this medium that I have played a significant role in pioneering. As 
1 have suggested earlier, many of these technical aspects are not separate from the making 
of meaning or construction of knowledge that informs the creation of visaphors and— 
perhaps, ultimately, their reception and recirculation. Even as I describe the more concrete 
dimensions of creating visaphors, 1 wil l elaborate how the technological and 
interdisciplinary construction of visaphors within a particular industry, with its own usual 
bases of funding, impacts the art of data-driven scientific visualization. 1 am especially 
interested to show how the work visualization artists do with data demonstrates its 
contingency and, ultimately, its representational plasticity. 
Renaissance Teams and Cybernetic Partnerships: The Data-Viz Workshop 
From the European cult of the individual and its Romantic view of exceptional, 
imaginative genius, we have inherited an image of the lone artist who creates in isolation 
within an impoverished studio, moved to express a personal vision that may remain pooriy 
understood until someone recognizes his vision (the pronoun is meaningful). However, the 
laboratory-driven environment of scientific visualization-in which artists, scientists, 
technologists, and technology work in partnership—shows how limited and limiting this 
model can be (Vamedoe and Gopnik, 1990; Cox, 1992, 1993; Shanken, 2005). Since 
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1985,1 have collaborated with scientists and computer technologists to visualize scientific 
data from supercomputer simulations at the National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. I coined the term 
"Renaissance Team" to describe the team of specialists, including artists and designers, 
who collaborate to solve problems in the visualization of data (Cox 1988a, 1988b). The 
complex informational, aesthetic, and technological demands of creating visaphors often 
require the expertise ofmany people (Brown, 1989-1990; Cox, 1990, 1991,2000, 2003a, 
2003b; Foley and Ribarsky, 1994; Prophet and d'lnvemo, 2006; Sandin et al., 2006). For 
Unfolding Universe, which first aired on the Discovery Channel in June 2002 (Kahler et 
al., 2002; Cox, 2003b), for example, we created over seventeen scenes using data from five 
scientists and several different rendering applications. Research to automate the design 
process has been limited and often intended to integrate design into the software pipeline 
(Brown, 1989-1990; Robertson, 1991; Ribarsky, Aycrs, and Mukherjea, 1993; Beshers and 
Feiner, 1994; ICruger, 1998; Ware, 2008). One can see in contemporary science this 
movement toward collective problem-solving. 
When well coordinated, Renaissance Teams ensure that the one does not gel lost in 
the many. Rather, the one is encouraged to find its own, unique contribution to the whole. 
The complexity of this bio-cooperation can build layer upon layer in overlapping 
autopoetic systems, such as Margulis and Sagan describe: 
"An organism constantly exchanges its parts, replacing its component chemicals 
without ever losing its identity. This modulating, ^holistic' phenomenon of 
autopoesis, of active self-maintenance, is the basis of life; in order to preserve key 
aspects of their identity within their boundaries and respond to the challenges of 
self-preservation." (1986, p. 56) 
From the moment in my scientific visualization practice when I began to take on complex, 
large-scale problems, I realized 1 could not thrive through working in isolation. I 
conceived of Renaissance Teams as a means of meeting these demands, drawing upon 
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what I now understand as evolutionary collaborative tendencies. Initially in my work as a 
computer artist, I had regarded the computer as a partner. Today, 1 see the computer as a 
powerftjl electronic enabler, but the true collaborators are the people with whom I work. 
To echo Margulis and Sagan, Renaissance Teams are active organisms in the constant 
process of exchanging parts and co-participating in the recombination of creating the visual 
imaginary. A collective group with a diversity of expertise is both autopoetic and forward-
thinking. Renaissance Teamwork implies a symbiotic process, one that is especially 
crucial for artistic production within unconventional settings, which is the case with 
aesthetically-oriented scientific visualization within scientific domains. The strategy 
makes especially good sense as a long-term approach for interfacing creative cultural 
workers, their expertise and products, with those of scientific ones, who are better funded 
and institutionally sustained. Margulis and Sagan reason that "superficially weak 
organisms have survived in the long run by being part of collectives" (1986, p. 124). Yet, 
the power of Renaissance Teams is not only in their collective nature, but also in their 
hybridity: they reach across disciplinary boundaries to form mutually beneficial processes 
and outcomes. Because of the effort's hybrid cooperation, the outcome of the team's 
collaboration is greater than its decomposable functions (Cox, 1991, 2003, 2006). 
A challenge for the arts community may be to see workshop environments and their 
creative products as viable artistic research efforts, rather than as compromised by 
commercial or, especially in this case, academic disciplinary interests that reduce the work 
to the purely infonnative and functional. Collaboration is central to many art-technology 
endeavors such as filmmaking and the perfonnance arts. Since the 1960s, artists and 
scientists have collaborated in research laboratories for research, demonstration, and art 
(ICnowlton, 1965), producing technological innovations as well as creative digital films. 
Bell Telephone Laboratories researchers invented the first computer-produced movies, 
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using computer-controlled display tubes on an automatic microfilm recorder to generate 
moving images. Since those early experiments, new high-tech research environments for 
data-viz have evolved, providing new models for collaboration in academia and industry. 
Edward Shankin has reviewed a variety of research institutions and universities that now 
house facilities and provide funding for artists to work on interdisciplinary, collaborative 
teams in tandem with scientific and technical researchers. For example, the Canadian Banff 
New Media Institute, Austrian Ars Electronica Center, and Swiss Artists in Labs program 
provide fertile, interdisciplinary research environments. Shankin confirms the expansion 
of these interdisciplinary centers, affirming that the "European Union (EU), local 
governments and advanced scientific research centers in Europe continue to provide 
substantial support for interdisciplinary research involving artists at full-service media art 
centers, museums, exhibitions and symposia, and in partnerships with industrial and 
academic research programs" (2005, p. 415). In Degrees of Freedom: Models of 
Corporate Relationships, Sara Diamond outlines promising collaborations that have led 
corporations to explore new models of funding for art-technology-scientific innovation 
(2005). The promising trend toward facilitating this type of collaborative environment is 
also expressed by such research collaboratories as (art)n in Chicago (Sandor and Fron 
2002), SmartLab (2008) and USC Institute for Creative Technologies (2008). 
These collaborative technological explorations bring into sharp relief many issues 
of and opportunities for funding and copyright. Trans-domain research investments have 
led digital artists working within such collaborations to challenge copyright vagaries and to 
negotiate intellectual property rights in new ways {Harvard Law Review, 1994). Some of 
the new funding models being attempted are more successful than others, but clearly it is 
necessary to have funds to fuel the development of high-technology, interdisciplinary 
experiments. To encourage this development in the U.S., in 2007 the National Science 
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Foundation (NSF) developed an experimental new funding opportunity for 
interdisciplinary collaboration among creative practitioners and computer scientists: 
CreativelT. An important reason for this increased investment in data-viz is the general 
recognition that huge problems, such as climate change, require resources al multiple 
institutions and the expertise of many disciplines to explore and attempt to solve them 
(Reedet al., 2005). 
Large creative productions for public venues such as a digital, full-dome 
planetarium show or PBS NOVA high-definition television show likewise require the 
expertise of a diverse collection of talented individuals: artists, designers, educators, 
writers, actors, and producers. In addition to working collaboratively with such groups, the 
data-viz artist who runs a workshop needs the management and production skills to realize 
complex and coordinated artistic visions. Negotiating issues of funding, intellectual 
property, and collaborative etiquette among team members requires special skills. I have 
played a critical role, for example, in NCSA / University of Illinois participation in The 
Black Holes Project by negotiating contract, copyright, royalties, and intellectual property 
issues with the University and museums. Without these contributions to The Black Holes 
Project, the scientific visualizations of supercomputer-based computational science would 
not have been possible. Thus in data-viz, the aesthetic practice of artists is intertwined 
with their roles as project managers, directors, technologists, and researchers. In the 
collaborative-arts industries, these skills are qualities assigned to the "producer." 
The idea of artist as "producer" can be related to Russian constniclivism in the 
1920s and its sense of the revolutionary and political function of the artist within an 
industrial environment (Gough, 2005). The Russian constaictivist movement included 
artists like El Lissitzky and Laszio Moholy-Nagy, who promoted the idea that the most 
important art was produced for socially salutary purposes. The constructivist artist was 
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viewed as a producer of social change who required practical skillflilness, ranging from 
industrial design to production management. In expansion of these ideas. Walter Benjamin 
has explicitly argued that technological change alters the operation and social impact of the 
artist or author as producer (1979). He explicitly couples technology to political change: 
"technical progress is for the author as producer the foundation of his political progress" 
(1978, p. 230). Benjamin focuses attention on photography; I extend these artist-as-
producer and politico-technological relationships to the more advanced technologies and 
computational science of visaphors as collaborative and post-industrial art forms that have 
social-politico impact. 
At the same time, creative industries coupled with the revolution in digital 
infomiation technologies and trends in mainstream popular culture have codified the role 
and process of artist-as-producer. In High <fi: Low: Modern Art and Popular Culture, Kirk 
Vamedoe and Adam Gopnik argue that "the story of the interplay between modem art and 
popular culture is one of the most important aspects of the history of art in our epoch" 
(1991, p. 19), tracing the impact of creative industries such as advertising, mass media, 
comics, and other "low" forms of art. In the collaborative, entertainment arts, the producer 
plays a pivotal role. Film, music, television, and similar productions require different 
levels of artist-as-producer responsibilities, ranging from project initiation to project 
direction in all phases of production. These creative productions require teams and 
collaborative methodologies in which the role of artist-as-producer is codified not only as a 
function of politics and technology, but also of the artistic process across culture. I extend 
these ideas to include the impact that digital immersive and scientific computational 
technologies have had on the role of artist-as-producer and the collaborative methodology 
used to create and distribute visaphors. For example, in large-scale collaborative outreach 
projects such as The Black Holes Project, the artist-as-producer orchestrates teams and 
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creative processes. The artist-as-producer must take into account creative impact across 
the public domain, too, since, as I argue in following chapters, such projects spread 
through culture beyond mere educational intent. 
The artist as project manager, as producer, is in many ways inseparable from the 
artist as aesthetic practitioner, as visionary and creator. At all the phases of the projects I 
describe throughout this thesis, for example, I have been directly involved in the creative 
process. As art director, my responsibility includes directing aesthetic and technical 
treatments of the scientific visualization scenes for each project. As co-producer, I oversee 
the creation, production design, color, and cinematic treatment of the scientific 
visualization scenes and other project scenes. These components are imbedded in the 
creative product. On many research projects, I also provide hands-on, digital manipulation 
of production parameters such as the creation of color transfer functions or compositing 
elements. Together with my team, I collaboratively brainstorm with external collaborators 
to provide input for and critiques of the script, storyboards, scenes, and evaluations. 
Creating scientific visualizations from computational science presents many 
additional challenges that transcend the traditional entertainment arts. Computational 
simulations must align within a scientific narrative as it is being developed for a show. 
Scientific visualizations are designed and rendered from large-data, supercomputer 
simulations using some of the most advanced technologies available while retaining the 
highest quality standards for aesthetic and cinematic treatment in order to provide 
production quality necessary for general audiences. We confront the truth and beauty 
paradox in our everyday operations. 
Scientific researchers—such as those at the Electronic Visualization Laboratory 
(EVL) at the University of Illinois at Chicago-parlicularly value artists for the presentation 
skills they bring to collaborative projects. Scientists focus on peer-reviewed scientific or 
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technical journal publications as a primary venue for communicating work and building 
reputation for earned expertise. In the art world, artists gain experience and rewards from 
large exhibitions; they hone skills to manage the complexity involved with them (Sandin et 
al., 2006). The research artist, too, gravitates toward public outreach, exhibitions, and art 
journal publications. Artists exploring technology choose to publicly demonstrate their 
emergent technological inquiry in such venues as SIGGRAPH Emerging Technologies or 
other high-technology conference exhibitions, but also in public spaces: museums, 
planetariums, television shows, and film. As a result, artistic collaborations with scientists 
are so valued and mutually beneficial that they often remain stable, spanning many years. 
EVL has spawned artist/scientist collaborations for thirty-three years, and I myself have 
worked with some scientists for over twenty (Cox, 1986). 
Artists can also collaboratively bond with digital technologies. These may be 
viewed along a continuum: as merely elaborate tools for expressing a creative vision or, 
given their "intelligence," a responsive, albeit submissive, partner in the creative process— 
an apprentice who never attains mastery, but with some training, provides savings in basic 
labor, and, not to carry the analogy too far, assists with the transportation and physical 
display of the master artist's creation. The visualization pipeline is an iterative process: a 
human-computer feedback loop. The visualization expert or scientific user of visualization 
tools generally preprocesses data; attaches data to modeling schema; and renders data for 
insight, decision making, and communication. This process enables the expert or user to 
explore different aspects of the data and refine its visualization. Interactive, real-time 
software applications provide for the iterative interrogation of data sets (Douglas et al., 
2003). Time evolution is a dimension of many data sets; thus visualizations can also take 
the form of animated sequences of images. However, computational constraints; high-
resolution, advanced 3D-CGI rendering techniques; and multiple-terabyte data sets often 
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require batch-mode rendering for animations. Various visualization applications and 
environments are being developed to address these issues. 
Mapping Numbers into Pictures 
For data visualization artists, the most important question when beginning a project 
is typically this: "How can the numbers and loosely correlated facts be designed and 
transformed into a visual model that makes sense to viewers?'* Data mapping is the 
essential binding of symbolic input to a visual graphic according to some conventional 
transformation technique. Each scientific discipline either has its own set of established 
conventions or, i f a "young" science, is evolving them. Well-established astronomy 
practice uses the convention of star catalogues, while young neuroscience is developing the 
new method of brain atlases. Each scientific community develops consistent, descriptive 
visualization languages to support its conventions, with coherency and predictability for 
viewers being primary goals. 
Data-driven scientific visualization also has a visual language expressed through 
conventions. Traditionally, it has been based upon the science of visualization; i.e., the 
analysis of human visual and perceptual systems. For adherents, this approach promises to 
yield computer-rendered data visualizations that wil l enable people to better understand 
more visual infomiation or make informed expert decisions. The field is a developing 
system of guidelines and principles, based upon analytical and calibration methods that 
include what colors to use, how shape-forms present information, and what affects human 
perception of visual infonnalion (Beck, 1966; Ware and Beatty, 1988; Duncan and 
Humphreys, 1989; Gershon, 1994; Healey, 1996; Ware, 2000, 2008; Rogowitz and Kalvin, 
2001). 
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However, as I argued in the first chapter, my view is that visualization is more than 
perception science and data transformations; it also involves a critical process of 
interpretation and signification. Experience, habits, cultural contingencies, and discipline-
specific preferences affect how people see, use, and interpret pictures (Berlin and Kay, 
1969; Berger, 1977; Rosch and Lloyd, 1978; Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Gregory, 1990; 
Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, 1991; Stafford, 1999; Brown, 2003). Choice in the 
representation and mapping of data affects the interpretation as well as final quality of the 
visualization. For example, glyphs are iconic representations derived from data (Ellson and 
Cox, 1988). The visualization artist has a range of freedom within which to construct and 
design these abstract glyphs. These choices correlate to the data sources used and 
techniques employed to convert numbers to visual CGI models, a process I wil l describe 
below, but they also rely on archetypal visual associations that circulate within culture 
(such as using arrow forms to indicate directed motion or fiow). 
Data Sources, Transformations, and Techniques 
In general, the two primary sources of scientific numerical data are observational 
and computational. Observational sources include instruments (e.g. telescopes, CAT) and 
collected or acquired data such as census statistics or textual descriptions. Modeled 
computational data result from digital scientific and mathematical models that solve 
physical equations using approximation methods (Wilhelmson, 1988; Kaufmann and 
Smarr, 1993). The concept of "raw" data is misleading, because it suggests a clean, pure 
immediacy of the numbers. All computational science data used as a foundation for 
creating scientific visualizations are mediated and filtered through digital transformation or 
compression techniques, because most of these scientific data sets are extremely large and 
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complex—up to multiple terabytes across multiple dimensions—making one-to-one visual 
mapping to digital screen space impossible. Scientists and scientific visualization artists 
are ail keenly aware of how this mediation and filtering of data informs design choices, 
from computational mathematical models to data-gathering instruments and sensors to the 
visualizations of the data derived from them. Here, I present a basic set of these techniques 
to demonstrate this process of transforming and filtering data for data-driven, CGI 
visualizations. My team has adapted standard approaches. Our most recent research 
represents incremental improvements and attempts to address the data challenges 
recognized in the field today (Munzneret al., 2006). 
The formats and structures across observed and computed numerical data are 
diverse, presenting one of the greatest challenges to visualization (Norman et al., 1999; 
Reed et al., 2005). Many visualization systems accommodate a variety of data readers and 
conversion algorithms (Schroederetal., 1992; Fruhauf et al., 1994; SCIrun, 2001). Efforts 
to design common data formats, standards, and metadata tagging have been successful 
(Rew, 1990; Kapadia and Yeager, 1999; Folk et al., 2001; Yeh et al., 2001; SRB, 2003). 
Visualization methods can employ higher-level, contextual data attributes to organize and 
specify data objects and enable scientific interchange (Hibbard, Dyer, and Paul, 1992; 
Rogowitz and Treinish, 1993; Rajasekar et al., 2003). This attention to data classification 
is productive; it fosters a wider variety of data fiow visualization applications, discovery 
environments, and grid applications (Reed, 2003). 
Although standards need to be adopted within and across disciplines, the variety of 
cross-disciplinary scientific data structures continues to necessitate customized 
preprocessing in the visualization pipeline. Visualization employs a number of data types, 
or means of organizing basic data, including scalar arrays, vectors, meshes, volumes, 
dimensions, and positions. Dimensional data, for example, may be comprised of any 
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Figure 4 . Scientific visualization o f a tornado using colored glyphs to distinguish features of interest. In 
left upper quadrant; colored trajectory glyphs (or stream tubes) show the geometry o f air flow. In right 
upper quadrant: colored spheres locate the central tornado; In left lower quadrant: colored surface cones 
show variables on the ground; Lower ntiht uuadrant all colored glyphs components combined. 
number of independent variables. To render a 
visualization in three dimensions, such as 3D 
volumes from MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), 
the number of dimensional variables is reduced to 
three, along the x, y, and z axes. 
Position, an independent variable, is another 
example, but one that also demonstrates how more 
complex data is constructed from such basic 
information. Position points serve as sampling sites 
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Figure 5. Color legend to show numerical 
for dependent variables, where scalar fields such as ""8^^ of variables o f the tornado 
simulation. Tomado glyph spheres arc 
density and temperature are measured throughout 
three dimensions of space or matter. Often, such 
colored by pressure; stream tubes by 
vertical velocity (up is red-yellow, down 
is cyan-blue); the ground plane cones are 
colored by temperature. Cones' tilt 
indicates wind speed 
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independent variables map to world coordinate systems, such as in the case of geosciences 
data. However, it is also possible to associate data with glyph attributes such as points, 
lines, and spheres that cannot be projected within a world coordinate system, such as in the 
visualization of plastic injection molding (Hllson and Cox, 1988). Glyphs are generally 
constructed from derived data and have been used to represent very difficult concepts 
associated with data. Consequently, finite element simulations are often structured (i.e., 
shaped) according to the geometry of the material being simulated. Associated tensor 
information may be represented as glyphs on that shape (Haber and McNabb, 1990). 
Within the fields of computational science and scientific visualization, grids serve 
as another complex organization of basic data. They are structured, but they can be regular 
Figure 6 . Scientific visualization o f supcrccll tomadic thundci^toim using color and glyphs to indicate 
microphysical variables: Two left quadrants (upper and lower) show a supercell tornado forming and 
strengthening when two rotating updrafts begin to merge after 7100 time steps. A sheet o f spherical glyph 
particles was released from the ground plane to trace the air motion upward. The trajectory glyphs trace the 
paths of sphcncal particles as they concentrate to form a tornado. The trajectory and spherical glyphs arc 
colored by vertical velocity. When air rises, they are red-yellow; when air descends with negative velocity, 
the glyphs tum cyan-blue. The right upper quadrant alvph tubes trace air flow during a range o f 5600-72(K) 
time steps. The right lower quadrant uses color to indicate pressure in the supercell atmosphere, t his blue-
orange surface indicates variables of rain. snow , and graupel. The interior hole in the atmospheric surface 
shows the highest pressure (yellow) where the tornado is beginning to form. A l l four quadrants show gray, 
transparent surfaces where cloud droplets and ice crystals can form during a supercell. 
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grids or irregular. For example, (Figure 1,4, and 6) are visualizations of a 3D-structured 
volume of atmospheric computational data (see Practicum Compilation DVD, 1: General 
Visaphor Sequences, Tornado Chaser 1.2.1). The primary volume data set is an irregular, 
3D grid with seven microphysical dependent variables associated with each 3D-grid cell. 
# * f 
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Figure 7 . Evolution of the early universe, RunoMxiy Universe version: This sequence of images shows 
large-scale to small-scale structure of the universe evolving. Four frames visualize a scientific AMR 
simulation that used 200,000 Computational PrcKCssing Units (CPU) hours on Silicon Graphics Origin 
2()(K) to resolve the formation of individual galaxies as well as their wcbs-likc large-scale distribution in 
space. Color is used to differentiate gas density, dark matter, birthing stars and other small-scale features. 
One continuous camera moves from 300 million light years of the cosmic web formation in the left upper 
quadrant down to a scale of 30 thousand light years of interacting protogalaxies and star formation shown 
in right lower quadrant. 
In constrast. Figure 7 shows a simulation of the evolution of the universe using 
Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR). AMR numerical-simulation techniques for 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) employ a structured rectilinear grid, but locally adapt 
producing sets of nested grid cells that have finer spatial and temporal resolutions. Figure 
7 is an example of the time evolution of an AMR cosmological simulation, in which the 
temporal and spatial domain varies many orders of magnitude, from a large-scale, cosmic 
web of dark matter to small-scale features of star formation and protogalaxies (Ferris, 
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1982; Geller and Huchra, 1989; Norman et al., 1999; Cox, 2000, 2003). Upper-left and 
upper-right of (Figure 7) show a large-scale structure refining to form a filamentary web of 
gas and stars. 
Lower-left and lower-right of (Figure 7) are later frames in the same simulation that 
show birthing stars and protogalaxy interaction as the camera zooms in to view these fine-
scale features of the simulation (see Practicum Compilation DVD, I : General Visaphor 
Sequences, Evolution of the Universe, 1.6.1). The AMR numerical technique yields a 3D 
data structure that is locally unstructured but employs the simplicity of a rectilinear grid 
(Bergerand Oliger, 1984; Weber et al., 2001). Local adaptive refinement on a rectilinear 
3D grid produces a greater level of complexity and computational efficiency. 
In contrast, scattered data such as those found in text infonnation (Schumaker, 
1976; Rosenblum et al., 1994) and bioinformatics are not structured; they cannot be 
mapped to a Cartesian or 3D rectilinear grid. (Figures 2 and 3) are a visualization of 
unstructured data sets yielding probability matrices and relational phylogenetic trees; these 
data are not ordered according to 3D spatial position. Although most sensor-equipped 
instrumentation, such as MRl , produces structured data sets that are regular, dense, and 
3D"With attributes associated at each point in the volume-some instrumental data can also 
be unstructured, scattered data, such as in the form of sparse data samples from roving 
oceanic ships equipped with sensors. 
Whether data is structured or scattered / unstructured, there is almost always too 
much data to be displayed on the screen. Reducing visual clutter is an important part of 
the computational scientific visualization process and means directly making choices about 
what data should be shown and, from an artistic perspective, how. 
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Reducing Visual Clutter: Progressive Disclosure 
Since the enormous data sets common to science preclude a visual, one-to-one 
mapping to digital screen space, visualization techniques for reducing dimensions have 
been developed. Discrete values from an n-dimensional data domain are mapped onto 
pixel colors. Figure 4 exemplifies how color can be used to map distinct components of a 
tornado simulation. Figure 5 shows the color legend that corresponds to the color-mapped 
components. Imagine here, for example, that an artist maps three numbers from scientific 
data to three corresponding colors he / she has chosen: 
I , 2, 3 -> red, green, blue 
However, even after the large, base data set has been significantly compressed with such 
standard techniques, the problem remains that on-screen graphics appear too cluttered, 
noisy, and incomprehensible. As a result, sophisticated techniques have been designed to 
efficiently "cull" occluded CGI elements (Durand et al., 2000). Progressive disclosure is 
an important method for reducing visual clutter and enabling the continuous, in-depth 
exploration of the data set. Progressive disclosure is an overall approach that enables the 
interactive remapping of data, viewing data from arbitrary angles, and revealing data sets 
at various resolutions and levels of detail. 
Progressive disclosure employs filtering techniques such as feature and data 
extraction, polygon reduction, multi-resolution models, scaling, and feature visualization. 
Sub-sampling continuous or very large, discrete data sets is necessary for most 
visualization in order to provide a global view that remains an accurate approximation. 
Regular- or irregular-interval sub-sampling can reduce the undeHying 3D data field, 
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visually capture the continuous function of the data (Jiang et al., 2001; Shaffer and 
Garland, 2001), and demonstrate efficiency through providing a fast overview. However, 
sub-sampling errors and interpolation techniques can lead to misleading artifacts (Carr et 
al., 2001). Multi-resolution modeling, polygon reduction, and feature simplification enable 
access to levels of detail and enhance interactivity in the visualization pipeline (Waller and 
Healey, 2001). Advanced, multi-resolution modeling for high-resolution, irregular grids 
provides a method for zooming into spatially subdivided regions of interest, to represent 
them at higher resolutions and finer scales (Gross, 1994; Kobbelt et al., 1998). 
Progressively disclosing the level of detail enables a smooth transition from coarser to 
finer representations and manages data complexity. 
Many progressive disclosure techniques depend upon interactive, disk data 
retrieval. Novel data representation schemes and adaptive techniques have been developed 
to increase efficiency and allow access to structures in an increasing order of smoothness 
(Machiraju et al., 1998). Techniques have also evolved for representing multi-resolution 
volumetric data for interactive and realtime techniques. Data compression using discrete 
cosine transfonnations for volumetric scalar data can decrease rendering time by a 
significant factor and enable more efficient geometric computations (Gross, 1994; Shaffer 
and Garland, 2001). Likewise, hardware rendering techniques provide increased efficiency 
for interactive and batch-mode volume rendering; this research is fueled by technological 
advances (Westermann and ErtI, 1998; Chen et al., 2008). 
I turn now to focus in more detail on a particularly useful method of progressive 
disclosure, feature extraction. Multidimensional data and unstructured data often require 
feature extraction to reveal complicated, embedded processes. Feature extraction is a form 
of interactive filtering in which a 'Teature" is defined as anything that is interesting in the 
data (another editorial decision). The practice is based on the assumption that not all data 
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needs to be represented directly; derived data relationships, attributes, or variables can 
provide what information is deemed important (Van Walsum et al., 1996; Hubeli and 
Gross, 2001). 
Glyphs are commonly now used to show features of the data. Glyphs are symbolic 
/ iconic, graphical objects that are "bound" to data with attributes such as shape, color, 
size, position, and orientation. They have evolved in 3D computer graphics as part of the 
literal, visual language of visualization. Most people understand glyphs in terms of a 
literal translation of the data; however, as with geographic maps, they once had novel 
origins. A Kodak research scientist and I developed one of the first 3D CGI glyphs (of 
plastics) in 1988 (Ellson and Cox, 1988; Keller and Keller, 1993). Glyphs have since 
become an especially important scientific visualization technique that artists use to 
represent complex data, as well as an essential part of many visualization environments 
(Ellson and Cox, 1988; Haber and McNabb, 1990; Foley and Ribarsky, 1994; Ware, 2000, 
2008). 
At A V L , we employed glyphs in creating our visualization of the tomado for Hunt 
for Supertwister. The other visualization artists in my team and I began our dynamic 
rendering through engaging in an iterative work process with scientists, making editorial 
(i.e., mathematical and graphical) and aesthetic alterations to the data set and its modeling. 
Figures 4-6 illustrate the glyphs we used to express the turbulent and complicated airflow 
in an atmospheric simulation of a tomado. These simulations are "idealized" models. The 
original, large-scale data set in Figure 6 is a three-dimensional (3D) cubic volume of 
gridded cells (418 x 418 x 80). Each of these 14-million cells has seven associated, 
dependent variables of microphysical data, such as ice and rain. 
1. volume of data (98-million numbers) visual model 
2. subset of the data -> glyph 
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A typical method for rendering complicated flows in process-where salient 
features may be hidden by turbulent clutter--is to release particles within the flow field and 
trace the arrangements of the particles. Imagine that clusters of leaves are released into a 
dust devil in your yard; these imaginary leaves have no friction or weight. They simply 
follow the airflow and trace the pattern of the invisible wind. Visualizing tracer particles 
as glyphs helps the artist to correlate flow features within the associated microphysical data 
in a clear, easily understood way. The colored, spherical balls and stream tubes in Figure 6 
are glyphs that are used to represent flow in the temporal evolution of a severe 
thunderstorm. The spherical glyphs function like tracer particles to indicate the positions 
of air currents within the flow. The stream tubes provide a history of the flow. On the left 
quadrants of Figure 6, the stream tubes trace a short "history" in the life of individual 
particles during the time of the simulation. In contrast, in the right upper quadrant of 
Figure 6, stream tubes trace a long "history" of tracer particles, providing a more complete 
view of flow geometry. In Figure 6, the stream tubes and spheres have been colored by 
color scales in each quadrant to indicate when they are flowing upward (positive vertical 
velocity) and downward (negative vertical velocity). 
Figure 4 shows another example of feature extraction performed through 
computing and coloring derivative particle data from another 3D structured data set of a 
simulation that produces a tornado. Again, visualizing the tracer particles as glyphs 
clarifies and helps correlate and distinguish features within data-field quantities. The data 
glyphs represent are partial and selective; they are derived through mathematical 
approximation methods, which involve sampling choices and the testing of various 
thresholds. These methods are expressed through operative rules called algorithms. In 
Figures 4-6, the derivative particle trajectories are computed by integrating the velocity 
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field using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm (Davis and Rabinowitz, 1984). 
Velocities between grid cells are tri-linearly interpolated and registered with other 
dependent variables. As discussed earlier, Figure 4 shows vertical velocity values mapped 
by color onto glyph stream tubes. Pressure values are mapped onto the spherical balls that 
locate the central tomadic rotation. The ground plane shows cone glyphs that indicate 
wind speed and direction by the tilt of the cones. The ground plane is colored by 
temperature. Figure 5 shows color legend details. These glyphs represent extracted 
features from the primary, volume structured data set. Features are emphasized in each of 
the four quadrants through color. Like Figure 6, the derivative particle trajectories in 
Figure 4, have been computed by integration. Velocities between grid cells are 
interpolated and registered with other dependent variables. This approximation algorithm 
calculates the trajectories of the vertical velocity showing updraAs and downdrafls of air. 
flow of air traced in space-time -> glyph position-orientation 
color values of up-down or pressure -> glyph local surface 
In Figure 6, iso-surface thresholds are derived from the 3D-grid data using a Marching 
Cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987), which is an approximation method for 
extracting surfaces from a volume. The grey transparent films in all quadrants of Figure 6 
show a selected numeric threshold to show cloud droplet and ice crystal formation. The 
right lower quadrant of Figure 6 also shows colored iso-surfaces colored by pressure 
values. That is to say that at each point on the iso-surface, a color scale shown in the 
quadrant is mapped to the iso-surface to indicate a pressure value scale. The blue-orange 
iso-surface indicates variables of rain, snow, and graupel. The interior hole in the 
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atmospheric surface shows the highest pressure (yellow) where the tornado is beginning to 
form. 
boundary of microphysical variables -> iso-surface thresholds 
pressure values -> color on the iso-surfaces 
In progressive disclosure processing, decoupling computer-intensive techniques is 
often more efficient than processing them together. Extracting features-such in the case 
above with releasing particle trajectories through large, time-varying flow fields-can be 
time-consuming due to calculation and disk input/output requirements. With sufficient 
processing and memory, users can interactively place probes in data, release particles, and 
visualize the results. Decoupling the particle-advection calculation to run on a fast parallel 
machine with quick access to large data sets enables efficient, interactive exploration of 
particle trajectory visualizations. Recently, we have seen a blending between 
observational CGI techniques and computer graphics rendering. However, most of this 
research is for experts and scientific analysis (Li, Fu, and Hanson, 2008). 
We have created a variety of tools, software, and utilities to handle the visualization 
issues described above. Figure 8 indicates some of the new tools we developed for the 
Hunt for the Supertwister and The Black Holes Project to design, color, cull, choreograph, 
and render multiple terabytes of computational data into a variety of output formats. In 
Figure 8, left upper and lower quadrants show tools for coloring tornado and AMR data, 
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Figure 8. The NCSA A V L has created many utihties, plugins and stand-alone software apphcations to 
create, process, choreograph, and render data into scientific visuahzations. Upper left and nijht show 
customized plugins that enable Maya software to handle data. This customized plugin enables an artist to 
design, color, and cull data for rendering oftomado scientific visualization. Lower left quadrant shows in-
house software to color AMR data Right lower quadrant shows customized Maya piugin to help explore, 
design, and choreograph multiple nested grids of AMR data. 
respectively. The right upper quadrant of l igure 8 demonstrates camera culling using 
Maya software to exclude objects not in the camera view. The lower right shows nested 
AMR boxes within Maya software and the plugin to preview and choreograph nested, 
irregular AMR data. 
My NCSA visualization team and I have developed a collaborative methodology 
and a visualization pipeline (Figure 9). This pipeline is organized into four primary areas: 
data management, graphical data creation, visualization processing, and rendering. We 
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M a Management Graphics Data Creation Visualization Proceeaing Rendering and Viewing: 
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Pro|act Team Review and Refine Visualization 
Figure 9. NCSA A V L visualization pipeline involves four main thrusts where team members collaborate 
and iterate to create visuahzation renders for review and refinement. 1) Data management of large-scale 
computational data; 2) graphical data creation including glyphs; 3) visualization processing including 
composition, color, choreography, and design of scenes; and 4) interactive viewing, rendering management, 
and formatting for final output to a variety o f formats ranging from small-scale desktop Quicktime movies 
to large-scale dome-master, I M A X resolution renders, or high-definition stereo. 
have developed a variety of interactive and batch software for processing data, filtering 
data, generating derivative data such as trajectories, employing a variety of renderers, and 
managing series of animations for visualizing multiple terabytes o f simulation data. We 
work together in a collaborative, iterative process to create visaphors. I orchestrate this 
overall process, direct group strategies, and provide input throughout the process. I focus 
on design, refinement, and review. Often a single visaphor such as the tornado will take as 
long as one year to complete final renders for inclusion within a large-scale production. 
As this discussion has suggested, sophisticated mathematical and computational 
approaches dominate CGI research; these have proven extremely useful. However, almost 
all of the numerical approaches mentioned above involve the editing and filtering of data 
that provides the foundation of the visual model, creating a derivative, or tertiary, 
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relationship to the original data. When we developed the above AMR evolution of the 
universe visaphor, for example, we used data from a scientific numerical model that 
incorporated the known physics of a closed system: a simulation developed by scientists to 
describe and compute astrophysical objects in the eariy universe. Much of the research 
that provides the basis for astrophysics calculations are based on evolving computational 
algorithms relating to nuclear research that began during World War II. John Von 
Neumann and Herbert Weiner developed much of the mathematics used to describe 
nuclear reactions and to symbolize and calculate them inside of nineteenth-century 
computers. The extension of this work in simulation has led to calculations that today 
provide solutions to equations that describe the evolution of the universe, such as what is 
likely to have been the nature of the first star or evolution of the universe (see Practicum 
Compilation DVD, I: General Visaphor Sequences, Star-Galaxy Formation, 1.3 and 
Evolution of Universe 1.6). The resulting visaphor provides yet another transformation of 
this data, one that adds as much of a hermeneutic layer as did its original simulation. 
However, despite the aesthetic and hermeneutic nature of visualizations, professional 
conferences tend not to focus on considering them as such (Chen et al., 2008). 
Camera Considerations 
After visaphors are designed and created, visualization artists choreograph camera 
movement around and through them. In doing so, we must consider the shape and 
dimensions of the viewing surfaces onto which they will be projected. For example, the 
visaphor scenes for a digital-dome show like Black Holes are much longer in screen-time 
length, and the camera is choreographed to move slowly and majestically, when compared 
to the relatively short lime-length edits used in the Monster of the Milky Way PBS NOVA 
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show (compare in Practicum Compilation DVD, 4; Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity 
digital-dome excerpts with 5: Monster of the Milky Way PBS Show excerpts). Why is this 
so? The digital dome encloses the entire visual field within a moving image. As a result, 
audiences cannot easily tolerate fast visual motion of the camera viewpoint, as our own 
experience working and designing choreographies inside the CAVE™ and Hayden's 
digital dome have demonstrated. Too much motion creates simulator sickness, a dizzying 
condition of disorientation often experienced in virtual reality, similar to motion sickness 
during actual physical movement in a vehicle (Zyda et a!., 1997; Sherman and Craig, 
2003). Then, too, audiences may prefer grander visual gestures in the immersive digital 
dome since its visual language tends to be understood in terms of large-venue cinematic 
arts (Berton, 1990; Wright, 1990; Yu et al., 2007). In contrast, the rectangular television 
screen on which most PBS NOVA viewers watch Monster of the Milky Way does not 
enclose the visual field unless the viewer is only inches from the screen. As display 
systems advance, home television screens will get larger and may someday be stereo. 
More now than ever before tend to be HD-enabled. However, we have learned that 
television audiences prefer faster edits, shorter shots, and swift movement in that delivery 
format, which is likewise more typical of small-scale cinematic arts. 
Rcpurposing Visaphors for Other Projects 
When intellectual property considerations allow, visualization artists often reuse 
scenes they have created for one project in a concurrent or later project. The repurposing 
of existing visaphors and their camera work may include revisiting the visaphor's 
rendering to produce alternate renders with changed elements, from colors to glyphs to 
dynamics. Camera choreography, scene length, visual scale, and other features may 
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change as well. For example, my A V L team and I developed a data-informed, simulation-
augmented model of the Milky Way in collaboration with scientists for Runaway Universe. 
We decided to repurpose the scene in which the model appeared for The Black Holes 
Project. However, into the new scene dynamics for our highly detailed fiight into the 
center of the Milky Way, we needed to integrate Dr. Andrew Hamilton's Black Hole Flight 
Simulator (BHFS) application output (see Practicum Compilation DVD, 4: Black Holes: 
the Other Side of Infinity. Sequence 9 b and 5: Monster of the Milky Way Scene I 
Sequence 3). The BHFS is a sophisticated ray-tracer simulation that solves Einstein's 
equations to create a "lensing" effect of a black hole over a background (known as the 
Hamilton Lens Effect). In collaboration, we visually integrated the virtual flight through 
the Milky Way with BHFS digital-image output through scene design, choreography, and 
color. We collaborated to transition from the Milky Way to the BHFS "lensing" effect in 
developing several shots. This collaboration was challenging. Yet, it was well worth the 
care: this scene provided the climactic ending of the planetarium show (see Practicum 
Compilation DVD, 4: Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity. Sequence 9 b). 
Designing Visaphors for Popular Audiences: A Case for Digital Domes 
Up to this point, my discussion of design considerations in transforming and 
presenting data has often assumed that the end audience for the visualizations produced 
would be made up of experts. Such experts are already trained to understand conventional, 
scientific visualizations and to interpret the data on which they are based. Public outreach 
gives data-viz artists additional considerations, for the data presents a whole, new level of 
abstraction, its own multilayered, metaphorical reality. Information visualization and 
immersive environments for museum audiences are emerging areas of research that are 
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gradually gaining more attention in terms of audience differences (Hinrichs, Schmidt, and 
Carpendale, 2008). Understanding visaphors requires that audiences interact imaginatively 
not only with its creator (or Renaissance Team of creators), but also with his or her 
discourse community and its most basic assumptions. Certainly, science educators might 
be encouraged to incorporate visaphoric literacy into their curricula for students beginning 
at very early ages. Media education is crucial in our information age. 
Data-viz artists may also assist untrained, general audiences, those who are not 
readily familiar with the scientific presentation of ideas, in understanding visaphors 
through grounding them in everyday spatial and temporal experiences. For example, I 
believe that the NSF Net visaphor^ (in this case, a static image) 1 created has been so 
successful-having been reproduced continually over the past 15 years for public 
consumption-because of its grounding in a spatial map of the United States. This familiar 
ground helps the invisible national network of internet connectivity and hubs seem less 
abstract (Figure 10). 
Books such as Atlas of Cyberspaces by Martin Dodge and Rob Kitchin (2001) 
illustrate the need for, and begin to provide an education in, reading visaphors. Digital-
dome environments also provide a special opportunity for reaching a broader public, to 
enable them to experience scientific visualization and to teach them about computational 
science, its importance in contemporary science, and the role visualization plays within it. 
As part of this effort, the one-hour NOVA special Runaway Universe, which aired in HD 
format on PBS in November 2000 and again in July 2001, tells the story of how scientists 






F igure 10. The NSF NET visualization: the first data-driven visualization of the first academic intemet 
Above-left shows the NSF NET backbone in white and its connections to client networks. The client 
networks are colored by traffic level into the backbone for the month of September 1991. Right, the map 
shows traffic into the NSF NET backbone for the month of December 1994, the la.st heavy usage month 
prior to privatization. Created by Donna C ox and Robert Patterson, 1992 and 1996 
map the universe and require visualizations to make sense of their data. Bob Patterson, 
Stuart Levy, and I visualized astronomical data for the program. Our visaphors take 
viewers on a virtual voyage from the early universe (see Practicum Compilation DVD, 1: 
General Visaphor Sequences, Evolution of the Universe, Runaway Universe 1.6.1) to the 
formation of our galaxy, then out of the Milky Way to the Virgo cluster of galaxies (see 
Practicum Compilation DVD, 1: General Visaphor Sequences, Milky Way Virtual Flights, 
Runaway Universe^ 1.5.1). Here, we repackage these visaphors with narration and present 
the relationship between the visaphoric computer graphics images that the public 
experience and the telescopic star catalogue-based and supercomputer simulations that 
inform them. Since my work focuses on such public education and appeal, 1 turn now to 
the importance of digital-dome technologies to my scientific visualization practice. 
Immersive, High-Resolution Knvironments 
Visaphors can be displayed on a variety of media display devices; many of the 
visaphors developed for one are re-used for another. However, display media, their 
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location, and the cultural associations with that location can provide important 
communication contexts for visaphors that influence audiences. Planetariums seem a 
"natural" cultural fit for the science-education media that incorporate our scientific 
visualizations. They evoke the oxymoron of a sacred secular space, with their technically 
enhanced dome opening onto projected or virtual heavens. From the Etruscans' first 
architectural domes in 500 B.C.E. (Lehmann, 1945) to our state-of-the-art, contemporary, 
immersive, digital, full-dome theatres, people have been enthralled with the inspirational 
power, architectural beauty, and visual adornments associated with domes, in his review of 
dome environments, David McConville sees domes as a profound expression of the sacred 
that crosses cultures; we can only suppose because of their association with the sky and, 
so, the heavens: "From Buddhist stupas to Islamic mosques to Christian cathedrals, these 
structures have been used as places of ritual, indoctrination, and transcendence" (2007, p. 
69). Buckminster Fuller developed dome technology as a way of using art and science to 
"extend and expand upon experience"(Snyder and Vesna, 1998, p. 290). In modem limes, 
cinema and dome architecture have collaborated periodically to provide the public with 
stimulating experiences in both art and science (Mitman, 1993; Robertson, 2002; Tracy, 
2007; Yuetal., 2007). 
In addition to sacred associations, planetariums evoke both a classroom and a 
cinema—where audiences expect to be edified as well as entertained—but on a more 
spectacular scale, with greater sensation and potential for emotional response. The 
relationship between cinema and popular scientific outreach is not new. Before the eariy 
twentieth-century growth of domes around the world, we find a long history of the tie 
between science demonstrations and public outreach in the form of expositions such as the 
Worid's Columbian Exposition held in Chicago, Illinois in 1893. The historical 
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connection between these types of grand, public science demonstrations and early cinema 
is well described by Michael Punt (2000). 
Historically, one of the most successful astronomical dome projection systems was 
the Zeiss optical star projection system, which was developed by the founder of the Carl 
Zeiss Optical Co. in 1846. The Zeiss system was employed by the Adler Planetarium in 
Chicago, the oldest in the western hemisphere, as early as 1930. Many planetariums 
followed suit during the 1930s, including the Hayden planetarium in 1935. Although 
popular, the Zeiss projection system, often called a "star ball," had its limitations. It only 
projected astronomical content, such as stars and constellations. 
Digital-dome projection environments at planetariums are the most recent vehicle 
developed to provide large audiences with an educational science spectacle. They combine 
the architectural surround of a dome with the digital cinematic qualities of CGI imagery. In 
the contemporary digital dome, however, there is an important connection between the 
full-dome spatial/temporal environment and the computer graphics camera that enable 
audiences to take virtual tours. Digital-dome projections of CGI affect the viewers much 
like digital cinema and provide the visualizations artists with the powerful cinematic and 
metaphoric language that has developed through cinema over the years (Whiltock, 1990). 
Due to human peripheral motion vision, the digital camera combined within the dome can 
create an immersive experience, emulating stereoscopy. In the digital dome, human 
peripheral motion vision may be affected by the moving spatial content, resulting in an 
immersive, stereo-like, embodied experience (Amheim, 1974; Anderson, Drasdo, and 
Thompson, 1995; Walker, 2005). 
Museums, in contrast, tend to serve as halls of memory in which Western cultures 
and those influenced by them to exhibit the (supposed) sum of human civilization, its 
experiences and knowledge of the social and natural world. Although the movement of 
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patrons through museums, as they tour chronological exhibits with occasional waypoints 
of more intense study and interest, is replicated in our cinematic offerings, our dynamic 
exhibits—whether cinematic or fixed—seem to drop away the closed walls and cases of the 
museum to bring the encounter to life, enabling greater imaginative participation for 
audiences. In digital domes, audiences are also given the embodied sensation of taking 
flight. 
Monographic full-dome projection such as ours does have the limitation of not 
being as fully immersive as the stereoscopic, head-tracked CAVE^'^ experience. In the 
CAVE^M, the experiencer's head and visual motion are tracked to a high-immersion, 260-
Figure I I . NCSA Passive Stereo Theater - presenting 3D visualizations at conference and art exhibitions 
degree field of view, with ful l head-tracking for each eye. In contrast, low-immersion 
environments offer no head-tracking or stereoscopy and a more limited field of view. Yet, 
research has demonstrated that humans can have a very powerful experience in low-
immersion environments (Bowman and McMahan, 2007). Specifically, research has 
shown that people experience increased spatial understanding in low-immersion 
environments, such as the GeoWall or a high-definition stereodisplay (my Advanced 
Visualization Laboratory team uses use this type of HD stereo theater at NCSA for 
demonstrating our work to visitors and conferences) (Figure 11). Although many low-
immersion environments offer a 90-degree field of view, a digital dome may allow as 
much as 180 degrees. Most importantly, digital-dome projection enables many hundreds 
of people to share a virtually embodied experience. Figure 12 shows part of the A V L team 
standing in the Denver Museum of Nature and Science full digital dome. The Black Holes 
Project star orbits in the Milky Way visaphor are displayed as a still image on the digital 
dome behind the group members (see Practicum Compilation DVD, 4: Black Holes: The 
Other Side of Infinity. Sequence 8). 
Such public engagement drives forward our innovations of aesthetic technology. 
Michael Punt has successfully argued that both early digital and cinema technologies 
evolved from the convolutions, 
conflicts, and careers of 
individuals in response to their 
environments, including their 
publics (2000a). Large-scale 
audience venues have a 
particularly powerful impact on 
aesthetic technology development. 
Since the end of the twentieth century, full digital-dome (i.e., domes with non-sterco 
spherical projection systems) development has proliferated. Much of this development has 
been in response to audience demand for show flexibility, combined with planetarium-
style settings (McConville, 2007; Petersen, 2008). For example, the Black Holes digital-
dome show demonstrated new ways to integrate live-action into full-dome spherical 
projection in order to expand content for audiences (Yu et al., 2007). Figure 13 
demonstrates how a single dome-master image is created from eleven rectilinear images. 
We first choreograph and design a high-resolution composition of the visualization using a 
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F igure 12. Cox and team in the Denver Museum Dome t heater 
standing in front o f Black Holes star orbits on the dome. 
"wide angle" CGI lens to generate eleven rendered panels; each panel is assigned to a 
projector location. Then we "blend'' the images into a dome-master image using our A V L 
blender software. Each dome-
master requires eleven images 
to cover the field, and there are 
thirty dome-master images per 
second of animation. 
Therefore, a one-minute 
DMNS digital-dome movie 
will require 19,800 images at 
1280x1084 pixels each (eleven 
images per dome-master x 
FiRure 13 Dome-master: DMNS digital dome showing 11 30/second X 60 seconds). Our 
projectors that are edge-blended. Eleven images are rendered and 
blended into a dome-master image that covers the hemisphere of the blender software formats 
dome 
imagery for various domes, such as Hayden Planetarium's 2000 dome technology with a 
seven-projector system at 1280x1024 pixels per projector. 
Considerable evidence to support Punt's view is also provided by data-driven 
scientific visualization's history of cross-pollination between supercomputing centers and 
the entertainment industry, which has resulted in new visualization and CGI techniques. It 
is not an exaggeration to claim that CGI visualization research into virtual reality for 
scholarly and educational purposes have developed through their technological synergy 
with popular cinematic special effects and interactive games (Zyda et al., 1997; Cox, 2000; 
I rancis, et al., 2003; Sherman and Craig, 2003). Although the cinematic capabilities of 
digital domes are central to my work and its elaboration in this thesis, they ought also to be 
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valued for their capacity to support important telematic art exhibitions and interactive, 
remote collaborative capabilities, such as Virtual Director"^". 
My A V L team and I have focused strategically on the digital-dome technologies 
for displaying visaphoric art in order to provide this powerful, embodied experience. We 
have collaborated with three of the top United States planetariums (measured in terms of 
sophistication of programming and technical specifications) that have rebuilt or redesigned 
to create digital domes: Hayden in NYC, Gates in Denver, and Morrison in San Francisco. 
We have also recently worked closely with Adler in Chicago, which is the oldest 
planetarium in the United States (Stephenson, 2005) and one of the largest and most visited 
(Neafus, 2008); it has just upgraded its dome technology. Digital-dome technology 
couples the fiexibility and advancements of digital cinema with the spatial and 
transcendent power of dome immersion for large audience venues and scientific 
expositions. In the Black Holes digital-dome show for Gates Planetarium, for example, we 
designed and projected live-action integrated with computational science for the first time 
in planetarium exhibition history. 
To illustrate the potential of tele-immersive experiences to reach audiences, and 
to instance a process by which it can be realized, I next provide a brief account of my work 
for three high-resolution immersion projects: Cosmic Voyage, an IMAX film for which we 
developed the Virtual Director™ application, in part to support collaboration at a distance; 
two space shows and a permanent installation for the Hayden Planetarium, for which we 
consulted on the projection systems; and the Black Holes digital-dome show, for which we 
formally evaluated audience response. 
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Cosmic Voyage and Virtual Director"'^' 
In order to create new aesthetic experiences, supporting technologies must 
sometimes be developed. The fifteenth'century invention of linear perspective necessarily 
required new, mathematically-based techniques on canvas and paper for conveying depth 
(from horizon line to vanishing point). Scientific visualization's invention of fluid spatial 
dynamics has likewise necessitated new techniques for manifesting such novel 
representations. This was the case when, in 1994,1 signed on as Associate Director for 
Scientific Visualization and Art Director for the PIXAR / NCSA segment o f a large-scale 
film project, Cosmic Voyage, an IMAX science-education movie about the relative scale 
of things in the universe that was first shown at the Smithsonian Institute, which helped to 
fund its creation. Because computational science and visualization played an important 
role in the making of Cosmic Voyage, the technical and creative demands we faced were 
significant. We employed the advanced technologies of supercomputing and visualization 
to artistically render images of galaxies colliding in swirling, paint-like effect, destined for 
projection on an I M A X screen. A typical I M A X screen is about 70-feet across, making the 
movie more than ten times the film emulsion area of a regular Hollywood 35-millimeter 
movie. In our design, we accounted for the fact that IMAX totally surrounds the audience 
with image and audio; viewers are immersed in a powerful, i f partial, sensory experience, 
one that, even more than is the case with conventional cinema, inspires their 
consciousnesses to leap from the world of the theater to that shown on the screen and 
perhaps even vibrantly beyond its silver surface. 
Adding to the project's challenge was our need to collaborate with a global 
Renaissance Team of artists, scientists, and technologists to realize an unprecedented 
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number of data-driven visualizations. We needed a method to collaborate technically and 
creatively across distances, one that allowed for kinetic, dynamic modes of representation. 
To answer that need, Robert Patterson; Marcus Thiebaux, then a graduate student at 
University of Illinois; and I created Virtual Director^"^, a software framework that operates 
in the CAVE^"^, a room-sized, virtual environment with a rear-screen projection system 
that allows users to see in 3D stereo (Sandin, DeFanti, and Cruz-Niera, 1993, 2001). 
Virtual Director^^* enables collaboration over the Internet so that users can interact 





that enables users to 
control the virtual 
camera, record 
frames, and see the 
recording on the 
CAVETM's virtual 
television screen (a 
demonstration is provided on the Practicum Compilation DVD). Virtual DirectorT'^ 
creates a collaboratory space for users. Figure 14 shows a synchronous, four-way, remote 
virtual collaboration using Virtual Directori^'^. Four collaborators communicate and fly 
through scientific data and virtual space. They see each other as avatars through high and 
low resolution immersive and non-immersive displays. Collaborators "see" each other as 
"smiley face" avatars in their resf>ective screens. Each collaborator has complete control 
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Figure 14. Four-way, simultaneous Virtual Director^M collaboration: 1) left 
upper Infinity Wall,; 2) right upper Immersadesk; 3) left lower C A V H ' ^ ; and right 
lower desktop. 
of their own "flight" and orientation in a shared virtual space over scientific visualization 
data. We have used Virtual Director* '^^  to simultaneously collaborate with scientists at the 
Stephen Hawking laboratory in Cambridge, UK and scientists at University of California 
(see Practicum Compilation DVD, 2: Virtual Tools, 2.2). William Wulf defined a 
"collaboratory" in 1989 as a "center without walls, in which the nation's researchers can 
perform their research without regard to physical location, interacting with colleagues, 
accessing instrumentation, sharing data and computational resources, (and) accessing 
information in digital libraries" (Wulf, 1993, p. vii). Our virtual design provides each user 
with an independent point of view, enabling the user to navigate independently while 
creating and sharing camera paths. Users share the visual "space"; they sec the same 
environment, but they can fiy to different locations within that space. Using Virtual 
Director*'"'^  software, a user is represented over the network as an avatar and can see other 
avatars (i.e., other collaborating users) fioating and Hying in cyberspace. 
The experience of using Virtual Director is wondrous, and not only because of the 
power over environment that such virtual spaces and technological extensions of agency 
allow. People understand new technology by appropriating understandings from other 
concept networks, and in virtual reality environment-cyberculture from the existential 
realm of the divine. The original Sanskrit meaning of avatar was the "incarnation of a god 
on earth." In virtual reality, the tenn originated in the mid-1980s with the Ultima game 
series (Morabito, 1986). Within virtual domains, an avatar is the incarnation of a human 
entity in virtual space; as with Hindu deities, a single human may take up multiple avatars 
within the same "worid," or across them. But these entities are more than human. We 
describe avatars as "floating" and "Hying," signifying powers granted them beyond our 
own. In myth and dream, from Greek mythology to Renaissance art, the experience of 
Hight has been a universal theme, an expression of our desire for heavenly voyages. In 
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History of Telepresence: Automata, Illusion, and Rejecting the Body, theorist Oliver Grau 
writes of how "We yearn for omnipresence—a state of transcendence, a variation of 
gnosis" (2000, p. 235). He suggests that "the idea of the transcendental abandonment of 
the body follows from the primeval notion of the migration of souls, as expressed in 
Buddhism or in the Upanishads " (pp. 236-237). In cyberspaces such as this collaboratory, 
we may thus think of ourselves as experiencing virtually embodied and mythic flight in an 
age of spiritual machines (Jung, 1959; Christ, 1997; Kurzweil, 2000). Given the subject of 
our work in Cosmic Voyage, these experiences were only intensified by imaginatively 
taking flight among the stars through the Milky Way, because they manifested an ancient 
connection between the night sky and the brain, between myths and astronomical 
experiences (Krupp, 1991, pp. 3-4). 
Virtual Director*^'" was crucial to the realization of Cosmic Voyage, which was 
nominated for an Academy Award in 1996. The film has. Director Bayley Silleck and I 
estimate, been experienced by 6-million viewers (personal communication, 3 December 
2008) and continues to be shown around the world, sold on DVDs, and accessed over 
Internet television providers such as YouTube. Following this success, we have 
continued to use Virtual Director'^ ^^ as a tool to create and collaborate on a variety of 
visaphor projects (Cox, 1996; Thiebaux , 1997; Cox, Patterson, and Thiebaux, 2000; Cox, 
2000ab, 2003abc). We used Virtual Director'*'^' to work interactively in real-time from our 
CAVE'"'^ at the University of Illinois with scientists and staff at the Hayden Planetarium 
digital dome in New York City, designing and choreographing camera paths through 
synthetic astrophysical space. The British Broadcasting Company, which filmed our 
remote virtual collaboration, named it one of the best uses of virtual reality to date (British 
Broadcasting Corporation, 2002; see Practicum Compilation DVD, 2:Virlual Tools 2.1). 
At iGrid2002, we demonstrated an interactive Virtual Director'^ '^ ^ remote collaboration 
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between Dr. Michael Norman located in San Diego, California; Stephen Hawking at his 
laboratory in Cambridge; and our A V L team in Amsterdam (Brown, 2002; see Practicum 
Compilation DVD, 2:Virtual Tools 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Virtual Director^w has been most 
important to our remote collaborations within recent digital-dome collaborations and 
continues to provide an important part of our visualization pipeline. Figure 15 shows the 
Virtual DirectorTw 




avatars line up for 
a ride on the path 
around the Milky 
Way model as we 
work remotely to 
create a flight 
through the galaxy 
Figure 15. Virtual Director"^ avatars on a camera path during a networked 
collaboration between NCSA in Illinois and the Hayden Planetarium in NYC. 
Avatars fly through the Milky Way galaxy as they choreograph a virtual Milky 
Way flight for the Hayden dome show Search for Life. 
(see Practicum Compilation DVD, 2: Virtual Tools 2.1). 
One last word about the artistic orientation and value of this technology: The new 
aesthetic technology we developed in Virtual Director^reflects the increasingly 
democratic and participatory nature of contemporary aesthetics, such as we And throughout 
new media applications and productions and digital artists* installations. Virtual 
Director^^* enables what Roy Ascott describes as a "global embrace" that is achieved 
through the emergence of "telematic art" (Ascott, 2003). Comparable functionality has 
been anticipated by cyber-writers since the eady twentieth century (Packer and Jordan, 
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2001). In Virtual Director™, we sought not only a means for manipulating our virtual 
artistic media or enabling collaborating between experts, but also for engaging in 
interactive aesthetic play with audiences, across the United States and around the world. 
The Hayden Planetarium has used Virtual Director''"'^ for interactive public shows in the 
evening, empowering the audience to control the digital dome and the model of the Milky 
Way. 
Hayden Planetarium and Digital-Dome Projection 
In my above account of Cosmic Voyage, I have focused mainly on how we enabled 
Renaissance Team collaboration through our development of Virtual Director. In this 
section, I focus on the role my team and 1 played in consulting for the projection system 
for Hayden Planetarium*s new digital dome, which prepared the way for showing our 
collaborative productions Passport to the Universe, Search for Life, as well as the Big 
Bang Theater exhibit. Within our field of artistic practice, the projection, transmission, 
and display of the work must be carefully designed and evaluated. This is a crucial 
dimension of the work to which we give detailed, extensive attention, since it determines 
the quality of the audience's experience. 
Hayden Planetarium was an early adopter of digital-dome technologies. Funded by 
donations and government grants, the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH)'s 
Hayden Planetarium in New York City opened its doors in October 3, 1935, making it 
fourth oldest planetarium in the United States. Like the Adler and other established 
planetariums, the Hayden boasted a Zeiss system that could accurately project locations 
and rotating stars, constellations, and other astronomical objects as seen from people on 
Earth. By 1993, however, the Museum recognized a need to revamp. The Museum and 
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donors provided $210 million to build the Frederick Phineas and Sandra Priest Rose Center 
for Earth and Space, with a new Hayden Planetarium that would become the Rose Center's 
central jewel. In 1999, the planetarium was outfitted with a Zeiss Mark IX upgrade for the 
Zeiss projection system, which was then the most advanced available. The star ball could 
simulate 9100 stars through glass fibers, resulting in white light with ten times the 
luminescence of Zeiss projectors in most planetariums. However, as is the case with all of 
Zeiss projectors, viewers were limited to a geocentric view of the universe. Stars and 
planets rotated on a 2D sphere. 
To compensate for this limitation, the Museum installed in the same dome a digital 
projection system (driven by a Silicon Graphics supercomputer), on which my team 
consulted. Hayden had sought our expertise and experience with digital projection in part 
because we had an established reputation for scientific visualizations, especially those 
generated through supercomputing and Silicon Graphics virtual reality-applications 
development. We had become involved in this form of applications development in the 
early 1990s, when the University at Illinois at its Chicago and Urbana-Champaign 
campuses was pioneering virtual reality and high-speed network connectivity. My team 
and I had developed Virtual Director™ and contributed to ImmersaDesk (1994) and 
Infinity Wall (1995) applications developed at the Electronic Visualization Laboratory 
(EVL, UlC) that also enable collaborations over high-speed networks for a variety of 
approaches to art and science (Cruz-Neira, Sandin, and DeFanti, 1993; Bryson, 1994; 
DeFanli, Brown, and Stevens, 1996; Czemuszenko et al., 1997; Leigh et al., 1999; 
Sherman and Craig, 2003) (see Figure 14). 
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in 2000, liayden's digital-projection dome system enabled 3D astrophysical 
digital imagery to be projected using seven, overlapping, edge-blending, 1280 x 1024 
pixel-resolution projectors that merged seamlessly into what was then the highest 
resolution digital-dome system in the world (Robertson, 2002). The new Zeiss and the 
modem digital-projection systems project onto an 87-foot diameter sphere (9-million 
pixels), which is suspended within 
a mostly glass cube (see Figure 
16). The upper interior of the 
sphere is the space theater 
(Robertson, 2002). The separate 
Big Bang Theatre is a smaller 
space than the main dome, with 
just four projectors, although at the 
same quality of pixel resolution. In 
2007, the Hayden upgraded the 
Figure 16. The Rose C enter for harth and Space at the 
American Museum of Natural History in New York shown 
above in a cutaway rendition and situated next to Central Park 
represents the digital ful l dome upgrade of the Hayden 
Planetarium 
above dome system (Tracey, 2007). 
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with the Hayden creative and technical staff. The Hayden staff visited our team at NCSA 
in 1998 to discuss the new digital projection system and scientific visualization. During 
the time when the Rose Center was being built, we visited the Hayden Planetarium to 
begin planning together sequences and digital imagery that would be used in the first space 
show there. Once back at the lab, we collaborated with Hayden stafT through Virtual 
Director^^*, interactively exploring astrophysical simulation data and choreographing 
specific camera paths for rendering. 
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Ultimately, we collaborated to create two space shows at the Hayden's new digital 
dome. These shows were composed of digital-image playback layered with audio and 
music. The first. Passport to the Universe, narrated by actor Tom Hanks, opened at the 
Millennium 2000 New Year's donor celebration. The second. The Search for Life, 
narrated by actor Harrison Ford, opened in February 2002. Both of these 17-minute long, 
high-resolution digital shows provided an immersive experience to approximately 440 
people, the capacity of the Hayden Planetarium's audience seating. For them, we created 
digital visualizations of the large-scale structure of the universe as well as the local galactic 
structure near the Milky Way. Brent Tully, an astronomer from University of Hawaii, 
provided mapped locations of galaxies from telescopic data. My NCSA team and I created 
digital images of a voyage through the cosmos arriving at the large-scale structure of the 
Universe. The shows continue to be popular. 
For the Hayden, we also created a permanent installation with the Big Bang 
Theater exhibit, which occupies the lower hemisphere of the digital-dome structure. The 
"Big Bang" is a scientific metaphor for the modem story of the first instant of the universe. 
Modem Big Bang theorists believe that the universe fomied over 15-billion years ago 
when the hot, dense gas that resulted from a massive explosion formed stars and proto-
galaxies that congregated along filaments. Astronomers view today's galactic filamentary 
slniciure of the universe through telescopes. Choreographer Robert Patterson, software 
developer Stuart Levy, and I , alongside astrophysicist Dr. Michael Norman visualized over 
500-gigabytes of simulation data to show the evolution of the universe following the Big 
Bang (Figure 7). We rcpurposed the data used for Runaway Universe and we customized a 
special treatment for the Hayden Big Bang exhibit, (see Practicum Compilation DVD 
l:General Visaphor Sequences, Evolution of the Universe 1.6.1). An audience of as many 
as 200 people can peer over a railing into a large, bowl-shaped digital display to view our 
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visualization. Looking into the Big Bang digital-display bowl is reminiscent of peering 
into a boiling caldron in which hot gases produce strings of galaxies. Poet Maya Angelou 
narrates, while the audience watches the formation of the universe. Ironically, this 
scientific narrative of creation draws upon the latest technology and scientific theory, thus 
seeming to authorize this modem creation myth as fact rather than fancy. It becomes a 
creation story without anthropomorphized agents shaping the universe and our worid 
within it, and yet it is a creation story that can only be told by the creative intervention of 
cybemetic agents. More discussion on modem creation stories will follow in Chapter 5. 
Today, Hayden Planetarium continues to employ Renaissance Teams, influenced 
by many of the processes that we have established to collaboratively visualize 
computational science. I strongly believe that such collaborations produce a synergy of 
expertise that we might call collective intelligence, which helps us to solve complex 
problems by examining them from a variety of perspectives and experiences. They also 
drive us to refine our work, to be responsive to audiences from the design to the delivery 
stages. 
Black Holes Digital-Dome Show and Audience Response 
One of the primary reasons that an NSF review panel recommended funding for 
The Black Holes Project was because its vision transcended former planetarium 
productions to incorporate an extensive, large-scale visualization effort directed to a public 
audience. At the lime we proposed The Black Holes Project, few other dome outreach 
programs focused on data-driven visualization. The Black Holes Project was the first of its 
kind to focus its show on the importance of scientific simulation as a new tool for 
scientists. By featuring the results of scientific simulations as a central component of the 
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scientific narrative, the show brought to public audiences tangible educational benefits 
from the art of scientific visualization and computational science (Yu et al., 2007). The 
development and design of data-driven visualizations and non-data graphical illustration 
sequences for the Gates Planetarium, Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS) 
digital-dome planetarium program were aftenvard revised and redirected to create a PBS 
NOVA show, which would reach a larger audience, but one that differed demographically. 
The two shows produced for The Black Hole Project were directed to different 
audiences because the programming for planetariums and PBS NOVA already had 
established demographics. These established demographics, moreover, covered the two 
poles of popular science education, from the relatively science ignorant to the science 
literate. We had a significant pedagogical challenge before us. A primary conceptual goal 
of The Black Holes Project was to acquaint audiences with gravity, one of the most 
compelling forces of our cosmos. In science, gravity is an invisible and powerful force that 
affects the experience and evolution of the universe at all scales. In both shows developed 
for the project, the contemporary scientific understanding of gravity was conveyed through 
the presentation of scientific visualizations, which employed gravitational physics; 
scientific illustrations; and story. A historical sequence of discoveries traced the 
widespread acceptance of the existence of black holes, arriving finally at how Einstein's 
theory of relativity posited a curved space and time in which gravity bends light until light 
is non-existent, and the resulting black holes influence the evolution of the universe, 
including the formation of galaxies and stars (Boslough, 1985; Kaufman ,1991; Lederman, 
1993; Glanz,l998, 2000a, 2000b; Adams and Laughlin, 1999). The shows' narratives self-
consciously highlighted the computational and visualization technologies that have 
spawned an intellectual and philosophical revolution in how scientists understand gravity 
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and our universe (see Appendix for DMNS Promotional Materials and Black Holes: The 
Other Side of Infinity Promotional DVD). 
We designed the digital-dome show with a primary planetarium audience of 
school-age children (accompanied by their teachers and families) in mind. As public 
institutions, most museums (including DMNS, where Gates is located), provide significant 
discounts to enable children from diverse backgrounds and poorer school districts to 
experience planetarium shows. Since the typical time for a planetarium show is 23 
minutes-timed to enable the smooth flow of a few hundred people in and out of the theater 
for each one-half hour of the Museum's business day-we decided that only a few major 
concepts could be effectively communicated and understood by non-expert audiences. 
We designed the planetarium show to give a basic introduction to black holes, but 
the PBS NOVA show that drew upon materials from the digital-dome show was, in 
contrast, designed for adult audiences who are classified by the programming staff as 
"scientifically aware." A project website that provided additional educational materials at 
both audience levels was timed to open with the NOVA broadcast premier. The content of 
NOVA websites is coordinated regulariy with U.S. nalional-science-curriculum standards 
in order to facilitate ease of use in the classroom. NOVA also provided teacher materials 
for its program through this site (see Appendix and Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity 
Promotional DVD). 
An external agency, Multimedia Research of Bellport, New York, performed a 
thorough, summative evaluation of the dome show (see Appendix). The agency's 
summative evaluation was based on randomly selected digital-dome show attendees: focus 
groups of 6-12 individuals designed to represent a cross-section of the target demographic. 
The evaluation covered audience responses to scientific concepts, visualizations, narrative 
flow, and various other aspects of show design. To test the audience's improved 
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awareness of targeted scientific concepts, their knowledge about them was assessed before 
and after the show experience. The agency also selected random museum visitors to 
interview after viewing the show; it continued to track these visitors after, to assess the 
show's long-term educational impact and affective response. The WestEd Company of 
San Francisco, California, also performed an evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
provided teacher materials. 
Since the dome show was intended to tour, production evaluation was performed at 
both small and large planetariums to ensure a broad representation of potential audiences. 
During production, the project team found a level of audience interest that justified 
including higher-level content. This approach was later validated by the results of the 
summative evaluation for audiences in the lower-age range. According to the report, 
viewing the show "significantly increased 4ih and 5th graders' understanding" of black 
holes. Before viewing the show, only 12% -16% of students gave correct answers to the 
questions "What is a black hole?" and "Flow do scientists know black holes exist?" After 
viewing the show, those numbers jumped to 60% and 63% respectively. The study 
concluded that the show "successfully both entertains and educates the upper elementary 
age student" (see Appendix; Flagg, 2006, p. 217-235). We credited some of this success to 
production testing, which had identified problem scenes and given us an opportunity to 
revise the clarity of their message. 
During production testing, we also learned that audiences (unanimously) wanted to 
know when they were viewing data-driven scientific visualizations that have been 
developed with numerical models, rather than concept illustrations that have been drawn 
without such rigorous data mapping. The focus group unanimously agreed that they 
wanted to know the difference between scientific data and an illustration. We changed the 
script to accommodate this evaluation, which, for us, validated a key purpose of the show. 
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The later NOVA show received its own evaluations during production and after. 
Most production testing was conducted by Tom Lucas in cooperation with NOVA staff, 
and funded by NASA's GLAST project. A V L staff and I participated in this iterative 
review process. Prior to beginning principal photography, Multimedia Research sent the 
treatment to independent, expert reviewers. They commented on the clarity of the 
presentation, the strength of its story lines, and its probable achievement of overall science 
education goals. Once the program had been assembled into a rough cut, it was shown to 
adult and high school focus groups across the United States. This summative evaluation, 
performed by Kjiight-Williams Research Communications of Sacramento, CA, had the 
goal of determining how audiences responded to both the overall story and individual 
scenes for clarity and effectiveness of presentation. Focus groups were also asked to 
consider specific elements such as the scientific visualizations, graphics, on-screen 
characters, and attractiveness of the content. Audiences judged that the NOVA program 
was a success. Knight-Williams Research's final report found that "The program 
addressed many difficult and abstract science concepts, yet was still enjoyed by and 
successful with a diverse viewing audience, one that extended beyond the traditional PBS 
viewer, science/nature show enthusiast, or astronomy buffXsec Appendix; Knight-
Williams and Williams, 2007, p. 237-258). 
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Chapter 3: Scientific Visualization in Translation: Understanding Visaphors as 
Metaphorical Interactions and Autopoctic Systems 
Linguistic and visual metaphors recombine like DNA to provide a rich cultural 
environment in which scientific narratives proliferate and thrive. Visaphors are a distinctly 
modem, high-tech art form, but the metaphoric process through which they are constmcted 
and understood has been a topic of study and debate since ancient times. From the 
recorded beginning of that conversation, we can trace a radical split between logical 
positivists / realists and relativists / constmctionists. In eariy debates in mathematics 
between Plato and Aristotle, for instance, we find these oppositions: on the one hand, math 
is an organizing principle found in the universe; on the other hand, math is a constmction 
of the human mind. In the first chapter, I established the bias toward logical positivism 
and hard realism within the data-viz community and argued the value of broadening our 
view. In this chapter, I explain the foundation of relativist / constmctionist understandings 
of metaphor and establish how such an understanding can enrich our sense of visaphors. 
In the first half of twentieth-century Westem philosophy, logical positivists such as 
Bertrand Russell held that precision in literal language and mathematics was the most 
appropriate tool for describing reality and doing science (Whitehead and Russell, 1910-
1913). To such nonconslructivist thinkers, metaphor was a linguistic trick that obscured 
our ability to discover "true" reality accurately; it was not appropriate for scientific 
discourse. In contrast, the constmctivist position has held that epistemological access to 
reality may be found through mental constmction. Constmctivist psychologist Jean Piaget 
theorized that children develop in stages through a process involving mental constmctions: 
'To invent is to combine menial, that is to say, representative, schemata and, in order to 
become mental the sensorimotor schemata must be capable of intercombining in every 
way, that is to say, of being able to give rise to tme inventions" (1936, p. 341). Reality for 
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the constructivists with whom I align myself is always mediated through minds and bodies. 
Fluman knowledge and its signifying systems, such as language, are considered essential 
dimensions of this mediation of experience, its comprehension and record, although some 
thinkers claim language is formative to thought and some mark it as an after-effect. 
Wittgenstein's later work, which also stands in opposition to logical positivism 
(Wittengenstein, 1953), is thought to have initiated the linguistic turn. From this position 
in 1953, Benjamin Whorf argued that language shapes the woridview of its speakers. 
Modem metaphor studies come to us by a different route, through I.A. Richard's 
iconoclastic and positivist rejection of rhetorical studies' understanding of metaphor as a 
device, a purely linguistic phenomenon (Black, 1962; Richard, 1965; Sacks, 1978). In 
Richard's 1936 lectures on the philosophy of rhetoric, he declared a connection between 
verbal metaphor and thought: "Thought is metaphoric, and proceeds by comparison, and 
the metaphors of language derive therefrom" (Richard, 1965, p. 94). Richard sought to 
expand metaphor theory into a science and opened the philosophical door that resulted in 
an interdisciplinary theoretical discourse. By the 1960s, Max Black argued against 
Russell, Wittgenstein, and Whorf, introducing his interaction theory of metaphor. Black's 
view engendered a broad dialogue, eventually exposing the study of metaphoric processes 
to the scientific light of cognitive studies. 
In the second half of the twentieth century--with the advent of computational 
science and digital visualization, and with the success of math-based systems for 
describing the world in all its material and immaterial phases—we might have expected 
some kind of resolution to the debate between constructivists and positivists. However, it 
has not proven possible to reconcile this great divide. As a result, these polarities continue 
to be reflected in contemporary discourse on thought, language, and metaphor. Over the 
last five decades, researchers have generated tnore than 10,000 articles and books on 
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metaphor and related studies. Most of these writings have followed in Richard's tradition, 
focusing on linguistic metaphor and its expression of cognitive processes. 
Beginning in the 1980s, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson famously re-
contextualized metaphor as being more about how people cognitively process thought than 
how we verbalize it; this paradigm shift enabled a constructivist position within metaphor 
studies. The landmark work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By 
(1980), demonstrates how metaphorical ideas can become embedded in culture: we 
become unaware that they shape our reality and, simultaneously, limit possibilities. For 
example, Lakoff and Johnson argue that Western European cultures habitually understand 
and communicate the concept of "mind" (1999) through contemporary, everyday language. 
They expose the metaphorical correlates that provide the basis of Anglo-American analytic 
philosophy and the linguistic foundations of assumptions that thought can be represented 
by mathematical, logical symbols. In Metaphors of Memory, Douwe Draaisma visually 
demonstrates cultural metaphors of mind throughout history. In particular, he argues that 
cultures and individuals reflect popular preoccupations through their metaphorical 
inventions, often attempting to understand or explain the brain in terms of the newest 
technology domain. He demonstrates a variety of historical metaphors for operations of the 
mind (2000). In the industrial age, mind was both a machine and an electrical transmitter 
and conductor. When cinema was new, the brain was described as working through 
cinematic processes, such as projection and registration. Now, we tend to describe the 
brain as a computer. This, too, although a useful figuration mns the risk of limiting our 
conception of the brain and so may limit studies in cognitive science and related 
disciplines (as we shall see in Chapter 4). In my view, the brain is much more than a 
computer; the metaphor fails to capture the scope of human agency. 
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Today Lakoff and Johnson continue to articulate the terms in which metaphor is 
most discussed. The dominant understanding of metaphor derived from their work is that 
of concept mapping, which focuses on metaphor as a cognitive process by which we 
understand one domain of information in terms of another. We map context-dependent 
properties from one concrete expression to another, both of which are richly defined 
(denotatively and connotatively) within systems of beHefs, or concept networks. In other 
words, a metaphor triggers interpreters to comprehend the target domain in tenns of the 
source domain. This partial and directional mapping of properties from concept networks, 
called "highlighting," is not comprehensive, but selective, and not arbitrary, but 
determined by preconceived cultural understandings. It is within this trans-domain 
mapping process that new meaning can be generated (Black, 1962). 
In Philosophy in the Flesh: The Embodied Mind and a Challenge to Western 
Thought, Lakoff and Johnson provide detailed analyses of linguistic metaphors and their 
genesis to create a sort of DNA map of basic conceptual metaphors and their relationship 
to culture and consciousness (1999). Lakoff and Johnson provide convincing evidence that 
much of our conceptualization and related linguistic metaphoric representations of the 
world have evolved from our embodied experiences. They claim conventional metaphors 
(as opposed to creative, or inventive, ones) are embedded in our culture—the equivalent of 
socially embodied experiences-to the point that we interpret their meanings literally. 
They give "time is money" as an example of a conventional metaphor that has become 
embedded in American culture. We understand time in terms of money and conceptualize 
time as being "spent," "saved," or "wasted." Such basic, conventional metaphors help 
structure our everyday thinking and behavior. For example, "argument is war" formulates 
how we think about arguing. We "defend," "strategize," "attack," and "defeat" arguments. 
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I f our culture had adopted "argument is illness," then an argument would be "diagnosed" 
and "treated" (LakofTand Johnson, 1980). 
Ultimately, LakofFand Johnson's work maximally stretches the theory of 
metaphor: Here, "reality" becomes a metaphorical mapping and all knowledge is gained 
through the embodied experience of this mapping. Even positivist methods for arriving at 
assessments of the real, such as mathematics, can be viewed as embodied melaphoric 
constructions derived from experience (Lakoff and Nunez, 2000), thus preparing us to 
view data-driven visualization and scientific mathematical models not as objective 
(natural, real, true, static) depictions that mirror the real, but as representations of an 
experienced reality that are socially and, so, perceptually mediated. Whereas Lakoff has 
primarily been concerned with the verbal and conventional end of this range, visual 
metaphor theorists have primarily focused on the figurative, or novel end, of it (Gombrich, 
llochberg and Black, 1972; Forceville, 1994, 1996). 
Indeed, metaphors can be generative, as well as derivative. In Metaphor and 
Cognition: An Interactionist Approach, Bipin Indurkhya introduces the metaphoric 
content-continuum as a spectrum from the most familiar, literal conventional metaphors to 
novel, figurative metaphors (1992). Verbal metaphors such as 'books are fresh fruit' are 
more figurative and novel than "time was well-spent," which is interpreted as literal 
language. Most theorists agree that novel metaphors can eventually evolve to become 
conventional as a culture accommodates the metaphor and reduces novelty to literaiity. 
I extend the metaphoric content-continuum to visaphor creative process, especially 
in associating standardization and consistency with literaiity. New, data-driven visual 
tropes eventually evolve into conventional methods through audience consumption and 
recycling. For example, CGI Doppler maps are now mainstream media aids in weather 
news around the world. These visual tropes were introduced into popular culture after the 
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advancement of Doppler radar and its by-products in World War II (when it was used to 
activate proximity fuzes). Audiences acclimated and absorbed these forms into their 
conventional visual language. For example, the data-driven visaphor in Practicum 
Compilation DVD 3: Hunt for Supertwister, Scene 5, Sequence 3 shows how 
computational data from an F3 tornado can be visualized in a two-dimensional pseudo-
colored slice that emulates familiar Doppler weather maps. The novel visaphor of a 
computational tornado engenders an absolutely fresh perspective of a tornado, an almost 
arresting view to some who first see it immersively, as we are told. However, the more 
familiar Doppler-based visual enables audiences to recognize and comprehend some 
features of this novel visaphor more quickly and easily. As novel visaphors are consumed, 
absorbed, and recirculated-as Doppler maps have been-they too wil l move to the more 
conventional range of the metaphoric content-continuum. The visualization artist is 
empowered through both technology and imagination to create anything across the range 
of conventional to novel visaphors, even though the underlying data may remain 
consistent. A target visaphor can be designed to fall at different points along a metaphoric-
content continuum from conventional, which tend to be taken literally and rationally, to 
creative, which engage viewers in active, emotional, and often more intuitive processing. I 
wil l use the IntelliBadge'^'^ project to show how my team and I created visaphors that span 
the metaphoric-content continuum. IntelliBadge'^ '^ ^ was a special radio frequency people 
tracking project funded by NCSA, IEEE, and vendors (Cox, Kindratenko, and Pointer, 
2003). In Figure 17, I compare two IntelliBadge^'''^ visaphors designed to show real-time 
data changing during the radio frequency location-tracking of conference attendees (see 
Practicum Compilation DVD l:General Visaphors, IntelliBadge'^' Project Visaphors, 1.1.2 
and 1.1.2) Figure 17 shows two separate layouts for visualization displays distributed 
throughout the convention center. People self-selected from ten categories of interest at the 
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Dynamic tinwiina updatad hourly of t iM Tachnical Program 
10 catagoriat of profasstonal Inlaraat 
by patJl color and numbar of paopta by t t i a . 
Kijiure 17 IntclliBadgc'^^ visualization displays show real-time data being updated every second during a 
conference. Radio-frequency tags track people and provide data to visualize movement with two diflcrent 
metaphors: On the left display, the dynamic bar araph and on the right display. "How docs your 
conference grow?" Both use ten discrete colors to indicate ten categories that represent peoples' interests 
conference. Each of the categories was assigned a distinct color. This identical data is 
represented using two different visaphor schemas (Figure 18, above and below). The 
source domain for both visaphors 
is a real-time, changing numerical 
database that tracks people (via 
radio frequency signals) who have 
been coded according to their main 
interest group as they move within 
a convention center. Compare 
Practicum Compilation DVD, 1: 
General Visaphor Sequences, 
IntelliBadge^'^ Visaphor Project, 
1.1.1 and 1.1.2. In Figures 17 and 
18, a dynamic, multi-colored bar 
JUcfcitactarM Puf 
vinaliMUoa- ^ 
Figure 18 I he warden metaphor above: each flower indicates 
room location; each petal indicates a category of interest of 
people moving throughout the conference rooms. Flower and 
petals scale as people move in/out of rooms. Ants move at the 
rate p>eople move. Below, the bar graph employs identical 
real-time data and color categories. 
* i , • ! 1 
' - • mmm • mmm • • • • • 
chart depicts the distribution of aggregate professional interests of people moving through 
six areas at a convention center: ballroom, four technical sessions, and the exhibition hall. 
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Colors correspond to areas of interest, such as blue for "visualization" and magenta for 
"applications." The same tracking data is mapped to a visaphor called "How Does your 
Conference Grow?" in Figures 17 and 18. Each room is represented as a flower; the 
colored petals shrink and grow according to the flow of people entering and leaving the 
rooms: 
total aggregate professional interests in "data" -> length of yellow in bar graph 
total aggregate professional interests in "data" -> size of yellow petal in fiower 
The dynamic, digital bar chart in upper (Figure 18) is a conventional visaphor. Despite 
novel beginnings, bar charts (as well as graphs and maps) have been used in our visual 
culture for so many years that they now constitute a literal translation of data. Although 
these visual tropes can be used poorly, they still comprise one of the most common 
graphical means to present "facmal" data (Tuf\e, 1983). In contrast, the botanical, iconic 
representation is a figurative, novel visaphor. The garden visaphor's freshness transports 
viewer imagination beyond the familiar to ideas they had not thought possible to 
experience. Audience participants in the IntelliBadge''"'^ Project provided exceptional and 
positive feedback in response to the garden visaphor. We informally interacted with 
viewers and captured some of their interactions on video (see Practicum Compilation 
DVD, LGeneral Visaphors, IntelliBadge"^"* Project Visaphors, 1.1.3). We have provided 
this demonstration to numerous audiences. They describe the garden metaphor as 
"delightful," "fun," "playful" and "surprising." Analogizing attendees who were rushing 
through the conference convention center as ants was particularly endearing. This novel 
visaphor widened attendees' view of what constitutes data visualization by visually 
associating familiar social behaviors with novel graphics. Through conventional and novel 
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visaphors, identical data revealed that attendees spent most of their time in technology 
exhibits rather than lectures. However, it may be that viewers' interpretation of convention 
behavior was affected by whether they viewed the flower or bar chart. Although the 
scientific measurement of audience response to differing visaphors awaits future research, 
for my purpose here, the point remains. The same quantitative data can be creatively 
mapped to alternate visual models; the artists' intent empowers that process. In "How Does 
Your Conference Grow?" visaphors portray attendees' movement through space through 
actual, real-time data; at the same time, attendees' responses to environment are creatively 
recontextualized through visaphor. 
Meaning, metaphoric or otherwise, cannot be made in a vacuum; it is an inherently 
social process. Here, 1 find it useful to examine communication and meaning in relation to 
information theory, since this is the dominant theory in computer science today. In The 
Mathematical Theory of Communication, Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver (1949) 
demonstrated the efficacy of a quantitative approach to information theory. A broad range 
of disciplines continue to employ and improve upon the underlying mathematics today, 
especially in the information technology domain of computer science. Applications areas 
include mass telecommunications, mobile communications, computer information systems, 
bioinformatics, and computational linguistics. The original theory employed many verbal 
metaphors that have become popular concepts in how we think about communication 
today. For example, we "transmit messages" and "receive signals." However, Shannon 
and Weaver never intended the term "infonnation" to include meaning: "The word 
information, in this theory, is used in a special sense that must not be confused with its 
ordinary usage. In particular, information must not be confused with meaning" (p. 8). 
Within this information theory, messages are distinguished in tenns of transmission. From 
an engineering point of view, signals are treated the same whether they are loaded with 
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meaning or nonsense (Reddy, 1993). The mathematical approach to information theory has 
been undeniably successful in computational applications; however, in real-world studies 
of communication, this one-way signal processing is deficient in helping us to understand 
how complex images are understood as information. 
In contrast, Forceville adapts his theory from psychology and communications 
research, taking into account three key sites of meaning-making: human agency in 
communicators, information context for the message, and active interpretation in audience 
members (1996, pp. 67-82). Given this theory, the process of creating a visaphor, data is 
organized into information with the intent to inform. However, human agency must be 
considered at the transmission and receiving points of the communication process as well, 
since visaphors are consumed in a variety of circumstances and they often help to provide 
a new world view. People "read" visaphors in different ways depending upon the context 
of the presentation and their own orientations toward information and context. Thus, the 
intent to inform may or may not be successful, and information can be lost. This aspect is 
particularly relevant when considering presentation forums such as the Hayden 
Planetarium or Public Broadcast Service television. However, the intent to inform, to 
transmit data, so that it is accurately received by an audience, is a limited and limiting way 
to understand communication, whether scientific, artistic, or a hybrid of the two. 
Interactionist communication theory adds to our understanding of how metaphor 
affects the generation of knowledge, which includes not only infonnation, but infonnation 
within a system of associations, both denotative (definitional) and connotative (ideological, 
associational, and emotional / atmospheric). Interaction theories in cognition studies 
sometimes take a constaictivist point of view. In Metaphor and Cognition: An 
Interactionist Approach {\992\ Indurkhya addresses the greatest paradox in the 
constructivist view of cognition and metaphor. How is it that humans constmct reality and 
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access reality through filters of language and culture and at the same time are constrained 
by the structure of an external world? Most interactionists and constructivists deny a pre-
existing structure of the external world, yet recognize the constraints of the physical. This 
is a contradiction and paradox that Indurkhya attempts to clarify in his interactive cognitive 
network approach. His study in cognitive systems and metaphor takes the view that 
cognition is a process of interaction between a cognitive agent and its environment. The 
cognitive agent constructs the world by building cognitive concept networks, but this 
construction is not arbitrary. Although Indurkhya acknowledges that concept networks 
must respect the ferociousness of reality, he adheres, finally, to the position that all 
knowledge is metaphorical. This thesis employs Indurkhya's analysis to dissect why the 
creation of visaphors can be metaphorical, culturally contingent, yet non-arbitrary and 
effective. Given the domain of digital data, however, visaphors pose yet another layer of 
complexity that Indurkhya does not address. His study is limited mainly to verbal 
metaphor; it only touches on the non-verbal in a disappointingly cursory manner. 
Charles Forceville's Pictorial Metaphor in Advertising (\996) employs Max 
Black's interaction theory to provide one of the most complete analyses of visual metaphor 
to date, although Forceville limits his study to billboard content. Since Forceville assumes 
advertising is an attempt to communicate a message, he is predisposed to consider the 
explicit communicative nature of visual representations. Forceville claims that techniques 
such as the verbal anchoring and contextualization of images help to detemiine how 
viewers understand a visual metaphor's message. These visual conventions send 
(typologically) generic cues to viewers, invoking viewing protocols that help them to 
interpret the visual messages in already normalized ways 
In visual tenns, Forceville analyzed the mapping of characteristics from a visual 
source domain onto a visual target domain. For example, an advertisement shows a person 
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with a pair of earphones that look like bricks. The text of this advertisement and the visual 
juxtaposition imply that most earphones are heavy and that the earphone product being 
advertised would be light. Viewers cognitively select characteristics from the conceptual 
domain about "bricks" (source domain) and map these characteristics onto the conceptual 
domain about "earphones" (target domain). This mapping process is partial and non-
arbitrary. We do not map the "bricks" characteristics of "clay baked" or "rectilinear." 
Rather, we get a new understanding of "earphones" in terms of "bricks" by mapping 
"heavy, hard, and uncomfortable" (Forceville, 1996, pp. 126-129) 
As with the visual advertisements that Forceville analyzes, visaphors target specific 
audiences and are meant to communicate. Although most discussions of visaphors focus 
on what and how they communicate literally, they too convey emotion and indirect 
ideological content. Visaphors may also range from the literal to the figurative, and they 
may be presented across a broad spectrum of media, from television to periodicals, which 
impact how they are presented, who their audiences are, and how their audiences may be 
trained or inclined to view the material. Visaphors-again, like advertisements-draw upon 
a broad range of conventions to generate meaning and guide interpretation, such as those 
that govern representations in the sciences and those borrowed from other domains, 
including the commercial, political, and humanist. 
Display media provide yet another substrate for determining how visaphors 
communicate meaning. Visaphors can be interactive software applications as well as 
digital animations. Visaphors can be displayed on a variety of devices that range 
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from a stereo, rear-screen projection CAVF7'^ to QuickTime movies. For the purposes of 
this thesis, virtual reality and other mixed realities are alternative physical display systems 
where visaphors are presented. 
Other physical displays include 
large-scale digital projection 
domes, I M A X theatres, passive 
stereo theatres, digital reality 
theatres, television screens, and 
1 ^) shows the tornado visaphor 
being used in print media for the 
cover of the President's 
Information Technology Advisory 
Committee Report (Reed, et al., 
2005), as well as being shown on 
advanced 4K stereo research 
projectors at a JVC exhibition in 
Japan. These varieties o f display 
media provide powerful 
experiential impact and context to visaphors; however, the primary focus here is on the 
creation of visaphors in the art of computational scientific visualization and the ways in 
which they embody and communicate meaning metaphorically, through the aesthetic 
choices of the artist within specific discursive and social contexts: a post-industnal, 
American culture in which scientific communications and its popularization elide the 
constructed nature of scientific discourse, even as they foreground narratives of scientific 
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Finure 19 Mobility of Visaphors: above is the cover of the 
President's PITAC report; below visaphors are playing on a 
prototype 4K stereo display with JVC R&D in Toyko, Japan 
discovery and technological progress that challenges and retools received human 
knowledge, agency, and experience. (I discuss the The Black Holes Project display of 
visaphors in a digital-dome context in Chapters 2, technically, and 5, metaphorically.) 
How, then, can we better understand visaphors through taking up the constructivist 
view of metaphoric processes and, in particular, Lakoff and others' claim that metaphoric 
mapping is the very process through which we structure our epistemologies, such that our 
sense of reality itself and all the ways we chart it are determined by metaphorical maps? I 
begin to answer this question with a return to Lakoff and Johnson. According to Lakoff 
and Johnson, many cognitive functions and structures, and most operations, are below our 
conscious awareness, residing in the cognitive unconscious (1999, p. 3). For example, our 
visual and auditory processing systems are formed by complex neural connections and 
physical electrochemical interactions of which we are unaware. From fundamental 
associations of our bodies, such as looking up, we formulate higher-level concepts. Our 
daily language, it has been demonstrated by Lakoff and Johnson, is linked in layers of 
metaphorical maps that refer to eariy spatial orientations, with our gravity-bound, planetary 
experiences among them. We might call these "experientially-grounded" mappings 
(LakofTand Johnson, 1999, p. 47). The experiences we humans share in common, 
universally—experiences of our very embodiment, such as the weight of gravity—are 
expressed through linguistic structures across languages. These are what Lakoff and 
Johnson term "primary metaphors." 
However, we also create complex metaphors, ones that cross conceptual domains, 
through bootstrapping higher levels of abstraction from the lower- level metaphoric 
structures that are most closely connected to our sensorimotor capacities. Complex 
metaphors are those that are most often used to capture emergent ideas. What is most 
significant for us here is that visaphors are often complex, built by data-viz artists from 
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primary metaphors to help theorize and communicate theorizations about highly interactive 
and multidimensional processes. The visaphors that I create and present are founded in the 
computational scientific process, which are themselves complex, multidimensional, and 
ever emergent. We shape our reality through such conceptual maps, with the mind 
generating their formal structures and our thoughts giving them dimension and depth. In 
this way, the body is not involved in perception merely as an elaborate, organic sensory 
array; the body shaping conceptualization at its very root, determining the very nature of 
metaphor and the reality it at once describes and makes possible (Lakoff and Johnson, 
1999). 
A crucial claim here is that the embodied mind does not distinguish between 
perception as based within bodily senses and sensory data that are engaged during the 
process of conception (i.e., the generation and use of concepts). In other words, 
conceptualization, too, is a bodily process-not a separate mental function worked through 
in some disembodied, super-effect called consciousness. We find this notion of an 
embodied mind and its construction of embodied reality refiected in Lynn Margulis and 
Dorion Sagan's Microcosmos evolutionary theory of the human brain as symbiotic: a 
complex bio-organism with a higher purpose, awareness, and complexity of existence that 
has evolved from individual cells that organize, cooperate, and interact (Margulis and 
Sagan, 1986). Margulis has argued, for example, that orientation-sensitive cells are a pan 
of the brain's visual system and that the complexity of our brain has evolved through the 
cooperation and symbiosis of these cellular colonies. Thus, spatial-conceptual 
relationships, the kind reproduced in primary metaphors, may in fact be an emergent 
properly of the symbiotic brain. Sensorimotor responses and cognitive metaphoric 
conception may be linked through a biological lineage to primal connections over millions 
of years of cellular differentiation, symbiosis, and evolution. Perception and conception, 
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then, are integrated embodied experiences. The study of the color visual system, in 
particular, helps to establish this connection. "We have seen that basic-level concepts 
depend on motor movement, gestalt perception, and mental imagery, which is carried out 
in the visual system of the brain," Lakoff and Johnson write. 
"We have seen that color is anything but purely mental, that our color concepts are 
intimately shaped not merely by perception as a faculty of the mind but by such 
physical parts of our bodies as color cones and neural circuitry. And we have seen 
that spatial-relations concepts are not characterized by some abstract, disembodied 
mental capacity but rather in terms of bodily orientation." (1999, p. 37) 
This new understanding of complex metaphors as products of an embodied mind 
makes possible a sense of how visaphors not only reveal relationships between primary 
metaphors or simulate and communicate complex information, but also how they can 
expose emergent systems of both meaning and matter, systems that can be further explored 
for their own interactions and synergies. In Gddel, Esclier, Bach: An Eternal Golden 
Braid{\919\ Douglas Hofstadter discusses how subtle trends within fields that express 
neurological structures-mathematics, symmetry, and intelligence-reveal that self-
reference allow systems to acquire meaning. Though I differ with Hofstadter's fonnal 
logic approach, which simply equates cognitive functions with software components, I 
agree with his "strange loops" metaphor with which he characterizes emergent 
phenomenon at many different levels of a complex, hierarchical system. "The ^Strange 
Loop' phenomenon occurs," he writes, "whenever, by moving upwards (or downwards) 
through the levels of some hierarchical system, we unexpectedly find ourselves right back 
where we started" (p. 10). Consciousness is a self-referencing strange loop that emerges 
from clustered, hierarchical components. Strange loops pre-date Varela's aulopoetic 
embodied mind or Margulis' evolving symbiotic brain, yet the underiying premise remains 
the same. To make his point, Hofstadter creates an analogy between an ant fugue—in 
which a colony of ants acts as a unit, but is made up of individual members—and the 
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mind—in which its component parts chime together to produce the epiphenomenon of 
consciousness. 
We find such metaphorical coherencies in other simulations of natural phenomena 
within the field of the data-viz arts. For example, when scientists study tomadoes in the 
atmospheric sciences, they tend to see the component parts in a system (e.g., wind 
temperature, pressure, velocity, direction) coming together to create the unit, or 
epiphenomenon, of the tornado. The scientists who study a tornado event become so taken 
with it as a whole and separate entity that they discuss it in tenns of its birth and death, its 
being and power—as i f each tornado were a living thing, complete unto itself 
When we visualized a tornado for the PBS Hunt for Supertwister, we 
metaphorically mapped data about its physical components and their behaviors to 
numerical models in the attempt to understand how a tornado forms. In the resulting 
simulation, complex processes came together into an overarching unity that we labeled 
"tornado." The numerical model might be viewed as a mathematical mapping of a 
collective experience we conceptualize as weather. The numerical model may also be seen 
as providing the source material for yet another metaphorical mapping of a constructed 
experience into a visual artifact, a visaphor. The brilliant colors, the geometric shapes, the 
evolving flow visaphorically recapitulate a collective, metaphorical consistency upon 
which humans can collectively agree through their cyberception, i.e., technologically-
augmented perception. 
The visaphor is a tool, an invention, and a technology-like writing or mapping-
that both refuels and reinforces our concepts about a tornado. The visaphor of a tornado 
shows the interaction of all these colorful, abstract processes through a trans-disciplinary, 
creative practice that incorporates current scientific assumptions, mathematical modeling, 
movie-making techniques, and embodied experience of human beings. Yet where does the 
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tornado begin and end, and how do we locate its singularity, its coherence? The tornado is 
the collective of many components that we experience according to our level of 
understanding and our scale of experience. The tornado as a thing in itself is a property 
that emerges from large-scale processes in atmosphere. Like eddies in a pool of water, 
tornados may arise and pass away within a larger body of natural forces. Yet the tornado 
as a force, a power, affects its surroundings and environment. One of our great scientific 
challenges is to integrate an understanding of small-scale features, like a tornado, into 
large-scale geological and atmospheric processes, incorporating such phenomena as ocean 
temperatures and solar winds. Yet, beneath the powerful swirl of tomadic events, nano-
phenomenon also emerge in their own worlds as separate layers of existence, as processes 
of strange loops that are infinite in all directions. As is the case with all natural 
phenomena, here we see interacting layers of autopoelic systems. Biodiversity is replete 
with examples of overlapping, self-maintaining systems, nested within each other. 
Organisms survive upon the continental shelf to survive within the gut to survive within 
the human to survive within society and its technological dynamic to one day exist on a 
planet within the solar system in a galaxy far away. The interaction of autopoetic systems, 
and their integration of increasingly higher (and lower) levels of organization, can be seen 
throughout all of life and the universe. To express the magnificent branching structure of 
this intellectual, conscious ecology of autopoetic systems, Hofstadter uses the metaphor of 
a chiming, repetitive, and coordinated audio pattern of a musical fugue. The many act as 
one in concert. A symbiotic unity is bom of an accumulation of operations of many 
individual components, like an orchestra with different instruments that all resonate 
together. Because of their visual metaphorical layering, visaphors have a special aesthetic 
capacity to express the complex dynamism of autopoesis, especially when animated. 
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The creation, propagation, consumption, recirculation, and repurposing of 
visaphors may also be considered an autopoetic system, one I wil l refer to 
viseotelecommuning. Viseotelecommuning is the feedback mechanism through 
visualization that feeds and reinforces conceptual metaphors in culture. In life, it is the 
process of the universe looking at itself, the co-opting of bio-organisms and technology to 
collectively reflect the stories that v^ e^ tell about our understanding of the universe and 
ourselves. The audience is made up of bio-organisms that internalize sensual and 
intellectual experiences through their cyberception (Ascott, 1994, 2003) and retransmit 
them to collective culture through casting their own cybernetic tentacles over cyberspace. 
Through visaphors, we shape the environment, and we are shaped by it. Visaphor 
audiences are not only carriers, but they are also catalysts. They visually, intellectually, 
technoetically devour; they regurgitate, replicate, and disseminate. Through 
viseoielecommuning, biological beings and their intellectual, techno-scientific offspring 
participate in a grand cyberceptive cycle of collective invention and reflection. 
cycle of data and constructed conceptual reality: 
perceived input data -> construct conceptual model -> build visual model or 
artefacts ^ public presentation -> increase support and funding for world view 
build technologies and instrumental data -> simulate models of nature construct 
theories output physical models -> share and test models -> modify conceptual 
maps -> modify perceived reality -> modify input data 
Viseotelecommuning has been ongoing since humans first invented and used tools / 
technology to make artifacts imbued with predictive powers, whether mystical / magical, 
or scientific. The same process at work in this hybrid domain between the arts and sciences 
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is found in myth making; like myths, visaphors are fundamentally engaged with defining 
cultural narratives. Such collective accounts of existence even share basic structures for 
organizing relations between what are perceived as essential states of being: tree-fonns and 
hierarchies. Through visually harnessing metaphor's power to transfomi disparity into 
coherence, visaphors establish a cognitive telecommunion between our embodied minds 
and our social myth of the real. 
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Chapter 4: An Emergent Scientific Paradigm: Visaphorizing Our Evolving 
Consciousness 
The traditional view of the history of science describes scientific progress as a 
series of men and women developing better methods to do science. The dominant 
narrative traces-from Galileo to Newton-an advance from observation and 
experimentation to theoretical research. Revisionist historians amend this view with 
sociological and paradigm-shifting significance (ICuhn, 1962; Holton, 1973; Latourand 
Woolgar; 1979; Stepan, 1986; Jaki, 1990; Martin, 1991; Keller and Longino, 1997). While 
some empiricists have recognized and feared the power of the scientific image-tending to 
view visualization as a negative process whereby scientific objectivity is lost -many more 
have ignored the infiuence and popularization of visualization in science (Lynch and 
Woolgar, 1990; Baigrie,1996). 
The Importance of Visualization to Science 
The history of scientific illustration marks the importance of visualization to the 
development of the sciences, not only for pedagogical demonstration, but also for 
cognition, theorization, propagation, and promotion. Visualization-defined as the process 
of creating and using images and visual models—has been employed by great scientists 
since our earliest efforts to philosophically and practically study the natural world. Before 
the computer, hand drawings and diagrams served as conceptualizing, documenting, and 
didactic tools for early science. Historical scientific illustrations bifurcate into two primary 
types: those that represented natural phenomenon, such as drawings of plants, and those 
that represented more abstract concepts, such as tree diagrams (Brown, 1996). This 
bifurcation echoes the split in data visualization: scientific and information visualization. 
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Text accompanied the most important, unforgettable illustrative visualizations. As printing 
technology evolved, the sophistication and proliferation of illustrations evolved. 
Historians of these early scientific visualizations often oppose an empiricist account of 
scientific progress that suggests only experimental observation has been of value to the 
evolution of science since the seventeenth century. Many historians of science have 
successfully argued that artists' concepts and imagery have helped to form scientific 
knowledge and methodoIogy--that images can serve, and have served, as positive, 
functional elements in scientific epistemological formations (Grombrich, 1973; Topper, 
1996; Hallyn, 2000; Brown, 2003). Others have also made the case for the contributions 
of visualization to the formations of specific scientific disciplines such as archeology, 
geology, and chemistry (Knight, 1996; Moser, 1996; Ruse, 1996). 
Not surprisingly, the Renaissance, with its revival of classical learning and renewed 
interest in the study of nature as such (expressed as material, and not just spiritual, 
phenomena), was a watershed for the use of scientific and technological illustrations. The 
wide use of scientific illustration during the Renaissance suggests, even then, a dynamic 
interplay between image, science, and the public. The role and infiuence of visual models 
upon the process of conceiving, developing, and communicating scientific knowledge is 
well documented (Hall, 1960; Lalour, 1979; Jones, 1990; Caudill, 1994; Peterfreund, 1994; 
Baigrie, 1996; Brown, 2003). During the sixteenth century, botanical, anatomical, and 
biological books with illustrated text proliferated. Copernicus, Kepler, and Descartes 
created drawings and visual models that not only documented observations, but also 
augmented understanding and conceptualization. Historians have argued that artists' 
concepts and imagery helped to form scientific knowledge and methodology during the 
Renaissance, and artists directly contributed to the popular view of rendered reality during 
the period (Topper, 1996). 
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From the time of the Renaissance forward, scientific illustration has continued to 
play a major role in scientific study, education, popularization, and promotion. The 
nineteenth century was another important developmental period in the search for visual 
structure in science and nature (Crary, 1990; Alverson, (991). Many of the 
representational devices developed then are incorporated in modem, data-driven digital 
visualizations (Novacek, 1994; Woolman, 2002). One such instance; Darwin's 
representation of natural systems as tree-form diagrams, such as phylogenetic trees. These 
tree-forms remain a part of the visual language of geneticists today, although sophisticated 
digital technologies have replaced crude drawings to re-visualize genetic systems (Figure 
2). As technology has progressed, scientists have also come to employ photographic 
imagery from instruments such as telescopes and microscopes. By the twentieth century, 
radiography flourished, coupled with computer image processing techniques. Many 
scientific fields advanced with the use of radiographs, from medicine to crystallography. 
The practice of visualization was also impacted by the ubiquitous influence of 
Hierarchy Theory, which grew as an interdisciplinary way to organize and describe forms 
and processes in nature, physics, and complex systems. In Stniclural Hierarchy in 
Science, Art, and History, Cyril Stanley Smith defines hierarchy not as a power principle 
of master to slave, but rather as an ordering pattern found throughout the universe. In fact. 
Smith posits a balance between "anarchy" and "hierarchy": "It would be good to avoid 
both terms for they are overloaded with political emotion, but 1 know of no better word 
than hierarchy to convey the idea of an interpenetrating sequence of structural levels" 
(1978, p. 11). Branching and bifurcation are, for example, structural patterns that are 
ubiquitous in nature, radiographs, scientific and mathematical models, and technological 
stmctures (Whyte, 1951; Whyte, Wilson, and Wilson, 1969; Auger, 1986; Feekes, 1986; 
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Ahl and Allen, 1996). This attempt to organize fonns and processes has grown directly 
from the onslaught of technology-mediated scientific images. 
We now live in a golden age of scientific visualization. Yet, even those scientists 
who value and employ scientific visualization in their own work, and who support its use 
in popularization efforts, tend to view visualization as a transcription of the empirical real. 
Visaphors are usually viewed as having a specific, self-evident intent by their creators to 
quantify, qualify, and convey digital information in visual form. They are valued for their 
ability to map mathematical models accurately, to display as realistically as possible actual 
phenomena, to expose an aspect of material substances and forces as they are known (or 
theorized) to exist or occur. Scientific authorities made anxious by challenges to scientific 
"truth," and eager to assert their own claims of scientific advancement, are thus all the 
more inclined to police a perceived boundary between (objective, evidenced) fact and 
(subjective, constructed) fiction, as well as contributions to science made by approved 
experts, as opposed to those made by their collaborators from outside fields. 
Mediating Perception: From Tele- to Digi-Epistcmology 
In the philosophy of science and technology, we can identify a paradigm shift in the 
nineteenth century from unmcdiated observational methods toward an extreme reliance on 
technology-mediated empirical methods for defining the real-what Don Idhe calls 
"instrumental realism": 
"The focal point at which instrumental realism emerges is the simultaneous 
recognition of what 1 have called the technological embodiment of science, which 
occurs through the instruments and within experimental situations; and of the larger 
role of praxis and perception through such technologies." (1991, p. 99) 
Significantly, in this paradigm, technology is no longer merely applied science; it takes a 
leading role in the process of doing science. The instruments, from microscopes to 
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telescopes, become "readable technologies" (p. 106); undeniably, they alter and augment 
perception. The very design of scientific instalments for sensing and generating data 
mediates and infiuences research outcomes. For example, when gathering wave lengths 
from telescopes, scientists map color onto black and white images, a process that affects 
the perception and ultimately, interpretation of the image. Of this, Idhe writes, "In false-
color projects, the deliberate introduction of color makes visible that which ordinarily 
would be either invisible or too lightly contrasted to notice" (p. 74). Similarly, whether 
researchers observe through telescopes or microscopes, they expand upon the eye-brain 
system, employing technologies that mediate direct experience, observation, and empirical 
findings. Ken Goldberg, in The Robot in the Garden (2001), describes the study of 
knowledge acquired at a distance as "tele-epislemology." 
Whether technologies are used in science or entertainment, from I MAX cinema to 
the CAVE'^ '^ ^ to digital domes, technologies affect perception and interpretation (Grau, 
2008). Science participates in technological embodiments as part of its process of doing 
science, from picking up rocks on Mars to manipulating nanobots in the human body. As 
we expand our distance from direct experience, scientific realism cannot avoid the 
epistemological questions raised by technologically mediated observations. 
Computational science provides yet another extension and mediation of how we 
perceive and understand our universe, in some ways more extreme than those developed 
historically. Supercomputers provide a digital laboratory of a different kind than the tele-
technologies Ken Goldberg describes. Computational science could be metaphorically 
compared to these other tele-sciences; however, there is a fundamental difference. The 
digital laboratory of computational science is not directly coupled to human senses in the 
same way as a scanning microscope is coupled to the eyes or remote robots are coupled to 
the hands. Computational science instead couples supercomputers with cognitive 
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constructs of data that has been derived instrumentally, using our symbiotic brains. This is 
my own, enriched yet differentiated way of understanding the old concept of computer 
science as a symbiosis between mind and computer (Licklider, 1960; Dyson, 1997). As a 
result of this dynamic, computational science has an epistemology all its own, what I wil l 
call a digi-epistemology, which is manifested through its method of creating simulations, 
models of natural phenomenon, that are defined in tenns of mathematical hypotheses. 
Significantly, digi-epistemology's first-order, embodied experience is provided by 
digital visualization, which realizes scientific theory through manifesting it in a sensory 
form. Like other tele-technologies, visaphors give us a "glimpse" into a world that is 
impossible to experience otherwise. Yet the source can only claim to be purely digital; it is 
not directly coupled to any natural phenomenon. By claiming for digital visualization its 
own epistemology with regard to computational science, we gain a new field of research 
opportunity for understanding how we derive knowledge from this purely digital 
foundation. Visaphoric art forms provide an essential domain of inquiry for this research. 
The Contingency of Data and Construction of Scientific "Truth" 
Our visually-oriented scientific culture in the West has come of age during a digital 
revolution where images and numbers merge. One would think that this merger would 
silence critics of visualization's value to scientific discovery. Yet, that tension continues to 
impact the theory, practice, and funding opportunities for scientific visualization and its 
artists. Although the mathematical models that are represented in scientific visualization 
intended for expert audiences have enabled significant predictive powers, some scientific 
circles continue to find such methodology too speculative. Scientists do not yet understand 
fully why mathematics works to predict phenomena, other than to claim that it is the 
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primary tool for discovering self-evident "reality." Dr. Larry Smarr, astrophysicist, says 
that we must take mathematics on "faith" (personal communication, 2001). In practice, 
computational science reveals that the supercomputer mathematical models are not self-
evident definitive results; rather, they are heuristic processes for seeking and best fitting a 
problem solution. 
Within data-viz theory, many positions can be generalized into two distinct 
polarities. On the one hand, nature in all her glory waits to be discovered with 
unambiguous scientific precision. The mathematicians, scientists, and philosophers of 
logical positivism in the twentieth century promoted literal language and mathematics as 
being the most relevant and important tools for science. The underlying, deep assumption 
of logical positivism is that mathematics and literal language can describe reality. At the 
opposite end of this philosophical position prevails the central idea that reality itself is 
always mediated and the result of a mental model is that human beings construct reality 
through perception, language, culture, and other belief systems. (I have already discussed 
this division at length in Chapter 3). 
Historicizing the use of images within the scientific process has led many modem 
philosophers of science—their humanist orientation being key-to recognize and even 
express awe at the power of the scientific image (Latour, 1979; Lynch and Woolgar, 1990). 
They have gone so far as to claim that our scientific culture is a "visual" culture, 
historically as well as today. Revisionist thinkers in the history and philosophy of science 
such as Thomas Kuhn (1962) and Mary Hesse (1966, 1980) have challenged traditional 
scientific accounts of progress that are grounded in logical-positivist tradition. They have 
examined the subculture and discourse of science to reveal metaphorical and paradigmatic 
shifts that exceed the bounds of objectivity but enable creativity. As a result, many 
contemporary philosophers of science—if not the majority of scientists themselves— 
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recognize that observation is not neutral (it is shaped by an observer's emotion, 
perspective, and conditions) and that science and technology develop not in a linear 
progression (from one great scientist's revolutionary discovery to the next), but through a 
much larger and more complex sociological process, in which meanings are as negotiable 
as methods (Latourand Woolgar, 1979; Latour 1987; Headley, 1997; Van Bendegem, 
2000). 
For example, when we examine what broader set of conditions helped to produce 
visaphoric maps of the universe, we uncover a surprising past. Many cosmology 
simulation codes are derived from nuclear physics research that began during World War 
Figure 20. First star goes supernova: On the left, a first star in the universe forming within a red-orange 
nursery of hot gas; on the right, after living a short life, the star goes supernova, bursting in a 
complementary red-gold pinwheel of debris and dust particulates. 
n. John von Neumann and Norbert Wiener invented most of the foundational 
mathematical methods to calculate nuclear reactions using modem computers (Heims, 
1987). The extension of this work in computational science led to many modem 
astrophysical simulations, such as the formation of the first star, its eventual supemova, 
and resulting galaxy formation shown in The Black Holes Project (see Practicum 
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Compilation DVD I : General Visaphor Sequences, Star-Galaxy Formation Black Holes 
Project, 1.3.1 and 1.3.2) and (Figure 20). 
Richard Rorty^s neopragmatist position—articulated in Philosophy and the Mirror 
of Nature (1979)-establishes a means for contemplating the contingency of our ontology: 
a growing sense that philosophy cannot establish a ground of truth, but that our sense of 
truth is fundamentally constructed, mediated. From the perspective of our species-level 
intelligence, Rorty reasons that we are entrapped by the very biologically and culturally 
contingent beliefs and values within which we operate: our milieu, our environment. 
Rorty's stance is a response to traditional Western philosophy's historical goal of 
attempting to resolve our "reality" with our experience. As we have approached 
modernity, our tendency is to no longer find a separation between body and mind, 
collective and individual, environment and phenomenon. This view is now found 
throughout contemporary thought, in the humanities via metaphor theorists such as Lakoff 
and in the sciences via cognitive scientists such as Varela. Thomas Kuhn has been 
particularly influential in arguing for how our networks of assumptions provide a basis for 
many of our basic scientific theories. For example, the anii-foundational turn we find in 
Rorty may be seen as derived from the continuing cultural impact of Einstein's theory of 
special relativity (which asserts that time and space are perceived differently by observers 
in different states of motion). Thus, scientific certitude is challenged not only by later 
discoveries that revise our understanding of the natural universe—its nature and principles 
of operation—but also by the socially-constmcted nature of knowledge, including 
scientific knowledge; the processes by which it is constmcted and communicated; and their 
cultural, political, and economic determinants (Heims, 1987; Ihde, 1991; Buchwald, 1996; 
Dubow, 2000). 
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In computational science, data and the knowledge produced from it may be 
considered even more removed, and therefore contingent, from that which is 
instrumentally derived. Scientists who employ computational methods attempt to validate 
their numerical models by testing the model for known, internal inconsistencies or 
computational defects. Validation refers to checking the computational code for obvious 
errors, but it cannot validate the truth value of the scientific model. However, as they work, 
these scientists continue to improve their computational models in order to produce better 
results that can predict natural phenomena (Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette, and Belitz, 1994). 
While numerical models can never be proven to be tme by logic, they can be confirmed 
with other kinds of data. In Science, Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette, and Belitz state, 
"Numerical models are a form of highly complex hypothesis. Confirmation theory requires 
us to support numerical simulation results with other kinds of scientific observations and to 
realize that verification is impossible" (p. 642). The authors explain that the numerical 
model cannot be verified or validated, only confinned: "What we call data are inference-
laden signifiers of natural phenomena to which we have incomplete access" (p. 642). 
Why do computational scientists continue to improve numerical models even 
though they cannot be formally validated or verified? Numerical models have succeeded 
in studying natural phenomenon; they provide a new scientific methodology to address the 
complexity of nature. These models help us to discover, explore, and learn in combination 
with other types of observations. Numerical models provide enough accuracy and 
understanding of natural processes to contribute knowledge that is inaccessible in either 
time or space. For example, in astrophysics, numerical modeling augments scientific 
telescope observation and provides another tool to further analyze, understand, and support 
observational data from telescopes (Kaufmann and Smarr, 1993; Reed et al., 2005). 
Computational numerical modeling provides a heuristic approach: to discover and learn by 
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numerical testing through trying out numerous solutions. This heuristic approach provides 
experience-driven knowledge, which is very close to the exploratory research-in-practice 
approach that artists use, even i f most of us do not employ numerical methods to develop 
our models. 
However, even those made uncomfortable with such computational science's 
method at a remove must acknowledge that instrumental approaches provide no 
compensating certitude. The history of the interpretation of the Milky Way is replete with 
social misconstmctions, paradigm-shifting egos, and technology-mediated errors (Jaki, 
1990). Even today's advanced telescopes and satellites provide incomplete data. Our best 
telescopic mappings of the stars nearest to our sun include expansive ranges of potential 
error as a function of technological limitations or statistical approximations. 
My own view of visaphors complements a philosophy of scientific knowledge as 
constmcted and contingent. Granted, visaphors map from an empirical, objective source 
domain, or as close to such a domain as we can achieve, given that the data obtained and 
the models derived from it are based on active theories. Yet, not all of the data is mapped. 
Just as a storyteller may select some incidents to recount and others to elide, scientific 
visualization artists and the scientists with whom they collaborate make choices about 
what data will be modeled and mapped and what wil l not (as 1 have already described in 
Chapter 2). This selective modeling and mapping is not arbitrary. The selection of some 
data points and the imposed or understood relationship to others is a process of active 
meaning-making; it performs a semantic function. Perhaps even more importantly for the 
purposes of this argument, as is the case with any metaphorical constmct, an artist 
expressing visaphors has the choice to represent modeled data within a range of 
conventions, from those that may be taken as expected and literal to those that appear 
novel and figurative (as 1 have discussed in Chapter 3). Further, when visaphors map data 
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models to a representation, both artist and audience draw upon a complex source domain 
for constructing and interpreting it, one that includes not only the culture of science, but 
also whole concept networks derived from intellectual and popular cultures. The specific 
characteristics used to visually represent data-such as color, shape, scale, and 
movement—thus perform a semiotic function. They don't just inform; they signify. 
How visaphors shape our sense of scientifically-authorized reality, and how much, 
is of vital importance. The popularity of data-viz and its public presentation have 
increased dramatically since the advance of computer graphics, supercomputing, and the 
Internet. Millions of people flock to view visaphors that enhance scientific narratives on 
television, in museums, in planetariums, and online; they also happen across them all the 
time without necessarily realizing it in journalistic as well as educational media. Because 
visaphors carry the "weight of scientific accuracy," most people believe that visaphors 
represent the "true" view of reality. However, data is not sacred, and visaphors are 
approximation models, not reality. We must never forget that the map is not the territory-
there are always alternate ways of viewing the universe. In the process of creating 
consistency and organizing information, in the process of securing scientific authority, we 
tend to abandon the creative possibilities, and the promise of new intellectual discovery, 
that could be enabled by scientific visualization. 
An Alternative Philosophy of Science: The Evolution of Consciousness 
To understand how computational scientific visualization and its visaphors differ 
from other fonns of visual communication, we must understand something about the 
symbolic economy of science—not the matter of science, but the construction of science as 
an epistemological domain, a construction that can vary based on its assumptions about the 
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nature of existence, in my data-driven art, I have sought to represent not isolated 
phenomena, but the autopoetic nature of our worid and its surrounding universe. As eariy 
as 1966, in "Behaviorist Art and the Cybernetic Vision," visionary Roy Ascott anticipated 
such a transfonnative, self-organizing art in describing what I characterize as his 
cybernetic turn from modernism (Ascott, 2001). In a prophetic embrace of cybemetics and 
environmental technology, Ascott predicts a new technology-charged environment in 
which an artist may "come to terms with his worid, shape it and develop it by 
understanding its underiying cybemetic characteristics" (p. 101). 
My own understanding of visaphors' special aesthetic has evolved through my 
engagement with an ambitious but minor intellectual tradition in the philosophy of science 
that arose in the latter half of the twentieth century, one that has constructed an account of 
how evolution, complexity, and consciousness relate to one another and change together 
over time. The philosophers of this tradition are predisposed to view the natural world as 
made up autopoetic systems that emerge from the convergence of individual elements to 
fonn the one, and then multiply into the many. Unity becomes diversity; diversity 
becomes unity. For these thinkers, this emergent pattern of matter- and life-shaping forces 
runs right through evolution. From energy-bound atoms to living organisms, isolated 
elements assemble into new order. 
Paleontologist and Jesuit priest Pierre Tielhard De Chardin was the first to 
articulate a belief in the evolution of consciousness from a scientific point of view. His 
major work. The Phenomenon of Man, was published posthumously to popular success 
(first in French in 1955, and four years later in English translation). De Chardin's 
argument figures universal evolution as a single process that drives toward increasing 
levels of complexity and consciousness. Throughout his book, De Chardin uses the term 
"consciousness" in its widest sense: "From the most nidimentary fornis of interior 
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perception imaginable to the human phenomenon of refiective thought" (1959, p. 57). De 
Chardin suggests that from atoms to the large-scale universe and back down to the 
infinitesimally small, "from this primitive and essentially elastic quantum, all the rest has 
emerged" (p. 72). In essence, the universe is in a continual process of remaking itself. Its 
increasing organizational complexity reveals a more complex interior "within"—in the 
broadest sense, a consciousness. From each disciplinary vantage point, and through 
external observation, De Chardin finds the universe reveals an evolving complex system, a 
unified totality with boundless energy-as i f it were going somewhere. De Chardin's 
description of this all-pervasive universal tendency toward "complexification" (p. 48) 
anticipates Maturana and Varela's autopoesis: "Each element of the cosmos is positively 
woven from all the others: from beneath itself by the mysterious phenomenon of 
'composition,' which makes it subsistent through the apex of an organized whole; and 
from above through the influence of unities of a higher order which incorporate and 
dominate it for their own ends" (p. 44). 
For De Chardin, the universe has a double aspect: the within, consciousness, co-
evolves with the without, exlemal matter. On this point, he writes, "things have their 
within; their reserve, one might say; and this appears in definite qualitative or quantitative 
connections with the developments that science recognizes in the cosmic energy" (p. 54). 
In the universe's evolutionary processes, inanimate particles aggregate into life 
components, which in turn aggregate and ramify through differentiating layers of spatial-
temporal scales of experience (what he calls "levels" or "spheres"). Biological processes 
lead to the incredible diversity of species and phyla and eventually to humanity and 
culture. De Chardin writes, "On the one hand the individual unit is lost in number, on the 
other it is absorbed into the collectivity, and yet in a third direction it stretches out in 
becoming. This dramatic and perpetual opposition between the one bom of the many and 
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the many constantly being bom of the one ains by through evolution" (p. 111). This 
continual interaction between multiplicity and unity seems to move evolution forward 
through a "groping" mechanism (p. 110). In The Tree of Life: the Biological Roots of 
Understanding, Maturana and Varela expose this tendency in what they define as "natural 
drift" in which each organism and its environment undergo a continual transformation in 
relation to one another (1987, p. 100). 
How does this happen? De Chardin believes the within is constituted by inanimate 
component particles that evolve more complex and emergent properties, ultimately into 
human thought, a critical transformation. "Consciousness reveals itself," he writes, "as a 
cosmic property of variable size subject to a global transformation" (1959, p. 59). This 
moment of transfonnation is akin to phase transitions between different states of matter, 
such as the instant when a pot of heated water reaches the boiling point, its agitated 
molecules releasing roiling bubbles and steam vapor that suddenly become visible to the 
eye. The rise of consciousness as human thought is for De Chardin a critical state of 
transition. Astrophysicists studying black holes also see this critical point of transition, 
referring to it as a "singularity": the point of no return for the gravitational pull around a 
black hole. De Chardin believed that the transition to human thought was a critical point in 
the history of the evolution of life: "But in depth, a great revolution had taken place: 
consciousness was now leaping and boiling in space of super-sensory relationships and 
representations; and simultaneously consciousness was capable of perceiving itself in the 
concentrated simplicity of its faculties" (1959, pp. 168-169). This process may be taken 
one step further. Ultimately, through scientific thought and investigation, "evolution at last 
becomes conscious of i tself (p. 20). De Chardin's evolutionary view anticipates 
Margulis's stance on the symbiotic brain evolution of higher consciousness (Margulis and 
Sagan, 1986, p. 22). Significantly, theorists of this tradition believe that in some twist or 
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evolutionary inversion, the human collective self-reflects upon its own evolutionary 
processes. 
Exampled in the sciences, De Chardin would say that physicists study the without 
of material matter, such as the formation of galaxies or the existence of gravitational pull in 
the universe. The physicist focuses only on what can be observed, measured, or modeled. 
Science's assumed restriction of the phenomenon of consciousness to the higher forms of 
life has long served as a rationale for eliminating it from models of the universe (1959, p. 
55). In my collaborative experience with scientists, I have likewise found that science asks 
simple questions and constrains experiments to the measurable materiality of the without. 
As an artist, my goal is to explore and expose the within and make this invisible within 
visible and accessible to others. Visaphoric art exposes the attenuated extension of our 
evolutionary processes and their aulopoetic systems (Chapter 5 wil l further explore this 
aspect of visaphoric art). 
Although De Chardin does not play a central role in mainstream evolutionary 
theory, he cannot be entirely discounted. He has influenced important contemporary and 
later thinkers and anticipated scientific themes and technologies, such as complexity theory 
and the globally conscious connectedness of the Internet. During his time, there was little 
agreement among biologists as to the axis of evolution or the line between animal instincts 
and human thought (1959, p. 164). What is agreed today is that life-forms increase in 
neural complexity, when all of life is understood as a cognitive system (Malurana and 
Varela, 1987). This assumption is central to De Chardin's thought: "Whatever instance we 
may think of, we may be sure that every lime a richer and better organized structure will 
correspond to the more developed consciousness" (1959, p. 60). For him, "Life is a major 
transition in this evolution. Life marks a major threshold in the rise of consciousness" 
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(1959, p. 153). The arrival of modern, thinking homo sapiens marks yet another threshold 
in this on-going evolution of consciousness. 
Most contemporary scientists would probably view De Chardin's concept of the 
"within" with skepticism. 1 view it as prophetic, scientific poetry, a description that 
resonates with scientific themes from Lynn Margulis (1986), Francisco Varela (1997) and 
Stuart Kauffman (2008). To me, as an artist, the "within" represents those invisible 
processes that push toward coherence, that begin to emerge a unifying property. This may 
not be clearly observable, yet Ihey can be revealed through art. What is more, I believe De 
Chardin captures the essence of how we personally experience progression toward the 
future as we humans ride the arrow of time. We must give him credit for sharing his 
personal, embodied experience of scientific knowledge. Although one cannot deny that De 
Chardin's poetic vision impinges upon his philosophy and colors his scientific approach, 
many of his ideas resonate with modem scientific thought in a variety of science domains, 
including cognitive science. 
When De Chardin describes ascending neural complexity in evolution, he invokes a 
well-documented biological phenomenon: the aggregation of colonics of cells and the 
ascending complexity of the chain of life that refiects complex, self-organizing, self-
sustaining bio-organisms and bio-organic systems. Simple bio-organisms differentiate 
through more complex and added mechanisms, and organize into more complexity. The 
richer and more complex the structure, the more advanced the consciousness. Greater 
complexity of the organism yields more advanced mechanisms that in turn contribute to 
the whole system. A defining characteristic of more complex bio-organisms is that of 
"groping." Groping is directed chance, an interaction between organism and environment. 
De Chardin lauded pure scientific research, seeing it as a sophisticated extension of this 
"groping" mechanism. What is striking is that both scientific and artistic inquiiy 
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incorporate this "groping" experimentation. The artistic process is one of essentially 
playful exploration, where "trying all" is not as constrained as the ftinding-constrained 
process of trial and error in the research avenues of science. 
De Chardin, in his own groping, was enacting a process of scientific discovery, 
even though his process was more akin to that of Descartes, in the tradition of rationalism 
rather than empiricism. To be fair, De Chardin would have disagreed with such a 
characterization. He argued that his treatise was founded on scientific "seeing" 
(experimental observation), rather than philosophical ruminations. "To harmonize objects 
in time and space, without presuming to determine the conditions that can roll their deepest 
being: to establish an experimental chain of succession in nature, not a union of 
'ontologicar causality; to see, in other words, and not to explain" (1959, p. 58). De 
Chardin's assertion that he is describing what he finds externally rather than arriving at his 
conclusions internally, and that he is not addressing reasons for the phenomena he 
describes but merely reporting them, does seem to secularize his approach and make it 
complementary to modem scientific methodology. In fact, his approach was too scientific 
and secular for the Vatican to allow him to publish during his lifetime. His desire to see, 
and not to explain, captures my own intent when I collaboratively create visuals to be 
experienced and embodied. The embodied experience of scientific visualization stimulates 
metaphorical knowledge, and may in turn both refiect and contribute to our evolving self-
consciousness. The visualizations 1 produce in collaboration with others are the artifacts of 
our collective, cognitive culture. 
Other scientists hold views that are in sympathy with De Chardin's. Mis sense of 
the universe evolving toward greater consciousness is also found in James Lovelock*s Gaia 
hypothesis (Barlow, 1991) and the natural theology of Freeman J. Dyson in Infinile in All 
Directions {\9S^). Dyson, a physicist, proposes that consciousness is expanding across the 
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universe in alternative forms in addition to human beings. Since De Chardin's "within" 
reveals itself through increased complexity, especially relevant in life forms, his views find 
complements in the cooperative, symbiotic evolution championed by Lynn Margulis and 
the autopoesis described by Francisco Varela. 
To move this tradition forward in time to the near present, I turn to Varela. Like 
De Chardin, Varela studies possibilities for the transformation of human consciousness 
(Varela, Thompson and Rosch, 1991, p. X V I ), but with a Buddhist orientation (rather than 
a Catholic one) and from a contemporary biological and cognitive perspective. Varela's 
view is narrower, centering on the evolution of the human mind, rather than the evolution 
of the human species as a whole. In The Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human 
Experience (1991), Varela and his colleagues focus on individual cognitive experience as a 
phenomenon that emerges from complex organizational processes. Varela points out how 
self-organization defines a layering and emergence of higher-order properties in complex 
organisms. Elemental components come together, forming what can be perceived as a 
complex whole. Together with Humberto R. Maturana in Aiitopoeisis and Cognition: The 
Realization of the Living, Varela names this process "autopoesis" (1980). Autopoesis 
defines a spontaneous, dynamic, self-organizing, self-producing process that yields an 
autonomous, self-maintaining unity. For example, a cell or a corporation is autopoetic. 
In The Tree of Knowledge: the Biological Roots of Human Understanding (1987) 
Varela and Maturana refine and expand this definition, echoing De Chardin's critical 
singularity when the conditions were right for life to burst over the planet earth; " A l l the 
available evidence leads us to believe that once conditions were ripe for the origin of living 
systems, they originated many times; that is, many autopoetic unities with many structural 
variants emerged in many places on the Earth over a period of perhaps many millions of 
years" (pp. 50-51). "It is possible," Varela writes, "then, to see the notion of a heap or pile 
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as a metaphor for what we would now call a self-organizing process" (Varela, Thompson, 
and Rosch, 1991, p. 98) The collective experience of society and its culture is more than a 
heap or a pile; it is autopoetic. Autopoetic complexity circles in on itself At each new 
threshold, a distinctive "within" ascends as this consciousness reveals its own evolution 
through its historical trails and self-refiective collective. This dialogue with itself is part of 
the evolving consciousness of the entire system. Varela contends that individual 
components interact in a bidirectional way with their environments. Individuals affect 
their environmental systems, shaping them as much as these environments shape the 
individuals of which they are composed. Thus, he rejects the metaphor of the mind as a 
passive, symbolic processing unit, or computer (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, 1991, pp. 
7-9, pp. 40-42). Individual self-reflection is not solipsistic; it participates in a dynamic of 
collective construction and response (p. 27, p. 39). 
Varela and Maturana distinguish this evolutionary process from allopoiesis: the 
process by which self-maintaining unities also produce something other than themselves. 
From individual cells that produce substances of benefit to their host organism to human 
social collaborations, such as Renaissance Teams, allopoietic unities not only promote 
cooperation, but also resist excessive individualism and compartmentalization—limiting 
tendencies cultural theorist Roy Ascott has warned against in the Telematic Embrace: 
Visonary Theories of Art, Technology}, and Consciousness (2003) in promoting "art based 
in scientific metaphor" (p. 341). Indeed, by considering the range of human cultural 
production, including science as well as the arts and humanities, we gain the potential for a 
more relevant, modem aesthetic as well as a more informed, self-conscious scientific 
practice. 
Another contemporary scientist who works in this new evolutionary tradition is 
Lynn Margulis. \n Microcosmos: Four Billion Years of Microbial Evolution (\9S6)y 
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Margulis and Dorion Sagan find power and promise in the collective and the cooperative, 
rather than the individual and the competitive. Like De Chardin she conceives of 
aulopoetic systems as the basis for all known life; like Varela, she understands highly 
complex, autopoetic systems as evolving toward consciousness, as in her theory of the 
symbiotic brain. Margulis claims it is through symbiosis, and beneficial coexistence, that 
life has evolved (Margulis and Sagan, 1986, p. 91). She argues Jigainst the idea of 
"survival of the fittest," like many who recognize that Darwin meant survival of the 
"fecund" (and not the cutthroat competitive slaughterhouse often characterized in our 
popular science infotainment media, such as Animal Planet). She points out that emergent 
life required cooperation to prevent extinction, giving the example of the single organic 
cell, which is an autopoetic system that has been rccombined from bacterial predecessors 
that learned how to cooperate. Early bacteria coevolved into complex, self-sustaining 
colonies, recombining as they did so like hybrid mythical creatures: unicorns and griffons, 
mermaids and centaurs. For Margulis, the complex human brain demonstrates an 
evolutionary outcome of symbiotic bacterial life, and human thought is a superorganismic 
outgrowth of the biosphere. The symbiotic brain is more than the human brain; it is a 
collective phenomenon that continuously stretches from its bacterial genesis forward 
through modem, technological advances (Margulis and Sagan, 1986, pp. 151-152). Her 
grand view is that of an evolving cosmos on a vast scale, a supercosm, where cooperation 
is as important, and perhaps ultimately more important, than competition. 
As is the case with many other modem eco- and post-human thinkers, Margulis 
docs not give special significance to human beings; they do not serve as a pinnacle of the 
evolutionary rise. She grants that the last 50,000 years has uniquely produced what we 
might think of as culture: the creation of artifacts, narratives, and ritual—a marked 
achievement oHiomo sapiens. However in temis of biological evolution, she places 
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humans squarely in the ape phyla; they are not an extra-natural phenomenon. Margulis 
believes that humans are egotistical about their place in the universe. On this, she writes, 
"Our powers of intelligence and technology do not belong specifically to us but to all of 
life. Intelligence and technology, incubated by humankind, are really the property of the 
microcosm. They may well survive our species in forms of the future that lie beyond our 
limited imaginafions" (Margulis and Sagan, 1986, p. 24). Indeed, humanity's intellectual 
egotism led Renaissance societies to resist revolutionary Copemican thought that the earth 
was not the center of the cosmos, and continues to limit present-day constmctions of the 
real, which cannot help but continue to be culturally mediated, even though they are 
understood as objectively derived, or scientific. My Renaissance Team approach 
recognizes the value of the human collective and positions our collaborative work in the 
larger social network of this ideological ecosystem. 
Through her own biological lens, Margulis views evolution as a continuing process 
without any particular summit or end. It is a potentially infinite process, determined by the 
continual replication and survival of the microbial world. The microbial world has existed 
and survived through millions of years on this planet, in the environment and as 
constructed in various species, including thousands of years within and as part of human 
life forms. Like Freeman Dyson, Margulis believes consciousness is spreading through the 
universe in microbial proliferation; evolution wil l probably leave humans behind. For 
Margulis, humans and our works, including technology, are merely an extension of 
microbial evolution. Our development of technology is what Margulis would refer to as a 
"coevolution." The universe, biologically speaking, re-expresses its functionality through 
various forms, and technology is one of them. Whether the function is expressed through 
the co-cvolution of pinchers on a Dungeness crab or the robotic pinchers on autonomous 
vehicles, the whipping motility in a Paramecium or the nuclear-powered propellers of a 
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submarine, the universe evolves and recapitulates. For example, the same evolutionary 
motility expressed in spirochetes 3,000 million years ago is expressed through space 
shuttles today. Bacterial communication and transmission is refiected in human perceptual 
acceleration such as speech and extended through radio and modem communication 
systems. 
Just as spirochetes may have fornied microtubules that eventually formed the 
symbiotic, human brain, Margulis wonders whether "groups of humans, sedentary and 
packed together in communities, cities, and webs of electromagnetic communication, are 
already beginning to form a network as far beyond thought as thought is from the 
concerted swimming of spirochetes" (Margulis and Sagan, 1986, p. 153). Both Margulis 
and De Chardin anticipated global communication as an extension of evolutionary 
processes. We have few conceptual metaphors to help us grasp the outcomes of such 
networked social and electronic communication collectives. As a result, Margulis 
speculates, "We stand no more chance of being aware of the totality of such a form of 
group organization than do the individual components of brain cells-microtubules, the 
putative remnants of spirochetes-understand their own mission in our human 
consciousness" ((Margulis and Sagan, 1986, p. 153). 
A crucial mission of the visaphor arts, then, is to produce novel ways for us to 
contemplate not the impact of technology on society—as the problem is so oflen phrased— 
but the evolution of our technology as a cybernetic extension of ourselves, inseparable 
from our own becoming. Visaphors provide us with a medium for evolving and 
acknowledging the evolution of humanity-nol as a life fonn separate from a natural order 
or superior to it, but as a species whose collectively embodied mind has been fomied 
through planetary forces and, as we stretch farther beyond our earthly bounds, perhaps 
cosmic forces as well. 
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I find Margulis's argument for a continuity of human evolution from primeval 
capacities through human resourcefulness and into technological innovation compelling. 
Having felt myself a part of this extraordinary bio-computer-human process, I have wanted 
to contribute to the evolution of culture and its solutions of large-scale problems in the 
world. From very early on, it was apparent to me that interdisciplinary teams would be a 
better approach than as a single artist. This approach is better because it recombines 
intellectual ideas and disciplinary expertise. In scientific visualization, a diversity of skills 
is necessary to address visualization across a variety of scientific domains. In managing 
such collaborations, I sometimes feel like a conductor of an orchestra. Each position plays 
a part, providing a unique contribution to the whole piece. I direct the orchestra, but each 
player plays a crucial role in the symphony. Cooperation and collaboration are key. This 
process of collecting, re-combining, and recirculating is a pattern that emerges from the 
universe: the recombination of DNA, of matter, of ideas penneates evolutionary processes 
(Maturana and Varela, 1987). 
An impediment to our cybernetic evolution is the separation we continue to 
propagate between art and science. This systemic segregation can be felt from funding 
mechanisms to university reward systems. The divide has not always been so extreme. 
Over the course of Western civilization, the divergence and convergence of art and science 
has been in fiux: an evolving, autopoetic pattern of diversity and unity. Both art and 
science provide valuable frameworks for apprehending, revealing, exploring, and 
visualizing this stuff of the universe. The advent of computer graphics has enabled new 
means of image making, icon making, and storytelling. It provides a new cultural ground 
for the convergence of art and science, yielding a psychologically and socially powerful 
instrument. The cybernetic art of scientific visualization satisfies our tribal need for myth 
and creates mythic futures (Ascott, 2001, p. 160). This primal human need may have been 
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set by our microcosmic beginnings, a need to capture that grand vision of the one being a 
part of the many-a part of something much bigger than oneself-the need to express and 
experience creation stories that are validated by our "high priests" of science. I see myself 
as participating in the synergy and flow of a universe in motion, re-enacting its flux on 
biological and technological scales. The telematic art o f scientific visualization is not so 
much the process of revealing existing physical reality through data as it is the process of 
providing a visual glimpse into the intemal, evolutionary processes that express themselves 
through the creation and consumption of cyberceplive perspectives. 
Visaphors provide us with emergent metaphors that extend our symbiotic brains 
into cybemetic communion. Through our use of digital devices, we extend our 
perceptions, imaginations, connections. The human, scientific brain attempts to capture 
nature through mathematical metaphors generated and recycled into digital symbols, 
terabytes of numerical, symbolic data that form a metaphorical layer through the medium 
of computer graphics. Visualization artists re-metaphorize these mathematical symbols 
into image-based, sensual renditions that humans can re-consume and re-process through 
their experiential, embodied minds. We stream these visuals electronically, chemically, 
and digitally over computers and networks to projected display devices that mimic bio-
visual processing in nature. Digital pixels are rendered and fed back to other humans in 
colorful, light-filled, immersive environments that satisfy sensual as well as basic, tribal 
instincts. Our transmission o f metaphor through digital devices generates a collective 
consciousness, expanding our scientific and larger, cultural metaphorical systems. 
Scientific visualizations and related narratives provide the story of our genesis and our 
evolution. They bootstrap our awareness and feed our imaginations. They provide an 
alternative conscious experience of the universe around us, helping us not to fix a reality so 
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much as they help us to realize the maya, or deluding power, of our existence, especially 
its dynamicism and interdependence, its impermanence and change. 
As a telematic visualization artist, I participate in life's strategy of capturing and 
visually reflecting back on itself. The process of making the invisible visible is what "life 
is doing." The art of scientific visualization is another grand, self-iterative loop in nature's 
strategy to "see" itself. Like an Escher painting, the evolving universe iteratively mirrors 
itself from our bacterial ancestors through humans through technology and back again into 
the "moist media" (Ascott, 2001, pp. 363-366) of our evolving culture. Ascott envisions 
this self-evident reframing of consciousness through art in his manifesto. "Art ," he writes, 
"is a form of world building, of mind construction, of self-creation, whether through digital 
programming, genetic code, articulation of the body, imaging, simulation, or visual 
construction. Art is the search for new language, new metaphors, new ways of 
constructing reality, and for the means of redefining ourselves" (p. 365). What we 
construct is what we can understand through our limited perspective, perception, 
conception, and interpretation with our collective, symbiotic brain. But the grand 
evolutionary process, the "way," has been marching on through multitudes of overlapping 
autopoetic systems and recapitulating through metaphorical thinking within humans. 
Through the techno-scienlific, visually embodied experiences I help to create 
within digital domes, museums, television, and the Internet, I participate in the creation of 
an experiential, cultural cyber-reality imbued with the persistence of myth. Visaphors are 
not merely visual rhetorical devises, nor are they confined in their importance to scientific 
communications. As tribal signs, they serve our needs for understanding and placing 
ourselves within a framework of existence. They are the shadows of human engagement 
with the imagined actual that we sketch on our new CAVE™ walls; the kaleidoscopic 
windows opening out onto creation that illuminate the digital cathedrals of our science 
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museums; the constellated domes beneath which we invent new stories, prophecies, and 
dreams. In our cosmic scientific visualization productions, such as The Black Holes 
Project^ we take our audiences beyond the speed of light to worlds they can only 
experience through a new, collective imaginary. We generate new tribal artifacts of our 
shared, cognitive culture. 
Why, logical posilivists might argue, is the making of visaphors a valid 
epistemological act? Their data is contingent upon layers of assumptions, the 
supercomputers used to create them are inadequate for computing closed systems, and our 
very interpretation perceptually of what we find is relative to our species-level intelligence. 
As Rorty, Hofstadier, and so many others have argued, we cannot create and we cannot 
consume visaphors from without the human perspective: we are locked within it. 
Visualizations, like other types of data-driven imagery, tell the tales of their practical use 
and informing politics, of cultural assumptions and methods of communicating them. 
They are useful not because they give us a concrete view of absolute tmth / reality; they 
are useful and pragmatic because of their consistency in helping us to navigate the world, 
within the communities and systems of beliefs within which we operate. They help us to 
make sense of the worid by serving as metaphorical props, helping us to reach much larger 
concepts and categories o f understanding, and giving us a creative medium for expressing 
new ideas. Like Shiva's dreams that create the worid, visaphors materialize that which we 
too are dreaming. 
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Chapter 5: Scientiric Semiotics: Mapping Matter, Making Meaning, Emerging Myth 
The forms visaphors take are largely determined by scientific culture and its 
informing dominant paradigms (which continue to be those of the Western 
Enlightenment). Through implication and juxtaposition, they impact our understanding of 
everyday reality, much as linguistic metaphors have been demonstrated to do. We benefit 
from recognizing that data-viz is a culturally contingent process and that the information it 
communicates is further filtered through our technological media. In preceding chapters, I 
have been arguing that the process of data-viz is metaphorical in nature, despite its 
depending on a process that maps hard data to "realistic" representations of that data. In 
this chapter, I wi l l explain to what degree and in what ways scientific visualization artists 
are free to aestheticize the visualizations they help to create. 
Communicating Partial Truths 
The visual models we create help us understand one domain of information in 
terms of another, but these are not one-to-one mappings. Information is edited or lost, and 
this provides us with aesthetic choices as well as ethical considerations. When planning a 
digital dome production, my choice as a visualization artist is to avoid showing the 
distracting error bars (Figure 21). To enhance the public's immersive experience, we often 
eliminate such didactic references. This is an aesthetic choice, not a deliberate intent to 
hide information. My artistic intent is to provide an embodied, aesthetic experience within 
the dome, to temporarily suspend disbelief and to cultivate what Joseph Nechvatal calls 
"immersive intelligence" (2001). Nechvatal argues that virtual, immersive art shifts 
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perception to a "peripheral mode" and increases situational awareness. Immersive displays 
such as the C A V E ^ M and digital 
domes may trigger and deepen 
a new virtual way of knowing 
visaphors that complements 
standard science 
communications (Davies, 
2008). Virtual-reality artists 
have explored and documented 
Figure 21. Error Bars: red bars indicate the range of 
approximation of distance between the stars and the sun Three some of these possibilities at 
error bars correspond to three stars. The more distant the star is 
from the sun, the greater the error range. Consciousness Reframed 
conferences (Jones, 2000). Experiential technologies may help us to "humanize" the 
scientific digi-epistemology of our modem, astrophysical maps. We use a different 
strategy when we communicate with expert audiences, for whom the study of phenomena-
and not apparent, visceral experience of them—takes priority. When we created a 
visualization of ocean flow within the Monterey Bay area of California intended for 
oceanographers as the target audience, for example, we included didactic color legends 
(Figure 22). 
Despite my aesthetic choice to avoid visually distracting elements in popular 
scientific visualizations, I remain concerned about lack of public awareness about the 
nature of visaphoric elisions, especially in how this lack of awareness is symptomatic of a 
broader ignorance of scientific methods, particularly those of computational science. Our 
experience (such as in the surveys of the audience for The Black Holes Project) has shown 
that most people wil l believe visaphors represent complete and literal fact, particularly 
when these visualizations are displayed in documentary-style, mainstream media, which 
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tend to announce dramatized recreations of historical incidents but do not announce the 
editorial and creative nature of scientific modeling. A given target visaphor and its source 
data are embedded within concept networks that have inherent implications, beliefs, 
assumptions, and approximations that inform the artist's aesthetic decisions, including the 
adaptation of conventional data-viz representations such as glyphs. People learn how to 
"read" the image from their familiarity with the conceptual networks evoked. Although 
scientists are most comfortable discussing visaphors in terms of their data, the original 
infomiation from which a visaphor is derived has actually been lost. It is not accessible to 
viewers, nor is its absence, in most cases, divulged to them. The concem here is that 
audiences who lack scientific media literacy can be misled or misinfomied, whether the 
authors of scientific media mean them to be or not. 
To demonstrate how information provided to lay audiences is manipulated and 
partial, 1 provide an example of an extraordinarily popular visualization we created at 
A V L . Figure 10 shows one of the first visualizations of the Internet, a visualization study 
of the NSF Net. In the upper portion of Figure 10, the partial boundary around the U.S. is 
skirted by a 300-foot virtual c l i f f made possible through 3D computer graphics; it drops 
into blackness without Mexico, Canada, or water. In the lower portion of Figure 10, a 
conventional earth map is used as a background for the backbone (white) and client 
networks. The color map indicates the flow of network traffic measured in millions of 
bytes. The source domain's concept network is, as usual, expressed only indirectly. Even 
technologically savvy viewers must learn to "read" the visual information this cyberspace 
map expresses, with its quantifiable color scale as a literal translation of data. A 
background in scientific discourse and infomiation visualization certainly helps. The 
image also represents metaphors that developed in the technical community as a way of 
describing the internet in its eariy days. When the network was first being built, 
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technologists called the primary connections the "backbone." The white "backbone" is 
itself metaphorical, connoting human physical attributes: the thing that holds other things 
up and provides spinal connections (neural routes of "communication"). Not only may a 
lay audience perceive this visual metaphor as naturalized, but they may also be unaware of 
the non-present, source-data concept network, with the usual cultural biases, technological 
beliefs, geographical and mapping conventions, approximations, and even unintentional 
errors, misspelled words, and hand-corrected routing information. They wil l be unaware, 
too, that information has been suppressed, such as classified military networks, and 
excluded for convenience and readability, such as wireless satellite connections on mobile 
trucks and the entire evolving technology and political system we simplify into the term 
"digital data." The target visaphor's concept network likewise has its unrepresented 
assumptions, editing methods, geographical biases, and mapping conventions, which may 
not strike lay audiences. For instance, this cyberspace map ignores the United Stales* 
international neighbors and the global phenomenon the Internet has become. 
Manipulating Signs 
Visaphors are aids to understanding and the communication of it, but taking their 
relationship to informing data too literally undermines our creative possibilities. That 
being said, visaphors cannot be arbitrary; they have to work in a physical dimension or in a 
pragmatic sense; othenvise, people wil l not value or use them. Maps must enable us to 
navigate space, such that we get to where we want to go, and maps have to be consistent 
with our physical explorations. Thus, in expanding our sense of the creative potential for 
metaphors, we are, in effect, opening ourselves back up to alternative approaches to 
mapping the real. Alternative approaches to historical map-making may have been 
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abandoned for a number of reasons, including consistency. Our tendency of adhering to 
standardized systems of signification reflects the long-held desire for a universal language-
-especially in the modem era, a scientific one. 
Even as linguistic translation is not mere transcription, the "art" o f visualization 
involves a creative translation of data into visual representations; it is a more complex 
aesthetic decision-making process than mere mapping. This process of translation is 
similar to the manipulation o f signs in semiotics (Hawkes, 1977; Berlin, 1983). Although 
in scientific visualization the visual metaphors, or icons, are directly bound to data, the 
artist makes choices about which symbolic icons, or visual metaphors, to use in 
representing that data, given the design constraints of computer-graphics technology and a 
range of symbolic conventions and their meanings that are familiar to the sciences and its 
internal and external audiences. Most of the time in the creation of visaphors, the data is 
large and complex. Thousands of spatial and temporal numbers are mapped. As the data 
to be mapped increases in complexity, so too do artists* choices of visual techniques for 
rendering that data. 
In Chapter 2,1 have already suggested how, through the creative invention o f 
glyph-mapping, the artist can have a transformative influence on a visual model, as was the 
case with the IntelliBadge™ Project. I demonstrated there how artists can metaphorize 
data along a continuum from the literal and expected to the novel and surprising. To 
further build upon this idea, I want to also claim that the creative design of a novel glyph 
can be "transferrable." For example, my team and I adapted the flowing stream tube 
trajectories and bubbling iso-surfaces we developed to depict tomadic air motion and 
clouds to represent the flow and accumulation of water in Monterey Bay, California. The 
Monterey Bay visualization was funded by the NSF as part of the LOOICING project, 
which studied ocean current and temperature (Figure 22). This example reveals not only 
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that glyphs may be repurposed, but also repurposed across domains (here, from 
atmospheric science to 
oceanography). Compare 
Practicum Compilation DVD, 
1: General Visaphor Sequences, 
Tornado and Ocean 1.2.1 and 
1.2.3. The shared concepts 
from the source domain (flow, 
volume increase) enable the 
icon, which already has 
conventional associations with 
these concepts, to be used in 
two different target domains 
Figure 22. Monterey Bay ocean visaphor employs glyphs to show 
ocean flow with temperature mapped onto trajectory locations. 
Above is an aerial view; below is under the water. Gyphs can be (^ ^^ ^ vapor, water), 
transferred between scientific domains. 
Mapping as Metaphor 
Maps constitute one of the major sign systems that make up the visual language of 
science. Although modem maps originated in cartography, their methodology has 
informed scientific mapping processes and representations and been informed by them in 
turn. The ideas informing particularly influential forms of cartography for data-viz— 
thematic and graphical-statistical maps-predate the seventeenth century. They began to 
take visual form as Huropean-style maps evolved from the eighteenth century forward. 
Maps increasingly included information icons and symbols to augment geological 
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information, often to the side, as abstracted, explanatory or superadded glosses, plotting 
phenomena such as demographic distribution. 
Thematic maps failed to progress in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
since statistical mathematics displaced more visual approaches to conveying information 
(Akerman and Karrow, 2007). As a result, the full-blown, logical extension of 
cartographic information abstractions, thematic maps, arose at the same time as computer 
graphics under the influence of John Tukey (1962) and others like him. Thematic maps in 
cartography are especially closely related to scientific visualization in that a spatial (often a 
geospatial) context provides the basis for dependent data, whether statistical or scientific. 
Visaphors are visual models made of selected, thematized, and ordered data: 
mappings, i f not always maps. Like maps, visaphors are artifacts that refiecl a culture's 
technological accomplishments in a given era. Both attempt to visualize, or illustrate, 
features of an external, material reality that have been determined using observational and 
extrapolative methods. Both play a role in educating and inspiring the public about the 
state of nature and how it may be refiected in human nature and society. As pre-
computational data-driven visualizations, maps—their history and composition-can help 
us to understand some of the design operations and social functions of computer 
information visualizations. 
Over the last thirty years in cartographic studies, the scholarly view of maps has 
become increasingly interdisciplinary and ideological. Map historians have come to 
understand that, in addition to their basic functionality as navigational aids and territorial 
determiners, maps communicate artistically and culturally. Many maps are considered 
works of fine art and decorative design. The decorative devices on maps often express 
more than their immediate purpose, tacitly communicating cultural values. Revisionist 
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cartographic history takes into account alternative maps and mapping methods, including 
their propaganda politics and social impact (Hariey, 2001; Akerman and Karrow, 2007). 
Mapping is a metaphorizing process, one that is culturally determined. Today's 
"universal" methods for spatially quantifying information have roots in Western, first-
world civilizations that are more dominant, not more intelligent, than Eastern, third-worid 
ones. Geographic maps are excellent examples of how literal, conventional visual 
metaphors have developed into coherent and consistent systems. Their novel origins have 
been lost over time due to their familiarity and cultural accommodation. In the history of 
maps, texts written before the sixties show a cultural bias toward Western mapping 
conventions (Bagrow and Skelton,l985; Black, 1997). For example, in History of 
Cartography, Leo Bagrow reveals this bias in his criticism of "primitive" peoples' map 
making abilities: 
Another prerequisite for map-making—an aptitude for drawing—is not present in 
all races, and where such a gift exists it does not necessarily include the ability to 
draw maps. It has been observed that, in general, races given to stylization of 
animal or human figures and to ornamentation of their utensils draw either no maps 
or very bad ones. Talent for drawing, though not dependent on a certain stage of 
development or degree of intelligence, can be gauged by the way in which objects 
are represented. A primitive savage's drawing is often like a child's; the object 
engaging his attention is placed in the foreground, large and unconnected to other 
objects around it. Neither child nor savage immediately observes perspective. 
There is no uniform method of representing objects; some are in plan, some in 
elevation." (p. 25) 
Yet, the Western origins and conventions of the maps Bagrow and Skelton favor are as 
historically situated as any other system of signification. Cartographic projection systems, 
lines, and legends can be traced back to a disciple of Aristotle. A revised history of maps 
alters how we view various traditions of representation and widens our understanding of 
their political, technological, and epistemological implications (Black, 1997; Dubow, 2000; 
Hariey, 2001). 
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Pre-modem, indigenous peoples across the world have navigated land and sea with 
competency and accuracy, but they have used a different variety of materials and visual 
idioms. Certain Western cartographers' criticisms "that these savages couldn't draw in 
perspective" are unfounded. The Marshall islanders, for instance, designed intricate 
patterns from palm fiber and shells to represent wave-crests, navigation sites, and mariner's 
direction. These accurate and useful maps provided alternate visual metaphors for 
navigating land and water (Akerman, 2007, pp. 57-58). Likewise, Aztec and Mayan maps 
were accurate, although they employed different projections and icons than European 
maps. Cortez conquered the Aztec civilization using their indigenous maps painted on 
cloth. Afterwards, invaders systematically destroyed these early Meso-American maps, 
replacing them with Spanish ones. We can locate a variety of visual methods that enabled 
different groups of people to navigate their terrain, find locations in the land they explored, 
and mark their territories with alternative measuring devices. Navigating the highways of 
life would involve very different visual icons, projections, and embodied experiences i f 
Aboriginal culture had colonized the worid instead of European (Said ,1985, 1998; 
Diamond, 1999). Astronomical maps are some of the oldest in civilization. The first star 
maps were painted on prehistoric cave walls (Lewin, 1993). Many indigenous peoples 
mapped the night sky. For example, Aboriginal bark paintings depicted as fishermen the 
familiar stars we take to be Orion*s Belt (Morphy, 2001). Likewise, the Mayans mapped 
stars, symbolizing the Milky Way as a cosmic monster (Freidel, Scheie, and Parker, 1993). 
These instances show how astronomical maps characterize the mythic imaginary of the 
dominant power that produces them. 
Contemporary astronomy and its astrophysical maps of the universe also reflect the 
conventions from which they have evolved, even i f they have become transparent to us. 
We draw upon the astronomical mapping conventions that were developed at the dawn of 
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telescopic star catalogues (Ferris, 1982; Gellerand Huchra, 1989; Jaki, 1990; Kaufmann, 
1991). With our twenty-first century scientific visualization techniques, we integrate 
digitally-mediated star catalogue data and the spatial relationships it expresses with a 
standard CGI Renaissance-perspective projection to build a 3D, virtual Milky Way (Figure 
23 and Figure 24). The flights we choreograph through our virtual galaxy are exemplified 
Figure 23. Virtual Flight from Milky Way to Virgo Cluster, Runaway Universe version, first frame. 
From the earth-ccniric view, we see the three-star belt of the Orion constellation. We "lifl" off through 
the galaxy and visit nebulae and other points of interest on our way out of galaxy to Virgo. 
in the Practicum Compilation DVD (see 1.5 Milky Way Virtual Flights, 4: Black Holes: 
The Other Side of Infinity digital-dome excerpts, and 5: Monster of the Milky Way PBS 
show excerpts). Like the historical maps used for colonizing the world, our modem 
astrophysical maps inspire and motivate our audiences to further explore and occupy 
unfamiliar territories (Haynes, 1997). Through such modem, virtually experienced, digi-
epistemological mappings, we may reinforce a dominant woridview of technology-
informed scientific fact, when in truth science is in a continual process of modifying and 
interpreting results. 
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Kigure24 Flight to the Milky Way galactic center from underneath the galaxy into the bright bulge 
In Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies, Jared Diamond (1999) 
emphasizes maps as an invention, analogous to writing. Their form, content, reproduction, 
distribution, and use depend on the technologies available in the societies of their making. 
Diamond argues that inventions originate in societies that are ready to make use of them, 
in terms of both their resources and ambitions. Diamond argues, for example, that writing 
flourished where agriculture succeeded on a mass scale, requiring elaborate systems of 
accounting. The agricultural success in these societies was typified by the domestication 
of animals, which allowed for increased food production that supported areas with high 
population densities. Such areas placed more people in closer proximity, which meant that 
ideas were transmitted more rapidly. Similarly, Diamond argues that maps proliferated in 
certain cultures because of their cognitively and economically fertile environments. 
Also important for the development of new communications technologies such as 
visaphor is a sense of experimentation, of play. Diamond argues, that "technology 
develops cumulatively, rather than in isolated heroic acts [ . . . ] it finds most of its uses after 
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it has been invented, rather than being a foreseen need" (1999, pp. 245-246). We might 
expect, then, that post-industrial societies such as our own—with abundant resources and a 
significant number of professional and serious hobbyist technophiles who range across 
communications media in production and consumption-would provide a perfect site for 
the invention and continuing evolution of visaphor. 
As is the case in Margulis and Sagan's evolutionary theory, Diamond considers 
technology to be an evolution from nature, an expression and extension of the natural, 
which is itself a mapping from one domain to another, a metaphor. From a biological 
point of view, the mechanism for the cellular, or microbial, transmission of genetic code is 
similar to writing, maps, and visaphor. They are reproductive technologies that facilitate 
the spread of concepts. Visaphors may, in particular, be viewed as evolving through an 
autopoetic, symbiotic process that Diamond understands as characteristic of human 
societies: the "amalgamation" of smaller societies into larger, complex ones. For human 
beings, amalgamation is similar to the biological principle of symbiosis, in that it describes 
diverse components unifying in such a way that the unit preserves complexity and diversity 
within its midst. However, Diamond holds a more negative view of cooperation than 
Margulis, viewing it as a means of minimizing external threat: "amalgamation occurs [ . . . ] 
in either of two ways: by a merger under the threat of the external force, or by conquest" 
(1999, p. 289). He uses as an example the Cherokee Indian confederation of the eighteenth 
century that was organized to resist European territorial incursions. These different senses 
of cooperative motivation are not mutually exclusive; they may be determined in response 
to environmental factors. Applying this reasoning to our own era, we can see how the 
growing ubiquity and globalization of telecommunications is leading to the development of 
new media, which are now more than ever before supported in their invention (e.g., the 
open source software movement) and dissemination (e.g., social networking and sharing). 
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The visaphor arts in particular~as time-based, data-based, experiential maps-have 
depended for their evolution and transmission on the digital geography and ecology of the 
Internet, which has provided an especially fertile environment (Smith and Kollock, 1999), 
one that has grown out of creative synergy as well as commercial competition. 
When we view data-driven scientific visualizations as a modern evolution of 
cartographic invention, we gain the ability to see how visaphors draw upon the visual 
language of map making, employing the conventions of visual geography. Not only have 
cartographic conventions influenced how visaphors depict infomiation and arrange their 
audiences' sensory experiences, but they also influence how audiences cognitively process 
and perceptually experience visaphors. In the modem era, the mechanical reproduction of 
maps has spread their visual language far beyond cartographers. Contemporary 
communications technologies, from television to the Internet to cinematic environments, 
have only further assured that today's audiences are more and more capable of reading 
such visual signs. 
Viseotclccommuning 
Visaphors may be thought of as abstract, multilayered cultural artifacts that 
incorporate color, spatial motion, and numerical symbolism to communicate a wealth of 
knowledge and scientific observation. They transmit cultural matter with greater vitality 
and dimensionality than that "old saw" of a Grecian urn. The embodied audiences who 
interact with visaphors serve as individual carriers who recycle this visaphoric experience 
back to culture. Visaphors have pemieated our culture as icons, much like the NSF Net 
(Figure 10) visualization study of the Internet, which is still being repurposed and recycled 
through our visual, cultural library (Dodge and Kitchin, 2001). Especially in our age of 
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mechanical reproduction and telecommunications, visual metaphors take on viral qualities 
as they travel from one host to another, rescripting their visual DNA. Visaphors draw from 
scientific-numerical metaphors, storytelling, artistic rendering, and cultural context to 
provide feedback into our collective, cultural agency. This intense, digital 
telecommunicative interaction that I call "viseotelecommuning" is a vast, symbiotic 
operation. 
Viseolelecommuning is similar to Norbert Wiener's understanding of the 
cybernetic: a social-communication feedback process (Packer and Jordan, 2001). Such a 
cybernetic process plays a role in what George Dyson has analyzed as the evolution of a 
global intelligence (Dyson, 1997). Technology is not only an extension of human beings, 
but is also an integral part of our evolutionary process. Complexity Theory has looked at 
how technology and economics evolve as evolutionary co-processes. I believe that, 
similarly, in contemporary society the combination of telecommunications and computers 
is symbiotic with human evolution. The creation and consumption of visaphors is a 
woven, golden thread that can be traced through the fabric of our modem, cyberspace 
environment. It is also a thread that can be traced as a viseolelecommuning mechanism 
that has shaped the creation and consumption of visual artifacts since humans began to 
make tools. In particular, this cybernetic process—a nexus that converges man and 
machine, technology and biology-involves the incorporation of scientific simulation and 
its accompanying symbolic-numerical math (math metaphors), use of supercomputers and 
digital technology, power of high-speed networks, and human agency (embodied minds 
that metaphorize and visaphorize). 
As part of this cybernetic process, audiences do not passively consume visaphors. 
Collectively an audience and the individuals within it interact with the digital reality 
painted on the techno-digital environment. The color of a supernova or colliding galaxies 
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does not exist in alienation on the computer screen. These images catalyze physical and 
cognitive capacities in the embodied audience. As the displays provide transmitted light 
from radiating red, green, blue projector guns, the experience of the individuals is both 
subjective and objective. The audience brings to the table both individual and collective 
agencies. Agency is a crucial, emergent property of this collective, aesthetic experience. 
The audience's viseotelecommunion is not about sensation alone, disengaged from 
context. While attending a digital dome show, the audience experiences a scientific 
narrative; visaphors are placed in a defined and storied context. As a result, the audience's 
visceral interaction with visaphoric art is related to previously experienced cultural patterns 
and patterns observed in nature. Thus, the visual has the potential to enable audience 
agency, allowing individuals to dislocate and relocate during a scripted experience. For 
example, the natural pattern of ihe splash will be recognized, felt, by audiences regardless 
of context-even, say, when mapped onto a cosmic one. We recognize a splash from our 
embodied experience with water. However, we also recognize the numerical digital and 
pixilated splash o f a supernova or big bang. Our species-level, embodied experiences 
provide visceral references as we negotiate these metaphorical maps. Similarly, colors 
provide a point of reference for us as we make the leap from our instrumental, postmodern 
reality to a technoetic one-the technoetic being the juncture between art, technology, and 
the mind as theorized by Roy Ascott (2006). Our technoetic reality is one we digitally 
construct, acquiesce to, participate in, and confound. Like natural patterns such as splash 
and color, visaphors play a role in helping us to negotiate cybernetic spaces. They do not 
passively represent reality; they interactively support us by weaving golden threads of 
embodied understanding, of digi-epistemology, from the individual to the cultural, from 
our personal, sensoritnotor cellular structures to our shared, grand accumulation of 
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knowledge about the universe. In this sense, visaphoric mapping is a mystical 
transformation, a visual alchemy. 
Yet, this visaphoric alchemy helps to demystify science for the general public 
within the context of the shows' scientific narrative, it is the visaphoric relationship to the 
story that exposes the scientific processes. For example, in the Hunt for Superhvisfer PBS 
show, Monster of the Milky Way PBS show, and Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity 
digital-dome show, the visaphors are set within stories about the social process of people 
"doing" science: hunting for supertwisters or discovering black holes. The narrative 
features visaphors as part of the discovery adventure. Visaphors not only provide a 
virtually embodied experience, they also act as windows into the esoteric computational 
process, bringing numeric symbols alive with motion, color, and physical dynamics. The 
narrative context enables people to participate in scientific problem-solving and 
strengthens the power of the visaphor through its participation as a character within the 
story (Latour, 2002, p. 22). 
We may conceive of visaphors as "immutable mobiles" in Baino Latour's sense of 
the tenn (1979). We can present, read, or combine them within other contexts (Figure 19). 
In contrast to the background of a scientific story, visaphors can play an important role 
within interactive contexts such as a museum kiosks or interactive websites. For example, 
my A VL team and I are re-investing the tomado visaphor we used for Hunt for 
Supertwister in a new "Science Storms" interactive kiosk at the Chicago Museum of 
Science and Industry (which is set to go live in Spring 2010). Such interactive applications 
of visaphoric art are beneficial to leaching the public about the computational scientific 
visualization process; it complements our work in public shows (Gordin and Pea, 1995). 
Such interactive leaming contexts are important and deserve an in-depth treatment, which 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Signifying Embodiment 
For the remainder of this chapter, I wil l discuss some of the most important systems 
of embodied signification visaphors employ, with a special emphasis on color. I 
emphasize color because it tends to be a ubiquitous but often overlooked aspect of 
signification in scientific illustration, and most especially in data-driven visaphors, in 
which most lay audiences and some specialists viewing outside their domain are unaware 
of the choice ranges available to data-viz artists, such as when satellite images are 
recomposed and colored, seeming to display unaltered photographic data. I also emphasize 
color because it has special meaning for me. Color has dominated my work from painting 
through photography to digital imaging. I began my artistic career as a colorist and have 
long considered the impact color has on viewers, its sense of extra-linguistic immediacy; 
ability to convey emotion and energy; and potential for plasticity, especially when 
manipulated with shape and motion over time. In my eariy work I explored color as a 
function of scale by creating computer-generated images of a finite size that scale up to 
wall-size collages that I call "compulagcs." I have since expanded upon this idea of color 
filling the visual field and exploited this phenomenon on large-scale and immersive 
environments such as IMAX screens, high-resolution digital domes (Cox 2003a) and 4K 
stereo theaters. 
In my later work, I have become especially interested in color as a great case study 
in the boundaries o f "reality" and collective and personal experience. Color negates 
neither a physical reality nor subjective experience. By pointing up the "fuzzy" boundaries 
between them, it provides us with a better understanding of how sensory perception 
functions. Color perception straddles a philosophical edge that crosses many soft and hard 
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sciences, yet it is not a well understood phenomenon after all our psychological and 
scientific research. Color begs the question of "reality" and whether we construct or 
discover it. 
Color as a Case Study in Perception and Mapping: 
Along with data modeling, color provides one of the two basic elements that make 
up more complex metaphors. When applied through visualization, color may be 
understood as a basic visaphor. Color functions as an essential dimension of visual 
mapping, as numbers are scaled from a computational model to some model on the screen. 
Put another way, cyberinfrastructure (CI) is the technological fabric that enables a new art 
of scientific visualization. The CI environment is a cybernetic workbench, and 
supercomputer data is the raw material used to construct things upon it. Simulations and 
visualizations sometimes take days or weeks to solidify there. As 1 work, the computer 
enables me to orchestrate millions of colors and to compress space-time from billions to 
millions of light years. The hours pass quickly during the virtual experience of testing and 
cooking color combinations within a million pixels, while I intemiittently check the trays 
in the oven. 
Up through the present, studies in scientific visualization have tended to emphasize 
perceptual color response. However, visaphors involve two types of color response: 
perceptual and conceptual; immersive and cyberspace environments evoke both, between 
their pixel radiation and numerical symbology. Studies in color perception have 
established that both physical and mental properties consign color in humans. The 
sensation occurs as an internal, physical, and perceptual process within the human visual 
and mental system. It is a perplexing phenomenon. Things in the universe do not possess 
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color as they appear; rather humans create color within their individual psychological 
experiences from a variety of external stimuli. Color sensation can create its own 
perceptual structure, or it can help delineate pre-existing morphology. Color perception is a 
selective faculty; that is, not everyone can experience it in the same way. A significant 
portion of the human population, for example, eight percent, is color-blind (Bucke, 1961; 
Birren, 1978). 
The colors we generate from digital technologies recapitulate the colors that we can 
behold. The experience of colors with which we are already familiar provides an iterative 
dimension of the metaphor, although their application may be novel, even surprising, given 
a particular animation event or context. As a data-viz artist, I am constantly reminded that 
color is inherently illustory. In computer graphics, I wield a multi-million color palette. 
My artistic / design / scientific intent detennines how scientific data, as raw material, wil l 
host this color. As I make these choices, I am also aware of how color is one of the most 
used and stimulating devices in art practice. From Kandinsky to Monet to Albers, color is 
the artistic tool within which both clarity and illusion emerge (Albers, 1963; Itten and 
Birren, 1970). In conventional scientific visualization terms, color can confuse as well as 
reveal data; in my view, however, color plays an even more significant role. 
Within the arts, we accept that color serves as a syinbolic medium for emotional 
expression, which has been a long-standing convention across world cultures, and one 
theorized and employed through modemily by expressive artists (Arnheim, 1974; 
Kandinsky, 1977). Color and its perception have especially infonned my image-making 
research and practice. For me, color design is an area of study that combines art and 
science, technique and technology. Johann Wolfgang Goethe, an artist, and Michel 
lEugene Chevreul, a scientist, discovered simultaneous color contrast because they were 
enamored with color (Chevreul, 1839; Goethe, 1840). Although an appealing artistic 
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device, it can be an obstacle to scienlific visualization. As an artist working in traditional 
media, I have exploited simultaneous contrast in acrylic paint and photography. With care, 
I have explored and incorporated simultaneous color contrast as an effect in my 
scientific/artistic visualizations through digital pseudo-color. 
Pseudo-color is a term that describes a process that is often used in the making of 
scientific images. Pseudo-color is a digital or telescopic filtering method for delineating 
the range of density values and thus morphology in an image.** Psuedo-color is in many 
ways a mis-metaphor because, in a perceptual sense, all phenomena are falsely colored 
through the discrete perceptual system. Color is an outcome of our relative experience 
rather than an inherent property of the object and its surroundings. Our shared subjectivity 
yields the illusion of objectivity; and this shared subjectivity renders the world into very 
luscious and useful visual stuff. Yet, this illusion of objectivity is always already a social 
construct. In The Need of Perception for the Perception of Needs. Heinz Von Foerster 
(1989) dispenses with the sacred notion of human observational objectivity in arguing that 
the biological basis of color and other sensations is created mentally by operations in the 
nervous system: "It is here that the quantities of sensation are transformed into the qualities 
of perception, where each of us creates the world as he or she perceives it" (p. 225). In a 
perceptual sense, color is a metaphor. We perceive one thing in tenns of another. We 
internally map color within our visual system. Our everyday personal "experience" of 
color is mediated by fashion, habit, history, health, and situated awareness. Color may be 
illusory, but for most people it is an essential characteristic of being human and necessary 
for negotiating the world. The study and control of color continually reminds me of the 
evolution of consciousness and the illusory nature of the universe. 
Telescopic data receives color through a selective filtering process. In digital computer 
graphics, pixel look-up tables of red, green, and blue combinations provide color 
within the scientific data. 
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The cognitive and psychological study of color demonstrates important interplay 
between subjectivity and objectivity, pointing to the relativity ofour conceived experience 
of external reality (Berlin and Kay, 1969). The study of color from various disciplines 
accentuates and confirms the relativity ofour perceived reality. Some psychologists 
suggest that color response is an evolving universal faculty within culture and 
consciousness (Albers, 1963; Bucke, 1963; Berlin and Kay, 1969). Others theorize that 
color demonstrates powerful psychological, biological, and emotional effects through its 
historical emphasis across cultures (Itten and Birren, 1970; Birren, 1978; Ware, 1988; 
Healey, 1996; Rogowitz, 2001). Modem medical and consciousness studies continue to 
suggest the experience of color is relative (Carruthers, 2007). Color is one of the most 
studied yet fugitive of perceptual phenomenon. 
From the perspective of some cognitive approaches, consciousness is much more 
than our perception of the qualitative senses. We are reminded of Black's interactive 
theory of metaphor as Lakoff and Johnson describe the interactive, and so inherently 
metaphorical, nature of color. They emphasize how color does not exist in the world 
externally, despite our perceived experience of it as something we find outside of 
ourselves: 
"Color concepts are Mnleractional' concepts; they arise from the interactions of our 
bodies, our brains, the refiectivc properties of objects, and electromagnetic 
radiation. Colors are not objective; there is in the grass or the sky no greenness or 
blueness independent of retinas, color cones, neural circuitry, and brains. Nor are 
colors purely subjective; they are neither a figment ofour imaginations nor 
spontaneous creations of our brains." (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999, pp. 24-25) 
Varela, Thompson, and Rosch lake a similar approach in The Embodied Mind (1991), 
describing color perception as a structural coupling between the body and the environment. 
They use color to show how perception forms a mysterious interface between an 
autopoetic unit embedded within an environment (which can also be another autopoelic 
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system). The perception of color, they argue, has evolved and adapted as part of the 
physiology of the brain, the mind, and its interaction through sensorimotor processes 
within the environment. Humans have evolved a trichromatic neural color capacity that is 
particular to primates. Because our structural coupling between our neural-visual system 
and the environmental is very different from other species, we inhabit a different type of 
embodied reality, but our color reality is no more valid or "real" (pp. 181-184). 
The fact that color does not exist apart from us, "out there," sends a powerful signal 
of our postmodern existence, one complemented by the Heideggerian-based, 
phenomenological thought of Maurice Merleau-Ponty (what he called "being-in-the-
world") and grounded in the contemporary scientific and cultural studies that followed 
after (Merleau-Ponly, 1962). The act of coloring scientific visualizations as we render 
them is, then, not so much a process of re-discovering or revealing an existing, concrete, 
material reality as it is a process of constructing that reality. 
For example, in Praclicum Compilation DVD 3: Hunt for Supertwister PBS show 
excerpts. Scene 5, Sequences 1 -4 we use dramatic color differences to structure the 
visaphors. In Scene 5, Sequence 1: Volume-Rendered Tornado visaphor (Practicum 
Compilation DVD 3:5.1), we employ voluminous, dark-charcoal grays, reminiscent of on-
coming storms. In Scene 5, Sequence 2: Glyph Tornado visaphor, color brilliantly defines 
the arterial, inner mechanisms of the tornado. On the other hand, Scene 5, Sequence 3: 
Alternate Doppler Radar-Rendered visaphor references two-dimensional Doppler views of 
the same data-driven stonn, visually attaching the audience to familiar weather patterns. 
Yet, Scene 5, Sequence 4: Spotlight Vortex-Rendered visaphor focuses a bluish searchlight 
on the ethereal vortex that shapes a ghostly tornado, providing an alternate data-driven 
construction. Color psychologically and perceptually informs these diverse visaphoric 
models of the same simulation data. 
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Colors are sometime altered when a visaphor's viewing context is changed. I had, 
for instance, originally approved colors scenes for The Black Holes Project to match 
telescopic images, in order to enhance the connection between the reality of scientific 
instruments and the digital reality on the screen (Figure 25, right side). For the Leonardo 
Da Vinci Exhibit at the Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry (MSI) in 2006,1 
repurposed the colliding galaxies visaphor (Figure 25, left side). Because I was present as 
an invited artist, which gave me a great range of aesthetic freedom, I chose a vibrant color 
harmony that appeals to my personal sensibility (See Practicum Compilation DVD, 
General Visaphor Sequences, Colliding Galaxies 1:4.1). 
I compare this coloration to The Black Holes Project version on the right (See 
Practicum Compilation DVD, General Visaphor Sequences, Colliding Galaxies 1:4.2), in 
which I approved muted colors similar to telescopic optical imagery. The MSI version on 
the left intensifies the plastic nature of the interpenetration, like paint mixing, creating an 
Fiuure 25. Colliding galaxies color comparison: left image from Leonardo da Vinci exhibit in 
Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry (MSI) and the right image from the Black Holes dome 
show. On left, the MSI version has vibrant color harmony; on the right, colors designed to simulate 
Hubble-like telescope filters. 
extra color dimension in taffy-like silk. Both visaphors statisfy the goal of showing the 
galaxy merger. Yet the MSI rendition celebrates its inherently digital nature, with no 
pretense to reinforce expectations of the oxymoronic "realistic'* pseudo-colors from the 
I lubble telescope (Figure 25, right side). In this case, I felt free to apply a broader range of 
colors, drawing from the full spectrum of what humans can perceive rather than those color 
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segments used conventionally in coloring images derived from instruments. Typically, 
science educators tend toward conservative color palettes, based on a history of muted, 
supposedly realistic hues in science illustration (despite the fact that, for example, actual 
internal human anatomy fails to register for most viewers in pastels). When given license, 
I prefer more striking, vivid color ranges: jewel tones and complemenlary contrasts. 
Creating visaphors, including coloring them, is a metaphorical act of becoming, 
groping as directed chance, using our tools and current, collective knowledge for sense-
making and discovery. We are participating in collaborative processes that emerge from 
artistic, scientific, and technological discourses and practices. Color enables visaphors to 
cross between these domains to delineate shape, deploy numerical values, differentiate 
forms, and further reinforce other visual metaphors. Color not only maps numerical 
symbols into pixel values, but it is also maps scientific models to their cultural contexts 
and expectations. 
Visaphors circulate within their own color reality, one that is relative to their 
consuming audiences as well as to their creators. An audience does not passively consume 
them. When an audience sits in a digital dome and experiences a visaphor, its members' 
bodies interact with the digital reality painted across the immerse environment. The 
visaphor engages viewers in a multi-sensory experience, one that individuals perceive and 
conceive in their own ways through filters of personal embodiment and psychology, as 
well as any cultural filters they may have internalized over time. The experience creates a 
feedback effect between the audience and the visaphor: the color of the supernova does not 
exist in alienation from them on the computer screen. Colors are realized through 
interactions between the physical and cognitive capacities in the embodied audience. While 
the displays provide transmitted light from radiating red, green, and blue projector guns, 
the experience of individual viewers is both subjective and objective. 
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Color design is essential to our practice. My team and I created, for example, a 
powerfully colored, animated sequence of the first star going supernova (Figure 20) for 
The Black Holes Project (see Practicum Compilation DVD General Visaphor Sequences, 
Star-Galaxy Formation, 1.3.1). I colored the visaphor to suggest a fetal star germinating 
within a seething red-orange nursery of hot gas, contrasted against the bubbling, distant 
background of the immersive, hemispherical, digital screen. After the star bursts forth, its 
short life ends in a pinwheel of complementary red and gold blowing debris and dust 
particulates to the periphery of our visual field and beyond. Because what the audience 
sees relates to their sensorimotor experiences of other things, they experience the images 
viscerally-despite the fact that we are viewing a data-driven sequence that shows the 
dynamics o f stars and gas mixing over a span of millions o f years. Through the audience's 
embodied experiences, they are predisposed to relate sensually to the view of color spilling 
and mixing on a three dimensional surface (Figure 20). The audience groks the visaphor 
without having to analyze it as a multilayered outgrowth from metaphorical mappings that 
originate in both the art and science of scienlific visualization. Given that the visaphor's 
viewing context is an educational, scientific narrative in a museum, the audience might 
have received a lesson in cosmic evolution that is mainly cerebral, informative, spare. Yet, 
1 deliberately mix the colors on the screen to provide them with an enveloping, sensual 
experience. Even the motion of the camera, as it smoothly penetrates this act of becoming, 
is intended to augment the audience's sense of their flowing radiantly together. This 
sensual flow is experiential, subverting formal and didactic expectations. 
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Space and 1 ime: 
The symbolic systems we use to express scientific concepts may not be 
immediately comprehensible to popular audiences; they often require training to 
understand fully. However, popular audiences in first-world societies already view 
scientific visualizations within documentary settings with a trained eye. When viewers 
watch the Black Holes digital-dome show, for example, they view galaxies and stars that 
are projected into a 3D, Cartesian coordinate space, one made familiar through our 
Western "languages" of maps and computer graphics. The camera's smooth and majestic 
flight through intergalactic space, faster than the speed of light, is made sense of to 
audiences through concepts of constructed and mediated point of view that our techno-
science culture has transmitted to us. Viewers do not imagine they are journeying through 
the void itself, or even necessarily that the camera has done so. Some specialized forms of 
scientific visualization are rendered comprehensible to the public through their association 
with now popular forms (that may once have been marked as sp>ecializcd) and repetition. 
Glyphs within scientific visualizations (such as the cones we used to represent ground 
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Figure 26. Cinematic scientific visualization: Above left frame is a storm chaser view, low to the ground 
with a "close-up" o f both tomadoes. On the right is an aerial view o f the same time-frame in the tomado 
movie sequence. This aerial voyeur's view removes the tomadocs to a "safe" distance. 
wind direction in 3D tomado visualization), for example, are relatively novel within the 
scale of technological innovation, yet they arc understood by audiences because of their 
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similarity to the sign language of maps and their frequency in representing science stories. 
Visualization artists can enhance the immediacy and comprehensibility of their work 
through emphasizing the conventional and associating novel elements with the familiar. 
We may, for example, adopt techniques from popular cinema in order to render science 
stories more clearly and vividly, such as focusing on the most significant aspect of a 
phenomenon with a camera "close up." For example, Figure 26 demonstrates this 
cinematic language when viewing the two tornadoes: one view is a "close-up" and the 
other is at a voyeur's distance. The impact is greater during the immersive dome 
experience (compare Practicum Compilation DVD, 1: General Visaphor Sequences, 1.2.1 
and 1.2.2). Audiences understand popular media methods for relating and dramatizing 
narrative; they readily interpret projected perspectives and fictionalized scenarios~the 
hypothetical extensions of embodied experience. 
In addition to drawing upon familiar cultural mediations of experience, visaphors 
created for popular audiences may also choose to emphasize actual, embodied experiences 
that are accessible to all, and use those experiences to evoke sensation and emotion that 
may express or reinforce ideas. As in the case of color, our relationships to space and time 
are mediated by our sensorimotor faculties within the environment. The interaction of the 
two shapes our perception, and in return our perception shapes how we conceive of our 
environment. "Every living being categorizes." Lakoff and Johnson write, "Categorization 
is therefore a consequence of how we are embodied" (1999, pp. 17-18). In other words, 
our sensorimotor-neural structure and conceptual structure share integrated processes. A 
human being perceives, organizes, stores, and recognizes basic categories as single mental 
images that they can sort into further mental classifications. We classify what we perceive 
into mental constructs so that raw sensual "input" does not overwhelm our cognitive 
system. We simplify these categories into conceptual and verbal container abstractions, or 
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constructs. Characteristics like shape, color, and motion all feed into this gestalt 
perception. Concepts of time and space, according to Lakoff and Johnson, are essential to 
the development of language, and, so, by extension, to symbolic systems for describing, 
interpreting, and encoding the world, including visual ones. We build our abstract 
concepts from our earliest explorations of the world, coupling our bodily sensorimotor 
experience with symbols that name and story them (1999). 
Within scientific visualization, the science stories we tell visually are significantly 
defined by how we sequence them, the speed with which we render sequences, and how 
we position them and the angle by which they are viewed within space. The temporal and 
spatial dimensions of 
rendering are not 
incidental, but 
f undamental, to how 
audiences interact with 
visaphors. In the 
visaphors I directed as 
part of The Black Holes 
Project^ for example, 
representations of time 
Figure 27. Space and time location ranges of General Visaphor 
Sequences from a.strophysics computations On the vertical axis, scale is and space are 
measured in light years; the horizontal axis shows time measured in 
millions o f years significantly mediated. 
Billions of years are compressed into a few minutes as astrophysical objects evolve: 
galaxies collide, the universe ages. The actual space of millions of light years is 
compressed into a virtual space that is 4000-pixels wide. In cinematic visaphor sequences 
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the speed of light so that they can make a virtual tour from our Sun to reaches of space, 
clusters of galaxies, beyond the Milky Way. Space and time are distorted artfully: 
metaphorically remapped to an embodiment on a human scale (Figure 27). We do not 
necessarily use the same scale of time, however, for all visaphors, not even cosmic ones. 
The time scale we used for our visaphor of the universe's evolution is very different. For 
example. Figure 27 shows the relative space-time of various visaphor sequences. Compare 
the visual experience of the Evolution of the Universe, Runaway Universe (Practicum 
Compilation DVD, 1.6.1) with the Evolution of the Universe, Black Holes Project 
(Practicum Compilation DVD, 1.6.2). The underlying simulations are similar in time and 
scale; however, we provide a distinct experience through complementary color and 
cinematic treatment. 
Yet, the resizing of phenomena to a human scale does not tell the whole story of 
how and why a scientific visualization artist chooses to manipulate cinematically the 
plastic media of space and time. As 1 have claimed above, the ways in which we represent 
space, time, and their continuum also serve to define the science story that a visualization 
tells. In 77/e Black Holes Project, we consciously developed visual metaphors to convey 
Einstein's understanding of space-time, especially how it is warped by the incredibly dense 
presence of black holes. In Runaway Universe, we visually metaphorize the unexpected 
speeding up and continued dispersal of galaxies following the Big Bang (a scientific 
discovery that runs counter to our common sense view of the tapering of energy and its 
effects on matter following an explosion). 
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Scale / Projection: 
In scientific visualizations, the range of scale with respect to size can go from the 
microscopic to the macroscopic, whether the phenomenon being represented is the 
mechanism of a nanobot or the heart of a galaxy. Visualization artists are conscious of this 
type of scale as both an informal spatial rubric for comparing the relative size of things and 
as a formal technical ratio between a unit of spatial measurement that is mapped to an 
equivalent unit of actual size in some phenomenon. We provide a scale not merely to 
document the physical dimensions of phenomena, but to orient audiences, providing an aid 
that helps them relate a representation of the natural world to their own embodied 
experiences of it. Since the empirical revolution in Western mapmaking, which occurred 
in the seventeenth century, a record of scale has been viewed as an essential inclusion, 
nearly as essential as the lines of latitude and longitude that fix a place to the globe 
(Bagrow, 1985; Akerman and Karrow, 2007). However, the typographical reminder of 
scale inscribed upon a visualization—call it a map—also reminds viewers that they are 
viewing a construct and that they should therefore undergo the cognitive exercise of 
interpreting it as an abstraction at a remove from lived experience. They are made self-
aware of its qualities of projection and distortion. In the visaphors I direct for immersive 
displays, I have made a conscious decision not to impose a reminder of scale, despite its 
explicitly educative value. Likewise, I omit color scale or other diagrammatic elements 
associated with particular conditions, despite their usefulness in orienting general 
audiences. Even when incorporating a grid plane, the intent is suggestive rather than 
denotative (see Practicum Compilation DVD 3: Hunt for Supertwister PBS show excerpts, 
Scene 3, Sequence I Volume-Rendered Tornado visaphor only). 
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Visaphors designed to be experienced, to have wide appeal and visceral impact, 
suffer from cumbersome and didactic numerical scales. What we lose in the precision that 
interests experts, we may gain in the intuitive understanding of popular audiences. I have 
arrived at this practice through experience. When we collaborated on our first space show 
with the Hayden Planetarium in New York City, the educational committee encouraged the 
inclusion of scale markers. They used diagrammatic idioms to fiip through numbers to 
impress upon the audience the jump in scale and the evolution of time as the camera 
moved viewers through a lour of the universe. However, in The Black Holes Project, my 
A V L group and I avoided scales and diagrammatic elements. My artistic intent was to 
provide an immersive experience for all of our visaphor segments. We were conscious that 
some key elements of scaling remained invisible to the audience. In fact, in observed 
telescope reality and scientific calculations, galaxies are very, very far away from each 
other in astronomical proportions. In order to give viewers a visually stimulating encounter 
and a coherent sense of fiight, we needed to shrink the distance we showed between 
galaxies, although we did so to scale so that the relative distances are preserved. In 
practice, we chose to scale the galaxies themselves, rendering them four times larger than 
actual in order to shrink the vacuous space between them (see background galaxies in 
Figures 23 and 24). In the Practicum Compilation DVD's General Visaphor Sequences, 
Milky Way Virtual Flights, Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to Virgo Cluster, Runaway 
Universe {\-.5A), scale has been manipulated to give the audience a smooth, integrated 
experience of movement from our central point in the Milky Way, out of our galaxy in, 
and into thousands of galaxies beyond on the virtual voyage to the Virgo Cluster of 
galaxies. I grant that in doing so, we lose an opportunity to convey some information and 
may have exaggerated other information. This may be of particular concern to those who 
view scientific visualization as a rare opportunity to educate the public about scientific 
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fact. However, we must ask ourselves what the goal of such large-scale scientific outreach 
is-a qualitative experience of the universe or a numerical/quantitative one? Given the 
data-driven nature of computational scientific visualizations, we could say the numbers are 
already mapped into a visualization's motion dynamics. 
Yet, 1 believe the key justification for such data transformations is that when 
visualizations provide more immediately embodied experiences, they are more readily 
understood and more deeply felt by audiences than they would be in symbolic form. We 
can give audiences a very effective sense of the power of an F3 tornado's extreme wind 
sheer without displaying its kilometers per hour. What is more, sometimes the cultural 
images we choose to associate aesthetically with certain scientific ones can deepen 
audience impact, even when they are not strictly scientific or infonnational. Representing 
the birth of a new star as a Buddhist mandala, for example, may express something of its 
wonder and cosmic significance that scientific simulation alone cannot. We ought to 
acknowledge to ourselves that although the science stories we tell matter, their numbers 
can be meaningless when the goal is to create an experience for viewers, one that is 
ultimately not about scale but flight and attraction, arrest and sensation. Much like 
indigenous human stories imbued rituals and maps with a sacred aura, an aesthetic power, 
visaphors reciprocate vast cultural power when embedded within a human scientific story 
and an immersive embodied experience. 
Orientation / Perspective: 
Determining orientation is a conscious decision in the making of visaphors, one 
that is infonned by conventions in popular, artistic, and scientific domains upon which we 
draw. Most technological innovations, such as writing and map making, proliferate 
through copying rather than pure innovation. Even the invention of new technical forms is 
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often rooted in non-technical behaviors and habits of thought and behavior. Writing, for 
example, evolved from pictures and pictograms; the efficiency of writing systems goes 
back even further: it is tightly coupled to pre-existing patterns of speech: phonetic 
alphabets (Robinson, 1999). We find this copying tendency in the making of modem 
digital maps. As I discussed in a previous chapter, this is particularly true of the ways in 
which they mimic cartographic conventions. 
Scientific visualizations in general usually begin by orienting audiences within the 
familiar. In visualizations showing a process occurring within a spatial paradigm, the 
audience's view is initially focused on a familiar place. In virtual cosmic voyages, 
audiences "take o f f from earth, our solar system, or the Milky Way, which resonate with 
an abstracted sense of home. In the Runaway Universe, Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to 
Virgo Cluster, we begin by orienting the camera's point of view, and thus the audience's, 
at a familiar place, earth (see Practicum Compilation DVD General Visaphor Sequences, 
Milky Way Virtual Flights, Virtual Voyage from Milky Way to Virgo Cluster 1:5.1). Froin 
this orientation, we look abroad into space, outer space. We see the Orion constellation, a 
fainiliar demarcation in the North American night sky (Figure 23). We then "liA o f f 
through the rich, stellar regions of our galaxy. Along the way, we visit an itinerary of 
familiar astrophysical objects, such as nebula, images that have been retrieved by NASA 
and proliferated to a greater public. We capture "points of interest" along the way as we 
finally pass through our galaxy and out to super clusters of galaxies in their variety— 
spiral, elliptical, and otherwise—exploring territory that modem scientific instmmcnts can 
only partially reveal. 
The iiTiplicit geocentricism such joumeys reproduce may be meant to ease viewers 
into an educational experience, building from what is understood and accepted to what is 
inore alien and difficult to grasp. However, as I also demonstrated in my earlier discussion 
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of Eurocentric mapping conventions, such an orientation is loaded with political 
significance, communicating human dominance within the vast universe. 
Through such virtual, digital technologies, we provide an embodied experience of 
phenomena that can only be experienced through imaginative extrapolations from known 
data and the theories that inform them. This, too, is a kind of orientation that scientific 
visualizations can assume, as artists fill in the blanks of the known, erasing regions where 
dragons be, replacing them with conquered epistemological territories. Our speculative 
physical and intellectual explorations are displaced through visual narratives of scientific 
conquest. 
In doing so, we encourage audiences to inhabit a shared metaphorical reality of 
modem techno-scientific culture, one that, in many ways, serves the same purpose that 
spiritual myths and eariy maps of the worid once did. As with many eariy pre-modem 
maps of uncharted territories and the spiritual imaginary, we view space and time unfold 
from an axis of the familiar. Even as we express our powers of epistemological conquest 
through fabricating a complete map of the unknown, we express a contradictory anxiety: 
our virtual maps reproduce, in their geocentric orientation, a premodem sense of space. Of 
this sense, Denis Cosgrove writes, "most nonmodern world maps thus normalize the 
center, banishing the strange and abnormal to the edges [...] The center of the mapping is 
'home,' the familiar space of everyday life, while the world's boundaries are the edges of 
known space; they do not encompass the globe" (Cosgrove, 2007, p. 71). The point of 
view we adopt in visaphors, then, may be understood as a fonn of self-reference; in it we 
mirror a universe that refiects ourselves. Such viewpoints expose the power of 
assumption: within visaphors perspective remains invisible to the digital eye, expressed 
only as gaze and a virtually embodied motion as the gaze moves and rests-a relative, 
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human perspective from which to launch ourselves, still safe within the cognitive 
framework of our own cultural constructions, into the unknown. 
Net^vorks of Relations: Conceptual Connections 
I f the orientation of viewers is an artistic choice that is loaded with meaning, so too 
are the social constructions of place viewers encounter in visualizations as well as the 
connections between and paths through them. Geographical maps, to which visualization's 
mappings are analogous, show both geographical locations and the networks between 
them: rivers and roads, trade routes and migratory paths. They also show networks of 
relations that separate them into discrete units, such as national boundaries or grids of 
measure (longitude and latitude). Philosophically, maps help us to define our experience 
of navigating a common space (Akerman and Karrow, 2007). 
By their very operational forni, all maps visually mctaphorize the phenomena they 
define. The neighbor's properly line that can and must be verified by common, 
technological instruments defines its accuracy by the quantifiable standards of land survey 
and civil engineering. Yet, the property line is an abstraction, and an objectification, of a 
division that does not occur in nature. The further removed from direct bodily experience 
such an abstraction happens to be, the more room it allows for proliferating metaphors, and 
more complex ones at that. The idea of a place such as the Rocky Mountain National 
Forest is delineated by a map, not a fence (Schullen, 2007, p. 178, p. 182). Maps thus 
provide us with a metaphor for embodied spatial coherence. Because scientific 
visualizations tell science stories that are already at a remove from embodied experience, 
they generate such complex metaphors. When we create a map of the cosmos, for 
example, we establish a sense of place, suggesting, at a minimum, that the vast distances of 
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space can be made sensible to us. We populate that space with material elements (planets, 
stars, nebulae) that, through stories about their agency and change over time, take on 
qualities of characters acting in a cosmic tale upon a mythic stage. What do our depictions 
foreshadow? How do they characterize the actions that have come before? What are the 
limits of our ability to reveal and predict, and why do we undertake to do so? Images 
communicate such concepts, which may complement or resist, encapsulate or expand upon 
voiced or typographical documentary narration. 
According to Matthew Edney, "three issues-social needs, power relations, and 
cultural conventions-underpin the production and use of all maps" (2007, p. 119). When 
we map through scientific visualization, we therefore need to consider not only what 
spaces and places, routes and boundaries, connections and separations we depict, but also 
what social needs, power relations, and cultural conventions they metaphorically express. 
Through their symbolic fixing of place and property, geographical maps have supported 
the political and economic purposing of land (Cohen, 2002; Edney, 2007, pp. 130-139). 
Topographical maps, which might be taken as purely scientific, have also been drawn for 
and put to use for such purposes-e.g., to record natural resources for future collection and 
to note advantageous military routes and positions. Within the documentary setting of 
scientific visualizations, the phenomena, or territories, we map are most obviously claimed 
as the territory of science. In fixing them within an empirical epistemology, we add 
nuance to our shared view of reality. However, at the same time, we denaturalize and 
objectify natural phenomena and we seem to make a claim of static and objective truth. 
We provide a vehicle for political and economic uses, which may range from the benign to 
the exploitative. We cannot be held responsible for anticipating all such potential uses, but 
we do need to consider how visualizations may be dislocated from their original contexts 
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and recirculated within institutional discourses as well as the informal culture ofour 
audiences. 
Consider, for example, how most historical maps were concerned with charting 
new territory and orienting people toward it (a view from where ihey were to where else 
there was in the world). Such maps provided inspiration to explore new territory. For 
example, Lewis and Clark's map of the Louisiana Territory inspired people to journey to 
the new land (Cohen, 2002; Schulten, 2007, pp. 174-182). The map served as a promotion 
for colonization of the United States after the Civil War. Our visaphoric maps likewise 
may be thought of as seeking to inspire the public to explore new concepts about science 
and the cosmos. Visaphors inspire a curiosity about the unmapped territory through the 
wonder of simulations and God's eye views. They promote interest and study, stewardship 
and interrelation, but also potential conquest. 
From a popular audience's perspective, geographical maps not only identify place, 
but also help us to find our way through it (Akennan, 2007). When we present a scientific 
visualization, we must also be conscious of the routes with which we provide viewers to 
find their way through new territory, especially epistemological territory that is expressed 
in visual forms. Travel maps in contemporary culture tend to show a large political region 
(city, county, state, country) connected by a network of routes. They provide a wide angle 
view so that viewers can see the entire network of relations at once. The wayfinding they 
encourage is active in one sense: map users may readily see routes and choose between 
them. The territory between routes is not fully elaborated and the routes themselves are 
already established; they give viewers no sense of discovery. Visually, the focus becomes 
the ordering of knowledge; practically, the focus is on operationalizing it. In scientific 
visualizations, we may make different aesthetic choices in how wc enable viewers to find 
their way through the maps we show, and the choices we make position viewers differently 
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toward the map and potentially the phenomena the map represents. In the Black Holes 
digital-dome show, for example, we deliberately chose not to develop a visaphor that 
revealed a complete network of the territory we would enable viewers to virtually navigate. 
We sought to give viewers an embodied experience of flying through space in a shuttle 
with invisible walls, propelled forward by their visit to points of interest along the way. In 
doing so viewers became cosmic travelers participating in a guided tour of a virtual 
universe. They are not in the driver's seal, but they are given a more active sense of 
exploration, of encountering much more directly virtual phenomena and the scientific 
knowledge they embody. These cosmic voyagers participate in the cultivation of the 
cultural imaginary and perhaps enhance visual faculties as well. In Menial Imagery 
Cultivation as a Cultural Phenomenon: The Role of Visions in Shamanism, clinical 
psychologist Richard Noll reviews the cultivation and potential adaptations of mental 
imagery across cultures from Buddhist visualizations to Renaissance European alchemy 
(1985). Perhaps visaphors will cultivate visual and mental capacities beyond standard 
learning expectations and heighten our "immersive intelligence" (Nechvatal, 2001). 
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Myths and Informing Narratives: Mapping Worldviews 
The digital revolution and its near ubiquitous presence in mass media have brought 
together an even greater correspondence between science, technology, the visual arts, and 
popular culture than existed historically. Science is more visual than ever due to new 
enabling technologies and instruments, and the popularity of science—especially as an 
account that establishes and authorizes what is valued and real—has increased dramatically 
in the twentieth century, and continues into our own. Concurrently, popular culture has 
become increasingly visual, reflecting the increasingly visual capabilities of mass media 
and social networking technologies. It, too, has become a venue for establishing value and 
even what is real, at least in terms of urban legends and contemporary, alternative beliefs 
that, although not scientifically documented, are sometimes accepted as fact. 
Modem educational theorists have sought to join the two together through the 
concepts of informal education that takes place outside of the classroom and ubiquitous 
learning that employs distributed technology for engagement. Yet, scientific and popular 
cultures are already in communion with one another through the circulation of myth and 
the images that help us to populate, elaborate, and make sense of experience. The very 
culture-stories we tell about the nature of ourselves and our existence permeate the 
discursive boundaries between the two, despite differences in authority and epistemology. 
Although popular audiences may not understand in detail or even the fundamentals of the 
scientific content of a visaphor, ihey readily understand its use of conventions borrowed 
from cultural forms with which they are familiar, stories and images they recognize. 
Cinematic visaphors, for example, often tell a story of birth and death, of creation 
and dissolution, since they typically show a phenomenon in all its complexity fomiing, 
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existing, and returning to a previous point of disintegration, in which contributing systems 
to the phenomenon as complex system cease to interact in a higher-order, generative way. 
This formal tendency implicitly associates visaphors with myths of existential beginnings 
and endings, etymology and eschatology. The science stories visaphors tell make literal 
sense of the cyclical nature of phenomena, from the birth of stars to their explosions or 
implosions, from the formation of supercell storms to the diminution and cessation of 
twisters. Yet, the story is given emotional and cultural associations through how it is 
depicted visaphorically. A twister's fonnation may be shown as a violent clash of 
disparate environmental forces or as the hannonious attraction and interaction of natural 
elements. It may be made to appear monstrous, imbued with a terrible intelligence, or 
naturalized as an instance of elemental chance, a terrible accident associated tacitly with so 
many others of different kinds. It may be shown as a fonnally realistic natural 
phenomenon or anatomized fantastically with glyphs so that it seems no more dangerous 
than the diagram of a machine gun at rest. 
We may be inclined to view science and myth as separate from one another as 
modern and ancient societies are by time. However, in The Myth of the Eternal return, 
Mircea Eliade makes a compelling case for acknowledging some continuity in how we 
story the existential (1971): such narratives answer compelling emotional needs that, in 
remaining relatively constant over time, return us to similar bases for consolation. In a 
well-known illustration of mythic return, Eliade associates Einstein's theory of relativity 
with archaic rituals of regeneration: enacting symbolic events that embody the cyclical 
nature of time and the cosmos, and thus signifying their determination of human existence 
and experience. Einstein's theory of relativity recapitulates such a view by expressing how 
our environment and our relationship to it are mediated directly by space-time. 
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Thus, although visaphors and their informing systems of data and mathematics are 
created explicitly to communicate scientific knowledge, we may expect to find that the 
creative imaginary they employ calls upon a catalogue or library of visual fonns that are 
culturally-dependent in meaning, arising again and again in our visual history. Like other 
visual art forms, visaphors participate in recirculating archetypal images that are rooted in 
myth. The sacred Mayan ceiba tree, the Buddhist bodhi tree, and the Christmas tree that 
Joseph Campbell (1974) identifies as such an archetype (of the sacred wisdom-bearing 
tree, a site of apotheosis) are iconographic, pivotal points o f transformation that are now 
replicated in tree diagrams in computer science, evolutionary phyla (Novacek, 1994; 
Moser, 1996), and hierarchical theory (Whyte, Wilson and Wilson, 1969; Smith, 1978; 
Feekes, 1986; Ahl and Allen, 1996). The earth mother, or harvest goddess, transfomis into 
the Gaia of scientific hypothesis (Gadon, 1989). As our cultures evolve, so too do the 
mythic fonns we use to express our existential understandings of ourselves and our 
relationship to the world around us, from clay pots and golden charms to teleimmersive 
projections (Cox, 2003). Such archetypal images, together with their symbolic 
associations, even serve as actors within postmodern critiques o f science (Keller and 
Longino, 1997), such as in a recent debate in evolutionary biology between selfish genes, a 
view of evolution based in anthrocentric heredity, and the Gaia Hypothesis, a view of 
evolution grounded in terrestrial balance (Margolis and Sagan, 1986; Barlow, 1991). Even 
in such contemporary scientific discourse, we find expressed the ancient tensions between 
humanity and immense, external systems beyond our control or grasp. 
The divide between scientific and popular narratives, at the level of story, is not as 
great as we might suppose. Scientific theories of creation are ofien viewed as having 
displaced mythic ones, having more legitimacy because of their foundation of objective 
inquiry and empirical results (Levi-Slrauss, 1963, p. 230; Segal, 1999). In the beginning of 
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the scientific method, academics struggled to rid themselves of crippling subjective 
folklore (Jaki, 1990; Caudill, 1994). Yet, the Big Bang, one of the most widely accepted 
scientific theories of creation, can be demonstrated to be a theoretical exercise; its absolute 
experimental proof is impossible (Adams and Laughlin, 1999; Lakoff and Nunez, 2000). 
Moreover, in scientific theories of creation of the universe, we find some fascinating 
parallels with myths (Bierlin, 1994). For example, the role of water in many creation 
myths is consistent with the scientific primordial soup. I f creation myths are widely held 
beliefs that are impossible to substantiate, then technoscience provides our contemporary 
creation myths-not in isolation from early myths but in response to them (Jung, 1959). 
Through the scientific visualizations we circulate, we are perpetuating reinvigorated 
archetypes, retelling the greatest myths of creation, of life-and-death, the macrocosm and 
the microcosm, and of our era as part of an ongoing, collective experience. 
Visaphoric artfomis are valuable documents of our dominant technoscientific 
culture, but they wil l inevitably be revised, as with any set of creation myths. They emerge 
from our groping, our biases, our paradigm shifts, our unities and diversities. Intellectual 
agnosticism predicts paradigms (such as the Big Bang), but these too are provisional, 
because science, art, and the humanities are subject to revision. Yet, to say these new 
accounts are conditional is not to say they are insignificant. Visaphors provide raw 
material for historical analysis; they are the unsuspecting futures of our following 
generations' consciousness studies and continuing cultural library. They evince a powerful 
world view, one of many mythic possibilities. 
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and Face-to-Face Communication in Public Spaces." UhiComp, pp. 41-47. 
Cox, D., Kindratenko, V, and Pointer, D. (2003) "IntelliBadge(tm): Towards 
Providing Location-Aware Value-Added Services at Academic Conferences." In: 
Ed. Dey, A., Schmidt, A. and McCarthy, J. eds. UhiComp. Beriin, Springer, pp. 
264-280. 
Cox, D. (2004) "The Art and Science of Visualization: Metaphorical Maps and 
Cultural Models." Technoetic Arts, 2:2, pp. 71-79. 
Cox, D. (2004) "Visualization in the Life Sciences," In: Subramaniam, S. and 
Koslow, S. Datahasing the Brain: Data to Knowledge (Neuroinformatics). 
New York, Wiley, pp. 123-152. 
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Cox, D. (2005) "Visualizing the Cosmos." In: INSAP Inspiration of Astronomical 
Phenomena. Fifth International Conference Proceedings, 26 June-1 July, 2005, 
Adler Planetarium, Chicago, IL, pg. 52; invited speaker, Friday, 1 July 2005. 
Cox, D. (2006) "Visualization and Visual Metaphors," In: Aesthetic Computing. 
Fishwick, P. ed. Cambridge, MA, The MIT Press, pp. 89-14. 
Kiihler, R., Cox, D., Patterson, R. Levy, S., Hege, H., and Abel, T. (2002) 
"Rendering the First Star in the Universe-A Case Study." Vis2002 Conference 
Proceedings, IEEE Visualization 2002, 27 October-1 November 2002, Boston, 
MA, pp. 537-540. 
Betts, A., Cox, D., Dhamankar, R., Kaap, T., Kindratenko, V., IChakshour, A., 
Leonard, L., Levy, S., Martirano, J., Patterson, R., Pietrowicz, M. , Pointer, D., 
Powell, J., Rajlich, P., Reed, D., Rovedo, A., Sanders, B., Shapiro, M. , and Shih, A. 
(2003) "SC Gets Smart: IntelliBadgeTM at SC2002." NCSA Technical Report, 
January (intellibadge.ncsa.uiuc.edu). 
Hall, M. ; Betts, A.; Cox, D.; Pointer, D.; Kindratenko, V. (2005) "The Visible 
Radio: Process Visualization of a Software-Defined Radio," Visualisation 2005 
Proceedings in Print and CD, 23-28 October 2005, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Alamitos, CA, IEEE Press, pp. 159-165. 
Juried Exhibitions: 
SIGGRAPl-1 2000 Animation Festival: "Passport to the Universe," Excerpt from 
Hayden Planetarium NYC Digital Dome Space Show, Hayden Planetarium, 
A M N H , August 2000. 
SIGGRAPH 2001 Computer Animation Theater: "Evolution of the Universe: 
Large-scale Structure and Galaxy Formation." HD Animation, Electronic Art and 
Animation Catalog, published by ACM: New York, August 2001, p. 222. 
Exhibited at the Los Angeles Convention Center. 
DomeFesi 2005, three works selected: "Visualization of F3 Tornado within a 
Supercell Thunderstorm Simulation," "Visual Excerpt from Black Holes: The 
Other Side of Infinity (Stellar Orbits Around the Galactic Center Black Mole)," and 
"Evolution of the Universe: Galaxies Fonning on Filamentary Stmctures." Held at 
SIGGRAPH 2005; traveled to other planetaria: httD://www.domefest.org/. 
http://access.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Releases/06.09.05 NCSA Visua.html: 
httD://www.chabotspace.org/domefest/index.htm. 
SIGGRAPH 2005 Electronic Theater, 28,000 attendees: "Visualization of an F3 
Tornado Within a Simulated Supercell Thunderstorm." Published in SIGGRAPH 
2005 Conference Electronic Art and Animation Catalog. Electronic Theater 
Program, published by ACM SIGGRAPH in conjunction with Computer Graphics 
Worid (No. 25, p. 10). Electronic Theater DVD, SIGGRAPH Video Review 
150.16(1 minute, 15 seconds): 
http://access.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Relcases/06.09.05 NCSA Visua.html. 
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Invited Exhibitions: 
"The Once and Future Web: World's Woven by the Telegraph and Internet," Dr. 
William Harless, Interactive Drama: http://www.idrama.com/idihome/index.htm. 
National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 
May 21 -Nov, 2001: http://www.idrama.com/Press/prNLMExhibit.htm 
"(art)" Virtual Visions: three decades of collaboration" Group Show, Papilloma 
Virus Pschologram (1990), Catalogue No. 28, Brunnier Art Museum, Iowa State 
University, October 29, 2002 - January 5, 2003. 
CALCULART, Exhibit March 9-April 9, 2006: http://www.canvas.uiuc.edu/: 
http://access.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Briefs/2006-03-IODonna Cox.html. 
Leonardo da Vinci: Man, Inventor, Genius Exhibition, Chicago Museum of 
Science and Industry, kiosk installation of Cox collaborative digital works (Modem 
Day Leondardo for emphasis on "observation, synthesis, and invention"). April 14-
September 4, 2006: http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/06/04l3leonardo.html. 
Multi-Dimensional Imagery: 3D Pixels Realized, Collaborative Artwork by Ellen 
Sandor (art)". Featured Collaborator, Kemper Room Art Gallery, Illinois Institute 
of Technology, November 9, 2006-January 20, 2007. See Chicago City Arts 
Review. 
Presentations: 
"Concept, Image, Movement." Interfacing the Future, Plenary Session, Third 
Annual Digital Arts Symposium, University of Arizona College of Fine Art, April 
6-7,2000, Tucson, AZ. 
"Visualizing the Cosmos: Hayden Planetarium Project." Alliance Chautauqua 2000 
in Kansas over the Access Grid, August 1, 2000, Lawrence, KS. 
"The Necessity for Visual Literacy in Virtual Reality Visualization Research." 
Keynote speaker. General Session, International Visual Literacy Association 
Conference, Iowa State University, October 11-14, 2000, Ames, I A. 
"The Myth Information in Visualization and Virtual Reality," Stieren Arts 
Enrichment Series and Trinity University, Stieren Theater, October 30, 2000, San 
Antonio, TX. 
"Structural Symmetries in Myth and Supercomputer Science." Symetries 
Structurelles Dans le Mythe et les Supercalculateurs," "L 'Ar t a L'ere Post-
Biologique, Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux-Arts, December 12, 2000, Paris, 
France. 
"Myth Information," E-naissance: New Configurations of Mind, Body, and Space 
Conference, Galleria D'arte Modema e Contemporanea di Torino (GAM), 
Supported by the Fondazione Fitzcanaldo, Caiia-Star Public Symposium, March 
28, 2001, Turin, Italy 
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"Renaissance Teams, Visualization, and Virtual Reality," General Public 
Presentation at the Hayden Planetarium, American Museum of Natural History, 
June 28, 2001, New York City. 
"Visual Metaphors for Tracking People: Visualization and IntelliBadge." 
Symposium Proceedings, Nomadic Transitions/ Thinking about Art, Hochschule 
fur Gestaltung und Kunst (University of Art and Design). Conference Proceedings 
and Abstracts Published by Kongress-Themen und Zusammenfassungen, pp. 3, 63. 
April 10-12, 2003, Zurich, Switzerland. 
"Beyond Computing: The Search for Creativity," Keynote for SC2003 
Conference: Igniting Innovation, November 18, 2003, Phoenix, Arizona, November 
18, 2003. 3000 attendees at keynote. 
"Visualization and Visual Metaphors," Plenary Session April 29, 2004, El 
Congreso Intemacional, "Desafios para la Identidad Ubicua" Celebrado at 
Cibe@art-Bilbao, Festival Ciberart-Bilbao, April 26-29, 2004, Bilbao, Spain. 
"CyberOutreach: Designing Scientific Data for Non-expert Audiences." Keynote, 
TeraGrid Conference. June 14,2006. 
"CyberOutreach: Non-Expert Audiences and the Design of Scientific Data." 
Initiative in Innovative Computing at Harvard Distinguished Seminar Series, 
Harvard University, October 16, 2006, Boston, MA. 
Panel Presentations 
"Visualizing the Cosmos: Smoke or Mirrors" SIGGRAPH 2000 Conference, panel 
chair and participant, published abstract in the SIGGRAPH 2000 Program and 
Buyer's Guide, page 44, published by the ACM SIGGRAPH 2000, 27"^  
International Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, Ernest 
Morial Convention Center, July 25-27, 2000, New Orleans, LA. 
"The Art of Scientific Visualization, Data Representation, and Renaissance 
Teams," Informatics Seminar, April 26, 2001, University of Illinois at Chicago. 
"The CAVE and Beyond: VR Art in Museums and Galleries," SIGGRAPH, August 
15, 2001, Los Angeles, CA. 
"Metaphoric Mappings," and "Emergent Systems," presentation in round table 
sessions, UC DARNet 9/11 - N2: Art, Science & Technology in Times of Crisis 
Conference, UC Digital Arts Research Network, Tuesday, Nov. 13, 2001, 
University of California at Irvine and Thursday, Nov. 8, 2001 UC at Santa Cmz. 
"Universe" remote virtual collaboration demonstration between the Stephen 
Hawking Lab at Cambridge University, UK and UCSD, presented on a stereo 
interactive display, iGrid 2002, Sept. 23-26 2002, Amsterdam, Nederland, 
"Streaming Super High Definition Video from Chicago to Los Angeles over 
Intemet2 Backbone" Abilene Internet 2 Fall Members Meeting, demonstration and 
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presentation (provided ultra-high resolution visualizations at 3840x2048resolution 
and streamed from Chicago over high-speed internet to the University of Southern 
California Zemekis Theater), October 28-30, 2002. 
"Visualizing the Global: Computer Modeling, Ecology, Politics " panelist and 
organizer, October 16, 2003, Beckman Institute, University of Illinois. 
"The Moving Image: What Do We Learn from Simulations, Modeling, and 
Animation," Image and Meaning (IM2) Workshop, June 23, 2005, Getty Museum, 
Los Angeles, CA. 
Streaming Video and International Real-Time 4K Digital Cinema, iGrid2005, 
September 25-30, 2005, San Diego, CA. 
"Visualizing Scientific Information: The Mixture of Science and Art." Association 
of American Universities (AAU), October 11, 2005, Champaign, IL. 
"Chew on This: A Trillion Bytes for All Science and Engineering", Designing Data 
for Public Outreach." American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
Friday, February 16, 2007, San Francisco, CA. 
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November 25, 2088 
Professor Donna Cox 
Director, Advanced v i s u a l i z a t i o n Laboratory 
National Center f o r Supercomputing Applications 
1205 U . Clark St, Roon 2Q34 
Urbana^ IL 61681 
Dear Donna, 
r wanted t o give you a quick update on •'Black Holes: the other Side of 
I n f l n l t / * and l e t you know th a t i t continues t o bo a strong pcrforcicr. 
Since I t s launch at Denver's Gates Planetarium In Spring 2006, we have 
licensed '^lack Holes** t o more than SO theaters around the world, 
making I t one of tho most widely d i s t r i b u t e d shows of the past few 
years. To date, * ^ l a c l i Holes'* has been translated I n t o seven languages 
(with more to come) and has been scon by an estimated 1.4 m i l l i o n 
viewers. 
These numbers w i l l continue t o grow as the show i s picked up by new 
venues seeking high-quality content. Approxloatoly 100 new fulldoac 
theaters arc opening,every year, and a l l ore looking f o r shows that 
w i l l drive attendance and generate buzz - "Black Holes** c e r t a i n l y docs 
both) Recent launches Include the Einstein Planetarium at the National 
A i r fi Space Huscun i n D.C. and the newly refurbished Cosmonova at the 
Swedish Kuscum of Natural History i n Stockholm. 
Please ertcnd my thanks t o your e n t i r e team f o r helping t o make "Black 
Holes: the Other Side of I n f i n i t y " such a success, and best of luck on 
your next project. 
Sincerely, 
SPITZ, INC 
TOO Ibnmljvlitf DrtTp 
1M 6l(L •tS9.ua) 
r a 6lO.459.33J0 
Mike Bruno 
Creative Kedio Director 
Spitz Fulldonc Show D i s t r i b u t i o n 
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I h o m a s Lucas 
P r o d u c f i o n i j n c 
November^. 2008 
Professor Donna Cox 
Nniional Center Tor SujKrcoinpuliiig Applicalinns 
University of Illinois 
1205 West Clark Slrccl 
Urbann.'lllinbis 61801 
Dear Donna, 
I am wriiing 1 0 summarize my working rclationiihip with you over thc.ycars. 
I first nppmached you in 1996 (o contribule to n major tltrcu-parl iclcvisioii series wc pruclucetJ 
for ihc U.S. Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) iiilcd "Mysierics of Deep Space." I hud seen 
your work on ihe IMAX film "Casmic Voyage" and saw that you and your team bad developed 
techniques for visualizing scieniiflc data at a level of detail and quality I had not seen before. 
Our collaboraiion has coniiniied through nine productions since. Among ihc early highlights w.is 
the highly.successfiil PDS program "Runaway Universe." It was the first high-pronie American 
science special to be prodiiced in high-definition video. It fcaiurcd a range of unique 
acconiplishinents in scientific visualization, including flights through accurate.3D maps of the 
local region of the universe.cxtending put to o dL-siance of 300 million light years. 
On many ofour productions, you and your team have played a roll that goes far beyond simply 
producing visualizations. As an c.\antplc. your work on "Hum for the Supcnwisicr" for PBS and 
the BBC took viewer; inside a groundbreaking ihundcrstonn simulation. Vour team aided 
scientists in iheircjucsi to understand the "trigger"' I'or a tornado by mming the data, then 
visualizing the "micro-events" thought to be responsible, 
Our most recent collaboration.included a series of progmins exploring the cosmic <iark side: 
black holes. They include an ultra-high resolution full-dome pliinctariiim show, an educational 
film for the National Science Foundation, and two prime-time lelcvi.sion specials -- each 
exploring the workings of Nature's siratigesi and most extreme realms. 
In these prognuns, yoijr visualizations have reached new heights of dram.i and aesthetics. I'oi the 
first time, they are giving millions of people Q glimpse of the processes that shape our universe. 
Tliey are also exposing viewers to Ihe results of large-scale computer studies, now considered a 
m.ijor branch of scientific investigation. 
Z 3 - 2 5 SPRING STREET, SUITE 3 0 2 . OSSINIHG. NV tOS62 • PHONC (9td> 7 6 2 - 3 0 4 0 FJI ( 9 ) 4 ) 7 6 2 - S 0 4 4 
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I know of no oihcr team anywhere in ihe world that has worked at such a consistently high level 
to visualize science for public presentation. Pari of your success, I believe, is that you have built 
a team of artisLS and piogmnuncrs who are steeped in science. In addition, you have used your 
successes to gain a high degree of suppon from your university. Your ability to marshal 
visualization and computational resources has led to collaborations on a global scale. 
Another reason for your success is your ability to master new technologies, from large screen 
I M A X and digital planetarium image production to stereoscopic techniques. Together, we an: 
now about to launch a new full-dome production about the climate in collaboration with the 
California Academy of Sciences. We arc also planning to move into producing a series of f i b i s 





U N I V E R S I T Y O F C A L I F O R N I A , S A N D I E G O UCSD 
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CEJTTER FOR ASTfiOPMrSICS AWD S P A C E SQEHCES ( C A S S ) P R O F t K O H MICHAEL 5 0 K » t A 5 
taz OILMAN Dtavtmuj* PIIONL (111) I I M I H 
L A J O L L A . CA flOf J 4 « » U L H D R M A K @ U C S D E O U 
December 19, 2008 
Professor Donna Cox 
Nmioniil Center for Supercompiiting Applications 
und School of Art and Design 
Universiiy of Illinois al Urbaiia-Chnmpaigii 
Dear Donna; 
I am ddighled and honored to write D letter of eupport for your PIL D . dissertation. Since wc began 
collaborating on scientific visualizations in asUophysrcs and cosmology 22 years ago, your work has been 
the most faithful to the science, the most ombitioue in its conception and execution, and the most beautiful to 
behold of any tlial I know of. I have found our many projects to be stimulating and rewording, but I am 
particularly impressed with the vision and passion you have brought lo them. As a scientist, I view your 
productions as no less than the cultuml artifacts of our time, depicting the state of scientific knowledge about 
the univcnc using the best and most appropriate means of expression; computer animation. For wc live in a 
dynamic, complex, and beautiful universe, and what bcUcr wny to convey that than with staic-of-thc-ort 
computer animation? 
Our collDborativc visualization projects ha\'c helped me extrm:t scientific understanding from unfathomable 
piles of supercomputer simulation data. As I reflect on the projects wc have done together, 1 sec a record of 
my own trajectory as a computational astrophysicist as well. 1 have been driven by the need to sec the 
predictions of physical theories about our universe. This began with our 1987 SIGORAPU Film and Video 
Show entry "AstrophysicalJct", which for me revealed the subllcdciaile oftwo-dimensionol fluid dynamics 
encoded in the Etilcr equations. As the scope, scale, and complaxity of my simulations grew, so did our 
scientific visualizations. These have been particularly valuable for better luidcrEtanding llic output of my 
coemological simulations, which arc not only three-dimensional and dynamic, but also span a large range of 
spatial scales. There ore basically no tools for %i5ualizing the results of such simulations, and therefore tho 
work wc did on "Runaway Universe" (on galaxy formation) and "Momtcr of ihe Milky Way" (on the first 
stars) were particularly insightful. 
The techniques you and your Renaissance Team have developed for animating and traversing multi-scale 
dato from my cosmological adaptive mesh refinement simulations ore liiglily innovative, and [iroducc tlic 
most artifact-free renderings of the data that 1 am avi*arc of. Your recent animations on tho formation of tho 
Milky Way revealed new details about hierarchical structure formation not previously appreciated by mc or 
other scienfists regarding the dynamics of gaseous disks. These discoveries, made through scientific 
visualization, arc motivating u Pli. D. tliesis project of one of my cutrcnt gniduutc etuilcnis. 
Beside thdr scientific value, your scientific visualizations have been a wonderful tool to inform the public 
about the universe around iJiem. 1 personally have been higldy motivaied by tJie fact that our projects will 
reach a large audience through film, television, and planetarium sky shows. 1 am delighted by the fact thai 
our visualization of the formation ofgalaxics has been seen by millions of children and adults in the Big 
Pagcl of? 
2i 
Bang Bowl BI the Haydcn Planetarium, NYC. Our collabaralions have wonderfully realized a goal wc ^are, 
which is reaching a larger audiaice with our science and art. 
Finally, I would like to recognize the imponancc of ihe Renaissance Team conccpl which you pioneered ai 
Illinois to these many yes's qgo. aid have nurtured so beautifully over the years. Your^ is the only group I 
am aware of llial has worked exclusively with computational scientists over so many years and iii sudi a 
wide aiToy of disciplines. The corpus of your creative work is a testament to the genius of this idea, as it has 
brought us the best and most beautiful exemplars of scientific communication. I am thinking here not of my 
own work, but the spectaculiff visualizations of thunderstorm d>namics with Prof Bob Wilhclmson. 
Only a powerftil. sustaining vision such as yours could have made iJiis happen despite the challenges of life 
and ftinding. You have realized tliis vision, and of thai you diould be very proud. I feel privileged to have 
come into the orbit of your vision and experienced the aeaiivily of your Renaissance Team on more than 
one occasion. I wish you the best completing your Ph. D. dissertation. 
Sincerely youre. 
Michael L. Norman 
Distinguished Professor of Ph>^cs 
Director. Laboratory for Computational Astrophysics 
Chief Scientific Officer 
San Diego Supercomputer Center 
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Dear Donna. 
I have collnbomted with you and your group for more than a decade, stoning 
when I was an undergraduate astrophysics student working with Professor 
Michael Nornmn at the Naiionol Center for Supercompuling Applications, and 
continuing through today, where I find myself an assistant professor in the 
Department of Physics and Astronomy at Michigan State University. My area of 
cxpcrlisc Is the use of large-scale simulations of cosmological structure, which 
includes the fonnation and evolution of stars, galaxies, ond the web of gaseous 
nionients that connects these structures. Over the more than a decade thai we 
have known each other, we have collaborated on many projects to visualize 
simulations,of these phenomena. In ways that are useful for both domain expens 
(that is, astrophysicists) and Inypersons alike. You and your research group at the 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications have been incredibly 
innovative in the ways that you visualize my simulations, and have enabled me to 
discover new things in my data that I would not otherwise have seen were it not 
for our collaboration. Forexomple; your visualization of my simulation exploring 
(he fonnation of n Milky Way-sized galaxy vastly increased my understanding of 
how "hierarchical structure formation' - that is, the formation of larger galaxies 
by the merger and accretion of smaller galaxies • lakes place, and clarined that 
there are two different fundamental mechanisms by which galaxies acquire their 
mass. This increase in my understanding would have taken much longer i f not for 
your group's work. 
I would also like to conuneni on your group's visualization of scicniillc data sets 
as a means of conveying information to non-expert audiences. As a scientist at a 
public institution, whose research funding comes from public sources, I feel (hat I 
have an obligation to explain the meaning and value of my work to the public. 
When one is considering a subject as esoteric as astrophysics, which deals with 
scales measured iti light-years and eons, this can often be an incredibly difficult 
task. As a result, your visualizations of my work (and the work of other 
astronomers and astrophysicists) have been an extremely useful way of conveying 
meaning. Through our collabomlion. you have created visualizations of my 
simulations that manage to convey a tremendous amount of infomiation while 
still being inie to the detailed, technical meanlne of the calculations. I think that 
this is due in large pan to the "Renaissance team" that you have created at UlUC, 
which combines nnists and programmers in n closely-knit group ihnt encourages 
deep interaction and synergy between people with a diverse range of talents, and 
which has resulted in Ihe creation of sophisticated tools that enable you to 
visualize data In unprecedented ways. These unique visualizations have been 
shown on television and in intemationally-known museums, including the Adier 
Planetarium in Chicago and the Hayden Planetarium at the American Museum of 
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Natural History in Kcw York City, and hove touched the lives of millions of 
people that otherwise never would have been aware of the research done by 
J m>*self and other computational scientists. To the best of my krKnvlcdgc, you and. 
your team arc the only group that woriis i i i such close, axtcrided collaboniltons 
^^ '^^ '^ ^^ Sos with scientists in a broad range of disciplines, which is one of the many reasons 
that you ore so wctl-rcspcctcd in the scientific outreach community. 
In summary, I think that the work that you and your team at the University of 
Illinois arc doing is novel, and results from your creation of a 'Renaissance lc:im' 
of artists and programmers that has extended, deep collaborations with 
computational scientists in u range of disciplines. These collaborations have 
enabled myself and other scientists to explore their data in unique and otherwise-
impossible ways, and ollous the presentation of esoteric concepts to the public in 
on easily nccessiblc way. I enthusiastically support your receipt of a doctoral 
degree, and look fon^-ard to seeing the results of our future endeavors togclhcrl 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Brian W. O'Shca 
Professor 
Michigan Si:iie University 
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"UlAck l l o l e i i Tha Other Siiio o f l i f i i i i l y * 
V«nuct a« ofOctobcr 20, 200S 
Vonuo. Location Syatem .Yoar 
llirotaleGiKa Heritago Center* Albany, Georgia SciDomo 200S 
LodeiUr Attronotny Centar Albuquerque, NM DigltalSky 2006 
Untveraltj oTMuhigm Ann Aihor, M l Elumen* 2007 
Antlod) tJntflcd Scfaool Dlitiict Antloch, CA Elumena 2007 
Eugealdci FounditioD AUient, Greece Digiitar) 2006 
K*ra Communftj College Dtit i ict BakertOeld, CA SciDome 2007 
Hajdir Atiev Science Center Baku, Azerbaijan Digital l i 200S 
Ljoubian* Art* & Sdeon Muieum Baton Rouge, l-A DigltalSky 2006 
Torre del Sole Brambati di Sopra, l u l j Scidome 200S 
Adler Ciinelariuiii Cbiogo IL DigiftarJ 2007 
I^ e Anis College CupertLio, CA DigitalSky 2007 
Korea Natlonil Sdenn Mtueum* Daejon, Korea SkyViilon 2006 
Denver Muieum of Nature & Science DeuTcr, CO Global Immenioa 2006 
Elizabeth School Oidrkt Elbabeth, NJ Digitatii 2006 
Santa Fe Community College CaineivllU. FL SriDome 2007 
Crambllng Sute Untvenitj* Grambling, 1^ SciDome 200S 
Grcenwiti) E^oyalObicrvator^ Greenwith, UK DigiiUrS 2007 
State Muteuni ofPennijIvaaia Harrifburg, PA SciDome 2006 
Jamei Madiion l in lvenl t j Harrifonburg, VA DigiitarJ 200S 
Catawba Science Center Hickory. NC Mcdijglobe2 2007 
tmlloa Aitronoroj Center Hilo, HI DlgUtarl 200S 
Lambuth Unlvcnlt j Jackion.lTJ Diglulii 200S 
Stcmentiinn Judenburg Judenburg, Auttrla Z^lsi Powerdome 200S 
Lebanon Vallc; Scbool DUtrict Lebanon, PA Sc:iDome 2003 
Aeroipace Education Center Uttle IKock, AK Eikyll 2007 
Mantilcid Unnerilty ofPA ManaDeld. PA SciDome 200S 
Hcriljge Pbnetarium MaryviUo, TN Mcdiaglobe 2006 
Mc((]ulte Independent Sdio^J District Meiquite, TX SciDome 200S 
Initituto Potitecnico Nacionil Mexlct>City, Mexico Dtginari 2007 
Milwaukee Public Muieum Milwaukee, W[ Diglrtarj 2007 
New E^ochelle School Dlitrlct New RocbeDe, NY SciDome 2007 
Clartttown School DIdrict Njack. NY SciDome 2006 
Chabot Space Science Center Oakland, CA DigllalSky 2007 
Utah Vallej Slate College Orem, UT SciDome 2007 
SpaceTime Attronomj Perth. Auitralia Mirrordame 2007 
Oregon Muicum of Sdenci; 8c Induitrj Pordand, OR DigiiUrJ 2007 
Univenil; ofKhode liland Providence. lU Digittarlip 2007 
Reading Public Mu*eum Reading, PA SciOome 2007 
Sacramento State UDivcriitj Sacramento, CA DigittarJ 2009 
College of San Mateo San Matao. CA Diglttarjip 2007 
Ze t i f /S i l iw j i Planetarium Schwrai'Tyiol. Auitita Zcii i Powcidomc 200S 
Ijcaming Tecfanologle* Somervillc. MA Digital Slailab 200S 
tUftem IJnivertltj St. Davidi. PA SciDom e 2006 
Coimooova StodLbolm, Sweden Global Immertlon 200S 
Dolphinarium and Pbnetarium Tamp«^re, Finland Curtom 2006 
"nicualoniLl Science Center Hieualonlki, Greece RSA Coimoa 2006 
Spitz. Inc. US Route One. Chadda Tord. PA 19317 
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M^ntcD 'Sunitiine* PLnetiriiun Tokjo, Jipjo SLjViiion 2009 
Elnnein Plinelarium, NASM WiiblngtoD, DC Diglt^lSkj 200S 
INTT-CH WlDchrrter, IIK Global ImmentoD 200S 
Young Hirr i t College Youag HUTII , G A DigiulSkj 200S 
YouugttowD State Unhrcnitf YouQgiiowD, OH SdDoma 300S 
Spitz, Inc. US Route One. Chadds Ford, PA 19317 
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EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y 
S U i \ L \ U T I V E E V A L U A T I O N 6v BLACK HOLES WlTll ADULTS A N D T E E N S 
MULTIMEDIA RESEARCH. JITVE 16.2006 
With suppon from lire Nolional Scicnco Foundation, Denver Museum of Nature and Science and 
'llionias Lucas Productions have producct) a planclariiun f i ln i cnlillcd. Black Holes: The Other 
Side cf Infinity, The 20-ininute full-motion program uses scientific simuloiibns and daia-bascd 
onimnlions to tllustraic the death o f Btois and the birth and chantclcristtcs of black holes. 
The suinniativi: cv'aluaiion focused on appeal to and impact on nduli and lecn museum visitors. 
A quasi-cx-perimcntal scparale-sample pretcsl/posllcst design was used lo ex-aluate the film in i u 
noiurol theater setting. A random sample of 126 adults and teens completed questionnaires prior 
to viewing the film and o difTercnt random sample of 142 completed questionnaires after view-
ing. *nic pre and post viewing groups did not differ significantly on classtficalion variables of 
gender, ethnicity^ age group, education and number of planetarium films ever seen. A small sub-
set VQlunlecFcd lo answer follow-up questions via email one week after their planetonum visit. 
AEECM 
The most positive aspects of Iho film according to most (45'J&) respondents ore the miimation, 
visuals and graphics. Another 33% like best the informalivc quality of the film. Smaller por-
tions of the sample like the clear and interesting explanations (15%); experiential quality 
{13^o); narrolion (9?o): and colors (8?o). On tlie other hand, respondents feel tlic film is too short 
(21^6); conftising (15^o); or lacking m i i i fonnat ion( l \%). 
Comprehension 
Open-ended response questions reveal tital viewing the planetarium fihn stgnificantly improves 
understanding of what a black hole Is and how scientists know that black holes exist. In addition, 
a true-false test indicates that viewers leant other specifics about black holes; for example, that 
black holes arc not dark inside and that our galaxy has a supcrmasslvc black hole al its ceiuer. 
Subsequent Activity 
O f viewers contacted via emoil one week after their visit, IWo Itad recommended the fihn to oth-
ers, had read, seen or heard something in other media that relates to black holes and 3?o had 
visited a website related lo black holes. 
In coiKtusion, the summative evaluation shows thai Black Holes: Tho Other Side of Infinity suc-
cessfully both cmcrlains and educates odulis and teens. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With support from the National Science Foimdaiion, Denver Museum of Nature and Science ond 
Thomas Lucas Productions hare produced a planetarium film entitled. Black Holes: Tha Other 
Sido cf Infinity. TItc 20-mtnutc full-motion program uses scicidtfic simulations and data-based 
animations to illustrate the death of slan and the birth and characteristics o f black holes. 
The summaiivc c\Ti!uation reported here focuses on the following major oidcomcs: 
• To what extent and in what wa '^s did the f i l m appeal to viewers? 
• To what extent did the film achieve its intended viewing goats? 
• Did viewing the film influence the audience beyond the museum visit? 
M K T I I O D 
Research Design 
A quasi-c.xpcrimcntal separate-sample protcst/posUesi design was used to evaluate the film in its 
natural theater selling. Over a period of three days at the Denver Musctmi o f Nature and Science, 
researchers recruited random viewers older tlian 12 years and stratified b>' gender. A random 
sample completed questionnaires prior to viewing the film and • different random sample was 
sur\-eycd afier viewing. A small subset of the samples volunteered lo answer follow-up questions 
via email one week oficr seeing the film. Scvcrul characteristics of the population and treatment 
(i.e.. the planetarium film) led to the decision lo use this research design. 
I'irsI, the population to which wc wish to generalize ore self-sclccted museum visitors whose In-
tention is to wew a planetarium film. Locating on equivalent control group who would Q£t view 
the film is virtually impossible. There ore no comparable museum visiiora from whom the 
treatment (the film) could be withheld. The best control group is a sample of museum visitors 
who intend lo view (he film but have not yet done so. 
Secondly, wc cannot assume that the seientificatly predisposed musetun visitors would be unfa-
miliar with Uio film oontcnt, thus it is important to include a pretest that establishes what the 
audience knows prior to seeing the film. Pretesting and posttcsting the some sample, however, is 
not an acceptable procedure, because Ihe pretest ^ven just prior to viewing sensitizes Ihc audi-
ence to the content of t l u film and affects their posttost rcsuhs. Tlie separate-sample design 
controb for ihc main and interactive effects of testing. One group is tested prior lo seeing the 
film and a randomized equi\-alent g ro i^ te.sted aficr seeing the film. 
' l l i i rd . random sampling is logistically simple in the theater environment where the audience 
lines up before showiime. Kandomi/ation is used to ellniinnie s>'5temalic bias between the pre-
viewing sample and the post-viewing sample. As argued by Campbell and Stanley (1963), "the 
most adequate all-purpose Q.ssurancc of lack of initial biases between groups is randomization" 
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(p. 25). In this evaluation, because of limited numbers lining up in the preshow area witliin 15 
minutes ofshowtimc, oslralillcd systematic random sampling procedure is used, ' l l i is means 
thai the first male and| first female respondent is selected through the use of a random number 
between 1 and 5 (using a random-number table) and then every second male and female aHer 
that first random person is also rccmitcd. 
Finally, tlie drawbacks o f this research design, iii general, are its failure to control for history, 
maturation, mortality and the interaction o f tlicsc. However, in this specific case, where the film 
trcainiCTil is only 25 minutes long and the audience is captive, there is little chance of chongcs in 
groups due to histor>', maturation, or mortality, thus, these ore non-issues for this e\'alualion. 
In conclusion, tlie separaic-sampic preicst-posttcsl design is considered tlie strongest approach 
for evaluating tl»o planetarium film in (he natural theater setting with a random sampling of the 
population o f vicwcrTi. 
Procedure 
During a non-holiday period of Friday-Simday in April , 2006, the sample was recruited from 
visitors. 13 and older, as they lined up for tlic film ot the Gates Planetarium, Dcn\'cr Museum of 
Nalure and Science. The recniitinem for the previewing sample alienuied with recruitment for 
the postvicwing sample over the course of 31 shows. Typically excluded from recruitment wcro 
school groups, single adults accompanied by children below tlic age of five and adults who were 
part o f a group o f five or more. As ticket holders lined up for the show, o random number de-
termined who was firHl opproachcd for recruitment; thereafter every second male and female was 
fueruitcd. A l l visitors were offered a free I.MAX theater ticket in return for completing a pre-
viewing or postvicwing questionnaire. 'Hie previewing respondents completed the ten-minute 
questionnaire on clipboards while standing in line. The postvicwing respondents were provided 
with colorful leis to help identify them in the exiting crowd and completed the fiftecii-minulc 
queiitionnairc at tables set up near the c.\it door. 
Qacstionnnirrs 
DraH qucstionnnirci were twice pilot tested over two weekends with a total of 36 adults and 
teens, assessing readability, length, clarity and feedback on phrasing of true-false statcinciita. 
Demonraphic .ind Background V.iriahles. Both the prc-viewing and post-viewing questionnaires 
established rcspondctits' st.itus with respect to five classification variables: gender, ngc group, 
ethnicity, education, number of planet.iriuni fikiis ever seen. 
Film, AppcnI. Postvicwing respondent rated film appeal on a voricty of descriptors nnd cs-
pbined what they liked and did not like about the film and why. 
Film Knowlcdco. Postviewing respondents rated the film's clarity of presentation and influence 
on knowledge. Botli the previewing and postvicwing questioiaiaires included a knowledge test 
to assess understanding of film content: two open-ended questions (as best you con. explain what 
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a black hole is and how scienlistt know tliai black holes exist) ond ten "tnie-falsc-don'l know" 
questions, as rollows: 
|nn>ienc<; flf ^ hg fM frp-ftpd Ihg m^^m yviK Emailed questions, one week later, asked 
(1) Did you recommend the show to anyone • Tomily, friend, colleague? I f so, what did you say 
about it? 
(2) Since seeing the show, have you visited any websites rcbled to black holes? 
(3) Since seeing the show, have you read, seen or heard an>1hing in O'lHER MEDIA that relates 
to black holes? 
(4) Have you taken any other actions that relate to seeing ihc "Black Holes" film? 
Sample 
Three rcsearchcre recruited over a non-holiday period of I weekday and 2 weekend da>'s during 
9 weekday shows and 22 weekend sliows. Weekend respondents represented SSli of ihc final 
sample. The total number of usahic qucstionnairc.'j (N-268) included 126 previewing question-
naires and 142 postvicwing questionnaires. Infomulion from dcntogniphic and background 
questions was used to determine whether the two independent samples (pre and post) should be 
looked at as having conic from the same population, Chi-square analyses rc\'calcd thai the pre 
and post viewing groups did not difier significantly with respect to Ihe classifications of gender, 
ethnicity, age group, education, and the number of planetarium films ever seen. The distribution 
of the sample on these ctossificalion \'ariablcs is prcscntcd in Table 1 on the next page. 
The sample, as planned, includes equal gender distribution, 2 \% teen and 24% minorily repre-
sentation. Colorado's census statistics indicate 25% minorily population and 25% in Denver. O f 
our adult sample. 55% arc college graduales compared wil l i 33% in the Colorado population and 
359i in Denver. One-fifth of the respondents were seeing Ihcir first planetarium film, and 29% 
were veiy experienced viewers, hanng seen four or more shows. 
Table 1. Ctemographic and background varinbles ( N = 268) 
VariabU Categories Percent 
Gender Female 50*/. 
Male 50?'. 
Ethnic iiy While 76*/. 
_ „^ N'tinoriiy 24V. 
Age Qroup Teens "2t% 
Tccn :Rangc- I3- l9 ;Main- 16 AdulLi 
Adult: Rnngc - 20-S2; Mean - 40 
Education Cuncntly in grade 16*.; 
Completed IIS a less 
Some college 27"/. 
College gnuluale 21 ' / . 
Post gnuhntc 3 ? ; 
Kuntber o f pbinctirium shoivs o c r Thb is my Tint & h u u r . 21«/. 
seen One o t h e r show. IS«/. 
2-3 Other chowi 32*/. 
Four 0 1 more Jihou's . 29"/. 
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FollQ%v-un snmnle. O f the 213 adult rcspondenls. 121 (5Ti&)TOlunteeredl££iM£ email ad-
dresses for a wcek-Ialcr follow-up conlacL Volunleere were emailed the following questions: L 
Did you recommend tho show lo anyone - family, friend, colleague? I f so . what did you say 
about it? 2. Since seeing the show, have you visited any websites related to black holes? 3. Since 
seeing the show, have you read, seen or heard an>ihing in OTHER MEDIA that relates to black 
holcs7.4. Hove you token any other actions that relate lo secbig the "Black Holes" fihnV. O f Ihc 
121 volunleeis, 31 (26%) responded within two weeks ofthe email request 'fhis sub-sample is 
representative ofthe fu l l sample's demographics except that Uic sub-sample includes 65% fe-
males. 
Data Analysis 
Chi-squaro, Fisher's Exact tests and iwo-samplo l-tcsts ore used where appropriate for statistical 
anal>-sis. Al l relationships arc analyzed for stailslical significance, which is reported i f Q values 
are less than .OS. Variables explored include grade and gender. Qualitative responses are sorted 
ond analyzed by keyword and key phrase. 




Aflcr Wcwing Biack Notes: Tha Other Side of Infinity, respondaits rated on a scale of 1 lo 7 
certain entertainment qualities o f the show. Table 2 below presents the mean ratings for the film 
for each pair of descriptions, in the order presented in the quest!onhnire. 
Respondents were quite positive about the overall entertainment value of Ihe film. There were 
no sub-sample rating ditVerenccs for ogo group, gcnder,.ethnicily or educational background. 
However, frequency of exposure lo planetarium show^ significaiilly influenced the ratings: 
Those who had only seen this show and/or one other planetarium show gave significantly higher 
ratings on all the descriptors compared with those who had seen two or more other shows. 
Tabic 2. Appeal ratings o f film 
1 12 13 | 4 15 ( 6 17 
Disliked the show 6.1 Liked the show 
Visually dull 6.4 Visually cxcitinR 
BorinR story 5.7 EnGaainR story 
Decreased my curiosity 6.0 Increased my ciuiosity 
Wil l not recommend 6.1 Wil l recommend 
What was IJkcd about Fibti 
In an opcn-eitded question, viewers were asked wlut they liked about the Black Holes: The 
Other Side of Infinity ond why. Table 3 below presents tlic major categories of what vlcwcn 
liked most, in order o f most to least frequently mentioned categories for the sample. 
The majority (ASIo) o f respondents focused on graphics, animation or visuals as the most posi* 
live aspect of the video. Another 35?& liked best the informative quality of the film. Smaller 
portions of tliu sample liked that llio explanation was clear (I5^{)). tlie experiential quality (I3*!6X 
the narration (9?b), the colors (8?o) and the section on Einstein and spncc-timc (5%). 
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Table 3. AVhal viewers liked about Black Holes' 
CaUgoms % • EicttmpUs qfRuponas 
Graphics Animoiion. 4y/» - • I rcoUy liked oJl.ofOw visual ej^ plnnmiora of Si^w Kmosand theii bbck holes. 
Visuab I nm o visual learner so it was veiy iraercsiing. 
• The graphics wero good 
• The visual cfTecta, very cool to wnich. 
• The visuals were spectacular. 
,Oreat omm olksi^  gnqAi^^ 
infonnntive 35H • lijoirnaln-e cm o iflicul'i aibject 
• Klakcs )'Ou think and dnciover new ideas, 
• Infonhoiional, widened my knowledge of Milky Way 
•Evoythin8tt;m_v<^^ 
Esqitanaiion clear, inter- I S% • G.'qilained a complex issue abou as well as possible, 
esting • Simple explanation of what we wae looking at. 
• Very InlerKting. 
__*_CpnriM pTBgnimion^ _ . 
Expcrienibl quality 13% • I liked how iifett like you were there. 
• It made yw feel tn il 
• I fell IikeJ wufCTlIy thOT. 
N'arrntion 9ii • Narration cxccUcnl. 
• Good rarmiion. 
Colors ' STi •itikcUicailoTsbc(moetjw7 
!^LSHXf3y.5?SH^ f^^ JApy.?.'?,^ '^ .??]^ ^^ 
Einstein Spoce-Tirac sec- 5Vo • i liked how ihcy compared it to the way Einstein saw a Wack hole as a Dibric of 
tion lime 
• Very much liked the visual rcprescniaiion of Einstein's ihcorica. I had never 
been able to really undcrraand the 'meat and poutiocs' of spacc-tirac. 
• The explanation of Einstein's timeyspaoe thcoiy. I hod noi dtoi^t about it in 
rtftanfa to bbck holes before. 
* Percentages ha^ 'c been rourKlcJ off and add up to more than IOOTD because vitrvvcrs listed more than 
one catcsory liked. 
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What was Not Uked about FOm 
Tabic 4 presents categories o f what vicwcra did not I ike about Black Holes: The Other Side of 
Infinity. Onc-fiflh of viewers like oil o f the f i lm; another fifth fell i i was too short. Smaller por-
tions of the audience fell confused by the film (15%), wanted more infomialion (1 Wo) or dis-
liked part o f the ph>-sical experience of the planetarium (10%). 
Table 4. What vicwcis did not like about Black Holas^ 
Caiegorus % ExmjpUj <^Responses 
tooijiort 
2t% 
21% • Ii was too thctt 
;Thc,program_fc^ ^^ ^ 
• There wns noi a goiad definition of a biaci- hole; ihat is. one 1 can rclaw lo. 
' Wonaholc not clear. 
> I got lost around the time of (he uronnholc and had D hnnl linic dislinsuishing 
between whni ^ vas scientific fact and what was a hypothcsia. 
> The pan where they were cxidoining bending space nnd where they shmvcd the 
picture of Einstein vrss kind of hard to understand.. 
' Just secins the tights of block hole didn't give me a big picture. Nloybe labels? 
Conrusina 
Suit have questions; want 
more infonnalion 
IIV* • Wonted (o know a bu more, cold add more cxplamlion partly abcui Etmicin's 
theory and what cctentists diink now. 
• Could have cTqibined a lialo bit more about Hawaii work. 
• Needed mon: on how block holes ore being studied 
• Not much new inrormalion WQ3 given. 1 already knew o lot of it 
• Ending very abnipi - Icai'cs e lot of questions open. 
• I didn't like how there was na cbcure at the end of the show. 1 felt tike in the 
CTri ii U idl sull 
Hiyiical space, cxpcri- 10^ '* • lily neck aches a bit ttcm trying to locJc up and tKu:k in the tcais. 
dice • My seal 
• Made me a liule sick feeling. 
• Mmic wTa loo loud It mode mc jump. 
^ Percentages tuvc been rounded off and add up to more than lODf^  bccau»! viewcn listed more than 
one ca t i^ry not liked. 
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R E S U L T S : C O M P R E H E N S I O N 
Quantitative Rntings 
After \"iovirig Black Holes: The Other Side of Infinity, respondents rated on a scale of 1 to 7 
certain conlcnl qualities of the show. Table 5 below presents the mean rnlings for the film for 
each pair o f descriptions. Respondents were moderately positive about comprehension of the 
film conlcnL TTicro were no sub^saraplc rating dijfcrcnccs for age group, gender, ethnicity or 
cducuUonol back^und . However, frequency of exposure to planetarium shows stgniflcanlly 
influenced the ratings: Tliosc who had only seen this show ond/or one other planetarium show 
gave significantly higher ratings on both descriptors compared with those who had seen ^vo or 
more other shows. 
I 12 13 | 4 15 16 | 7 
Confusing presentation 5.6 Clear presentation 
Learned notliiuR 5.5 loomed a lot 
Impart vn Knoivledge 
Recall o f main content points as presented in Black Holes: Tho.Otber Side of Infinity was as-
sessed via two open-ended questions and a 10-point Tnio-Falsc-Donl Know test. 
What Is a black hole? Participants explained as best they could what a black hole is. In order to 
assess whether those who had seen the f i lm gave responses with better accuracy and fewer mis-
conceptions than those who had not experienced the show, answers were finit coded diclioto-
mously occording to KIX content categories in Tabic 6 below. Two rcspoitsc examples arc given 
under each category. The percent of responses in each category is given for the prc-viewiiig 
sample (column 2) and the post-viewing sample (column 3). Significant Fisher exact tests are 
indicated in column 3 for the vyhole sample and columns 4-9 for sub-samples. Significance 
(SIG) means tliai tlic frequency of tlic category for previewing and post viewing respondents dif-
fered beyond chance; for example, in row 3, colunm 9. minorities who had viewed the film were 
more likely than minorities who had not seen the film to respond that block holes arc a puncture 
in spacc-timc. 
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Table 6. Response categpries for what o black hole is 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 




Adutt Tf tn Frmole MaU WMtv 
norllv 
A star dies, implodes, collapses, goes 
supcmoNn, rcnuionts of dead sinr, e.g., 
End product of o dead Har: 
Remmmt of superhoirn; collnpscd core ofsmr. 
31% 54*,'. 
SIG SIG - sia • SIO -
A puncture, hole or dent in space-time; 
A hole in ^cc-tiinc. 
A rip in the fabric ofsnctce-tiine... 
i n i 3n 
SIO SIG - SIG SIG SIO SIO 
Immense gravity, enormous gravita-
tional pull, gravity to the max; e.g.. 
Gravity toihcm&.x. 
A massive force of grovity thai fwco CVCTJ-
thciA into it. 
25V. sia 
L i ^ l , matter cannot escape; e.g., 
A pbce in space where nothing, not even 
lighi, can escape it 
NoditnR escapes block holes, not even liAhL 
SIG 
M'/. 
SIG - - SIG • SIG 
Very dense, matter packed densely, 
massive concentration of maltcr, e.g.. 
An oreo of extremely dense space... 
ftiihl of incredible density,.. 
16*.; 10*/. 
A singularily, e.g.; 
A Eingulnrity in space... 
... resulting in an infinitely smnll sinnularity. 
5V. 4% 
Prior to seeing the film, respondents were most likely to write that black holes arc Uic result o f o 
collapsed star significantly more respondents (34%) described black holes in this way 
after seeing the film. The film also showed a significant infiucncc on vicwere* likelihood lo de-
scribe a black hole as o puncture in spacc-limc (1?o pre vs. \3% post). 
Similar percentages of respondents both before and aSlcT seeing the film described black Iwtcs as 
having immense gravity, extreme density, and a singularity, Aficr seeing the film, significantly 
fewer respondents wrote that light or matter can not escape a black hole (22% pre vs. 11% post). 
Sub-samples. ASlcr the planetarium cx'pcricncc. females were significantly more likely to point 
out thai black holes arc the resuh of a dying star, that they puncture space-time and have citor-
mous ^ v i i a i i o n a l pull. Afier seeing the show, males and minority respondents were signifi-
cantly more likely to write tliat black holes arc a hole in space-time and less likely to write about 
light not escaping a hiack linlc. 
To explore quantitative differences in understanding of whol o black hole is, responses scored 
based on their conectncss and number of ideas provided; Correct includes two or more eoircct 
ideas with no inaccuracies (3 points); Mostly correct includes two correct ideas but may include 
additional inaccurate statements (2 pts); Paniolly correct includes one correct idea but may in-
clude inaccumle statements ( I pi). 
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The mean achievement score after seeing the film is 1.2 for the posiviewuig sample, significantly 
higher than the mean scoro o f 0.9 for the previewing sample.^ Viewing the planetarium show 
significantly increased understanding of what a black hole is for tlic sub-sample o f females (pre-
0.4 vs. post - 1.1) but not for teens, moles or minorities. 
How do scientists know that black holes exist? Participants explained as best they could how 
scientists know black holes exist. In order to assess whether those who had seen the fihn gave 
responses with better accurocy and fewer misconceptions tlian those who had not experienced 
the show, aiiswcrs were coded dichotomously occording to categories in Tabic 7 bclo\v. Eight 
categories of %*ar>'ing levels of correctness were applied to responses. Two response examples ore 
given under each category. Tlic percent of responses in each category is g i w n for llic pre-
viewing sample (column 2) and the post-vic^v^ng sample (colunm 3). Significant Fisher exact 
tests are indicated in column 3 for the whole sample and columns 4-9 for sub-samples. Signifi-
cance (SIG) mcaiis that the frequency of the category for previewing and postvicwing respon-
dents diftercd beyond chance; for example, in row 1, column 6, females who had vic^ved tho film 
were more likely tlian females who hud not seen tlie film to respond that scientists know black 
holes exist because of their eflect on motions o f stars. 
3 Two Bam p!c i - tot, j j < .01. 
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Tabic 7. Response caiegorics for how Rcicnlists know that a black holo exists 
1 2 J 4 S 6 7 8 9 






/Wult Teen Female Mole While 
norltv 
Effect on environment, motions of 
stars; e.g.. 
They can sec ston are being ihrusicd quickly 
inio orbit around iho center of our gala.xy. 
By using telescopes they con see stars orbitmg 
around the hole. 
29*/» 
SIG 
SIG SIG SIO SIO 
Gamma ra>'9; c.g^ 
Qamma ni>'s fram c^toding stars shoot out 
and arc detected. 
ThcY emit Rnmma rodbtton, 
14% 
SIO 
SIG SIG SIQ 
Use theory, computers; e.g.. 





SIG SIO SIO SIO 
Siq>cniovoc; ti.g., 
They know ihcy exist by vatching for stan 
thatgosuiiemo\'a. 
Bcciusc they ttivc rccerd>:d/<ecn when the 




Usu telescopes, satellites; 
From powaful telescopes 
They know because of the SWIFT telescope. 
SIQ 
Light bending, eg.; 
The bending of light toward a block hole. 





IJght. objects fall in; e.g. 
From inference only. Observing odioruof 
matcriab moving into the event horizon. 




niTccts of gravilj-; e.g.; 
Otovitalkmal force. 
By gravitational pull of the areas around the 
black hole. 
6*.'. 4% 
Prior to seeing the Hhn, respondents were most likely lo write that scientists know that black 
holes exist through their use o f telescopes or satellites (24%). This relatively non-specific an-
swer remained popular after seeing the film (32^6) but the diftcrence in frequencies is not sig-
nificant. 
The fiUn cmpha.sized the work of Andrea Ghcz measuring the accclcraiion of stan> around a pos-
sible black hole. After seeing the l l lm. audience members were ifignificanlly mon likely to write 
that scientists know that black holes exist through their effect on motions of stars (29^/o). Sig-
nificantly fewer (4Va) participants suggested this possibility prior to viewing the show. 
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The roles played by Einstein's theory and computer simulations in knowing that block holes exist 
was identified by sigiiificanily more respondents allcr seeing the film {21%) than prior to seeing 
the film {9%), 
That gamma mj-s arc indienlivc of tlic existence o f black holes was noted by MSftofthoso who 
had seen the film, significnnlly more than by Ihoso who had not yet seen Utc show (6%). 
Small portions of those waiting in line to see ihe f i lm provided answers that rcficct misconcep-
tions such as scieniisls know block holes exist because thoy sco light bending around n black hole 
(11%) or sec liglit oitd/or objects foiling into o black hole (10^o). Aflcr viowiitg the film, fre-
quencies of responses in both of these categories decreased sigiiificomly (49i, 2?V, respectively). 
Pub-snmples. After tlic planetarium experience, females were significantly more likely to say 
that Bcieniisis kitow that black holes exist because of tlte motions of surrounding stars, the dctcc-
lion of ganima raj's, and the use of theory and eoniputcrs. Thoy were significantly less likely to 
iliink thai scientists sec light or objects falling into block holes. After seeing the show, males 
were significantly more likely to write that scientists know that black holes exist because o f the 
motions of sturounding stars and le;^ likely to write about liglit bending as an indicator of a 
black hole. Minorities who saw tlic show were significantly moro likely llian non-viewers to 
note that sciiintisis use telescopes or satellites to detect black holes and isc Rinslcin's theories 
and computer simulations. 
To explore quaittitative differences in understanding of the previewing sample and the post-
viewing sample, responses were gi\xn points based on their level o f correctness: cfTeci on cnvi-
roiiincnt (4 points); spectra/gamma raj-s (3 ptsX tlKorj/cotnputcra (2 pis); tclcscopcs/sotellitcs (2 
pis); supemovae (2 pis); light ba id ing( l pt); ligltt/objects falling in ( I pi); gravity ( I pt). The 
mean achievement score after seeing the film is 2.9 for the \yholc sample, significantly higher 
than the mean score of 1.2 prior to seeing tlic filni.^ A l l sub-samplcs scored significantly higher 
on post-viewing responseu tlian on pre-vicwing responses. Viewing ihe planetarium tihow sig-
nificantly increased evcr^'onc's uiidcrslanding of how scientists know black holes exist. 
* Two sample 1 - Icsl, p < .0001. 
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True-False Test. In the True-Falso-Don*t Know test, "Don't Know" was provided as a possible 
answer but was scored as "incorrect" Figiuc 1 compares the distribution of lest scores for llic 
previewing imd postviewing samples, showing a positively skewed distribution for the posttcsl 
scores. 
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The mean aehievcment score for the postviewing group is 7.1, significantly higher than the mean 
score o f 4.4 for the previewing group. A l l postvicwing sub-samples scored significantly higher 
iJian their equivalent previewing sub-samples (see Table 6 of sub-sample means below): 
Table 6, Mean T/F scores for sub-sampl 
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
Adult 4.3 7.2 Mole 5.2 7.5 White 4.5 7.3 
Tccn 4.6 6.7 Female 3.6 6.8 Minority 4,1 6.7 
Mules scored significantly liighcr lliaii females on the pretest (5.2 vs. 3.6) and the posltcst (7.5 
vs. 6.8), but no other pre or postlesl differences occurred for gender, age, education, ethnicity 
and frequency of viewing planetoriiun films. 
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Figure 2 provides a more detailed presentation for individual test items. Significamly, more film 
viewers chose correct responses compared to non-vicwcrs for every statement but one ('black 
holes arc passageways Id other universes");' Seven o f ihc 10 statements were answered correctly 
by 75% or more of the postvicwing audience. 
Figure 2: Peiccnl coirtct responses for each tnie-false italcmcnt before ond ofler vicw-ing film 
• Pre%CorTBCl(n-l20) 
• P«rt%Cortoci(n-142) 
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^ The section o f the film covmng tho content orthcT/Fslfltoncal "Blnck holrs ore passsgcnr^ tooiha tinivcTTC?*' 
oas also idfli l if lcd nn conftiaing for v i c w m in the (brm-itivo ov-aliialitw foois gr.iiip stiidy, Oct. 5,2005. hy Fociu 
Quest Marled Rcscnich. 
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R F ^ U I . T S : S U B S E Q U E N T A C T I V I T Y 
O f 121 adult participants who volunteered their email oddrcsscs for further contact, 31 (26%) 
responded within two weeks of being contacted. O f this sub-sample, almost three-quarters rec-
ommended the film to others and onc-quaricr noted taking other actions related to the. film -
most frequently including the topic in conversations. Few had visited a website related to black 
holes or had read, seen or heard something in other media that rcbtcs to the topic. 
• 7 1 % of respondents recommended the film lo others: 
1 ahrays rceonmcnd people go to the planciariura. I am a huge fan... my dad founded Custom Microwwe. and the 
cocnporiy worts with NASA BolL JPU so it's been a pail of ray life. 
I didrcoomincndittoscvcml people from my work, and friends. [ totdihcm how fascinating 114*0310101:6 some 
dilTcrcnl ihcoHcs (hni Bcicntixis have dcvctc i^cd. and whai we krKnv about ihc canh and block holes. 
I cnjoyol the show very much and recommended it lo my friends. They ore majoring in physics at the local univer-
sity tmd thought they might find it interesting. 
I havc'spokcn to several people about seeing the Ulack Hole show and rccomniended to oiu adult with 3 children as 
wonhwhilctoseo. 
I recommended it too Gicnd who was reading o bio on Hinslein. I said he'd like the movie because it put h into good 
visual perspective. 
I recommended it to my odult chilcbm. I told them that it was beautifully done; of grcnt interest; vest subject. 
I recommended it to my co-workos. It wos o good 'movie' to see. it is something differcm for the kids to see other 
than the usual Disney movies 
IWDS with my 30 year dd sen when I saw the show, We talked brietly about iL We both like it. but we both felt we 
war left with a feeling ihnl we still had qiKstions. . 
Recommended it to friend^ mentioned that the screen was big and the film was educational 
Rccommcrided U) colleaguca. said it was a good way to get broad perspective on BIIs. and that my children liked it 
Said tha it was on interesting viewpoint and well put together, the images were rnnoring. 
To (riends I told them il would enhance their knowledge and intcn:si in black holes 
We talked to 2 people about it ond said it was very coloiful. We cnjcqr ihc '60 m inute in Epocc" lectures. B>* con-
trast, the BH film corualns much less infonnaiion than do the lectures, so we didnot recommend it based on that 
critcrton. 
I mentioned toBcvcrol friends that I had seen o cool shfnv ol the INfAXonbbck holes. I discussed the show with the 
&iend I viewed it wilK Wonderful visual effects, but show left me dill hungry for more infarmntian, more depth, 
niorcdetaib. 
Yes ond we thought it was vay good and informative! 
I told the people tn my immcdioic office that it was good and ihcy should go see it, 
1 said it was very infomialivc on Black Holes, 
1 said it was very interesting. 
I wos in Ctenver for o frierefs weddina. gave my extra ticket for an IMAX to him, We recommended seeing Bll to 
him and his wife. 
My cd leagues oi work. 
1 did recommend the movie to a friend 
I recommended il to my sister, her husband, and our neighbor. 
Since seeing the show. 2% had visited a website related to black holes - respondent printed 
the film viewing schedule for friends to sec ihe film. 
*> Siitco seeing ilieshow, lO^&had read, seen or heard something in OTIIBR MEDIA that re-
lates to block holes. 'I'wo respondents were reading Brian Greene's "The Elegant Universe," 
and one respondent watched a related show on the Science channel. 
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'*> Since seeing tlie show, 26% noted other actions thai relate to seeing the "Black Holes" fibii: 
Had a conversatian ^vith my bo>frien;l who knou3 a lot more dian me about science, about dio film; black hotca and 
the implications ofodta space phenomenon. The topic has cdmo up scvcml times since. 
1 counded very smon at a party recently when I cxpbincd diat there was o super gtam black holo at die ccnta of the 
ffdaxy. Thcnwegalintodieideaofu-ormhole3ondSpceOd>-5Scy... 
I talked to my brother about it. who is a rocket scienltLL 
Tve diought about the film and osn-dumy more in general. IVe also noticed I refer to die black holes in my convcr-
saiioa as melnphors or similes. Just bsi night I e.xpLiining how Argentine umgo sucked me in as if it wen a 
black hole. 
I ha\-c decided I will try to see the one advertised oboui die Search for aiha Ufc. 
Jua added tnterest die next time 1 see dii article dial would rekne. 
We acnally are planning on utktng time ai die library because those we went with seem to be enthralled to discover 
even more. 
I homcschool my kindcrgoncner end we are doing o unit about space and black holes, so wc have books and movies 
on dw subject. My son ii c'.pccially inicrcstcd in block holes, so wc arc currently looking for pictures or simu-
loicd picoircs of dtcm to make 
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Introduction 
Monster of iheMilky Way is a one-hour NOVA program designed to stimulate interest and infonn the 
public about the history, scicncc. and future of black holes as o cosmic force. Produced by Thomas 
Lucas Productions, (he program targets general prime lime and PBS odull viewers as well as secondary 
school audiences. The project also includes a number ofancillaiy educational resources, including a 
website and educational moicrials designed to extend and deepen the NOVA viewing experience. 
Approximately si^t montlis after the broadcast premiere of A/onjftir o/zAcj^/j/Ay Wc^\ Knight-Williams 
Research Communications, an indcpendcm evaluation Hnn, conducted a summalivo evaluation (o 
assess the extent to which the NOVA television program and project website accomplished the informal 
science education goals described in the proposal to Tlic National Science Foundation (NSF). The 
evaluation examined the extent to which the Monster cf the Milky Way television p r o ^ m * : 
• Pipvidcd adults and high school youth (ages 15-18) with an overall appealing, engaging, clear 
and comprehensible viewing experience. 
• Increased their understanding of what black holes arc, how block holes form, how black holes 
moy an*eci the matter surrounding thcni, and the role of black holes in the universe. 
• Increased their apprccialion of the luturc of the event horizon that surrounds black holes—Uial 
nothing within tlte horizon, including light, can escape its gravity. 
• Increased (heir awareness thai one of the most destructive objcct<! in the universe—a super 
massive black hole—exists at Ihc center of our own gala.x>'. 
• Increased iheir awareness of the current nuthods a«ronomers use to research black holes. 
• Increased Ihcir interest in and airiosity about black holes and ted them to think nbout black 
holc?i in a new way. 
• Subsequently motivated them to think alwui or further explore topics featured in lite program. 
The evaluation assessed impact by randomly assigning a plaitned sample of adult and youth 
participants to cilhcr a control (non-viewing) group thai only completed project questionnaires or n 
viewing group that watched the program and completed questionnaires. The evaluation then 
compared the results o f assessments completed by both tlte viewing and control groups at the 
beginning and end of the CN-aluation period. 
The evaluation also explored Ihe added A'aluc of the website, as an ancillary educational resource 
designed to deepen and supplement viewers' learning from the television program, focusing on the 
overall appeal, usability, and learning value of Iho site. 
' Ooals arc adapted from (trasc slated about the NOVA program on llic project ncbsitc 
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Method 
Evnluat ion de^slRn nnd recn i t t ing 
Knight-Williams recruited a planned sample of high school youth as well as adult PBS and general 
primetimc viewers from diverse rural, urban, and suburban areas o f the coimtry, with the additional 
goal of including equal gender representation and approximately 30% minorities. Recruiting 
occurred through the assistance o f evaluation associates with direct access to potential viewers with 
the appropriate target audience demographics and viewing habits. A l l adull participants vvcrc 
screened for a minimal level o f familiarity and interest in PBS and science/nature programming 
while youth were screened for enrollment in grades 10-12. Professional scientists, science teachers, 
and those with previous exposure to Monster of the Milky Way were not el igibic to participate. 
Proccdtire 
As noted in the introduction, the evnluaiion used an experimental prctcst/posnest control group 
design lo assess educational impact. Evaluators randomly assigned participants lo two groups 
(viewing vs. control) stratified by gender and age to achic\'c a balanced distribution. Although a 
total of 210 participants were originally recruited for the craluation. o total o f 180 participants 
completed both pretest and posttcst questionnaires witliin tlic itniefrome allotted for tlie evaluation, 
rcficcting a response rate of 86%. This total included 101 participants in the viewing group and 79 
participants in the control group. Reasons offered for non-completion involved inability (o meet the 
project deadline due to unexpected travel, sickness, or work/school conflicts. 
The evaluation procedure worked as follows: 
X^iawing group: A total of 101 participants viewed Monster of the Milky Way at home 
diuing o timeframe that generally reflected the original broadcast time (weekday 
evening). One week prior lo viewing the prognun. participants in this group 
completed a pre-viewing questionnaire. This group also completed a post-viewing 
questionnaire immediately after viewing the program. 
Aflcr completing the post-viewing questionnaire, participants were then asked to 
freely explore the project website over the course of a two-week period. Vicwcis 
were then contacted lo complete o follow-up survey that explored the extended 
influences of the TV program and their experiences at the website. A total o f 96 
vicwcTit completed this sttpplcnKiital cvaliuition in time for inclusion in the report. 
Non-axposure control grottp: A total of 79 participants ser^'cd in a "rum-exposure" 
control group which neither watched the NOVA program nor visited the project 
website. Participants in this group were only asked lo complete questionnaires at the 
beginning and end of the c\-alualion period in accordance with the Viewing ^roup 
schedule. 
'Ilic evaluation then compared the results of ihe Viewing and Control groups ns outlined 
under Analyses. To case the burden of the c\'aluator's requests, participants were provided 
with honoraritims for successfiiUy completing all of the evaluation aclivilics on schedule. 
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Queptjonnain s^ 
Tho project questionnaires ("pretest," "posttcst," and follow-up survey for viewer*) were 
administered online and contained nniltipic question sets. 
The pretest asked all evaluation participants about their 
• Demographic and other background information including: gender, age, race/ethnicity, 
educational background, occupational status, television viewing habits, and interest in and 
knowledge of astronomy and black holes. 
• Knowledge of the content addressed in Monster of the Milky Way relating to block holes (as 
specified on page 1) in the form of true/false, multiple choice, and open-ended questions. 
Assessment items wcro developed in eollabonilion with the project director and after 
reviewing the program script to cnsurv consistency in language. A.sscssmenl hems were pilot 
tested with 10 adults and youth fitting the target audience profile for readability, 
comprehension, ond case of completion. Hems were randomly prescnicd throughout Uic 
assessment rallicr than presented according to content area. 
On the posttcst, panicipanis in the control and viewing groups wore again asked about the questions 
listed under the preceding bullet point. Viewers were additionally asked about the following issues 
reloling to the program: 
• With whom they woichcd the A fonsier of the Milky Way program and whether and how their 
viewing was disrupted. 
• The extent to which ihcy: liked or disliked the programming; perceived the content as boring 
or interesting; found the presentation visually dull or exciting found the stor>lelling boring 
or engaging, found the presentation clear or confusing; and fell the programming had too 
much or too little information, too much or too little science, and too much or too little 
explanation of scientific principles. 
• What they liked and disliked about the program. 
• I low much Ihey fell they learned from Monster of the Milky Way and what they felt were tlic 
most interesting things they learned. 
• Whether and how they fell the program caused them to think about black lioles in a new or 
different way. 
• Whctlicr they expected they would recommend the program to others. 
• I low successful they fett the programming was in communicating: what black holes arc; how 
black holes form; that black holes shape the universe around them in important waj-s; the 
different methods astronomers can use to research black holes; how scientists are proving 
thai a super massive black hole exists at the center of our galaxy; thai our black hole is o 
ticking time bomb - it's calm now but explosive down the line; attd tiK dilTcrent career 
opportunities that exist in a.stronumy and sciaice. 
• Whether the program increased or decreased their interest in black holes, the methods 
scientists use to study black holes, science in general, and science rvlatcd careers (youdi 
only). 
• Whciher they felt Uiey learned an>1hing new about scientists from watching Monster the 
Milky Way and perceived that the scientists were good role models for youth (youth only). 
The foltow-up viewer questionnaire focused on: 
• 'lite longcr-tcmi appeal and perceived value of the NOVA program. 
• lYie naluic oitd scope of viewers* thoughts and conveniations about black holes witli family. 
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friends, and co-workers. 
• What viewers did m the website, what they liked and disliked about the website, what they 
learned, and whether their experiences motivated them lo take additional actions to learn 
more about topics featured in the program. 
Analyses 
Statistical analyses were conducted on oil quantitative data generated from the ev-aluation to 
examine the impact of the program and nrlalionships with Ihc demographic and backgroimd 
variables measured. Demographic and background variables incUided: gender (female vs. male), 
ogo (>'outh 15-18 vs. adults 19 and above), frequency of watching PBS (daily or weekly vs. monthly 
or less titan monlhlyX frequency of walcliing science/nature shows (daily or weekly \ '3. monthly or 
less than monthly), overall interest in astronomy (little or no interest vs. moderate or a lot of 
interest) and knowledge of astronomy (little or no knowledge \'s. moderate or a lot o f knowledge). 
Given the rctaliNxly small number of participants in the raciul/cthnic groups represented, rcsidts 
related to this demographic factor were not explored. 
To explore for possible significant dificrences between and within groups the anal>'scs used Chi-
square and t-tcsts as appropriate. ^ Statistically significant findings (hcreafler rcfened to as 
"significant") at p < .05 are reported in the text. To help dclcnmined whctlwr a significant difference 
was a diircrcncc of practical concern, cfTcct sizes were also computed using Cohen's rfmcasurc.^. 
As noted by Tahlhcimcr and Cook {2002) "whereas siaiisUcal tasts of significance tall us the 
likelihood that experimental restilis differ from chance a^cetations, effect-size measurements toll 
us the relative magnitude of tha experiment treatment. They tell us the size cf the experimental 
effect." *• Effect sizes for lite significant differences between groups arc reported in the text where 
appropriate, Tollowing Cohen's interpretation (Cohen, 1992X* 2 is indicative of a small cflcet, .5 a 
medium cficct, and .8 a large etVccL 
Content anal>%cs were performed on the qualitative data generated in the open-ended (jucslions on 
the pretests, posttests. and follow-up viewer qucsliormairc. Al l analyses were conducted by two 
independent coders. Any dilTcrenccs that emerged in coding were resolved with the ussislonec of n 
third coder. 
2 When examining subgroups with two citcgorics, I..cvcnc'» tcsl was used lo dcierminc whether 2-umplc t-
icsts or Pooled i-icsts were appropriaio foricsiing the means of the measured variables. 
3 <^  is defined as the difference between the 2 means divided by Ihc pooled standard deviation for thoic 
means. 
•* Thallicimcr, W. .ind Cook, S. (2002). How lo calculate effect sizes from publi<;hed research: A simplified 
mcthodolt^', Work-ljiaming Resrarvli, p. 2. 
5 Cohen, J. (1992). A Power Primer. Paychotogicat BnlleHn, 112(1), 155-159. 
5 lO-bU-wai-.Re 
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Sample demographic and background information 
A total o f 101 viewing and 79 control group participants completed questionnaires that 
subscqucnily formed the basis for this cv-alitaiion r epor tCh i - squa re anal)'Ecs showed thai ihc 
viewing and control groups did not differ significantly with respect to the demographic or 
background variables measured in the evaluation, including: gender, ago group, race, ethnicity, 
oecupnlion. education, frequency of viewing PBS, frequency of viewing NOVA, frequency of 
viewing science/nature shows, or perceived interest in and knowledge of astronomy. 
The viewer portion of the sample included: 
• About the some percentage of females (49?o) and males (51%). 
• A wide range o f ages, spanning 15-67 years, with an overall mean age of 29. 
• About tlic same percentage of adults (53%) ages 18 and older and youth participants (41%) 
ages 18 and under. 
• A racial distribution comprising 72% Whites and 28% minorities, including: 5% Afriean-
Amcrican/Black. 5% Asian, 2% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Wo Native American 
Indian/Alaskan Native, and 17% mi.\ed-race viewers; One-si.\tli (15%) of the group reported 
thai they were o f Hispanic origin. 
• A comparable percentage of employed individuals (42%) and students (47^6). 
• A combination o f regular and sometime viewers of PBS programs, with 40% reporting they 
watched PBS either daily or weekly, 19^ 'o reporting they watched monthly, and 42^S 
reporting they watch less than montldy. 
• A combination of regular and sometime viewers of scicncc/naturo programs, with 36% 
reporting they watched such programs cither daily or weekly, 35% reporting the>' watched 
momhly, and 30S& reporting ihcy watched monthly or less than monihly. 
• A combination of regular and sometime viewers o f NOVA, with 42% reporting they watched 
such programs either regularly or occasionally. 35?o reporting tlicy watched seldom, and 
229'o reporting they never watched NOVA. 
• A combination of individuals interested in astronomy, with more than half (53%) saying they 
were moderately or very interested in this subject. 2 \% reporting some interest, and 27^i 
reporting little or no interest. 
« A combination o f individiDls reporting they knew a little or nothing about astronomy (62%), 
while 24'J'o reported some knowledge o f the subject, and 15% reported they had a moderate 
amount or a lot o f knowledge about tlie subject. 
• A very higli pcrccntogc of individuals (9TJi.) who said they h.id heard of block holes before;, 
yet a somewhat smaller percentage of individuals who believed that black holes arc real 
(75%) versus only in science fiction (25%). 
• A combination of individuals who said they knew little or nothing about black holes (66<!{>), 
with 22^o reportinglhcy had some knowledge about black holes, and l2'!o reporting a 
moderate amount or a lot of know ledge. 
^ Althougti a lotol of 210 partidpantB were initially iccruilcd for tlic cv'aliution, 30 pjrIicipaniB did not 
complctu ihu evaluation rvquircmvnty on schedule and were v.\cludcd from Ihu analysis. Reasons tvportcd for 
lock of completion included rjckncss, unexpected travel, or vvork^schod conflicts that precluded pariicipaniH 
from completing the evaluation rcquircmcnis on lime. 
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Findings 
Part 1: The Viewing Context: 
With whom viewers wMchcd Monster of the MilJcy IVay 
and whether their viewing wus disrupted 
The evalitalion gcncmlly found IhnI the majority ofvicwcra watched the program alone, and wiiliom 
disruption. Most also eaid lhat they didn't waich ilic program when it aired in October because ihoy 
didn't Icnow about it. More specifically: 
O The nmjor i ly of Wmers (67%) watched the NOVA program nione. Just over one-sixth 
(IT^o) said they watched the program wilh u friend while smaller percenlages reported 
watching with a spouse/partner (S^o), child (5%), or some combination o f spouse/partner, 
friends, or children (S'/o). 
O While nearly three-quarters (72%) snid lhc>-watched the program without dbruptlon, 
the remaining viewer:! experienced some dbmpt ion thai briefly Interrupted their vleiving 
experience. The most frequently mentioned disruptions were: answered phone or door (9%) or 
briefly fell aslecp/zoncd out (6%). Other disruptions mentioned by individual viewers (IS^o) 
included one of the following: made snack, tended to family member, was distracted by dog 
barking, or had to fix D V D pausing on graphics. 
O When asked why (hey didn't watch the Monster of the Milky Way program when it ah-cd 
on PHS during October, more than four-finhs (86%) of the group sold they dldn*t know 
about the program. Jusl a few viewer; (S?&) .said ihey knew about it but were unable to waich 
at the time it aired, and one viewer (l^o) said the subject matter didn't appeal. 
Part 2: Viewers' a.s.scssmcnt of the overall 
appeal and entertainment value of Monster of the MUky Way 
' l lie program was very well received by tlic adult and youth audience of viewers r.indomly assigned 
to watch the Monster of the Milky Way. These viewers generally liked the program, found the 
content and EiorytcIIing intcrcsling. and agreed tliai the program was visually exciting. They were 
also consistently able to articulalo various things ihcy liked about llw program and felt ihoy were 
likely to recommend the program to others. More spcciHcally: 
O Viewers generally reporti-d lliey liked the program. When uskcd to rale how tliey much 
ihey liked or disliked the program using n scale of 1 (disliked overall) to 7 (liked overall) the 
mean rating for ihc \'icw ing group as a whole was 5.8. Adults rated their liking of the program 
significantly higher llian did youth and morc frequent viewers of PBS rated their liking of the 
program significantly higher than did less frequent viewers. 
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O When asked to discuss what they most liked about the prognun, four major themes 
emerged across vicwere* responses, wi th the largest group of \1cwcrs (39%) applauding 
the progranrs use of \l6uals, and In particular the use of graphics, animation, and 
photography. VIewcra described these visual elements as dramatic outstaiidatg, aittazutg, 
and/or heautlfuU wi th many fbr ther noting that Ihcy helped them understand the subject 
matter of black holes. One-third (33%) of Uic viewers, meanwhile, said ihcy liked learning 
new information about black holes, especially relating to what they arc, how ihcy form, how 
they work, ond/orhow scientists study them. Onc-finh (21?i) praised some aspect of ihc 
program's story-telling approach, and in particular its use of drama, mystery, analogies, humor, 
and/or its clear and easy-to-follow explanations. Finally, a somewhat smaller percentage of 
viewers (17%) said ihcy ci^oycd the scientists featured in Ihc program, describing them as 
knowledgeable^ enthusiastic, engaging, personable and/or as effective communicators. 
O When asked to describe what, i f anything, they disliked about Maimer oftheMiUiy Way 
no one Issue stood out as a major problem for the major i ty of the group. The most 
common complaint wos mentioned by one-quarter (23%) of lhe viewers and involved tlieir 
desire for additional explanation or infomintion where scientific concepts seemed hard to 
understand, confasing. or less frequently, contradictory or over-reaching. Other dislikes were 
mentioned by less than one-sixth o f Ihc viewers and focused on something relating to Ihc: 
featured scientists (13?'o), visuals (8%), viewers' perception that the nnrndion or scientists 
sometimes repealed or over-explained infomialion (8? o), the characterization of black holes as 
"monsters" (3%) or viewers' uneasiness about ihe dangers ihm black holes pose (3*io). Other 
individual viewers each ex-prcsscd ihe view ihnt tlic program was loo short or that the editing 
was somewhat choppy, edgy, or M T \ ' like. Nearly onc-llitrd (3096) of the viewers indicated 
there wasn't anything they disliked, with many instead adding general praise for the program. 
O Viewers generally agreed that lUonsier of (he tUUky Way provided Interesting content. 
When asked to role how interesting they found the content using a scale of 1 (boring) to 7 
(interesting), the mean rating for the viewing group as a whole was 5.9. There were a few 
subgroup differences for tliis item, however. Tirsi, adults rated their interest in the program 
content significantly higher than did youih. Second, viewers who rated themselves as more 
knowledgeable obout astronomy rated their interest significantly higher than did those who 
rated llicmsclvcs as less knowledgeable. And finally, more frequent viewers of PUS rated their 
inlcrcsl in the program content significantly higher than did less frequent viewers. Among Ihc 
viewers who commented on the appeal of the content, most enlhusiostically commented that 
they found the subject matter on the order of fascinating or mesmerizing. 
O Viewers goncrally ogrccd that the program presented engaging 5tor>iclUng. Whcnnskcd 
to rate the program's stor>icl]ing on a scale of I (boring) to 7 (engaging), the mean rating for 
the viewing group as a whole was 5.4. A couple of subgroup dilVerences were found for ihis 
item in that adults rated the stor>lelling significantly higher than did youth and more frequent 
viewers o f PBS mtcd the storytelling significantly higher tlian did less frequent viewers. 
Ainong llie many adults and youth who chose to comment on ihc program's storytelling 
approach, the majority offered positive reimrk.«i. Some characterized the presentation os 
interesting or cnlenaining. while others appreciated that the scientific information was 
accessible or tlial the scientists were engaging. Meanwhile, a few adulls and >'outli look issue 
with some aspect of the program's storytelling. Ilic adults in this cose described the meuiphors 
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03 ovcniscd. the editing as choppy in pbccs, or the music as cheesy or too geared to o younger 
crowd. YouUi meanwhile described the presentation as occasionally dull, repelilive, loo long, 
or featuring scientists with dull voices. 
O V l m c r e BCTif rally agreed that the program was \1sually exciting. When asked to rate the 
program's visual excitement on a scale of l(vi3ually dull) to 7 (visually exciting), the mean 
rating for the viewing group as a whole was (5.0. As with the rating for stor>iclling, adiihs rated 
tho program's visual excitement signilicunlly h i ^ c r than did youth and frequent viewers of 
PBS rated tlic visuab significantly liighcr than did less frcquait viewers. Moreover, viewers 
who rated themselves as more knowledgeable about astronomy rated the visuals significantly 
higher than did those who rated themselves as less knowledgeable. In their cxplaiutions of their 
ratingK. several adults and youths praised tlic program's \isual qualities, most oflcn noting that 
tlicy vvcrc appealing, beautiful eye-caiching or helped them to understand the subject matter 
presented. Just a few viewers, all adults, pointed to something about the program's visuals that 
they disliked, most oHen focusing on graphics or clips being overused, confusing, or relatively 
unappealing compared to those featured in previous programming viewed. 
3 Viewers agreed that the program was worthy of recommendation. When asked to rate 
their likelihood of recommending the program using a scale of I (would not recommend) to 7 
(would recommend), the mean rating for the viewing group as a whole was S.9. There was one 
subgroup difiercncc found for tliis item wherein adults indicated they were significantly more 
likely to recommend ilic program than did youth. 
Part 3. Viewers* assessment of Monster of tlte Milky }Vay*s clarft>', dcnsit>' of 
itiformatinn, science, and science ejcplanatlons, and success 
in presenting seven themes about black holes 
Viewers generally concurred that the program was clear, and struck the riglit balance in terms of the 
amount of information, science, and scientific explanations provided. Viewers also generally fell 
that the program was successful in communicating tlic scvci» infomial science education tJicmcs 
asked about in the evaluation. More specifically: 
O Viewers generally agreed (hat the program offered a pretty dear presentation. When 
asked to rale how clear or confusing they found the program using a scale of I (confusing) to 7 
(clear), tlie mean rating fort l ic viewing group as a whole was 5.6. Four subgroup differences 
were found for this item as follows. Fir?!t, adults rated the program's clarity significantly 
higher than did youth. Second, more regular viewers o f science/nature programs rated the 
program's clarity signiticantly higlier than did les.i frequent viewers. Third, viewers who rated 
tlicinselvcs as more knowledgcnblo about astronomy rated the clarity significantly liif^icr than 
did those who rated themselves as less knowledgeable. And finally, more frequent newers of 
PUS rated the clarity significaiuly higlier lluui did less frequent PBS viewers. 
O Vlcncrs also generally felt that the amount or infomia l lon presented hi the program was 
about right. Wlicn asked to rate the amount of infomiotion on a scale of 1 (too little) to 7 (too 
much), the mean rating for tlic viewing group as a whole was 4..1. One subgroup dillbrcncc 
was found for this item as viewers who rated themselves as less interested in astronomy rated 
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the amotint o f informolion significantly higher than did those who rated lliemselvcs as more 
inlcrcsled in the subject. Most of tho adults and youths who conmicnted on their infonnalion 
density ratings indicated they fell the balance was generally about right for them. Several o f 
their comments focused on the value of the supporting visuals presented. A few viewers 
meanwhile, all odults, said they would have prefened even more depth lo the omoioit o f 
infonnalion presented in the program. Just a few viewers suggested tlic level or amount of 
information was loo high, noting lock of prior familiarity with black holes or astronomy in 
general. 
O Viewers generally agreed lhat the amount of science was about right. When asked to rate 
tho amount o f iiilbrmaiion on a scale of I (too link;) to 7 (too much), the mean rating for the 
viewing group as a whole was 4.3. One subgroup difference was foimd for this item as youth 
rated the oniounl of science significantly higher than did adults. 
O Viewers generally Airiher agreed that the program offered Jusl enough explanation of 
sclentinc principles. When asked to rate the explanations on n scale o f 1 (too little) to 7 (loo 
much), the mcin rating for tlie viewing group as a v%hole was 4.0. Tlicrc were no subgroup 
differences for this item. Most who commented on their ruling reiterated that they found tlie 
program clear or easy to follow. Some viewers however, particularly youth, fell there were 
sonic concepts tlicy would have liked to sec explained in greater detail, such as: (he use of x-
rays, what Einstein thought about black holes, basic concepts in aslronomy and physics, and the 
meaning of terms like 'cosmos.* 
O Viewers rated the program as succcsslbl in presenting seven dllTercnt black hole and 
astronomy science themes, although some themes received higher mcnn ratings than 
others. Using a scale o f 1 (not at all successful) lo 7 (e.slrcmcly successful): 
• Vlovcrs generally rated the program as very successful In presenting what black 
holes ore (mean rating, 6.0). Two subgroup differences were found for Ihis item. Fiml. 
adults rated the program's success in presenting vvhat black holes arc significantly higher 
than did youth. Second, viewers who rated themselves as more interested in astronomy 
rated the program's success in presenting this topic significanlly higher than did those 
who rated themselves as less interested in this subject. 
• Viewers generally rated the program as moderately to very successful In presenting 
hmv black holes f o m i (mran rating, SB). One subgroup dilTcrencc was found in Ihis 
case, as adults rated Ihc program's success in presenting this topic significunlly h i ^ e r 
than did youtli. 
• Victvcrs also rated the program us moderately to very successful in presenting thai 
black holes shape the universe around them In Important ways (mean rating, S.8). 
Here again, adults rated tlie program's success in presenting this topic significantly higher 
tlian did youtli. 
• Viewers also rated Ihc program as moderately to very successftii In p ro^ng that a 
super massive black holcexbtsat tlic center of our galaxy (mean rating* &6), Once 
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again, adults rated the program's success in presenting this topic significantly higher than 
did youth. None of the viewers chose to c.Kpbin their rating o f this Iheme. 
Vlcncrs again rated the program as moderately to vc iy successful hi presenting the 
different methods astronomers can use to research black holes (mean rating, 5.5). 
Adults again rated the program's success in presenting litis topic significantly higher tlian 
did youth. Also, viewers who rated themselves as more knowledgeable about astronomy 
rated the program's success in presenting this topic significantly higher than did those 
who rated themselves as less knowledgeable. 
Viewers generally felt the program was moderately successfbl In .showing thai our 
bludt hole Is u ticking lime bomb - lt*s a i l n i now but explosive down ihc line (inron 
rating, SO). Here again, adults rated the program's success in presenting this topic 
significantly higher than did youth. 
rinaUy, \1ewcrs felt the program was somew hat succeasnil In presenting the different 
career opportunities that exist In astronomy and science (mean rating, 3.9). In 
contrast to the age-group findings reported for tlie previous tlicmcs. however, in this case, 
youth rated the program's success significantly higher than did adults. Among the se\-eral 
adults to comment on their ratings, most noted that they didn't recall this focus in the 
program, ahhougli a few acknowledged that Ihc program did demonstrate or showcase 
scicntislfi' talents and methods of work, or noted the progranrs inclusion of female 
scientists. 
Part 4. Viewers' Icnmlng from Monster of the Milky Way 
To understand the learning value oiMonstcr of ihoAWky IVay, viewers were asked to: rale how 
much they felt they learned from the program, rate it's effect on their level o f curiosity, describe tlic 
most interesting things llicy learned from the program, describe whether and how (he program 
caused tlicm to think about black holes in a new or diffca*m way, and describe what they Icontcd 
about seicniista from the program. Additionally, to cstimotc viewers' understanding of black holes 
and other science content presented in tlie program, participants in both ihc viewing and control 
groups were each asked to complete a combuiation of true-fatse and multiple choice ilenu about 
specific tliemes presented m tlw program (described in tlie report). 'Hie results from the above set o f 
assessments are summnri/ed below. 
O Vicn ers felt the program had high learning value fo r them personally. When asked to rale 
how nnieh they fell lhe>' learned from Monster of the Milky Way on a scale of 1 (learned 
nothing) to 7 (learned a lot) the mean rating for die vie%viiig group was 6.0. No subgroup 
differences were found for tills item. Several youth and a few adults commented on their ratings 
of the program's learning value, generally noting that Ute program: answered questions they 
hod about astronomy, taught them abom topics with which they were provioa<i)y unfamiliar, 
increased their iulerest in black holes, and/or led them to think fiirther about research on black 
holes. 
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Vien ers also fell the program generally increased their curiosity. Again using a scale of I 
(decreased curiosity) to 7 (increased curiosity^ tho mean rating for the viewing group was 5.7. 
One subgroup difTcrcncc was found for this item as adults felt the program's effect on their 
curiosity was significantly higher than did youth. 
Vlcncrs gnierally felt that the program incrrased rather than decreased their [nterrsl In 
learning more about: bbck holes, sdcntlflc methods to study black holes, and sdcncc In 
general. Using scales of I (decreased strongly) to 7 (increased strongly) the topic of "block 
holes" received the higlicst mean rating (5.9X followed by the "methods scientists use to study 
black holes" and "Science in general" (both at 5.4). Se\'cral subgroup dilfertnces were found 
as follows: 
Interest in black holes: Adults rated their interest in learning about black holes 
significantly higlicr than did youtli. 
^ Interest in methods: Aduhs rated their interest in learning about the methods scientists use 
to study black holes tiignificantly higher than did youiK Vicwcni who rated themselves as 
more interested in astronomy rated tlicir interest in learning about tliis topic significantly 
higher titan did tliosc who rated tliemsclvcs as less interested in astronomy. 
Interest in Bcicneo: Adults rated their interest in learning obout science significantly higher 
than did youth. Also, more frequent viewers of science/nature programs rated tlicir 
tnlcrcsl in teaming aboirt science si^iificantly h i ^ c r than did less frequent viewers. 
Similarly, more frequent viewers of PBS rated their interest in learning more science 
significantly higher than did less frcquem viewers. Finally, viewers who rated themselves 
as more interested in astronomy rated their interest in learning about science higher than 
did tliosc who rated tlicmsclvcs as less interested in astronomy. 
Youth vinvcrs who were additionally asked to rate their intcirst In sdmcc careers as a 
result o f watching the program tended to agree that the program somewhat increased 
their Interest In this rrgnrd (mrnn rating, 4.8). Youth who rated themselves ns more 
interested in astronomy rated their intereiit in teaming about science carccni higher than did 
those who rated themselves as less interested in astronomy. 
O When asked to describe the most interesting thbigs they learned f rom watching ^Mns/er 
a/the Milky fyay. all o f the viewera discussed at lea'rt one thing that Interested them and 
many mentioned two or more things. The major i ty of their responses focused on 
infonnation Ihcy learned about: black hole "behavior^ or h « v block holes work, the 
Impact of black holes on the universe around them, the methods scientists use to study 
block holes, oiid/or information about the size, pre\-alcnce, und/or foiniatlun of black 
h«lc3. 'Ilic largest pcreenlagc o f viewers, however, nearly two-fiflhs (3H%) o f the group, said 
ihcy were interested in information presented in the program about how black holes work, most 
often pointing to facts or concepts they learned about gravitational pull, how black holes emit 
energy, the fact that nothing con escape tliem. and/or that tliey play an organizing role in 
universe. Nearly onc-lhird (30?i) o f the viewers, meanwhile, were interested in information 
presented on black hole research, focusing on tltc melliods scientists use lo study ihem. 
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Meanw hile, more than ono-qunrtcr (27%) of the viewers discussed learning ihe foct that back 
holes exist in every galaxy, with many of these viewers further noting that black holes are 
found in the center of larger galaxies. Finally, smaller percentages of viewers, less than one-
tenth of the group in each case, said they were interested in information ihcy learned about how 
big black holes arc (S^/a), how black holes ore formed (,9Vo). ilial there are many block holes 
(6%), and/cr the prediction that the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies wi l l eventually collide 
(6%). 
Seeing the program significantly affected %icwrr9* self-assessed understanding of black 
holes. Participants in both the viewing ond control groups wcro asked to rale their level of 
understanding of "black holes" at pretest and again at posliest using a scale of 1 (don't 
imdcrstand at all) to 7 (could cxpbin to others). At pretest both viewing and control group 
participants generally indicated ihcy had little understanding of black holes (3.1 \'6. 2.9 
rvspcclively). I'he two groups' mean scores were not significantly different. At pustlest. 
however, the mean rating for the viewing group increased to 5.0, which was significantly 
higher than Ihc group's pretest mean rating o f 3.1. More importanlly. the viewing group s 
mean positest rating was significantly higlicr than the control group's postlcsl mean rating of 
3.0, wiih Ihc cfTcct size being 1.38, considered a large effect. 
There were two subgroup differences found for this question r>:liiiing to interest in and 
knowledge of astronomy. Viewers who rated themselves as more knowledgeable about 
astronomy rated tlicir level of understanding of black holes significantly higher llian did those 
who ralcd themselves as less knowledgeable. Moreorer. viewers who rated themselves as more 
interested in astronomy rated their level of understanding significantly higher than did those 
who rated themselves as less interested in this subjecL 
A l l but one-tenth of Ihc vlc^vcrs (88%) felt that Ihe program led them to Ihhik obout black 
holes In a new or different way. When oskcd to explain the change, five main themes emerged 
across Uieir responses. Two-iliirds (61 % ) uf Ihe viewing group, about an equal number of 
adults and youth, indicated that as a result o f \'icwing the program they had a much clearer 
understanding of the fact thai black holes arc real, exist in outer space, and aren't just p-irt o f 
scienoc fiction. Many of these viewers further ebborated that they teamed basic information 
that dispelled previous m>1hs they previously held about black holes and/or that helped them lo 
more cuiicrctcly undcmland what black holes are, how they form, where they arc located, and 
tliat there arc many. Nearly one-quarter (22%) of ihc viewers, mostly adults, felt they had a 
greater appreciation oflhe importance of black holes to the universe. Meanwhile, one-si.Mh 
of Ihc viewers, about an equal number of adulls and youth, were o f Ihc opinion that ihc 
program increased their fear o f or concern about black holes, as reflected in Iheir responses 
characterizing black holes as scary, monstrous, or dangerous. More than one-tenth (12?i) o f ihc 
viewers, mostly youth, felt the program gave ihcm a heightened sense oflhe sheer power of 
black holes, porticularly relating lo how ihcy pull in matter and emit energy. Several viewers 
(8^&), mostly adults, felt the program decreased their fear or concern about the dangers posed 
by black holes, most often noting that Ihcy learned that ihcy have no control over black holes or 
lhat black holes won't affect them or tlicir children. Finally, a linndful of viewers all 
youth, said lliey fell the program did not change ilic way iJicy thought obout black holes, cither 
noting a lack of interest in tlw subject or that they didn't Icam much new infomiulion. 
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Seeing the program significantly nffected \1cwers* estimation of the Impact black holes 
have on ihc universe around thenL To estimate Iho impact of Monster of tho MUky Way on 
viewers* estimation of the impact black holes have in shaping the universe around ihcm 
paiticipams in both the viewing and control groups were asked to rale how much of an impact 
Ihey thought black holes ha\'c in shaping the universe oroimd ihcm on a scale of 1 (no impact) 
to 7 (great impact). At pretest the viewing and control groups on average both cslimoted that 
black holes have a moderate impact (mean ratings 4.7 vs. 4.5 respectively). The two groups' 
mean scores were not significantly different At posttesl however, the mean ratijig for tlic 
viewing group increased lo 6.1. wliich was significantly h i ^ c r than the group's pretest mean 
rating of 4.7. More importantly, the viewing group's mean posltcsl rating was significanlly 
higher than the control group's posltcst mean rating of 4.7, with the efTccl size being 1.0, 
generally considered a large efiecl. There was one subgroup difference for this item as aduhs 
rated the impact significantly higlier than did youth. 
Viewers were also invited to cxploin tlicir ratings. One-third (35*/o) of the viewers explained 
that bbck holes swallow, suck, pull in, or dcx'our nutter, planets, or galaxies. One-fifih 
provided general non-specific answers that generally noted that black holes have a role in 
shaping the univcrec around ihcm without specifying how. One-sixth (15%) observed That 
black holes offect the size and/or organization of galaxies or the universe. One-lcnlh ( I f f J i ) 
noted that black holes change the trajectory of stars or orbits, while o few viewers each said that 
black holes: are located at ccnlcr of galoxies (7%X spew out energy (6Vo), clean debris 
and/or gave another response. Finally, a few vicwere (5%) wrote that they didn't know how 
bhck holes shape the universe around them. 
Comparing the two groups* overall scores on a 27-polnt as.^ument lhat Included a series 
oftruc/falsc and multiple choice questions, Ihc cvoluation found that viewing the program 
significantly improved viewers' know ledge of black holes and bkick hole research. Out of 
a possible score of 27 points, the \iewing group, on average, scored 9 poims at pretest while the 
control group scored 8 points. 'ITic two groups' scores were not signiHconily difrcrcni. At 
posttcst however, the viewing group's mean score increased lo 20 points, which was 
significantly higher than Ihc group's pretest mean score of 9. Kven more importantly, the 
view ing group's mean posttest score was significantly higher than the control group's posllcst 
mean score of 9, wii l i the cflcci size being 1.77, generally considered a large eficct. 
Three subgroup differences were found within the viewing group's overall assessment scores at 
posltesi. First, adidls scored signincantly higher on ihc a<»essmcnl lhan did >*oulh (22/27 \s. 
16/27). .Second, viewers who ralcd themselves as more knowledgeable about astronomy scored 
significantly higher than did those who ralcd themselves as less knowledgeable (22/27 vs. 
19/27). And finally, viewers who rated themselves as more interested in astronomy also scored 
significanlly higher than did those who rated themselves as less inlcrcsted (2i/27 vs. 18/27). 
Looking at viewers* performance on the four specific conlcnt areas of the assc.<umcnl, the 
c\'aluaiion further found viewers showed significant improvement in each case. The findings 
for each ussessmcitl ore provided below, relating (o: u) the locution and existence of black 
holes, b) the formation o f black holes, c) how black holes work, and d) black holes research and 
methods of sludv. 
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a) Learning rc l f l tcd to the location and existence of black holes 
To estimate newers' learning about content presented in the program about the location end 
existence of black holes, porticiponU in both groups w ere presented with 4 tnie/falsc questions 
and 1 multiple choice question. The tnic/falsc slatcmcnts included: Onty a fow galaxies in the 
universe have black h<Acs {false): Black holes arc typically found in the center of planets like 
Earth or Mars (false): All the big galaxies in the universe have a black hole at thair center 
(tnte). and Black holes have not yet been located in our galaxy (false). The multiple choice 
question asked participants to indicate where black holes occur, with the correct response bemg 
"outer space." 
The evaluation found that seeing the program significantly improved viewers' knowledge of 
(he location and existence of black holes as measured by the five questions asked on the 
assessment. At pretest the viewing group scurud an average of 2.2 out o f a possible 5 points 
while the control group scored an average of 2.0 points. 'I'hc two groups* mcun scores were not 
significantly different. At posnest; however, the view ing group's mean score increased to 4 J , 
which was significantly higher ihan ihc groups pretest mean score of 2.2. Even more 
importantly, the viewing group's mean posUcst score was significantly higher lhan Uic control 
grmip's posticsl mean scorv of 2.2. with the effect si/e being 1.62, generally considered a large 
effect. One subgroup difference was found wiihin the posticst scores o f the viewing group in 
that that adulls scored significantly higher on this portion of the assessment tlian did youth. 
b. Learning rclaicd to the fonnation o f black holes 
To estimate viewer?' learning about content presenled in the program relating to the formation 
of black holes, participants in boUi groups were presenled with 3 true/false questions: Black 
holes form in the death oflar^c stars (tnte): Scientists believe that our sun will one day turn 
into a black hole (false): and Black holes arc the remnants ofcoUapscd/dcad stars (true). 
Seeing tlic prograjn significantly improved viewers' knowledge of the fomiation of black holes, 
as measured by the three questions asked in Uie assessment. At pretest Ihc viewing group 
scored an average of 1.2 points out of a possible 3 points while the control group scored on 
average of I . I points. Tlic two groups' mean scores were not significantly different. At 
posllcsl. however, die viewing group's mean score increased to 10. which was significantly 
higher lhan the group's pretest mean score of 1.2. Even more importamly. the viewing group's 
mean posnest score was .<iignificanlly higher lhan the control group's posttesl mean score of 1.3 
with the effect size being .78, generally considered a medium effect. 
With respect to subgroup differences omong the viewera' posiiest Ecores, three were found. 
Adulls scored significantly higlicr on this portion of the assessment than did youlh. Also, 
viewers who rated dicmselvcs as more knowledgeable about astronomy scored signifieamly 
higher than did those who rated themselves as less knowledgeable, finally, viewers who rated 
dicinselves more inlcrcsted in astronomy scored significanlly higher than did Utosc who rated 
themselves less interested. 
c. L c n m i n u rclntcd lo how black l iolcs work 
To estimate viewers' learning about content presenled in the program aboul how black holes 
work, participants in both groups were presented with 6 true/false questions and 2 multiple 
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choice questions, The trae/falsc statements incltidcd: When matter falls toward a blackholo it 
gets sucked straight in (falsa): IVhcn something falls into a black hold, it cvcniitally comas back 
out (false); Black holes have a region surrounding than bayond which nothing can escape, not 
even light (true): Black holes arc like cosmic vacuum cleaners that clean the dust and debris 
that accunmlata in outer space (false): Black holes emit or shoot energy outward (true): and 
Black holes have periods of high activity and low activity (true). One o f the two multiple choice 
questions asked participants whether scientists think that the black hole ot the center of the 
Milky Way gala\y is generally active or inactive at present, with the correct response being 
"active." The second multiple choice question asked viewers to select which of several 
response options can escape from being pulled into a black hole, with the correct response 
being ^'nothing can escape." 
Seeing the program significantly improved viewers* knowledge of how black holes work as 
measured by the eight questions asked on the assessment. At pretest both the viewing and 
control groups scored an avcrogc o f 2.3 poirus out of a possible 8 points. At posncst. however, 
tltc viewing group's mean score increased to 5.5, which was significantly higher than the 
group's pretest mean score of 2.3. Even more importantly, the viewing group's mean score of 
5.5 was significantly higher than the control group's posHest mean score of 2.3, with the effect 
size being 1.7, considered o large effect. There was one subgroup difference found for this 
item at posltcst within the viewing group as adults scored significantly higher on this portion of 
tlie assessment than did youth. 
d. Lea rn ing relnted lo hlnck holes research nnd .study niethod.s 
To estimate viewers' knowledge of content presented about black holes research and methods 
of study, participarus in both groups were presented with 1 true/false question and 2 multiple 
choice questions. The Uiie/false statement was: Black holes were described by the theories cf 
Albert Einstein (true). One of the two multiple choice questions asked participants how 
scientists determine whether there's a black hole in a certain pari o f n galaxy, with the correct 
responses being: "Clock the speed of stars moving aroimd its suspected location," "Look for a 
j c i of high energy particles," and "I-ook for sudden flare ups of radiation." The second 
question asked participants which of several methods scientists aw to study black holes, with 
the correct rcspotiscs being: radio rcceiveis. x-ray detectors, telescopes, and computer 
simulations. 
Seeing the program significantly improved viewers' knowledge of black hole research and 
methods of study as measured by the 3 questions asked on the assessment. At prctcsi the 
viewing group scored an average o f 1.9 points out of a possible 8 points, while the control 
group scored an overage o f 1.8 points. The two groups* mean scores were not significantly 
different. M postlcst, however, the viewing group's mean score increa'^cd to 5.5 which W M 
significantly higher than the group's pretest mean score of 1.9 Even more importantly, the 
viewing group's mean poattest score was significantly higlicr than tlic control group's pustlest 
mean score of 2.1, with the effect si^c being 1.5, generally considered a large cfl'cct. 
Two subgroup differences were found among the posttcst scores within (he viewing group. 
First, adults scored significantly higher on this portion o f assessment than did youlli. Second, 
viewers who rated themselves as more interested in astronomy scored significantly l i i j ^ c r than 
did those who rated themselves as less interested. 
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d. L c a m i n a rclnl txi l o misccllaneoiis attributes o f black holes 
To estimate participarits' learning about miscellaneous atlrilnites of block holes, participants in 
both groups were presented with 2 true/false questions and I multiple choice question. The 
tfuc/falsc statements included: Black holes are invisible and Black holes are thought to be the 
density of water. The multiple choice question asked viewers wliethcr Ihcy thought black holes 
are real or only in science fictioiL 
Seeing iho program significantly improved viewers' knowledge of miscellaneous attributes of 
black holes as measured by the 3 questions asked in the assessment At pretest both the 
viewing and control groups scored an overage o f 1.4 points out o f a possible 3 points. The Kvo 
groups' mean scores were not significantly different At posHcsl, however, Uie viewing group's 
mean score increased lo 2.4, which was significantly higher than the group's pretest mean score 
of 1.4. Even more importantly, the viewing group's mean posllcst score was significantly 
higher than the control group's posUcst mean score of 1.3, with the cfTcct size being 1.3, 
generally considered a large effect. One subgroup difference was found among Ihc posttcst 
scores wilhin the viewing group in that odulls scored significantly higlicr on the assessment 
than did >-oulh. 
O About three-fifths of the viewers (58%) perceived that they learned somcthhig new about 
scientists fVom the program, while oboul two-fifths (39%) fel l they hadn't. Those who fell 
Ihey learned something new were asked to explain what they learned. No one theme stood out 
for a majority of the \'icwers, but four diflercnt lltcmcs were represented across their comments. 
Onc-fifih o f the vicwcTS (2Vih) fch ihcy learned that scientists can be very passionate, 
dedicotcd, and/or enthusiastic otwut their work. More than onc-lcnth meanwhile (13?o) felt the 
program gave them o greater appreciation for the idea that scientists arc actually normal people 
and have a sense of humor, arc personable, imaginative, and not always arrogant Several 
viewers (1 ]%) felt they learned obout scientists' research methods. And finally, a few more 
viewers (5^i) fell ihc>' acquired a greater awareness lhat scientists arc from diverse 
backgrounds. 
O Most (80%) youth viewers agreed that the scientists fea tumi in the program were good 
role models fo r people their age, with the niaUi reasons bdng: that Ihcy show passion or 
dedication fo r their work p9*/o), lhat Ihcy ore intelligent (20%), or lhat Ihey come acrou 
as normal people (9%). A small group o f youth (2(Ko) meanwhile felt that the scientists were 
not good role models for people their age. The most common reason, mentioned by ono-lcnth 
{lOP.i) of tlic >'ouih. was that they seem generally out of touch with >-outh orhavo a different 
perspective. A few youlli (Ti'a) explained tliat youth don't have much interest in astronomy. 
Finally, a couple of youth (4%) fell the scientists w ere too old. 
O When viewers were asked i f there was anything else Ihcy wanted lo shore oboul Ihcir 
expcrirncc viewing Monster of the Milky Way^ more than tivo-dnhs (4S%), slightly more 
ndulls than youth, praised (he progranrs overall appeal and infommtive value. Several 
viewers (1 l?o), oil adulls said they showed the program to someone else or would recommend 
i l . Several more vic\vcrs ( l l^ tp ) , about an equal lumibcr of adults and youth, offered comments 
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relating to NOVA more gaierally. Several viewers (9^&) mostly adults said ihcy would like lo 
see more programming on astronomy or bbck. A few more viewers, mostly adults, opprccialcd 
that the program was put together in a way thai was easy for Ihcm to understand/follow (3%) or 
fell ihc program Icfi them with unresolved or now questions. A couple of adult viewers 
observed thai Ihey fell the liilc of the program was mblcading or ilirew Ihem off. Finally, one 
youth praised the program for its interesting topics and suggested the use of more youth in the 
program to appeal to a younger audience. 
Part 5: The extended Influences of Monsters of the Milky Way 
A l l viewing participants were asked to complete a follow-up online survey within two weeks of 
viewing the prognun that asked them lo reflect on ony thoughts or conversations they may hove had 
about material prtscntcd in Monster of Iho Milky Way since viewing. The e\-ahjatIon found lhat 
more than two-lhlrds (66%) of the viewers reported lhat they had contbiued to think about 
Monster of the Milky Way In the weeks since they vloved the program. iMorc than half (53%) 
said t l ia l they had discussed the program wi th fricndSf family, or co-workcrs. Ncariy one-fifth 
(18%) said they had seen something on T V (hat had reminded them of the program. Several 
viewers said that they had read something in a magaTlne, book, or online (7%) or heard 
something on the radio (7%) that reminded them of the program. 
More specifically: 
O More than two-thirds (66%) uf the group reported lhat they had dbcu:ised the program 
with their slgnlOcant others, family, friends, roommates, and/or co-woriiers. Most often 
these viewers said they discussed information they learned about black holes or they generally 
praised and/or recommended the prognun to a spouse, parcnl(s). or fricnd(s) 
O Neariy one-fillh (18%) reported that they had seen something on television or in a mo\1e 
that made them (hlnk about something In the program. Eight viewers, a combination of 
adults and youth, explained lhat they hod watched televisions programs as diverse as Star Wars. 
Star-Trek, History Channel programming on cither the Dcrmuda Triangle or black holes, or 
other NOVA or Discovery channels programs. A few viewers, mostly adults, said they watched 
a movie snch as Zalluira, or Ihcy saw a movie in science class, from Nctflix, or in some other 
context. A few others adults and youth .<uiid tliey were reminded of ihc program when viewing a 
television ad\-crtisement for one of ihc followuig: NOVA, a new movie called Sunshine, or even 
a beer commercial. 
O Several (7%) viewers said they had rend something In a newspaper, magazine, book, or 
other publication that made them think of Ihc program. These viewers talked about reading 
information in a book or website about topics as diverse as du.M. global wamiing, and/or an 
artist interested in over-looked objects or scenes. 
O Several (7%) viewers, mostly adults, indicated they had heanl something on the radio that 
made ihcm think of the program. TIKSC viewers talked obout listening lo Deep Purple, Piiik 
Floyd, NPR, or otlicr talk radio programming 
18 
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Part 6: Viewers* f eedback on the Monster of tlie MiUty Way webs i te 
Aficr completing the NOVA program ex'aluation. participants in tlic viewing group were requested 
to visit thoMonster cf theMllky Way website on the PBS.org site 
hitnyA\Tvw.nhi,<int/\vph|V^m,'nf^>|3cl^ holc/ at their convenience wiihin a two-week period. At ihc 
coiielusibn of the two-week period. Ihcy were asked to provide feedback on llie website and to 
rcllcci on whal they did at tlw site. The evaluation found that vicwci-s generally visited at least 
one section o f the site, explored at least one Unk, and had tn-dcpth feedback to offer on Ihclr 
experience ushig the website, as follows: 
S The amount of time \1rwcrs spent Aisltbig the site ranged f r o m a low of 2 minutes to a 
high o f 120mhiutes, n'Ith the average f b r the group bcbig33 minutes. Two subgroup 
differences were found however. First, adulls reported spciiding more lime on tho website Uian 
did youth (39.0 vs. 26.5 minutes, mean ratings). Also more frequent \iewers of PBS programs 
reported spending more time on ihc weh.<;iic than did \cs5 frequent viewers (43.0 x-s. 27.0 
minutes, mean ratings). 
O The most tVequeiilly visited section of the site was Binh of Black Hole^ visited by three-
quarters of the group (75%). This was followed closely by Tiny Black Hates and 
Catalogue of the Cosmos ( 7 1 % each) and then Black Holes Expla'med{€&*'A>). Somewhat 
less frequently visited were Inside an iLnigma (57?i) and Galactic Explorer {54%). 
O The most frequently vlsllcd links were N/\SA's Inwgine the Universe!, visited by Just 
under one-third (29%) of the group, followed dose^ by Death Star (27%) and Runaway 
Universe (26Vo). Other links were visited by less lhah onc-quartcr of the participant group as 
follows: Black Holes: Grmity s Relentless Pull (23'/oX Introduction to Black Holes (23?©). and 
Amazing Space (18^6). 
O When asked to describe w hat. I f anything, they liked about the website and then to 
expbhi why they liked each thing, tw o-finha (39%) of the viewers, slightly more adults 
than youth, said they liked the layout or f o m u t of Ihc website, most olten describing It as 
weil organized, easy to navigate, and/or having a dean design. One-quarter (26%) of the 
viewers, about ilie same number of adulls and teens, liked Ihc graphics and other visuals 
fealurcd on tlic wcbsilc. most oflcn describing them as amazing, beautiful, and/or informative. 
One-fifth of the viewers (20<!&), about uvo-ihirds adulls, liked ihe opporttmity to hear the 
scientists talk about llicir work and/or aboul black holes. Nol quite onc-fifUi o f the viewers 
(17%), about the same number of youth and adulls. appreciated the links lo other resources or 
additional information. Onu-si.xlh ( \ 6 % ) of the viewers, aboul the same niunber of adults and 
youth, liked tlial the website was informative and contained in-depth information thai 
supplemented eoiitenl presented in tlie iclevision program. 
O ^Vhen nskcd to describe w hat. If anything, they disliked about Ihe website, very few 
vlnvers pohitnl to un>1hlng they disliked about Ihc site, w i ih oidy a few youth (4%) 
describing the site as generally boring or dull and a couple of youth (2%) describing the 
website OS bckhig animation. 
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O Using scales of 1 lo 7 viewers Indicated Ihey generally liked the Monster of the M'dky Way 
website (mean, S7) and thought It proWded Interesting content (mrnn^ 5 J > In their 
explanation of their ratings, a few adults praised the website content, most often noting that 
they found the subject matter interesting. 
O Viewers generally agreed that the website was visually exciting (ineon, 5.6). Several adults 
and youth praised the website's visual qualities, most oflcn noting Uiat they were interesting, 
colorful, exciting and/or helped them to understand the subject matter presented. Several 
viewers, almost all adults, pointed to something about the program's visuals that tliey disliked, 
hi these cases viewers indicated they felt the visuals were simplistic, unstimulating. too small, 
or lacking detail overall. 
O Using scales of I to 7» Wcwors generally agreed that the website offered a clear 
presentation (mcoji, 5.9) uiid that the wclnltc was cn.^ y to use (mean, 6.0). One subgroup 
difference was found in tliis case as adult viewers rated the website's case of use higher tlion 
did youth. 
O Viewers olso generally agreed that It was easy to locate Infommtlon that Interested them 
on the website (nican^ &9). One subgroup difference was fotaid for this item as more 
fruquein viewers of science/nature programs rated the website higher on this feature than did 
less frequent viewers. 
O Using scales of I to 7, where a rating of 4 Indicated "about right" vlewera generally 
agreed that the \?ebslle offered about the right amount of lnformnt ton (mean, 4.3), science 
(mean, 4.3X and Interaction (mean 3.9). 
O When asked to describe the most biterestlng things they learned from the website, Just 
over two-fifths (43%) of the partlclpnnt.s, about nn cquol number of adults nnd youth, 
discussed learning new Infonnation about black holes. Most often they focused on learning 
about mini'black holes or more in-dcpth information about black holes rcloting to their rote in 
the universe, how they form, how they arc studied, and how they work. A few participams also 
mentioned learning about astronomy more broadly. While most participants didn't specify 
areas of the site where they teamed thl i infomiation, a few did, pointing to Catalogue of the 
Cosmos. One-fiflh (20^o) of the viewers, almost all adults, enjoyed learning about the scientists 
featured in the scientist interviews, particularly relating lo their discoveries or their views and 
lives as a scientist. .Most oflcn they praised Andrea Chez's interview, and tlic information she 
presented about her work and how she became a scientist. Steve Ritz was also mentioned by a 
couple of viewers. One-fifth (20%) of the viewers, about an equal number of ndults nnd >'oulh. 
felt they leamed from the visual elements of tlic site, particularly the slideshow and other 
images offered on the site. A handful o f participants (6^9^ including a combination of adults 
and teens, said they enjoyed the teacher resources. Several youtli (8^o) said they enjoyed 
Icaming about NOV/VTV schedule information provided on the website. A couple of youth 
(2%) were interested in career infomialion they gleaned from the website os in: Girls in a male 
career. How to get there. Several viewers (9%) commented that they didn't learn an>lhing new 
of interest from the website, most often noting that the website didn't seem to them to offer 
more tlian they already teamed from the program. 
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Using scales of 1 to 7, viewers generally agreed that Ihe website ftirther Increased their 
uiulerstandlng o f black holes (&7 mean rating) as well as their curiosity (mean rating, 
5.4). Adults rated their increase in understanding and ciuiosity higher than did )'oulh. More 
frequent viewers of science/nature progroms olso rated their increase in understanding higlicr 
than did less frequent viewers. Several adults explained their ratings noting thai i l reinforced 
the content of the prognun and was a good companion to i l . Several more appreciated the 
opportunity to be able to find in>dcpth information and address questions they had from 
viewing llic program. Many viewers, mostly adults, specifically commented thol Ihc website 
increased their curiosity to Icam nioro about black holes. Several adults fell their curiosity 
wasn't increased, however, and explained ihcir individual reasons, including: lack of interest, 
lack of personal relevance, preference for tlic television program over the website, or dilliculty 
in correlating the website and television program. 
Final Remarks 
Taken together, the obove findings demonstrate that the Monster of the Milky Way NOVA prognun 
appealed to the 101 viewers n»:niiied for lite evoluotion and had a significant impact on their 
knowledge of and beliefs about bbck holes and black hole research. These viewers generally liked 
llic progrom, felt the storyielling was engaging, thought the content was interesting, and agreed that 
ihe program was visually exciting, clear, and struck the righl balance in terms o f the amount of 
infomiation, science, and science principles provided. 
^^^lile no significant gender difTcrcnccs werv found among the evaluation fuidings, numerous other 
subgroup ditfercnecs emerged. Most notably, many age group differences were found, particulariy 
concerning the program's perceived appeal, clarity, and motivational value, as well as its overall 
educational impact. Adults tended to assign Monster of the Milky Way higher ratings than did youth 
and Ihcy generally scored higher on tlto 27 point assessment designed to evaluate viewers' learning 
gains from the program. Similarly, those reporting higher Icvcb of know ledge of ajid interest in 
astronomy tended to score higher on Ihc assessment than did those reporting lower levels of 
knowledge and interest, yet interestingly, these individuals didn't generally rate the program more 
fovorably. Conversely, more Ircqucnt vicwcre of PBS tended to rate the program more favorably 
lhan did less frequent viewers, at least with respect lo content appeal, visual cxcilcmcm, 
storytelling, and clarity, yet did not outperform less frequent viewcni on the content assessment. 
Despite these varied subgroup dilTercnccs. ovcmW Monster of the Milky Way was still generally well 
received by nnd successful with individuals of %'ar>'ing ages, television viewing habils. and 
knowledge of and interest in o.sIronomy. As noted nt ihc outset of Ihc report, the participant group 
as a whole had linle prior familiarity with astronomy and black holes in particular, and was not 
predominately comprised of committed PBS and science/natun; viewers, but ratlier a combination 
of r:gular and occasional viewers of these programs. This wide range of iclc\'ision viewing habits 
represented in the sample, however, neither diminished Ihc overall appeal of Monster of ihc Milky 
Way nor its success in achieving its goals. Tlie program addressed numy difficult and abstract 
science concepts, yet was still enjoyed by and sueccssfiil with a diverse viewing audience, one that 
c.xiciulcd beyond the iroditional PBS viewer, scicncc/nalurc show enthusiast, or astronomy buff. 
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Beyond (he immedia lc impact o f the program, the c\'aIuaUon oUo found Monster of the Milky 
Way cont inued l o inf luence v iewers more than t w o weeks Qfler v i ew ing . The major i t y o f v iewers 
reported Ihoy were s t i l l t h i nk ing about Bomc aspect o f the p rog ram; more than h a l f said that they had 
discussed iho program w i t h f r iends, f am i l y , o r co-workers ; and roughly a th i rd had c i ther seen 
someth ing on T V , read someth ing in a magazine, book, o r on l ine , or heard someth ing on (he radio 
that reminded thcn i o f the program. 
F ina l l y , t l ie evaluat ion further found that Ihc Monster of (ha Milky i f o y website met the pro ject 's 
goal o f deepening and supplement ing v iewers ' learn ing f r o m the te lev is ion program. V iewers 
ove rwhe lm ing l y f ound the website to be appeal ing, clear, ond usable; were able to art iculate h o w i t 
supplemented their learn ing about b lack holes af icr wa tch ing the N O V A program; and feh i i 
increased their understanding o f and cur ios i ty about b lack holes. 
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Primary Station Report 
Metered Show Report 
All S ta t ions ^ ®!^S^3mj<i QStiKswttDaxO 
Stat ion Market Rank Start T ime Rta Shr 
KOPB Portland OR 23 8:00 PM 4.9 8 
WNED Buffalo NY 49 8:00 PM 4.1 6 
KPBS San Diego CA 27 8:00 PM 4.t 8 
KUED Salt U k o o r 35 7:00 PM 3.7 7 
KCPT Kansas City MO 31 7:00 PM 3,2 5 
WMVS Mlwaukce Wl 34 7:00 PM 3.0 5 
KVIE Saaamonto CA 20 8:00 PM 2.8 5 
WKNO Memph ioTN 44 7:00 PM 2.8 4 
WQED Rltcburgfi PA 22 8:00 PM 2.7 4 
WVIZ C levebnd OH 17 8:00 PM 2.6 4 
KCTS Seattle WA 14 8:00 PM 2.5 4 
KLVX LaG Vegas NV 43 8:00 PM 2.4 4 
KERA Dallas TX ( I P M ) 6 7:00 PM 2.4 4 
WTTW Chicago IL (LQM) 3 8:00 PM 2.3 4 
WGCU Fort Myers FL 64 8:00 PM 2,3 3 
W H R O Norfolk VA 42 8:00 PM 2,2 3 
KLRN San Antonio TX 37 8:00 PM 2.2 4 
KNME /Ubuquerque NM 45 8:00 PM 2.2 3 
KRMA Denver CO 18 7:00 PM 2.1 3 
WOSU Cdumbus O H 32 8:00 PM 2.1 3 
WJCT Jacksonville FL 50 8:00 PM 2.1 3 
WNPT Nashville T N 30 7:00 PM 2.1 3 
KETA Oklahoma OK 45 7:00 PM 2.0 3 
WNET New York NY ( L P M ) 1 8:00 PM 2.0 3 
KTCA Mnnoapol is MN 15 7:00 PM 2.0 4 
WMFE Orlando FL 19 8:00 PM 1,9 3 
KETC St. Louis M O 21 8 :W PM 1.8 3 
WFYI Indianapolis IN 25 8:00 PM 1.7 3 
KQED San Francisco CA ( L P M ) 5 8:00 PM 1.7 3 
KCET Los/" / igeles CA (I P M ) 2 8;00 PM 1.7 3 
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ntsTv oKum - H M M H & hi> sho« ibiHMi 1 1 / 0 1 / 2 0 0 6 11:52 1 
WTVS Delroll M l (LPM) 11 8:00 P M 1.7 3 
WBIO BIrmlngtmm AL 40 7.-00PM 1.7 3 
WGBH Boston MA (LPH) 7 8:00 P M 1.7 3 
WCET Clndnnal l OH 33 8:00 P M 1.6 3 
KAET Phocnbt AZ 13 8:00 P M 1.6 3 
KOE0+ Tutsa OK 62 7:00 P M 1.6 3 
WCVE Rictimond VA 61 8:00 P M 1.6 2 
WHYY Philadelphia PA (LPH) 4 8:00 PM 1.5 2 
WUNC Raleigh Durham NC 29 8 « 0 P M 1.4 2 
WGTV Atlanta OA (LPH) 9 8:00 PM 1.4 2 
WKOP KnoxvQlo TN 60 8:00 PM 1.4 2 
KLRU Austin TX 52 7:00 PM 1.3 3 
WEDH+ Hartford CT 28 8:00 PM 1.3 2 
WKMJ LoulsvBlo KY 48 8:00 P M 1.1 2 
WXEL West Palm Beach FL 38 8:00 PM 1.1 2 
KAET Phocntx AZ 13 l i n X ) PM 1.1 3 
KVIE Sacramento CA 20 11:00 PM 0.8 3 
WPBT Miami FL 16 8:00 PM 0.7 1 
WUNL Greensboro NC 47 8:00 PM 0.7 1 
WRET Groonvtlto SC 36 8:00 PM 0.4 1 
WUNQ Charlotte NC 26 8 ; 0 0 P M 0.4 1 
A v g : 2 3 
T o p ( i Avg: 2 3.2 
Woighted A v g ; 2 
' Tho standard broadcast day Is 6am - 6am. Bocauso iho Nielsen day runs 2am • 2am, the GRPs lor 
yesterday run 6am*2am. All olher days are 6am - 6am. 
Tho lollov/ing marltots cwBched to LPM data as o l : BN: A/2Sf20QZ NY: 4/8/2004. U : 4/29/2004, CM: 
7/8C004. SF : 9/30/2004. DC: 6OD/2005. PH: 6/30/2005, DE: 1/5/2006. PL: \/S/2005. AT: 6/29/2006 
R o o c n O o n « a t o a , 1 m / 2 0 0 0 9 ,53 :12 Af.1 
P U B T V O r J L I N E O 1 0 9 8 AR RtflTta ROSCivod 
Youf S o u r c e tor Pubttc Tdo^dsion L l s n g s h i t o o n a i u n 
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THE OTHER SIDE OF INFIMITY 
D E N V E B ^ M U S l ' U ' M 
" " • " • " ' ' & S e i E N C E 
m i 
F O n IMMEDOATIE R E L E A S E 
Julia Tfiyltw Lnuirt Hoi tman 
(303) 3/0,rt3H4 (303) 370.6407 
JuSii.tiiylarStimmxirg Ltuni.hoItnunOdmns.crg 
BLACK HOLES: THE OTHER SIDE OT INRNITY CoUaborator B iographies 
NARRATOR: LIAMNEESON 
Liam Neeson continues lo lake on challenging roles and has become one of the leading Inieinaiional moiion-plcture aciors 
today.The Irlsh-boin Neeson oflglnalty sought a caieer as a teacher, anending Queens College, Belfast, and majoring In phys-
ics, computer science, math and drama. His Interest qulcMy shifted to theater, and in 1976 Neeson began his acting careei 
with the prestigious Lyric Players Theatre In Belfast. 
Neeson Is recognized for his many memorable roles. He starred In the box-office phenomenon Swr Won; fp/jode/—7rte 
Phantom Menace {m9), playing the role of Qui-Gon Jinn, the Master Jedl Knight who bestows his Force-fu I wisdom upon 
Obt-Wan Kenobi and the young Anakln Skywalker. In addition, Neeson was nominated for an Academy Award for his 
pofiiayal of Oskar Schindler In Steven Spielberg^ highly acclaimed Schlndm Uu. and has appeared In other recent hits such 
as Batman Beglm, Klmeyznd IweActually. 
COMPOSER: RICHARD FIOCCA 
Composer Richard Ftocca has a long list of award-winning film and television credits, including scores for PBS, HBO, the BBC, 
and all the major US networks. Recent work Includes theme and scoring for the CBS newsmagazine 48Koon, the Discovery 
Chanriel/Anlmal Planet's IntotheUorfs Den. the IMAX feature wmte, and muslcand sound design for the Oscar winning 
HBO documentary llbeiailon: A Sunrtvor Remembers. He also composed the score for CBS TV's groundbreaking special on the 
World Trade Center anack 9/J h Recent collaborations with Thomas Lucas Include Mystetiei of Deep Space and Voyage to the 
M//iyW'o/.boihforPBS. 
Flocca has also created an extensive oeuvre ofconcert works: his SfrmgOuo/fef A/a H n D was performed at the Kennedy 
Center In Washington, DC, and his Serenade for Clarinet was recently featured at the Contemporary Composer's Concert at 
Carnegie Halt, He Is currently wortting on TheFourih Way. an orchestral tone poem based on the life and teachings of the 
Russian mystic and spiritualist G.I.Gurjieff. 
A ftequeni visitor to Prague as both a conductor and composer, Flocca recorded the score for Block Holei: TheOther Stdeof 
InflniiyvjWU the Czech Screen Orchestra, 
DIRECTOR: THOMAS LUCAS 
Thomas Lucas has completed more than 20 major documentary films for NOVA. PBS, the Discovery Channel and other net-
works. He specializes in productions that make use of special effects and high-end computer animations, 
Lucas got his start in 1985 with the production of a documentary for WOW calledTbrnadol'The film became one of the most 
popular productions In NOVA'S history, reaching an audience of tens of millions. It was also cited by Michael Olchton as the 
Inspiration (or the 1996 motion picture Twluei. Lucas'othcr produalons have explored s u c h diverse subject matter as the 
mysteries of deep space, cannibalism, cyborgs, the 1988 Yeilo^vstone wildfires and hammerhead sharte, among other topk:s. 
BlackHolei:TheO(herSi<ieof Infinity \i Lucas'first planetarium show. Using adaptations of the scientific visualizations from 
Black Holes. Lucis bd l rea lnga NOVA program caltod "Monster of iho Mtllcy Way'that will be broadcast on PBS In 2006, 
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Black Ho!«:TheOthe( Side of \r\fiMy C<^aboraSoi Biogmphiei 
2-2-2 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: JOSLYN SCHOEMER 
Schocmcf was biucn by the ostrononny bug in 1990 when attending e lecture obout vA)rmhob?s end bbck holes. Af;cr 
iccciving her undcigr«iduate degree in astrophysics ond maih, she discoveted o possion foi sharing the excitement o f 
ojt fonomical dlscoveiiei arid the exploreiion of spoce with the general public through films, exhibiw ond educotiofw! 
piogroms. She i «o i vcdoM.S . i n museum end HeW studies. wuh; jn emphash on informal science education. 
Schoemcf hai worked on o voiicty of ipoco icierKO educciton projects U>i infbrrriol teaming 'msiiiuilons.These include exhibitj 
end progtdrns at the Srnithionk:n^ Nalional Air and Space Mmeum in Vlfeshtnglorx DC, Inckjding Vo^ogd. a icale-modcl sotai 
system pemwncmIn t ta l i ed on the NaUoral Mali She cootdinoted spoce projects for the Challenger Center for Space Science 
Mucaiiorx the Unlversliy of Colorado Natural H l i » 7 Muicum and the Unlveiiior of Colorado's Rske Raneiarium. Schoemei 
Joined the Denver Museum of Nature Science in 1999 as o project martager ond wof ked on developing the Museum's perma-
nent ipace science echibition. Spoce Odysxy. BlackHt^a: TheOthuSideoftnfinUy Is hei f im oll-dlglidl planetarium show. 
SCIENCE DIREaOR: DR. ANDREW J5. HAMILTON 
Or. Andrew J.S. Hamilton Is a fetkyjv of JILA (foimeily the Joint Institute for Uboratory Astrophysics), and a ptofessoi in itte 
Department of Asifophysicol and Planetary Sciences at the UnivedityofColotadoat Boulder, where he has MOiked since 19d6. 
Though Hanmlfon's background rs in mathematics and astrophysics and he has published about GO papers on subiecis rang-
ing from supernovas lo cosmok:gy. his students helped pique his interest in black holes.Their strong desire to understand 
relauvity led Hamilton to develop his first scteniifically accurate general relatlvrjiic visualizations of black holes in 1996. With 
ihe help of one of his occeEerated introducioiy astronomy classes. Hamilton used those vlsualizatkjns to create a highly 
popular show on black holes that debuted at FKke Planetarium at CU in 1997. This content vt.-as odapied for a Web page 
colled 'Falling Into a Slack Hole.'which has received more than a million visitors since It went online in 1997. 
Hamilton coniinued to refine his visualization technique with the development o f the'Black Hole Flight Simulator'dunng 
a yearlong sabbatical with the Denver Museum of Nature fi Science In 7C0\ and 200?. The simulator. an elaborate software 
progronx takes real, f ompuianonat data about black h o l « and translates it into the images that ore the centerpiece of Black 
Hotes: TheOittei Side of infinity. 
SCIENCE DIRECTOR: DR. LYNN COMINSKY 
Dr. lynn Comtnsky has been o professor of physicsond astrononry at Sonoma State University since I98i^and currentlychoiis 
the Oepanments of Physics and Asironorriy, and Chemistry. Ai SSU, she also directs the education and publif outreach (E/POl 
group that develops science and mathematics curriculum tesouices foi giades K-t 2. ond rs primarily sponsored by NASA. 
ComimKy is a tcienilfic coinvestigaior and leads the cducouon and pubic outreach ream for the Swift Gamma-ray Burst 
Explorer Mission, launched by NASA on November 20.2004, and featured lnBtocJfHofei;7heO;/wrS/deo^/n/iniiy.Sv/ifi Is 
studying gamma-ray bursts, the btgQest explosions observed m the un^erse today. CominiVy serves in a similar capacity on 
NASA's Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope [GLAST) mission (expected to launch in ?007). and on the Hiropean Space 
Agonc / i XXM-Newion mission, which studies X-rayi from bSack holes, neutron stars, supernova remnants and stellar corona. 
NCSA PRODUCER AND ART DIRECTOR: DONNA J. COX 
Donna J. Cox isaprofessot of art and design at iheUntveisl iyot Illinois at Uibana-Champoign and director of vlsualizaiton 
at the Nauonal Center for Supercompuling Applications. Her collaborative scientific visualizations are featured in a variety 
of large-format venues around the world, including the Acadenry Award-nominated 1997 (MAX film Cosmic Voyage, and on 
iwo American Museum of Natural Htsior>' planeiarnjm showv, Poispott lo the Univene and IheSearct^ fot Life:AreWeAfone^ 
She and her team also provided the thrdlmg visuals used in \heNOVA programs'Hunt for the Supcilwister'and'Runaway 
Untvorso'ori PBS. 
Cox's passion is bnrtgmg cultural scientific narratives to a wide range of audiences through innovative and aesthetic presen-
tations of data-driven sctentilx simulattons. In addition lo her laige-scale productions. Coy has authored many aittcles on 
the uie of visualization in science, art. and information design. 
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THE DTHER SIDE OF 
F U R i n m i E D I A T E R E L E A S E 
Julia Trtykir l.aur.i Hoitmaft 
(303j 3V0 r)384 (303) 3 70,640/ 
jijUa,tjyIi:TJttmrr..orR Uijrd.l-o1rmAnJidmns.ofg 
The mtoiy of BLACK HOLES: THE OTHER SIDE OF INnNITY 
Black «o/ei; Tt\eOihei Side of InOnlty bieate new ground In lis coniem and Us approach lo visualizing real science. Behind 
Ihls remartcable achievement is a leam o( laienied people, collaboraiois who married iheir unique specialties and capabili-
ties to oeate a final show that is rnuch greater than the sum of lis pans. 
A number of faciors led to the production of the show. As part of an ambitious overhaul of Us facility ihai began in 2000, 
the Denver Museum of Nature & Science initiated a radical redesign of one of lis mainstay aitraalons. Gates Planetarium. 
Construalon crews rebuilt the planetarium from the ground up.The.old reclining seats were replaced with stadium seats, 
the dome was tilted lo surround the audienco.wlih the p t i u re . and engineers installed a 20-channel sound system and 11 
siaio-of-ihe-art digital piojeciors. This system projects more than one million pixels onto ihe dome, producing ultra-high 
resolution Images and vivid colors that are beyond compate.The new Gates Planetarium opened in the summer of 20 0 3 
and remains one of the best immersive digital dome theaters In the world. 
While construction on the planetarium was underway, the need for strong scientific and educational content to display In 
it became clear, in 2001, the Museum approached Dr. Andrew J.S Hamil toaa professor in the Department of Asirophyslcai 
and Planetary Sciences at the University of Gilorado at Boulder, about creating something thai might work. For several 
years. Hamilton had been perfecting simple animations of biacic holes based on the equations of Albert Einstein's general 
theory of relativity. But now he wanted lo create something far more detailed and spectacular.The concept of the Black 
Hole Flight Simuiatof was born. During a yearlong sabbatical at the Museum In 2001 and 2002, Hamilton wrote and refined 
this unusual piece of software, which now has more than 100,000 lines of code. 
The Black Hole Flight Simulator does something that has never been ai iempted before. It takes the real, computational 
science of black holes, and translates It into accurate Images.'At the start, 1 had little idea of what the ins Ides of black holes 
vAjuld look live—I don't think anyone had much Wea.'sald Hamilton. But as he worked on his software, a clear and beauti-
ful p iaure emerged,'it has been a thrill to s e e art emerging from Einstein^ equations,* he said. 
The Idea of taking the Black Hole Flight Simulator and using it to create a show for Gates Planetarium gained momentum 
when an independent documentary producer named Thomas Lucas got involved. Lucas had some exciting news when he 
approached Hamilton: NASA's Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) mission was willing to provide some seed 
money for a planetarium show about black holes, and the well-respeaed PBS science show NOVA was also Inteiested in 
developing a program about the subject. 
For Lucas, making a show about black holes was something he had b e e n thinking about for a long time, so he leapt at the 
chance to do It.'As a fllmmaket. I know that every project 1 really believe in has lis beginnings In a single moment in time,' 
he said. That moment for Blaa Holey The Oihet Side of tnOniryv/d^ on a day in June 1994.1 unfolded the newspaper and 
read that scientists had used the newly christened Hubble Space Telescope to peer Into the center of an Immense nearby 
galaxy knovm asM87.Thero they found a supermasstve black hole weighing Inat - l bill ion times the massofoui s u n . Even 
as a sci-fi fan, 1 had never Imagined anything like th is ' 
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TheHiHOfyofBlltckHolci: IheOlher Side of Infinity 
The piece? were starting to corrw togeihei—a Jiaie-of-ihe-a'l plarwiarium; an intriguing and educeiionol subject l o 
explore; stunning, unusual visuols; and i n experienced director who wanted to do the project. Now all that was needed 
wQi more nioney and the right people to make the show a reality. 
Using its ckjut as an institution devoted lo infornrwl science education, the Denver Mu ieum of Nalufe fi Science 
applied for a grant f rom the National Science Foundation to support the project. The effort paid off handsomety.Thc 
NSF awarded SI .2 mil l ion to the Museum and Its coltaboratou to produce the show that would eventually becorrw 
Bhck Haiti: The Otha Side of InDnity. 
Rounding ou i the team of coltoboratois is a visualization team from the Naiktnal Center fof Supercomputing Applications at 
the University o f lUlnoii at Uibana-Champoign led by professor Donna Ccu. Lucas has w o i t f d with the NCSA team on several 
of his pievious science documentaries. irtcludir>g the award-winning NOVA pKxJucitons 'Runav^jy Universe* and "Hunt (or 
the Super twister.' 
Cox and hei team are wide l / known as pioneers in wsudli^ing scientific data and supercomputer simulations using high-end 
graphical techniques. Drawing on NSF-funded computing resources at the NCSA the team managed multiple terabytes of 
data to create the beautiful, scientifically accurate images for BiackHola: TheOthct^dc of Infinity. 
'Most o f the production group was accustomed to des^n ing programs for the television screen. The dome is a funda-
mentally different experience.'said Joslyn Schocmer, the executive producer of Black HolevThe Other Side of infmiiy.'fot 
this project, v « optimized every frame of the show for the hemispherical screen. We evaluated the composti ion of every 
shot and edited the show to maximize the view/er experience of 'be ing there/This exiraordirviry ef fon ensures that the 
audience is surrounded end participating In the action.' 
In addition to NCSA and Its team of vlsua!izailonspeciaristt.B/*)cA:Hotes.- TTieO^/ier Srrfec/M/rnrtydrewon the talents o f 
scientific advrsors, graphic artists, wii ieis. a planetarium operations team, composeis, souruJ designers, cinematographers 
and educators. In charge of disuibution Is Spitz. Inc, a planetarium manufaciunng company with experience nrarfceung 
planetarium sho-Ars across the world. Of course, having actoi LlamNeeion agree to contribute his commanding voice to the 
project was a coup for the production team, and an essential element to bring rhe shcftv altve for audiences.The original 
score composed by Richard Fbcca provides an elegant finishing touch. 
The entire production process cook three years to complete, and now that the show has taken shape, the crew rs exciied 
vflth the final product. Director Lucas describes the product tonas 'awndei fu lco i laborat ton in which the guiding principle 
was creating the highest quality show we knew hov/.* 
'Black Hoki: The Oiher Side ot'Infinity ii tor me the culmination of a dream many years In the making.'said Harnliton.'The 
sho-// nwriies science and art in a new way that compromises neither. In paniculai. the show breaks new grouiKl m visual-
Idng K c u r a i e ^ what Einsiein>; equations prodict about what realty happens inside black holes. What actually Nippens looks 
nothing livp. but is at least as fantastic as. any Holtywood rendering.' 
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Black holes get turned inside out CU astronomer's 
work with planetarium a scientific thrill-ride 
Febmary 1, 2006 
Section: DENVER AND WEST 
Page: B-Ol 
Katy Human 
Denver Post Staff Writer 
In a 1992 episode of the cartoon Ren & St impy, a black hole sucks up the characters' 
spaceship and hurls it onto the surface of a very strange planet. 
Clouds float by In psychedelic shapes. Ren's eyes slip off his head, St impy's nose comes off 
on his ringer. 
It's a beautiful, art ist ic Interpretation of black holes, which warp every th ing, " said 
University of Colorado astronomer Andrew Hamil ton, who studies black holes. "I loved I t ." 
Hamilton's own vision is dif ferent. 
The physicist started wi th Einstein's theory of general relativity - a set of 100-year-o ld 
equations that suggested black holes could exist - and used mathematics to paint a realistic 
portrait of the Inside of one of space's most Intriguing oblects. 
Exploding stars can form black holes that create such a strong gravitat ional pull that not 
even light can escape. 
The results of Hamilton's and his colleagues' two-year effort will go on display Feb. 10 at 
the Denver t^useum of Nature & Science, in one of the most scientifically accurate 
planetarium shows developed, 
"Black Holes; The Other Side of In f in i ty" was produced by the museum, Hamilton and 
independent director Thomas Lucas, from New York. Actor Llam Neeson narrated the show, 
which wil l be offered to international audiences after a Denver debut. 
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'In the planetarium world, ifs a megabuster,' said Jostyn Schoemer, a Denver Miiseum 
project manager and executive producer of the show. 
TTio 23-mlnutc planetarium production and a related NOVAtclovtston show were funded In 
part by $1.5 million In gmnts from the National Science Foundation and NASA. 
TTra show (s a vertigo-Inducing mindblowcr, with an astonishingly detailed - and accurate -
rty-through of the Milky Way Galaxy. Stars explode In black-holo generating supernovas. 
Nebulas are bom. Kayakcrs arc pulled down a black-hole-Ilke waterfall. 
It took weeks to generate sequences on powerful supercomputers, said art director Donna 
Cox, a researcher at the Notional Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
'We are all filled with anticipation,' said Nell deGrasse Tyson, director of the Hayden 
Planetarium at the American Museum of Natural History In New York. 
trie Hayden is one of a few dozen U.S. ptanetarlums technically capable of running Denver's 
new show. The Denver museum has twice leased Hayden-produccd shows, Schocmer said, 
but Ihe opposite has never happened - yet. 
Lucas, the show's director, said Hamilton Is "completely obsessed - obsessed with general 
relativity and the equations of Bnsteln.' 
What Hamilton did that was new was lo ask what Einstein's equations said about black 
holes' interiors. Many scientists, authors and artists have deplded what It might be like to 
be caught on the edge of a black hole's relentless pull. 
But what happens once space falls msUe, spinning faster and faster as It approaches the 
unimaginably dense Interior? 
Objects spin around a center generate cenlrifugal force, Hamilton explained, which 
eventually counteraas the massive gravitational pull of the black hole's center. TTiat can 
'fling material back out,' where It collides spectacularly with materia) spinning into the 
blade hole. 
'It becomes violently unstable,' Hamilton said. 'And we believe that huge instability creates 
extremely hot plasma. 
'And so you'd die,' he said, "vaporized.' 
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